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Preface

Seventy-five years ago, in 1923, the Freer Gallery of Art opened

to the public as the first Smithsonian museum for the fine arts,

thanks to the vision and generosity of Detroit railroad-car manu-

facturer Charles Lang Freer (1856-1919). In 1906 Freer had of-

fered the United States government his extraordinary collection

ofAsian and American art and, together with architect Charles A.

Platt, had designed the building that would house it. Since that

original bequest ofsome 9,000 objects, the holdings of the Freer

Gallery have nearly tripled, now totaling more than 26,000 ob-

jects; the American holdings, which Freer considered “harmoni-

ous” and therefore complete, do not grow. Today the gallery is

known throughout the world for its Chinese paintings, Japanese

folding screens, Indian and Persian painting and manuscripts, and

Buddhist sculpture.

But Freer’s vision extended beyond accumulating Asian art

and designing a facility that would bring it to public attention.

Knowing how little the arts of Asia were then appreciated by

Westerners, he also bequeathed to the University of Michigan

funds for research and publication on the Freer Gallery’s Asian

holdings. Out of that bequest was horn a long collaboration be-

tween the gallery and the university in the study and presentation

of Asian art. Since 1954 that collaboration has been largely ar-

ticulated through the pages of Ars Orientalis
,
which is cospon-

sored by the University of Michigan Department of the History

of Art and the Freer Gallery of Art.

As a testimonial to the continuing strength of the partner-

ship between the two institutions, the Editorial Board of Ars

Orientalis invited distinguished scholars ofAsian art to honor the

Freer Gallery’s seventy-fifth anniversary by contributing articles

on objects in the Freer collection to this special issue. Contribu-

tors were asked to reassess classic works in the collection from a

contemporary point of view. To that end, Ann C. Gunter and

Margaret Cool Root (whose coauthorslnp enacts the Freer/Uni-

versity of Michigan connection) examine archaeological and his-

toriographic issues surrounding the silver phiale inscribed with

the name of the Achaemenid Persian king Artaxerxes I (r. 465-

425 B.C.), as well as the social meanings ofsuch royally inscribed

phialai. A tenth-century bronze sculpture of Queen Sembiyan

Mahadevi as Parvati leads Vidya Dehejia to reconsider early In-

dian conceptions of portraiture. Martin J. Powers argues that the

twelfth-century handscroll Tao YuanmingReturning to Seclusion

is based on a Song notion ofromantic marriage not present in the

fourth-century prose-poem upon which it improvises. James

Cahill proposes that the Tang elements noticeable in such Yuan



works as Qian X nan’s Yang Guifei Mounting a Horse and Zhao

Mengfu’s Sheep and Goat may have been reintroduced into China

by way of Central Asia. The similarity ofBarbarian Pasturing a

Horse to several hanging scrolls in other collections suggests to

Richard M. Barnhart that they were all produced in an early fif-

teenth-century workshop and marketed as Song works. Yoshiaki

Shimizu uses a hanging scroll attributed to Tenshö Shübun to

help define “Shübun,” “Shûbunesque,” and “anti-Shübun” styles

in fifteenth-century Japanese landscape compositions. And

Marianna Shreve Simpson’s reexamination ofa sixteenth-century

Persian manuscript commonly called the Freer Jämi reveals em-

bedded in one of its illustrations the microscopic signature of

painter and calligrapher Shaykh-Muhammad.

The presentation of these seven reassessments has been

much enhanced by Beth Schlenoff, a former graphic designer at

the Freer Gallery, and Carol Beehler, the Freer’s art director for

publications. Both assisted in updating the design of Ars

Orientalis. It is the long history of such acts of cooperation, as

well as the Freer Gallery of Art’s seventy-five years of enriching

and exhibiting the Freer legacy, that the present volume celebrates.

MARGARET A. LOURIE

FOR THE EDITORIAL BOARD
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a) side view

b) interior view

c) exterior view

d) drawing by Julie Perlmutter
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Replicating, Inscribing, Giving:

Ernst Herzfeld and Artaxerxes’ Silver

Phiale in the Freer Gallery ofArt

I
N 1974, the year following its fiftieth anniver-

sary, the Freer Gallery ofArt purchased a silver

phiale (fig. 1) inscribed with the name and titu-

lary of the Achaemenid Persian king Artaxerxes I (r.

465-425 B.C.).
1 An extremely rare example of roy-

ally inscribed Achaemenid precious metalware, this

phiale was one of four nearly identical handle-less,

shallow silver bowls that had come to light in Iran

sometime before 1935, reportedly as a group. The

Gallery’s seventy-fifth anniversary offers a fitting oc-

casion on which to draw renewed attention to this

important acquisition. In the almost quarter century

since its accession, research and thinking on a wide

range of art historical, philological, archaeological,

technical, and ethical issues concerning Achaemenid

precious metalware has reaffirmed both the authen-

ticity and the significance of the Freer phiale and its

companion pieces. In this article we offer new evi-

dence on their authenticity as well as on the site and

circumstances of their discovery and subsequent

modern history. From there we probe a variety of is-

sues relating to the ancient history and social mean-

ing of such vessels within the context of the

Achaemenid Persian imperial ethos, associated

economies ofpower, prestige, and wealth, and spiri-

tual resonances with notions of the beautiful.

DESCRIPTION

The Freer vessel is a shallow bowl with a plain,

everted rim. Viewed from the exterior, it has a round

depression at the center, which is encircled by four-

teen raised leaf-shaped tongues terminating in lotus

buds. Nestled between each pair ofbuds are fourteen

raised lobes. Viewed from the interior, the round

depression at the center of the bowl becomes a boss

(in Greek, the omphalos or navel) encircled by the

floral decorative elements, which now appear as con-

cavities. The cuneiform inscription runs continu-

ously around the interior rim of the bowl close to the

outer edge (starting at 1 2 o’clock on fig. 1 b and mov-

ing clockwise), leaving unadorned a space roughly

equivalent to two of the fourteen leaf and lobe units.

Two rectangular depressed marks (1.2 mm * 0.65

mm at outer extremities of the rectangle) occur: one

on the inner rim near the inscription and the other

on the outer rim. Macrophotography of the mark on

the outer rim reveals a vague linear pattern that may

depict one or more animals if it is not simply the re-

sult ofcreasing in the metal surface (fig. 2). Tht phiale

measures 4.8 cm in height and 29.5 cm in rim diam-

eter. It weighs 922 grams. The vessel was shaped,

decorated, and finished through a combination ofham-

mering, chasing, engraving, and burnishing. Recessed

centering marks are visible on both exterior and inte-

rior." The condition of the bowl is excellent except for

a few minute areas ofcopper corrosion and severe abra-

sion of a small passage of the inscription.

Roland Kent’s translation of the Old Persian in-

scription reads: “Artaxerxes the Great King, King of

Kings, King of Countries, son of Xerxes the King

[who was] son of Darius the King; in whose royal

house this silver saucer was made.” 3

Hamadan (Ecbatana): Putative Provenance
1

? The 3

Freer phiale and the three other nearly identical

MODERN HISTORY OF THE PHIALE

Ars Orientalis
,
volume XXVIII (1998)
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FIG. 2.

Punch mark on the Freer Artaxerxes phiale, exterior:

a) with scale; b) macrophotograph. Courtesy Freer

Gallery ofArt, Smithsonian Institution, 74.30.

inscribed vessels said to have been found with it were

first published in 1935 and 1937 by Ernst Herzfeld,

who supplied no information on provenance or cur-

rent owner and whereabouts of the artifacts at that

time.
4 Only subsequently was the provenance of

Hamadan furnished by A.T. Olmstead in his influ-

ential historical account of the Persian empire. 5 As

inheritor of Herzfeld’s directorship of the Chicago

Persepolis Expedition, Erich Schmidt might have

been expected to be privy to the same documents or

anecdotes concerning the vessels that Olmstead was.

But instead, in his publication of the Persepolis ex-

cavations, Schmidt displays thinly veiled frustration

over Olmstead’s unqualified declaration of the

Hamadan provenance for this important set of arti-

facts without any substantiation. As Schmidt ob-

serves, “We must assume that Olmstead had definite

information with regard to the find-location of the

bowls. . . . Herzfeld, who published the Artaxerxes

vessels, reported neither their find-spot nor their

present location.”
6

Schmidt’s frustration on this point was undoubt-

edly double-pronged. In general terms, the name

Hamadan attached to a mysteriously retrieved arti-

fact was already a warning signal on a variety of lev-

els to field archaeologists working in Iran. In more

specific terms, Schmidt had personal reason to be

provoked by Herzfeld’s withholding of information

on many crucial details of his field operations as first

director ofthe Chicago Persepolis Expedition (1931-

34).' Schmidt may even have entertained suspicions

that the Artaxerxes phialai had a Persepolis connec-

tion that Herzfeld was unwilling to share with him.

By leaking what we would currently call the “disin-

formation” of a Hamadan provenance to Olmstead,

Herzfeld would have been diverting attention away

from the fact that he was actively engaged in the ex-

cavation of Persepolis at the time when the phialai

“came to his attention.” We shall first take up the

general problem of Hamadan as a provenance; then

we shall discuss the additional complexities of

Herzfeld’s activities at Hamadan and at Persepolis and

how the two may intertwine to produce new perspec-

tives on the provenance of the Artaxerxes phialai.

Treasures ofHamadan. Modern Hamadan in north-

west Iran is the site of ancient Ecbatana, capital of

the Median kingdom during the first half of the first

millennium b.c. and later the satrapal capital of Me-

dia in the Achaemenid empire as well as a summer

residence of the king. Although the site has been the

subject of small-scale archaeological probings and

survey reconnaissance, it has not yet been extensively

excavated scientifically, in part because so much of

the ancient city lies beneath the modern one. 8

Hamadan has, however, long been identified as a

major source of illicitly retrieved Achaemenid antiq-

uities. Work by Oscar Muscarella has raised aware-

ness of the overarching set of problems here.
9 We

proceed from that starting point toward a more de-

tailed set of observations on some aspects of the

Hamadan “problem” as it is likely to relate to the

Freer phiale and its companion pieces.

Precious metal artifacts ofAchaemenid type said

to have emerged from Hamadan in 1920 and again in

1923 have been thought by some to share cohesive
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aspects suggesting an anciently accumulated collec-

tion, perhaps dating to the reign of Artaxerxes II (r.

404-359 B.c.) or later. It is apparently entirely un-

known (in general, let alone in particulars) where

these objects were discovered at the site (assuming

for the sake of discussion that they were indeed re-

covered from the rums of ancient Ecbatana). 1 " Sub-

sequently, m tbe early 1930s, a collection ofprecious

artifacts was said to have been flushed by torrential

flood waters from its ancient place of deposition

somewhere in the ruins of Ecbatana and washed up

onto high ground, where it was retrieved and melted

down or dispersed uby the peasants.” Roman
Ghirshman dignifies the material involved by refer-

ring to it as “the Hamadan Treasure.” 11
In this, he

follows good precedent, implying by his application

of the (capitalized) descriptor “Treasure” to clandes-

tinely retrieved artifacts some verification of ancient

status as a deliberately accumulated and thenceforth

uncontaminated collection. Furthermore, Ghirshman
1

s

consistent use of the article “the” (in “the Hamadan

Treasure”) lends a special sense of historical speci-

ficity and legitimacy to the artifacts. “The” after all

suggests that on the basis of careful assessment this

collection of artifacts from Hamadan is the collection

that must be reckoned with as a “Treasure.” “The”

further suggests (through rhetorical innuendo that

plays on the scholarly reader’s natural desire to know)

that this “Treasure” has a particular history behind

it—a history relating to the city ofEcbatana into which

this miraculously recovered material record can give

gripping physical insight.

The so-called Oxus Treasure presents a parallel

case. Dalton’s careful explanation of the complexi-

ties surrounding its discovery (in 1877) and subse-

quent events bringing tbe “Treasure” into tbe pur-

view ofscholarship is sobering. 12 The story only be-

gins with the fact that two different versions of the

original place and circumstances of discovery exist.

From there, the narrative becomes truly complex,

involving additions to and subtractions from the (pur-

ported) original group of artifacts called the “Trea-

sure,” including the addition of blatant forgeries of

some of the original artifacts. The story of“the Oxus

Treasure” of precious Achaemenid artifacts (which

has at least been discussed by scholars as a problem)

is interesting in connection with the story of “the

Hamadan Treasure.” There are similarities that have

the ring of folkloric mystification: The gleaming

wealth ofages past is miraculously “washed up” by a

raging river flood and thus revealed to the humble

peasant remnants ofsome once-glorious ancient civi-

lization. The peasants are, to be sure, not viable cus-

todians of the miraculously disgorged legacy. The

Treasure is thus ultimately saved by the European

military officer, ambassador, traveler, or archaeolo-

gist. Following the salvation (or perhaps functioning

as an important aspect of the salvation), the ancient

history of “the Treasure” (the circumstances under

which it was first gathered and then kept together as

a group until modern times) is given an elaborate his-

torical explanation. Such explanation will often con-

tain important observations of possibilities; but pre-

cisely because the nature and circumstances of the

Treasure qua Treasure are suspect (even perhaps bla-

tantly falsified), such discussions will be extremely dif-

ficult to wi est from the level of plausible speculation

to the level ofmore securely verifiable probability.
11

Recent work on the Oxus Treasure has at-

tempted systematically (at the remove of over 100

years) to recontextuahze this material.
14 Similarly

valiant efforts have been made by scholars working

with the precious vessels once exhibited in the Met-

ropolitan Museum of Art as the Greek (sic) and Ro-

man Treasure and now repatriated to Turkey. 15

Unfortunately for our task in relation to the Freer

phiale
,
“the Hamadan Treasure” remains much more

elusive; its integrity as a “collection” or “treasure”

or ancient assemblage remains suspect. Ghirshman

is frustrating in his oblique presentation. He dis-

cusses the Treasure in some detail—alluding to spe-

cific types of precious vessels, for instance—and si-

multaneously he illustrates numerous works with the

caption “Hamadan” or “Hamadan (?).” But he does

not state whether any of these artifacts are those to

which he is alluding as part of the Treasure in his

accompanying text. In this way he avoids dealing with

the issue of whether these vessels are thought to be

part of the Treasure or are simply additional ex-

amples that are somewhat similar. Thus on page 309,

for instance, he says, “In the Hamadan Treasure are

some particularly fine bowls engraved with the names

of the Great Kings ofKings.” Adjacent to this remark,

he illustrates as “Hamadan (?)” the deep gold bowl
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now in Tehran inscribed trilingually with Xerxes’

name. He also illustrates— this time as “Hamadan”

(with no parenthetical question mark)—the shallow

gold bowl (we would call it a phiale) inscribed trilin-

gually with Darius’s name and (at that time at any rate)

in a collection in Geneva. The information offered in

his list of illustrations does not clarify the issue.

Ghirshman’s problematic presentation, with its

allusions to royally inscribed bowls, brings us close

to the Freer phiale and our difficulties in investigat-

ing its archaeological history. The city of Hamadan

has not only been a major site of illicit excavation of

genuine antiquities buried in the ruins of ancient

Ecbatana. It has also functioned as a strategic point

of conduit into the antiquities market for artifacts re-

trieved clandestinely from elsewhere in Iran. Such

objects are brought to Hamadan for sale because

Hamadan is a place where dealers expect to buy

Achaemenid artifacts. For Achaemenid artifacts ob-

tained elsewhere in Iran, the Hamadan label is often

applied because it is believable—so active is that city’s

reputation as a source. And if the final purchase be-

fore export is actually made at Hamadan, the dealer

can document without dissembling that the artifact

is (in a certain sense) “from Hamadan.” Thus, as

Muscarella has demonstrated, the name Hamadan

is frequently invoked in the creation of Fictitious

provenance of genuine Achaemenid antiquities; and

the difficulties are heightened by die fact that Hamadan

has long been a center for forgery operations.
16

Herzfeld at Hamadan and Persepolis. One goal of

the current project has been to press the provenance

question of the phialai by investigating the Herzfeld

archive in the Freer Gallery. It was with some excite-

ment that we discovered a drawing ofone ofthe four

phialai in a Herzfeld sketchbook (fig. 3) that has been

in the Freer since 1946. 17 The drawing includes the

caption “7 Juli 1934 Persepolis.” It thus supplies a

terminus ante quern for the discovery of all four ves-

sels (if we accept Herzfeld’s published indications

that they were found as a group). 18 The notations

beside the drawing suggest something of the excite-

ment of discovery; and the date and place designa-

tion conveys the feeling that the artifact was found as

well as drawn at Persepolis. On the following page,

Herzfeld has copied the phiale inscription but with-

out adding a date. The sketchbook seems to point

unambiguously, in other words, to the site of the

heartland imperial capital of Persepolis itself as the

provenance of the four phialai. It seems also to sup-

ply a fairly close chronological framing for the dis-

covery. And finally, it seems to link Herzfeld closely

to the act of discovery.
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This new information was gratifying from the

viewpoint of solving a long-stanchng puzzle ofprov-

enance for a set of artifacts of particular historical

significance. It was exciting on a variety of levels

relating to the archaeology of the imperial capital,

the relation of precious portable objects to that ar-

chaeology, and the plausible functions of this set of

royally inscribed phialai. Subsequent work in the ar-

chives revealed, however, a far more complex situa-

tion—one that maintains Herzfeld at the center ofthe

narrative but brings the story back to Hamadan.

Our research now shows that Herzfeld had ac-

cess to the phialai as early as 1932. In one notebook

labeled “Keilschriften,” he copies the phiale inscrip-

tion, including a transliteration and a caption read-

ing “Silberschüsseln Hamadan, Okt. 1932.” 19
Ear-

lier pages in the same notebook preserve copies of

inscriptions labeled “Hamadan, Oktober 1929.”

While the immediately following page preserves a

copy of the inscription on a bronze dagger in Tehran

and is undated, the next page (p. 1 1 8) displays the

date 4 March 1933. A second copy of the phiale in-

scription occurs on a page in a notebook labeled

“Keilschriften II,” where the copy is followed by the

notation “Hamadan, 4 Silberschüsseln.” Here the

numeral “4” is written like a superscript as if added

after the writing of“Silberschüsseln.”
20 This undated

page is sandwiched between copies ofcuneiform in-

scriptions from Persepolis. Several preceding pages

record inscriptions from the Fratadara Temple, and

these are dated 14-22 September 1932. Following

the Artaxerxes phiale inscription is a copy of a cu-

neiform tablet from Persepolis on a page labeled 23

November 1932. Tbe final entry in this notebook

copies an inscription on a brick from the Apadana at

Persepolis and is dated 17 February 1933.

To summarize: Judging by the record Herzfeld

creates through his notebooks and sketchbooks, our

earliest documentation of the Artaxerxes phialai now

reaches back to 1932. Furthermore, Hamadan, rather

fig. 3.

Annotated diagram ofone ofthefour Artaxerxes

phialai, Sketchbook XIV, Ernst E. Herzfeld Papers.

Courtesy Freer Gallery ofArt and Arthur M. Sackler

Gallery Archives, Smithsonian Institution.

than Persepolis, is the place to which Herzfeld’s ex-

tant notebooks first attach his encounter in 1932.

Nowhere does Herzfeld state in the notebooks that

he or someone else actually found the phialai at

Hamadan. Indications do, however, point to Ins

having at least had possession of them there in Oc-

tober 1932. His diary indicates his presence away

from Persepolis, in Isfahan, on 17-18 October 1932.

The entry for 1 6 October may read “Hamadan,” but

it is difficult to decipher. By 19 October, he was, at

any rate, back at Persepolis. Further investigation of

the diary has not so far yielded another more defini-

tive indication of his presence at Hamadan in Octo-

ber 1932; but conceivably information is encoded in

some way that we have missed. The sketchbook

drawing of one of the four phialai
,
with its label in-

cluding “7 Juli 1934 Persepolis,” implies that

Herzfeld had at least one of the vessels with him in

Fars by that time.

Persepolis was being excavated by the Oriental

Institute of the University of Chicago under the di-

rection ofErnst Herzfeld beginning in 1931. Indeed,

in 1934 he was dismissed by the Iranian government

on charges of smuggling antiquities from Persepolis

out of the country during 1933 and 1934. 21 The in-

dications supplied hy the documents in the Herzfeld

Papers compel us to understand that it was Herzfeld

himself who had possession of the vessels between

1932 and 1934 and successfully removed them all

from Iran in 1934. The documents tie the vessels

both to Hamadan and to Persepolis. One ofour chal-

lenges, thus, is to propose plausible scenarios for the

Hamadan-Persepolis connection. Before plunging

into that complicated matter, it is well to look briefly

at Herzfeld as a personality in order to contextualize

our unflattering portrayal of him as a smuggler.

This distinguished pioneer of the archaeology

and history of Iran was at once a scientifically moti-

vated discoverer and scholar, a decently motivated

collector, and a self-servingly motivated commodifier

of one and the same artifacts. Before his excavations

at Persepolis, Herzfeld had already accumulated sig-

nificant collections ofantiquities that he had removed

from the sites he investigated. These collections in-

cluded, for instance, a group ofwell over 200 prehis-

toric stamp seals that he had gathered up primarily
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from Tepe Giyan in central western Iran. The ex-

tent of his collections of varied types of artifacts is

really not well understood. The prehistoric stamp

seals are, thus, a revealing case. Herzfeld sketched a

number of them in his field notebooks, kept daily as

he explored the Near East; many of these drawings

reappear in 1ns pioneering publications that lay out a

basis for the importance ofstudying this class of arti-

fact.
22 As far as we can determine, however, Herzfeld

made no full inventory (much less catalogue) of his

entire collection of prehistoric stamp seals. Eventu-

ally, one lot of these artifacts (numbering 158 items

excluding a number ofscarabs) was sold by the Gans

Gallery in 1947. Their whereabouts was unknown

to the scholarly community until 1991, when Dr.

John Adams donated them to the Kelsey Museum of

Archaeology ofthe University ofMichigan in memory

of his late wife, a Michigan alumna who had pur-

chased the lot from the Gans Gallery in 1947, where

they were advertised as the earliest collection of gar-

ment buttons ever known. 23 Other seals from

Herzfeld’s private collection entered the University

Museum of the University of Pennsylvania, which,

unaware of the lot sold to the Gans Gallery for com-

mercial distribution, apparently believed at the time

that it was receiving the entirety of this notable core

collection ofartifacts—much as the Metropolitan Mu-

seum thought in 1944 that it was purchasing the en-

tirety of Herzfeld’s library and archives.
24

Specifically at Persepolis, Herzfeld is known to

have cut a head from the eastern stair relief of the

Apadana to give to the crown prince ofSweden (later

King Gustaf). He also removed a foot covered with

graffiti from a representation of Darius in the Palace

of Darius and sold it to the Metropolitan Museum of

Art in 1945. 25
In sum, there is a well-documented

pattern ofunethical practice even at Persepolis in the

1930s, where he was meant to be excavating scien-

tifically under the auspices of a major research insti-

tution and according to established agreements be-

tween Chicago and the Iranian government concern-

ing division offinds. Other corroborating suggestions

of 1ns behavior at Persepolis can be pieced together,

completing an overall picture of a conflicted relation

between the scientific impulse and a secretive, essen-

tially mercenary one. We can appreciate now, for in-

stance, the reason for Herzfeld’s seemingly irrational

objections to Robert Byron’s attempts in 1933-34

to take photographs at Persepolis. It is difficult to

avoid the conclusion (hinted at but not explicitly ex-

plored by Christopher Tuplin) that the excavator was

anxious to keep a tight lid on information in order to

prevent discovery of illegal activity.
26

In die 1970s during restoration work at Persepolis,

a cache ofcrated Achaemenid alabaster tableware was

discovered in the Fortification area. The artifacts had

been prepared for shipment out of Iran, addressed

to Herzfeld personally, and hidden, apparently await-

ing a safe time to retrieve them in secret.
27

It seems

likely that Herzfeld was using areas of the Fortifica-

tion as a staging zone for a major illicit export opera-

tion, which he could only partially carry off before

1ns expulsion at the end of 1934. He may have

brought antiquities from Hamadan and elsewhere to

Persepolis for crating and exporting under cover of

the bustling excavation enterprise.

In order to press any further the issue of the

Hamadan-Persepolis connection as it relates to the

four silver phialai
,
we must review the issue of the

vessels’ authenticity.

Authenticity Revisited Part I: The Vessels. Recent

analyses conducted independently by the Freer Gal-

lery ofArt/Arthur M. Sackler Gallery and by the Brit-

ish Museum have established strong grounds for the

authenticity of the vessels based on fabric and tech-

nique ofmanufacture.28 Microscopic examination, to-

gether with information on composition obtained

through X-ray fluorescence and neutron activation

analysis, shows the bowls to be closely similar in

methods of manufacture as well as metal alloy. The

silver-copper alloy ofthe three phialai that have been

subjected to laboratory analysis is consistent with that

of ancient silver in general and with other examples

ofAchaemenid silver.
24

The weights of the vessels may offer indepen-

dent corroboration of authenticity. Recent studies

have demonstrated that extant Achaemenid silver

vessels (as well as many silver artifacts including

phialai listed in Athenian temple inventories) yield

striking correlations between their weight in grams

and a round number equivalence to the Achaemenid

Persian silver coins called sigloi.
30 The implications

of this are myriad and extremely interesting.
31 Some
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emphasis has been placed on die notion that no forger

in the 1930s could possibly have been aware of the

significance ofstandardized weight equivalence to the

siglos in the manufacture of Achaemenid silver ves-

sels, since published scholarly work establishing

these correlations is all more recent. This factor

supports the already strong indications ofauthentic-

ity. We should mteiject a cautionary note here, as a

caveat on the relative significance that ought to be

accorded to different aspects ofargumentation. First,

it is likely that in modern Iranian forgery operations

authentic Achaemenid coins have often been melted

down for the production of fake ancient silver ves-

sels. Thus a forged silver vessel might very naturally

weigh in grams the round number equivalent of a

certain number of Persian sigloi. In this way, a mod-

ern forgery would (1) not be detectable through ma-

terials analysis alone, and (2) it would seem doubly

authentic because it did in fact conform to a round

number equivalent in sigloi.

It is a well-attested phenomenon in modern Iran

for a worked object in precious metal to be priced by

direct equivalence between weight and coin value of

that weight. In other words, the notion is traditional

and would have been standard practice for many Ira-

nian forgers. For that matter, from antiquity well into

the twentieth century in Iran and Iraq coin too was

weighed in commercial transactions.
32 The notion

would also, incidentally, have been thoroughly in-

grained in Herzfeld, with his lifetime of exploration

and ethnographic observation in Iran as well as his

vast knowledge of western Asia across time.
3 5 Anal-

ogy with other contexts of ancient, late antique, and

medieval eras simply reinforces the understanding

that coin was often melted down for the production

ofsilver objects—and vice versa. It is for the late twen-

tieth-century Western-based scholar that the idea of

these direct equivalencies within the Iranian context

seems a recent revelation.

Thus, the fact of a round number equivalence to

sigloi does not in itselfeliminate the possibility that a

silver vessel is a modern forgery. It is, nevertheless,

an important feature to be considered seriously.

More recent work by Michael Vickers has added

a new dimension that is directly relevant to the four

Artaxerxes phialai. He has been able to compute the

equivalences of weights in grams to weights in

Persian sigloi of all four vessels. He determines that

although individually their weights vary and do not

m each case yield a round number equivalent in sigloi’,

the four vessels add up to a combined weight equiva-

lence of 600 Persian sigloi.
34 Assessment in terms of

combined weight turns out to be a distinctive feature

of the ancient economies of meaning of sets of pre-

cious vessels. Thus it is a feature bearing directly on

authenticity.

In the Parthenon inventories dating to about the

same period as the reign ofArtaxerxes, silver phialai

are almost always listed in groups, with the weights

given as a total for the group.35 Thus, for instance,

two different sets of four phialai are listed (one in

427/6 b.c. and one in 425/4 b.c.) with combined

weights that yield precise equivalence to 260 sigloi

and to 320 sigloi', respectively. They are obviously

much smaller vessels than the four Artaxerxes phialai

(with their combined weight equivalence of 600

sigloi). Another set of only two phialai cited in the

427/6 Parthenon inventory yields a weight equiva-

lent to 450 sigloi. These two are much heavier and

presumably larger than the set offour vessels ofwhich

the Freer example is a part. The main point for our

purposes here is that in contemporary Athenian prac-

tice we have evidence that silver vessels were inven-

toried and assessed for monetary value in sets. There

is in fact only one entry for a single phiale. It is for

the year 416/15, with a monetary equivalence of 150

sigloi. This weighs in at exactly the same value as the

Artaxerxes phiale in the Metropolitan Museum ofArt

and a bit lighter than the Freer phiale.
36

Other types of evidence from antiquity can be

marshaled to demonstrate the production of sets of

plate made to a combined weight. An inscription on

a vessel in the late fourth-century a.d. Esquiline Trea-

sure gives a weight for a set offour such vessels—and

indeed the dish is one offour retrieved in that hoard. 37

Although we do not yet have evidence quite that ex-

plicit for the Achaemenid empire, the Parthenon in-

ventories come close (and it is important to acknowl-

edge that some of the precious vessels inventoried

there in the fifth century will have been Persian

spoils).
38 Support for the notion that precious ves-

sels might have been made as sets to specifications of

a combined monetary value in the Achaemenid em-

pire is also suggested by the representation on the
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FIG. 4.

The Darius

Vase (Naples

3253):

a) detail, scene

ofPersians;

h) tribute scene

(detail of 4a).

After Adolf

Furtwängler,

Griechische

Vasenmalerei

(Munich,

1906), pi. 88.

a

Darius Vase (fig. 4). Here, a man in Persian garb is

shown bringing toward the treasurer a nested set of

three phialai (fig. 4b). The entire scene implies that

these vessels will be assessed along with the registra-

tion of tribute/taxation in coin that is implied by the

man moving forward from the other side, offering a

large sack presumably containing money.39

Vickers’s determination of combined weight

equivalence for the four phialai under discussion

here provides an important new piece of evidence

supporting the authenticity of the Artaxerxes vessels

and their collective identity as a set that was produced

together and kept together until their division on the

market after 1934.

Clearly, the membership of the Freer phiale in a

matched set brings it into line with aspects ofancient
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practice relating to precious phialai and other forms

ofplate gleaned from epigraphic and visual testimony.

We are reminded that the gift-bearing delegates to

the king on the reliefs at Persepolis also offer precious

vessels in pairs (fig. 5). In this sense, the set aspect

offers oblique confirmation of authenticity. At the

same time, however, this very feature renders sus-

pect the authenticity either of the entire group or at

least of all but the presumed legitimate ancient item

that served as the template for a series ofmodern cop-

ies. Artifacts appearing on the market in multiples

perforce ring warning bells among museum curators

accustomed to tbe wiles of the forger. Oscar Mus-

carella has, with justification born of a lifetime’s ex-

perience in the curatorial trenches and analyzing

tactics in the antiquities trade, urged real skepticism

about unexcavated multiples of distinctive artifacts.

And he has urged this skepticism in a discursive con-

text that refers directly to the four Artaxerxes phialai. 40

The importance of healthy skepticism notwith-

standing, we could point to many cases of bona fide

and excavated matched sets of artifacts within the an-

cient Near Eastern context alone. Particularly litur-

gical implements, banquet paraphernalia, and other

categories of ritual or ceremonial utensils inevitably

exist in sets.
41 Two nearly identical Achaemenid sil-

ver phialai were excavated from separate tombs at

Ialysos on Rhodes and may have derived from spoils

of the Persian Wars taken from one Persian’s dinner

set, which was divided among a group ofRhodians. 42

Had they emerged on the art market as a pair said to

have come from Hamadan, they would immediately

have been suspect not only because of their putative

provenance but also because they are a replicated

commodity.

In an environment where framing, symmetry,

and mirror-imaging play a crucial role in creating a

“stereophonic” representational aesthetic dynamic,

it would be misguided to suppose that the actual per-

formances of ritual and courtly activities utilizing ar-

tifacts would be “monophonic” and therefore deploy

only single items. Thus, for instance, we might ex-

pect to find a pair ofincense burners rather than just

one if we were to excavate a previously unlooted

storeroom of royal utensils serving the court of the

Achaemenid king. Our expectation would be gener-

ated by the Apadana reliefs at Persepolis, where the

fig. 5.

Detail ofgift-bearers on the eastfacade ofthe Apadana

reliefs at Persepolis. Courtesy Margaret Cool Root.

strategic placement of a matched set of two such

implements side by side is clearly meant to suggest

an actual courtly stage setting in which two incense

burners would stand in front of and framing the en-

throned king.
43

With respect to our set of four royally inscribed

phialai
,
it is by now generally accepted that replica-

tion ofmodels within the Achaemenid empire was a

calculated feature of the message conveyed by offi-

cial art.
44 And recent work in Achaemenid seal pro-

duction is demonstrating the importance of replica-

tion and the need to understand more about the con-

ditions under which replication was condoned, sanc-

tioned, deemed necessary, or prohibited. 45 Surely

within the court environment we are dealing with

when discussing precious vessels inscribed with the

name of the king, it becomes essential to entertain
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the likelihood that replication as a matched set was

part of the social function of the artifacts—not an a

priori indication of clandestine reproduction in a

modern forger’s studio at Hamadan.

In sum, all results oflaboratory analysis (includ-

ing indications ofproduction techniques) support the

authenticity of the four silver phialai. Furthermore,

their nature as a matched set of artifacts (weighing as

a set of four an equivalence to a round number of

600 sizloi and said to have been retrieved as an as-

semblage) accords well with conditions that we would

expect to pertain within the Achaemenid empire.

Authenticity Revisited Part II: The Inscriptions.

The question of the authenticity of the inscriptions

has remained open. In theory, they could have been

applied in modern times to authentic ancient artifacts

in order to enhance the value of those vessels and to

lend credence to their historical integrity as a set.

From the time of their initial publication, opinion on

the authenticity of the inscriptions has been divided.

In 1937 Herzfeld defended the inscriptions against

H. H. Schraeder’s condemnation made on philologi-

cal grounds. 46 Since then the inscriptions have been

accepted by Kent and Olmstead as well as by more

recent commentators. 47

A lingering doubt has been voiced about the

placement of the inscriptions on the vessels’ inner

rim, in contrast to the typical placement of royal in-

scriptions on stone and metal tableware on the exte-

rior.
48 We would argue, however, that the elaborately

plastic decoration of the Freer phiale and its mates,

combined with their horizontal everted rims, makes

the placement of a lengthy royal inscription (meant

surely to be highly visible) around the interior of the

rim a viable option. The “interior” of the rim of a

vessel such as the Freer phiale is not an mteriorized

place in the sense of being hidden. Rather, it is the

most dramatically visible location that is also suitable

for a long royal text. It is as aggressively presented

an inscription as that on the deep gold bowl said to

have been found at Hamadan and now in the Metro-

politan Museum ofArt, which bears the trilingual in-

scription “Darius the Great King” on the smooth

vertical upper zone of the exterior.
49

The placement of the inscriptions on the Freer

phiale and its mates seems (in terms of display

quality) consonant with the ethos of royal inscrip-

tions on vessels throughout the history ofthe ancient

Near East. Furthermore, it presages the treatment that

will become typical in royally inscribed plates and

shallow bowls with strongly everted rims in Islamic

times. Given how few royally inscribed precious

metal phialai are yet known from the Achaemenid

empire and given the fact that none is from an estab-

lished excavated context, it is presumptuous to cast

doubt on the Freer vessel and the three identically

inscribed companion pieces based on the location

of the text.
50

The multiple copies of the phiale inscription in

Herzfeld’s notebooks—in particular the two copies

linked to Hamadan—raise the possibility of forgery.

It is conceivable, at least in theory, that Herzfeld dis-

covered the four vessels without inscriptions either

at Hamadan or at Persepolis (where he was digging)

and had the inscriptions added to the vessels at

Hamadan (where sophisticated forgers could have

followed his instructions meticulously). Then, fol-

lowing the addition ofthe inscriptions, he could have

brought the vessels (back?) to Persepolis, where in

1934 he drew one of the vessels and copied the in-

scription yet again. We would have to presume in

this case that in his 1932 Hamadan renderings the

great philologist was working out the text in prepa-

ration for supplying orders to the forger: making sure

it would fit easily along the rim of the vessels, estab-

lishing the transliteration for the text (which he would

later publish as a genuine text). In this scenario, the

annotated 1934 drawing completed (or at least la-

beled) at Persepolis along with the third rendering

of the text would then acquire a rather different sta-

tus. It would have to be considered the earliest ac-

tual extant copy of the vessel inscription off one of

the (forged?) phialai—as opposed to another mock-

up for the forger’s order.

The drawing made at Persepolis in Herzfeld’s

sketchbook (fig. 3) is an elaborate measured diagram.

The annotations accompanying the drawing read

(from top to bottom):

14 fertige rosette!

inschrift 69.5 cm lang

4 mm bruchstabshöhe

7 Juli 1 934 Persepolis. Artaxerxes I. silver dish
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As we suggested earlier, there seems to be a genu-

ine excitement in the tone of Herzfeld’s notations.

The fact that he measures the inscription certainly

seems to suggest not that he had it forged after dis-

covery of the phiale but, rather, that the entirety is

ancient, discovered and examined by Herzfeld with

meticulous interest. If Herzfeld commissioned the

forging of the Artaxerxes inscription on four genu-

inely ancient phialai
,
then he also “doctored” his

sketchbook to create the false impression that he was

studying the inscriptions on the vessels as fresh sci-

entific discoveries.
51

It is not unheard of for archaeologists to falsify

notebooks in order to produce a calculatedly mis-

leading impression. 52
Curtis, Cowell, and Walker

note that few people in the 1930s would have been

in a position to orchestrate the forging ofthese philo-

logically viable Old Persian inscriptions. Although

they do not name names, it is obvious that Herzfeld

was one of the few scholars of that period who could

possibly have been in such a position.

Be that as it may, physical examination assess-

ing tool marks, wear, and corrosion over passages of

the inscription categorically corroborates the

contemporaneity of inscriptions and vessels (at least

as concerns those in the Freer Gallery and the Brit-

ish Museum for which this charge has been put to

the technical analysts). Prevailing wisdom accepts the

inscriptions as genuine.

Authenticity Revisited Part III: The Punch Marks.

The tiny rectangular punch marks found in close

connection with the inscription on the Freer phiale

(fig. 2) may be an additional clue to the authentic

Achaememd setting of these vessels and to the pro-

duction of their inscriptions. Their shape, appear-

ance, and dimensions initially prompted Paul Jett of

the Freer Gallery to postulate that they might be

modern hallmarks of the type not infrequently found

on exported silver— for example, as a guarantor of

metal standard. 53 Consultation of hallmark cata-

logues, in an attempt to explore the possibility that a

customs agent punched the marks in modern times

at some border control point as they traveled from

Iran to the United States, has, however, yielded in-

conclusive results.
54 The closest hallmark Jett has

located is that used in France beginning ljuly 1893

to guarantee transition into France h orn a large range

ofpoints including Persia. The small device is rect-

angular (of unspecified dimensions) and seems to

display an elongated form that somewhat resembles

the image revealed through macrophotography on

the outer rim of the Fl eer’s Artaxerxes phiale-, hut it

does not appear to be identical.
55

If the marks on the

phiale could have been shown to be modern guaran-

tee insignia, they would have added to our informa-

tion on the modern history of the vessels, perhaps

ultimately enabling us to determine conclusively

whether they all left Iran together following the same

route. If they are not modern hallmarks of interna-

tional export agency, what are they?

It has so far not been possible to prove through

documents currently available that the tiny punch

marks were already on the phialai when Herzfeld first

came in contact with them. 56
It occurred to us that

the marks might have been punched in by Herzfeld

bimself—using a punching device specially made for

him to “seal” these precious antiquities with a per-

sonal sign. The seal device used by Herzfeld on his

hundreds of drawings, maps, and notes is an EFI

monogram—not a representational form. There is no

particular reason why Herzfeld would necessarily

have wanted to repeat his monogram in this different

context; and if resale ofclandestinely exported silver

plate was in his mind, there were good reasons for

him not to punch in an EH monogram. We might

envision him commissioning a punch device resem-

bling an imagined Achaememd stamp of guarantee

in order to add his own conceit to a set of authentic

artifacts. His occasional lapses of scientific protocol

at Persepolis in the thirties suggest this capacity to

fuse his own identity as archaeologist with the iden-

tity of the gifting agency of the Achaemenid king

whose history he was meant to be unmasking through

analysis ofthe material record. We think, for instance,

of his gifting of a section of Persepolis relief sculp-

ture to the Swedish crown prince. Removal of the

reliefwas a form of appropriation of it and of gifting

agency over it; in this way the act resembles the ap-

plication of a personally commissioned stamp remi-

niscent of an Achaemenid one to vessels inscribed

with the name of the Achaemenid king. Herzfeld

would have been following age-old precedent here,

conforming to patterns established, for instance, by
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the twelfth-century Elamite king who added his own

inscription to the inscribed victory stele of King

Naramsin after removing it from Sippar to Susa.
57

The problem here is that the marks do not resemble

known insignia of the Achaemenid empire. They do

not seem to be the type of mark that Herzfeld would

have invented to emulate known Achaemenid emblems

of authority. Basically the idea does not ring true.

Reanalysis in the laboratory in order to pursue

questions initially posed by Gunter and Jett in 1992

establishes that the marks on the Freer phiale are not

likely to have been applied in modern times. The

British Museum has reconfirmed the (ancient)

contemporaneity ofinscription and punch marks on

their vessel as well.
58 These marks, along witli the

inscriptions, should be evaluated as authentic ancient

features of the phialai. 59 Since all four of the

Artaxerxes vessels are now housed in museum envi-

ronments committed to research, it will ultimately be

possible to pursue the issues the marks raise further

than we can here. What follows below is a brief out-

line ofmajor points of discussion that emerge from a

consideration of the marks as authentic elements.

The staffofthe British Museum has already pro-

posed that these are ancient marks, perhaps identi-

fying the silversmith or his workshop. 60 This is cer-

tainly an important idea. But there is no formal rela-

tionship between these tiny rectangular depressions

on the phialai and the “masons 1

marks” visible on

the stones of Pasargadae and Persepolis.
61 Neither is

a good formal relationship so far discernible between

the devices punched into the Artaxerxes phialai and

the linear devices sometimes deployed in the design

field of seals of the Achaemenid period (which often

do resemble devices used as “masons
1

marks 11

).
62

Interestingly, a device that is similar to some of

the linear signs found as masons 1 marks and as em-

blems in the field of numerous excavated seals and

seal impressions from the Iranian heartland is found

scratched on the concave underside of the omphalos

of a silver phiale as well as on a scaraboid and a sig-

net ring— all derived from Lydian tombs of the Per-

sian period. This highly visible linear device is

formed of a crescent intersected by the apex of a V.

The phiale and scaraboid can be traced to one or the

other ofthe two plundered tombs at Ikiztepe, but the

gold signet ring is now deprived ofprecise provenance

within the Ikiztepe burial complex. 63
It seems impos-

sible to be absolutely sure that the phiale and

scaraboid bearing the same device came from the

same burial; but it does appear probable based on

the research of the scholars who have attempted to

recontextualize this material. This probability sup-

ports the likelihood that the device scratched on the

base of the Ikiztepe phiale is a mark of the individual

who owned the vessel (and had commissioned the

scaraboid and signet ring) rather than the mark ofan

artisan who made it. In any case, it seems unlikely

that the same artisan or workshop would be produc-

ing silver phialai and scaraboids. 64 Arguably we

might consider that precious metal phialai and gold

signet rings were produced in the same working en-

vironment simply by virtue of the shared handling

of raw materials; but even this is not a foregone

conclusion.
65

In short, the rectangular marks on the Freer and

British Museum phialai do not resemble the linear

marks ofownership or ofproduction groups known

to us so far from the Achaemenid period. They re-

main unique, as far as we have yet been able to deter-

mine, within the corpus of published Achaemenid

metalware. This sense of their uniqueness must be

qualified by the fact already mentioned that the marks

may easily go unnoticed in publications as well as by

the fact that a first-hand comprehensive survey of the

entire corpus of excavated silver plate from the

Achaemenid empire has not been within our means

for this article.

With the thought that perhaps they were made

by an ancient coin punch mark, we enlisted the as-

sistance of Richard G. Doty, Curator of Numismat-

ics in the National Museum of American History,

Smithsonian Institution. He compared the punch

mark occurring twice on the Freer phiale with punch

marks on approximately 400 coins from Achaemenid

mints (including Lydia, Caria, and Persia). The coin

marks he analyzed first-hand are approximately four

times larger and are less finely rendered.
66
Neverthe-

less, there is a clear kinship between coin punch

marks and the devices punched into the phialai

even if the punching tool used on the phialai cannot

be linked to a particular mint mark.

Assuming that the marks on the Freer phiale are

ancient ones rather than modern export hallmarks,
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we must be dealing here with a special type of an-

cient certification mark. The stamping of silver plate

as we think of it, for example, in late antique Roman

and Byzantine courtly environments may certify the

standard of the metal or may speak to the authentica-

tion of the royal inscription, verification that the ves-

sel was made in a certain royal workshop, or valida-

tion of the vessel either as royal property or as royal

property now gifted to another party.
67 But although

Byzantine silver stamps are now well documented,

even here die protocols involved are not endrely clear.
68

The fact that the Artaxerxes phialai are to our

knowledge unique published examples of anciently

stamped precious metalware of the Achaememd pe-

riod and thus the earliest examples of this practice

documented for ancient times is extremely significant.

It should not he taken as a suspicious fact. Rather, it

seems if anything to corroborate the authenticity of

the vessels on the grounds that high-class forgers

would probably not invent something that would

draw attention to their work as anomalous within the

then-known repertoire. With these stamps, we are

witnessing a feature that we might well expect of the

Achaemenid empire based on its reputation in the

realm of administration more generally: evidence of

the systematization of control mechanisms in royal

production and dissemination that actually will have

provided a paradigm for later imperial systems in the

greater Mediterranean region. Work on Achaemenid

silver is in its infancy. Perhaps the publication here

ofthe macrophotographically documented marks on

the Freer phiale will encourage investigation of sil-

ver in other collections in order to pursue this im-

portant topic further.

Modern History in a Nutshell. The combined evi-

dence indicates the following:

(1) Herzfeld had possession of the four phialai in

Hamadan in 1932.

(2) We have no earlier record of the vessels.

(3) They were retrieved illicitly as a group, but the

fact that our First record of them occurs at

Hamadan does not prove that they were retrieved

from the ruins of Ecbatana.

(4) In view ofwhat we know of the modern antiqui-

ties trade operating around Hamadan, they could

have been brought to Hamadan for sale by a

dealer from anywhere in Iran.

(5) It is also quite possible that Herzfeld discovered

them in Persepolis, where he was excavating,

secreted them, brought them to Hamadan in

October 1932, and returned with them a few

days later to Persepolis.

(6) He may have attempted to sell them at Hamadan

and found the price inadequate; but the inten-

sity ofHerzfeld’s scholarly interest in the inscrip-

tions leads us to suppose that he would not have

sold the vessels until he had published them.

This conforms to his tendencies in other cases

(e.g., the prehistoric stamp seals).

(7) It is more likely that if he brought them from

Persepolis to Hamadan, he did so in order to

launder them through the antiquities trade—cre-

ating a false trail ofacquisition that would divert

attention from his clandestine retrieval of them

in the course of the excavation of Persepolis.

(8) The phialai appear again in the Herzfeld note-

books injuly 1934— this time at Persepolis. Pre-

sumably he was then preparing Ins “1935” ar-

ticle (which actually appeared in October 1934

as Heft 1 of Band VII. Band VII also incorpo-

rates Heft 2 and Heft 3, dated March 1935).

(9) The four phialai thus became part of what we

could legitimately designate the dispersed

“Herzfeld Treasure” (running the risk ofputting

too ironic a twist on it), which left Iran clandes-

tinely during 1934 and on the basis of which he

was dismissed from directorship of the Persepolis

Expedition and expelled by the Iranian govern-

ment.

(10) All indications suggest that the inscriptions as

well as the vessels are authentic products of the

reign of Artaxerxes I. All indications also sup-

port the plausibility of the four vessels having

been retrieved as a set. Laboratory analysis ofthe

punch marks supports their interpretation as

ancient devices applied contemporaneously with

the inscription rather than modern hallmarks

relating to international export agency. More

work needs to be done on these marks; but in

either case, they do not undermine but rather

support the claim of authenticity of vessel and

inscription.
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Post-Persepolis. Taking as a working hypothesis the

notion that Herzfeld brought all four phialai out of

Iran in 1934, let us review their subsequent history

before returning to antiquity. Apparently soon after

1937, one of the vessels entered thejoseph Brummer

collection and was displayed at the 1940 exhibition

of Persian art in New York organized by the Iranian

Institute ofAmerica. In 1947 it was acquired by the

Metropolitan Museum ofArt. 69 Meanwhile, the other

three had joined the Kevorkian collection and were

then auctioned at Sotheby’s on 8 December 1970 as

lots 140-42. 70 One lot (140), sold in 1970 to a Mr.

Mortozai, is now in the Reza Abbasi Museum in

Tehran.' 1 Like the example in the Metropolitan

Museum of Art, it had previously been displayed in

a landmark exhibition of Persian art held at the Petit

Palais in Paris from October 1961 toJanuary 1962.
72

The second lot (141) was subsequently sold to the

Freer Gallery of Art in 1974 (74.30). The third

Kevorkian phiale (lot 142) entered the Peter Adam
collection, then was resold at auction to a private

collector, and finally in 1994 was acquired by the

British Museum. 71

After a long modern history of changing hands

and fluctuating among clandestine treasure, publicly

displayed cultural commodity, and privately owned

objets d’art
,

all four of the phialai are now in mu-

seum collections where they can be scrutinized sci-

entifically and mainstreamed into historical discus-

sions.
74 Concerns over their authenticity can now be

put to rest. Acknowledgment of their authenticity

does not, ofcourse, signify approval of the means by

which the vessels entered the modern marketplace.

To refuse to discuss them because of their checkered

past beginning in 1932 would, however, be to mute

a set of extremely significant artifacts.
75 Their mod-

ern history is, furthermore, an important piece of

what archaeology has been and often still is about. It

is best that we confront this history head on, even

when it means acknowledging the role that some of

the most distinguished archaeologists have had in the

project of illicit adventure. 76
In Herzfeld’s particular

case, we are dealing with a complex personality who

vacillated between pioneering in distinguished

scholarly analysis on the one hand and willingly re-

moving objects from public scholarly discourse (via

secretive handling and sale) on the other. One is left

to ponder whether perhaps Herzfeld was so invested

in his own analyses that he could not imagine that

any more needed to be said, that any more scrutiny

would ever be wanted in order to learn the lessons

either of these silver phialai or of other classes of ar-

tifacts (such as the prehistoric stamp seals) that he

retrieved, studied in a pathbreaking way, and then

allowed to drop from the public domain in order that

he could realize their market value.

ANCIENT HISTORY OF THE FREER PHIALE

The modern history of the Freer phiale and its com-

panions provides an important backdrop to the ques-

tions most at issue in current scholarship about the

ancient history of precious metalware (and particu-

larly, m this instance, ofphialai) in the Achaememd

empire. To wit: Where, under what circumstances,

and for whom were such valuable objects made? And

under what circumstances were they inscribed or left

uninscribed? How did the site of manufacture relate

to sites of ultimate retrieval across the vast imperial

realm? Was manufacture closely restricted or prac-

ticed widely? What was the purpose of this type of

vessel? What social/ritual/political/economic func-

tions did it serve?

Persepolis-Ecbatana: Ancient Histories/Modern

Ironies. As we step back from the saga of Herzfeld

and the myriad issues involved in assessing authen-

ticity, we are still left with persistent ambiguities of

provenance. Our investigations clarify the probabili-

ties even though they cannot be definitive. Because

of the nature ofour newly exposed archival evidence,

we have seemingly revalidated the Hamadan prov-

enance for the four Artaxerxes phialai. In the pro-

cess, however, we have also characterized the possi-

bility that Herzfeld actually discovered the silver ves-

sels in Persepolis and then used modern Hamadan

as a laundering point. A most interesting question is

imbedded in this possible sequence: If Herzfeld

discovered the phialai at Persepolis, exactly where

were they found and what are the implications for an

understanding ofthe archaeological history ofthe site

during the mysterious Herzfeld era (1931-34)? This

topic is reserved for another forum.
77
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Leaving that issue aside, the ironies of history

present us with another wrinkle as we attempt to un-

fold the issues surrounding the modern and ancient

provenances ofa set ofprecious metal artifacts. Even

if Herzfeld actually unearthed the silver phialai at

Persepolis and only laundered them through Hama-

dan, the fact remains that the provenance ofsuch ob-

jects would already have been muddied. As archae-

ologists, we tend to be a hit sanctimonious about

modern ethical behavior at sites even though we are

well aware that many of the confusions caused in the

data reflect ancient acts that include sacking, robbery,

and forgery. The present authors prefer to err on the

side ofsanctimoniousness about the ethics of the an-

tiquities trade; hut we wish nevertheless to highlight

the peculiarities ofthe material record in this particu-

lar case.

The Achaemenid city of Ecbatana (modern

Hamadan) is not well documented in the textual sources

any more than it is well understood archaeologically.
78

Although it was clearly a crucial place, we have little

information about what precise functions it served

in the administration ofthe empire. We do know that

its siting was critical—on the road between northern

Iran and Babylon. But many questions remain.
79

How plausible is it that the four Artaxerxes

phialai were discovered there as a set in the early

1930s? On the one hand, when Darius III fled

Ecbatana in May 330, Arrian tells us that he took with

him the treasure of Media, including 7,000 to 8,000

talents of gold and silver in addition to an army of

3,000 horsemen and 6,000 foot soldiers.
80 This nar-

rative suggests that most of the Achaemenid silver

that might normally have been expected to “belong”

to Ecbatana as a royal city in some sense or to have

belonged to or been used by military officers sta-

tioned there would actually have been removed by

the last Achaemenid king. The classical sources do

not reveal exactly how much gold and silver was taken

by Alexander at Ecbatana—suggesting perhaps that

little was left after Darius III evacuated. On the other

hand, the sources do tell us that once Alexander had

taken the other heartland centers ofpower (Babylon,

Susa, Pasargadae, and Persepolis), he brought the

booty to Ecbatana for storage.
81 The amount ofpre-

cious metal extracted from Persepolis according to

the sources is truly extraordinary in itself (about

120,000 talents). The amount that we are told must

have found its way to Ecbatana is about 180,000 tal-

ents.
82 Precisely because of the close link in the

Achaemenid empire between artistically worked pre-

cious metal vessels and their monetary equivalence

in weight, we can assume that a significant amount of

the metal tallied by the sources was in the form of

plate such as the Freer phiale. Vickers and Gill lend

further support to this hypothesis, pointing out that

m the ancient greater Mediterranean at this time coin

was essentially the “small change,” while silver and

gold worked up as vessels performed the function of

large-denomination paper money today.
83

Alexander’s actions as a conqueror have certainly

contributed to the reputation ofHamadan as a site of

retrieval of much precious metalware. It is perhaps

not surprising that so much precious metalwork is

said to have been disgorged by this site if the classi-

cal sources are correct. Histonographically, the Per-

sepolis-Ecbatana nexus was already fraught by 330

B.c. Herzfeld (through what he does and does not

reveal) simply adds another layer to the problem!

Date ofManufacture. The Old Persian inscription

on the Freer phiale is critical for determining date of

manufacture. It can only refer to the first Artaxerxes

(r. 465-425 b.c.), since no later Artaxerxes shares

the stated genealogy. It is most unlikely, furthermore,

that the phiale was manufactured after this Arta-

xerxes. In theory it is of course possible that an ob-

ject might have been inscribed posthumously to

honor a deceased Achaemenid ruler; but we have no

independent evidence for this practice in Achaemenid

times.
84

Seals of certain important administrative of-

fices inscribed with the names ofAchaemenid kings

were not taken out of circulation immediately upon

the death of the kings so named. But all the evidence

here so far points to continued use ofan antique arti-

fact—not new production naming a king already de-

ceased.
85 We are thus able to cite the Freer phiale as

a closely dated example of this vessel form. It must

have been produced in 465 or later; and it almost

certainly was produced by 425 B.c. (before the end

of the reign of Artaxerxes I).

This chronological fixed point has great poten-

tial significance since the dating ofindividual Achae-

menid silver vessels out ofcontext is so problematic.
86
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Four silver bowls (including one phiale rather simi-

lar to the Freer phiale) inscribed in Aramaic from the

Tell El-Maskhuta hoard have all been dated by their

paleography to ca. 400 b.c. in an analysis by William

Dumbrell. 87
All four bear dedications to the goddess

Ham-dlat, which further binds them together as a

group. The inscription on the phiale includes the

donor’s name, Qaynu, who has generally been linked

with a Biblical personage whose father was contem-

porary with Nehemiah. This confirms the date of ca.

400 for the inscription. Despite the linkages of pale-

ography and dedication, the four variously shaped

vessels are very different in basic aesthetic and the

technique of their decorative schemes. Dumbrell

does not raise the possibility that the dates ofmanu-

facture of the bowls might vary considerably even

though their dates of inscription and ultimate depo-

sition as a group seem demonstrably contemporane-

ous. This is surely a distinct possibility, however; and

it illustrates one type of difficulty in establishing dat-

ing criteria even when (as with the Qaynu phiale) an

inscription seems to supply a touchstone with his-

tory. The inscription on the Qaynu phiale is not nec-

essarily contemporary with its date ofmanufacture

—

and thus differs significantly from the inscriptions on

the Artaxerxes phialai in its value as a chronological

indicator.
88 Beyond this, we cannot blandly assume

that formal variations in technique and program

among the four inscribed vessels from Tell El-

Maskhuta represent differences in regional schools

rather than chronology (or some mix of the two).

At present there is a bewildering variety ofshape

differences even within what we would define as a

ph iale
;
and a similarly bewildering variety ofknown

decorative programs and variations on technical rep-

ertoire is exhibited. Two silver phialai were exca-

vated at Persepolis in the area of the Fortification by

the Iranian team in 1943. 89 Although to our knowl-

edge no independent dating criteria have yet been

cited in association with this find, the controlled dis-

covery of these artifacts at Persepolis is ofmajor sig-

nificance. Analyses of the contents of the Treasury

at Persepolis seem to indicate that few artifacts were

added after the reign ofArtaxerxes I.
90 This suggests

the statistical likelihood that stray finds should not

date after Artaxerxes I either. In any case, the two ves-

sels are interesting as a touchstone with Persepolis.

They vary in diameter between 22.35 cm and 22.20

cm and in weight between 470 grams and 394 grams.

One has a shallow star pattern on exterior and inte-

rior as well as gold overlay on the interior; the other

is decorated on the exterior only.
91 Both vessels dif-

fer in technique and aesthetic dynamic from the

Artaxerxes phialai. While Abka’i-Khavari would at-

tribute the differences to a chronological distance (with

the phiale discovered in 1 943 at Persepolis being “late

Achaememd”), this chronological framework may be

based on too little information.92

The silver phiale discovered in the sarcophagus

ofa wealthy woman at Susa (figs. 6-7) must be genu-

ine; but it presents yet a different set of technical/for-

mal features in comparison generally to other extant

phialai known so far and specifically to the Artaxerxes

phialai and the excavated Persepolis phialai.
93 Coins

interred with the Susa vessel indicate the sarcopha-

gus was sealed after 350 B.c. In effect the coins sug-

gest that the other artifacts in the grave are also late

Achaemenid ofthe second halfofthe fourth century;

but it is always possible that the silver phiale in par-

ticular was an heirloom when deposited (see below

for more discussion of this problem). The phiale is

small (diam. 18.4 cm compared to the 29.5 cm diam.

of the Freer phiale) but extremely heavy for its size

(562 grams compared to the Freer phiale'
1

s 922

grams). It seems to have been formed by casting

rather than hammering (as the Freer phiale was). And

in a whole range of formal ways it is a very different

sort of artifact while displaying equally Achaemenid

decorative cues. The excavated Susa phiale and the

excavated pair from Persepolis may or may not be

significantly later in date of manufacture than the

Artaxerxes phialai (which must have been produced

between 465 and 425 b.c .).
99

Sources ofSilver. The materials analyses performed

on the Artaxerxes phialai reveal a strong compatibil-

ity consistent with the likelihood that the source of

their metal was the same. Unfortunately, we are not

yet in a position to establish a source fingerprint for

the fabric thus analyzed. Although we can conjecture

that the four vessels were made in a heartland royal

workshop rather than imported from a royal work-

shop situated far from the central seats ofthe empire,

we cannot move from there to a statement on what
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FIG. 6.

Watercolor reconstruction ofthe Achaemenid burial at

Susa. From Jacques de Morgan, “Découverte d’une

sepulture achéménide à Susa, ’’Mémoires de la Déléga-

tion en Perse 8(1 905): pi. 2. Courtesy Musée du Louvre.

these phialai thus demonstrate about the source of

silver used at workshops in western Iran during the

fifth century B.c. Ultimately such a statement may be

possible—but it will depend upon the acquisition of

extensive data from the many silver sources available

across Egypt and western Asia during the Achae-

menid empire.
95 This type of analysis is one of the

priorities of the ongoing work of Pieter Meyers, who

in collaboration with Prudence Oliver Harper poses

a range of questions about the production of Sasa-

nian silver that are equally relevant for its Achaemenid

predecessors:

The most basic questions relate to tbe produc-

tion of silver, such as the types of ore used to

produce the metal silver and the location of the

ore sources, the procedures for smelting the ore

and the location of the smelting sites, the extent

to which silver was alloyed with copper and the

origin ofthat copper, and whether or not the fine-

ness of the silver was controlled. It should also

be considered how much silver metal, ifany, was

obtained by trade, as tribute, or as booty. Other

questions concern the distribution of the silver.

By what mechanism did the silver enter the

silversmith’s workshops? Was the distribution

of the silver controlled or was the metal fr eely

available to anyone who could afford it? Are there

any differences between the silver used in the

manufacture of objects and that used for other

fig. 7.

Silver phialtfrom the Achaemenid

Burial at Susa:

a) side view; b)full vieio ofexterior.

Courtesy Musée du Louvre, Sb. 2756.
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purposes, such as the minting ofcoins? How ex-

tensively was silver smelted? The next question

relates to the practices of the Sasanian silver-

smith. What were the methods of manufacture

used to produce the silver vessels and what tools

were used? Is it possible to distinguish between

workshops based on methods of manufacture

and use oftools? What developments took place

in the production ofsilver metal and in the meth-

ods ofmanufacture of silver during the Sasanian

period? Did the availability of silver change, per-

haps as a result ofchanging political or economic

situations or due to the discovery of new ore

sources? Were there advances or changes in

metalworking traditions?
96

For the Achaemenid period we have almost no

texts upon which to base discussion on the sources of

silver in relation to locations ofindividual workshops.

The so-called Susa Foundation Charter (DSf) tells us

diat the silver used to decorate the palace of Darius at

Susa was brought there from Egypt. This text must,

however, be viewed as a propagandists statement of

imperial control and command ofresources. It should

not be necessarily taken as a literal documentation of

practices at Susa even as concerns the construction of

that particular palace, much less as a statement of

overarching applicability within the wider empire.
97

This is not to say that silver metal was not brought to

the Iranian heartland from Egypt under one or all of

the conditions of export suggested by Harper and

Meyers above for Sasanian silver. But major sources

of argentiferous ore in Iran as well as in other parts of

the Near East were under imperial control during the

Achaemenid empire—particularly in Anatolia and

Armenia. 98 Considering the millennia-long tradition

of silver working in Iran, it is plausible that some of

these sources closer to hand were also exploited.

Beyond these factors, it is important to bear in

mind that the melting down of silver artifacts in or-

der to produce new artifacts was an age-old practice.

This practice becomes a loose cannon in any attempt

to ascertain direct genealogies for a given piece of sil-

ver, moving from ore source to finished product,

for it is always possible that unknown lives of the

ultimately analyzed product are hidden from our sci-

entific scrutiny.
99

The complexities of imperial appropriation of

precious metal mean that places ofmanufacture may

have been far removed from ore sources.
100 The is-

sue ofplace ofproduction thus covers a range ofpos-

sibilities. The fact that no smelting or metalworking

locations have yet been discovered at Achaemenid

royal installations in the heartland (or elsewhere for

that matter) does not mean that none existed. Future

research might interrogate all extant silver and gold

phialai to determine what if any connections can be

established among vessel profile, decorative scheme,

inscription or lack thereof, dimensions, weight, and

metal composition in order to link ore sources, work-

shop settings, and social functions. Efforts to synthe-

size the disparate data have not so far yielded com-

prehensive or complete information. Any project of

this sort will need to address the limitations imposed

by some ofthe issues we havejust discussed. It should

enlist the support of scholars who can provide ac-

cess to material held in various areas of the empire,

including Iran itselfand the northern and eastern re-

gions as well as the European museums that house

relevant excavated artifacts from expeditions early in

this century.

Within the triangle formed by Ecbatana, Susa,

and Persepolis, we have three finds of silver phialai

each with a different sort ofarchaeological/historical

fixed point associated with it. Each find shows dis-

tinctive formal qualities. The Artaxerxes phialai (the

only ones with royal inscriptions) display the deep

voluptuous lobes that seem to have been a hallmark

ofwhat was considered “Achaemenid” across a vast

expanse ofthe empire and even beyond the frontiers

of its political domain. 101
It is at best premature to

attempt to establish formal criteria by which to dis-

tinguish local schools of silver production; and such

an effort may (within the imperial context) ultimately

prove to be a misleading method ofinquiry. In a study

of the movement patterns of the Achaemenid king

and his court, Pierre Briant synthesizes the classical

sources that claim the king transported vast quanti-

ties of tableware with him wherever he went and also

acquired from his subjects vast quantities of

metalware in 1ns passages from place to place.
1112 To

the extent that we can validate these testimonia as

somewhat accurate reflections ofcourt protocol, our

capacity archaeologically to identify any regional style
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FIG. 8.

Detailfrom the tomb at

Karaburun, showing

hand ofservingfigure

loith phiale and ladle.

Courtesy Machteid J.

Mellink.

will be severely limited. We have in any event shown

that the silver holdings of Persepolis and Susa were

brought to Echatana by Alexander, so that except for

the stray find (such as the two phialai unearthed in

1943) or an as-yet-undiscovered hoard missed by

Alexander in those two seats of empire, we should

have a difficult time, even without factoring in the

king’s behavior, establishing what was, for instance,

a local Persepolitan court style in silver plate versus

a local Susa or Echatana court style.

It remains possible that there were distinctive

local court styles in Achaemenid plate in regions re-

moved from the heartland. We are trying to express

a difference here between (a) distinctive regional

styles (styles that would have conveyed a particular

place-identity by their look) and (b) the undeniable

fact that precious vessels made during Achaemenid

times had many different stylistic and technical

aspects. The question is: Were these styles clustered

in production into discrete regional specialties? As

always, the dual problem of scant statistically elo-

quent data combined with the portability of silver

plate, which was intrinsically as well as symbolically

valuable, makes this agenda difficult as well.
1113 An

anecdote transmitted in the pseudo-Demosthenic

speech Against Timotheus refers to two phialai spe-

cifically of Lycian workmanship. 104 This phrasing

suggests that in classical Athens a distinction could

he made between an Achaemenid phiale produced

by a craftsman ofLycian tradition and one produced

in any other workshop tradition. The painted repre-

sentations of phialai in the fifth-century chamber

tomb at Karaburun in Lycia (fig. 8) do not clarify the

situation. They show lobed or leaf-patterned vessels;

hut we cannot discern from them a definitively dis-

tinctive regional type. Evidence from actual vessels
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attached to specific regions ofAnatolia is also incon-

clusive. Greek letters scratched on the base ofa plain

silver phiale from one of the lldztepe tumuli in Lydia

have been interpreted as rendering a place name in

eastern Lydia—perhaps the place where the vessel

was produced .

1115 This piece ofevidence suggests the

tantalizing possibility that more finds ofAchaemenid

silver plate with graffiti indicating places may ulti-

mately yield some pattern of information. But taken

together tire gold and silver plate diat has emerged from

these wealthy Achaemenid-period tombs in Lydia

shows more variety than homogeneity .

106

Representations of Egyptian metal smiths pro-

ducing Achaenrenid-type vessels in the late fourth-

century tomb of Petosiris have often been invoked to

make the point that Achaemenid-type objects were

produced at various locations across the empire and

were not dependent for their look on some ethnic

resonance of the artisan with the spirit of Persian-

ness .

107
It is possible, of course, that depictions of

industrious Egyptian metal smiths making Persian

luxury vessels on the walls of an immediately post-

Persian-period tomb convey a teleology removed

from the literal level ofdiscourse we are attempting to

pursue here about production centers in a polycultural

empire. Even taking tliis factor into account, however,

we must acknowledge that the tomb of Petosiris offers

one significant piece of evidence among many others

attesting the production ofAchaemenid art at multiple

centers throughout the vast empire.

StateMonopoly?The inscription on the Freer phiale

clearly indicates that it was made in a royally con-

trolled workshop; it offers not only the king’s name

and genealogy but also the phrase (in Kent’s transla-

tion) “in whose royal house this silver saucer was

made.” Kent’s rendering of “made” for karta seems

straightforward (as this word is also used in Darius’s

Susa Foundation Charter [DSf] in some contexts re-

ferring, e.g., to the “making” ofgold objects ).
108 The

word is in no sense restricted, for instance, to con-

texts ofinscribing or to the manufacture ofportable

objects or commemorative objects. “Royal house”

(from viO-) seems impossible to pin down any

further at this stage, since use of the term is attested

in contexts implying house (as literal dwelling), as

well as court and clan. Herzfeld rendered the syntax

of the important qualifying phrase “for whose royal

house” rather than “m whose royal house .” 109 But

Kent and later commentators have expressly emended

this reading and have brought the similar inscriptions

of Darius and Xerxes into line with it. Thus, for in-

stance, the inscription on the lapis lazuli doorknob

from Persepolis (Dpi), which bears the same phrase

viQiyä karta
,
is rendered by Kent as “Door-knob of

precious stone, made in the house of Darius the

king,” whereas Herzfeld rendered it “/or the house

of Darius the king.” 110

Was the production of silver (and gold) phialai

controlled by the state? It may be that the mining of

certain ore sources and the trafficking of their raw

materials was a monopoly of the imperial adminis-

tration. This difficult question deserves more nu-

anced investigation .

111
It seems probable that royally

inscribed precious vessels were not only produced

in a tightly controlled context but also used in a re-

stricted way. The existence of punch marks on the

Artaxerxes phialai may signify some individual or

collective aspect of this control, much as it would on

a com. Beyond the rough analogy with coinage, we

base this suggestion on an analogy with the royally

inscribed seals of the empire. Analysis of the

Persepolis Fortification and Treasury tablet seal im-

pressions, in conjunction with other evidence, makes

it clear that royally inscribed seals were seals of of-

fice, used by specific individuals only in their capac-

ity as officials .

112 This thesis of the restricted nature

of royally inscribed vessels is borne out by the fact

that no such vessels have yet been discovered in a

private burial .

111 The contrast between the dearth of

these items in private tombs and the abundance of

royally inscribed alabaster vessels stored in the

Persepolis Treasury strongly suggests a royally con-

trolled commodity intended for use exclusively as

“royal tableware” in court activities and rituals .

114

Such rituals involving tableware will have taken place

at various sites of the empire in addition to Persepolis

itself, so that the discovery ofroyally inscribed vessels

far from the heartland need not negate the theory .

115

It may well be that such royally inscribed vessels

were sometimes given to particular associates of the

king or to satraps to deploy in activities for which

their use was considered essential or preferred. The

critical point is the thesis that these items bearing the
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royal name were produced in a controlled environ-

ment and were particular commodities reserved for

closely prescribed use with reference to Persian king-

ship and the performance of its rituals.
116

It is note-

worthy as an aside that the inscription running

around the rim of the Freer phiale is carefully laid out

so as to leave blank an area that presumably would be

the place designated for the user to hook his thumb

—

without covering the royal text. The syntactical ambi-

guity inherent in the Artaxerxes phiale inscription at

“viOiya karta” (made in [viz., Kent] or made/or [viz.,

Herzfeld] the royal house) may blur a distinction that

is in fact irrelevant.
1 17 These particular items may have

been made both in the royal house (i.e.
,
in the royally

controlled workshop) and

1

for the use ofthe royal house

(i.e., expressly for the king and his company either at

a stationary installation or on the road).

In sum, then, royally inscribed phialai are likely

to have been restricted in production and use. They

may have been restricted in decorative form and style

as well. In this they would again accord with what

we know ofroyal name seals (as opposed to privately

owned seals) of the Persian empire and the imperial

(as opposed to satrapal) coin issues. The production

of precious ph ialai or other vessels more generally

does not seem to have been controlled, however. The

21st “Letter of Themistokles” documents a private

order for gold and silver plate inscribed (presumably

with Themistokles’ name) in “old Assyrian letters.”

Nylander has demonstrated convincingly that this

refers to private name inscriptions in Aramaic—a fea-

ture of several extant silver phialai.
118

The classical testimonia generally suggest an

abundance of gold and silver vessels in a range of

contexts that imply widespread access to and enjoy-

ment of luxury ware outside a restricted court mi-

lieu.
1 19 The great variety ofpreserved forms and deco-

rative schemes of uninscribed and non-royally in-

scribed phialai alone speaks also to a lively creative

engagement with precious metal production in work-

shops that were not confined to any narrowly pre-

scribed court style.
120

Social Context: Giftsfrom the King. Many classical

texts and Biblical passages suggest the importance

of gifts given by the king to honored friends. Several

texts single out precious phialai as gifts given by the

king.
121 In view of the intrinsic value of a precious

metal phiale combined with the beauty of the skilled

artistry invested in the design of these objects, the

cachet of such a gift from the Achaemenid ruler is

easy to appreciate. The story ofDemus’s gold phiale

clearly articulates a relevant scenario. Here, the Per-

sian king (in this case Artaxerxes II) gave the Greek

naval commander Dennis, son of Pyrilampes (once

an ambassador to the Persian court), a symbolon in

the form ofa gold phiale. As Vickers points out, even

the mere knowledge that Demus had been granted

this symbolon seems to have carried great impact in

his business dealings; and the object itself was ex-

plicitly explained as not only of intrinsic monetary

value but also of extraordinary value as a kind ofpo-

litical/financial carte blanche throughout Asia. The

phiale was a symbol ofrecognizable prestige, it would

seem, because of the social link with the king that it

apparently represented far and wide. 122

Social Function: Drinking and Libation. The in-

scription on the Freer phiale is obviously important

for the nuances it both suggests and leaves open about

the literal and symbolic function(s) of such vessels.

Once again, Kent’s rendering of the inscription reads:

“Artaxerxes the Great King, King of Kings, King of

Countries, son ofXerxes the King [who was] son of

Darius the King; in whose royal house this silver sau-

cer was made.” 123
In place of “saucer” for bätugara

we must, however, supply “wine-drinking vessel,”

following from the fact that bätu means “wine” and

gara means “drinking.” 124

The Freer phiale and its mates are the only metal

vessels yet known from the Achaemenid empire or

contemporaneous Greek contexts that are labeled

with a word that explicitly describes vessel func-

tion.
12, Following scholarly convention, we have

opted to persist in calling the Freer vessel type a

phiale ,

126 But this is a Greek term, known from nu-

merous testimonia relating to Greek and Persian ves-

sels. These testimonia are, however, physically in-

dependent of the vessels with which we link them. 127

What precisely is meant by the word phiale
,
as used

in the ancient Greek texts? While Richter and Milne

characterized the use of the phiale in the Greek sphere

both for pouring libations and for drinking, recent

scholarship has tended to restrict the definition of
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FIG. 9.

Detailfrom a cast

ofthe eastfrieze of

the Parthenon,

south end, showing

maidens carrying

philalai. Courtesy

University of

Michigan. Photo by

Jeri Hollister.

the use of the phiale in Greek culture to the religious

function ofpouring libations to the gods.
128

Certainly,

Greek art has clear examples of representations de-

picting libations—or preparatory episodes for these

activities; and these representations often show a shal-

low, handle-less bowl: the phiale (fig. 9).
129 But

Herodotus (9.80. 1-2) specifically mentions “phialai

and other drinking-vessels” among the precious ob-

jects abandoned by the Persians at Plataea. Although

it could be argued that he was referring to phialai as

drinking vessels strictly from the Persians’ point of

view, we are not inclined to see such a subtlety in his

words. 1 10

Phialai with particular decorative programs are

mentioned in Greek texts. Phialai balanotoi
,
for in-

stance, are decorated with acorns; phialaiAithiopidesi

are decorated with renderings of (the faces of) Ethio-

pians. Actual examples of shallow handle-less ves-

sels decorated with acorns and/or faces of Ethiopi-

ans have been preserved. 131 These artifacts thus cor-

roborate the link between what the name phiale can

be understood to have connoted in terms of generic

vessel form (gleaned from linkages between texts and

artistic representations of libations) and the look of

actual vessels conforming to the term.

From the Greek testimonia the word phiale is a

generic term that can be qualified in a number of

ways. In addition to the qualifications noted above

(with acorns or with Ethiopians), we note phialai

karyotai (with nuts), phialai akinotai (with rays), and

phialai balaneiomphaloi (with acorns and omphalos).

Omphalos in this context refers to the central boss

that often protrudes convexly into the interior ofthese

shallow bowls. Usually it is reflected on the exterior

of the vessel as a concavity, although there are in-

stances of omphaloi that protrude into the interior

but have no corresponding concavity on the exterior.

The mention in texts of phialai pure and simple,

phialai with omphaloi
,
and phialai with omphaloi as

well as other notable adornments suggests that none

of these variable features of individual phialai is a

sine qua non of what it means to be a phiale. The

unifying feature ofwhat the Greeks meant by a phiale

(ifwe look to representations in Greek art) seems to

be that it was a shallow, handle-less vessel.

Unfortunately, the seminal study of the phiale

shape in Greece and the Near East by Heinz Luschey

predetermines that a true phiale must have an ompha-

los that is articulated on the exterior as well as the

interior of the vessel.
132 His study incorporates as

phialai all handle-less bowls with the doubly articu-

lated omphalos
,
regardless of other features of pro-

file—such as relative depth of the bowl and propor-

tion ofrim height to body height. It excludes as phialai

strictly speaking all handle-less bowls regardless of

other features of profile that do not incorporate this

doubly articulated omphalos. Luschey thus creates a

confusion: Many handle-less vessels that ought to be

described as deep howls are described instead as

phialai simply because they incorporate a doubly
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articulated omphalos
;
and manyphiala

i

are classified

as cups
(
Schale

)
even though in every respect but the

doubly articulated omphalos
,
they conform to the

shallowphiale form. This confusion carries over into

more recent scholarship and has caused particular

difficulty as it pertains to the Achaemenid material.

Both the handle-less shallow bowl and the

handle-less deeper bowl (both ofthese with and with-

out the omphalos) are ultimately ofNear Eastern ori-

gin.
133 During the Persian period, the Achaemenid

bowl and the Achaemenid phiale can be seen as

emerging from this long tradition and clarifying a bi-

furcation of forms, with each of the two branches

(deep and shallow) developing in rich ways.
134 By any

standard typological criteria devised by pottery ex-

perts, the differences in shape between the Achae-

menid bowl (in its range of permutations) and the

Achaemenid phiale (in its range of permutations)

would be considered distinctive. Yet because of the

confusions first codified by Luschey but subsequently

compounded in other publications, bowls are often

called phialai.
135 Thus, for instance, scholars some-

times note that phialai are carried by representatives

from the subject lands on the Apadana reliefs at

Persepolis (fig. 10). But in fact the vessels thus re-

ferred to in these sculptures are deep bowls of the

sort Herodotus must be alluding to when he de-

scribes Persian “gold and silver round-bottomed

bowls” as distinct from “
phialai and other drinking

vessels” (9.80. 1-2). Alternatively, scholars who pre-

fer to speak generieally of Achaemenid bowls with-

out discriminating between shallow and deep (perhaps

laudably in order to avoid the complexities ofusing a

Greek term to describe a Persian object) will some-

times allude to the representations on the Apadana as

depictions of “bowls”—without characterizing what

forms ofbowls are shown in those sculptures.
136

Why does this matter? It matters in part because

our understanding of the functions and meanings of

various vessel forms and their subcategories is new

enough that we cannot afford to overgeneralize for

fear ofmissing some critical distinctions that may hold

clues to significant nuances. The nuances may ulti-

mately provide clues to important issues ofideology

and mechanisms ofsocial control in the Achaemenid

empire. For example, no phiale is represented as a

gift being brought to the king on the Apadana reliefs

—

possibly because the prerogative of the gifted ph iale

was a privilege that always went out from the king.

We shall return to this issue briefly below.

FIG. 10.

Detailsfrom the

Apadana reliefs

at Persepolis.

After Ernst

Herzfeld, Iran in

the Ancient East

(London, 1911),

pi. LXXXIV.
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It is in an attempt to counteract the problem of

overly loose terminology that we use the term phiale

to mean a handle-less shallow bowl—with or with-

out any kind of omphalos. We believe that this defi-

nition adheres as closely as possible to the evidence

of the Greek testimonia and visual representations.

We believe, in other words, that the evidence avail-

able so far suggests that when a Greek text refers ge-

nerically to a phiale (in either the Greek or Persian

realm) a shallow handle-less vessel with or without

an omphalos is being described. For vessels of a cer-

tain diameter and weight, the omphalos is a useful

physical feature providing a point at which to hook

the middle finger while grasping the rim with the

thumb. But there are large phialai without the

omphalos and small ones with it.

The practical function of the vessel certainly in-

cluded drinking as well as libation pouring; and these

two actions undoubtedly intersected in important

areas. Drinking from a phiale may have connoted a

heroic, reverential, or cubic context in the Greek

world and in the Persian imperial sphere. Both con-

texts owe something to more ancient Near Eastern

tradition. This duality offunctions—particularly sig-

nificant as it is played out in a royal cult environ-

ment—is exemplified by various neo-Assyrian reliefs.

One reliefofAshurnasirpal II at Nimrud in the ninth

century shows the Assyrian king holding a phiale as

he stands by a lion he has killed in the hunt (which

itself was a highly charged ritual of kingship). This

scene clearly depicts a ritual and is described in schol-

arly discussions as a “libation scene
-

” even though

we do not literally see the act of pouring a libation

here.
1 !/ Another type of scene involves an ostensible

“banquet.” The best example dates to the reign of

Ashurbanipal in the seventh century. The king and

his queen hold phialai in the famous tableau in the

queen’s quarters, for which a link between the sa-

cred marriage rites at the new year and the celebra-

tion of military victory has been proposed. 158

The Freer vessel and its companions (even by

Luschey’s omphalos-focused definition) would

clearly have been described as phialai by a Greek.

Thanks to these four inscribed artifacts, we can now

verify that in the Achaemenid Persian context such

vessels had an expressly articulated function as wine-

drinking vessels. This does not, ofcourse, necessarily

preclude the possibility that shallow handle-less ves-

sels of this type could be used in other ways as well.

The term bätugara does not allow us to determine

whether the Freer phiale was meant to be used only

in certain prescribed types or contexts ofwine-drink-

ing (i.e., in the course of a specific courtly ritual). It

is important nevertheless to acknowledge that in the

imperial context, dining and drinking at court will

have incorporated aspects ofcult. This elision ofroyal

performance and religious cult is suggested by the

Assyrian palace reliefs just cited; and it is carried to

more systematic programmatic heights in Achaemenid

representations of kingship. 139 The dining rituals of

the Great King projected an ideology of abundance

and good fortune surrounding the royal person and

available to those who cooperated. Thus the notions

of drinking and phialai in this sphere were part of a

complex web ofimperial exercise that wove together

cult and social life inextricably. Pierre Briant’s study

of classical sources pertaining to the king’s dining

customs offers a significant frame for these issues.
140

The tomb painting at Karaburun in Lycia pro-

vides a glimpse of a noble personage operating out

of the western empire. He is engaged in some sort of

banquet ritual involving use of phialai. The paint-

ing may depict not a Totenmahl scenario but rather

the worldly aristocrat in life as he acted out homage

to the Persian king in a drinking ritual—perhaps even

using two phialai gifted by that ruler as a pair. The

reclining personage raises up one phiale
,
while his

attendant comes forward carrying in one hand an

elaborate handled container (presumably holding

wine) and in the other hand a phiale perched on the

tips of his fingers and a ladle hooked around one fin-

ger (fig. 8). All the implements are carefully rendered

with rich details. We can only speculate on the na-

ture of the ritual here, as it so clearly involves the de-

ployment of two phialai even though only one per-

son is shown as a “diner.” Perhaps the ritual expressly

involved a wine-drinking vessel brought forth and

filled—but set aside symbolically for the absent

king.
141

Although looted in Roman times, the Karaburun

tomb may have originally held a pair of actual pre-

cious phialai
,
as well as a ladle and elaborate wine-

containing vessel.
142

It is certainly plausible that such

paired phialai might have been gifted by the king
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exclusively in sets for the performance of a drinking

ritual of homage to the ruler and celebration of alle-

giance to him. The Freer phiale and its companion

vessels have already raised the issue of the matched

set in connection with factors to be considered in as-

sessing authenticity. The possible social meanings

of sets of drinking vessels within the Achaemenid

empire needs more study, which will in turn facili-

tate informed theorization. Analogies with the mate-

rial record from other contexts where more textual

records and more excavated artifacts are available

might prove especially useful in raising questions .

143

Indeed, gold and silver phialai in the Achae-

menid context have primarily been retrieved from

tombs, when their provenance is firmly established

at all. Burials across the empire from Africa to east-

ern central Asia attest the frequent removal from cir-

culation ofprecious Persian phialai through deposi-

tion with the deceased.

This feature of the archaeological record is quite

remarkable. It clearly implies a willingness to remove

from circulation an object of major monetary value.

This is a radically different situation from what we

encounter in Greece at the same time. The difference

is not a question of Greek disdain of silver and gold,

which we now understand to have been abundant

and coveted in classical Athens .

144
It may, however,

say a great deal about symbolic valuations that

weighed heavily in the Persian context but were over-

ridden by practical concerns of maintenance of es-

tate wealth in the Greek sphere. Ifwe credit the story

of Demus at all, we must acknowledge that burial of

a precious phiale that had been gifted by the king

would remove from circulation a transferable sym-

bol of carte blanche that could set in motion a whole

range of social and financial opportunities. Other

sources suggest that a precious object gifted by the

Persian king could be regifted by its original recipi-

ent to another individual. This possibility reinforces

the significance of such an object as a commodity of

practical value in the social sphere precisely (ifpara-

doxically) because of its symbolic value—because of

its value as a gifted worked artifact rather than as an

object simply worth a certain amount because of its

weight in raw silver or gold. This in turn reinforces

the significance ofthe removal ofsuch an object from

circulation through burial.

Possessions gifted by the Achaemenid king seem

to have shared many features with the categoiy that

anthropologist Annette Weiner has described as “in-

alienable.” In her words,

Whereas other alienable properties are exchanged

against each other, inalienable possessions are

symbolic repositories of genealogies and histori-

cal events; their unique, subjective identity gives

them absolute value placing them above the ex-

changeability ofone thing for another .

145

She characterizes the dynamic tension embedded in

stewardship of an inalienable possession as one in-

volving a “radiating power ofkeeping inalienable pos-

sessions out ofexchange”; but also one with counter-

valing tensions such that “the challenge to give is at

the same time a challenge to the ability to keep” while

“the challenge to surrender the documentation of

difference [the inalienable possession] ... is a chal-

lenge to the guardianship of autonomy .” 146

The precious phiale in general is particularly in-

teresting, then, because it is a commodity that seems

to have been so important in the transfer of honor

and privilege from the king outward. The phiale
,
like

the animal-shaped rhyton
,
is a vessel type that is ex-

plicitly not depicted on the Apadana reliefs showing

gift-bearing delegations from the subject lands com-

ing toward the Great King. As suggested earlier, this

may signify something very particular about a royal

prerogative of gifting. If it were a royal prerogative to

gift a particular phiale for the first time (so that the

direction of its movement was always from the king

outward), then the value of the phiale would be even

more enhanced. Furthermore, its aspect as an inalien-

able possession replete with the tensions suggested

by Weiner would be greater.

None of the testimonia refers to gifted phialai as

royally inscribed. And we have already noted that the

Artaxerxes phialai are among an extremely small

group of such vessels. It may be that a royally gifted

phiale would emphatically not have been royally in-

scribed. If the phiale without a royal name was a pres-

tige gift par excellence from the Persian king—and

one presupposing the performance of meaningful

rituals relating to the king—then the royally inscribed

phiale would be that aspect of what the phiale
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symbolized that was the inalienable possession of the

king himself: that part ofthe potential ofexchange that

was withheld and not passed along in the trajectory of

reciprocities implicit in the distributive and redistribu-

tive imperial dynamic. The royally inscribed phiale

would be, then, the phiale ofphialai
,
like the king of

kings.

Achaemenid burial practices incorporating gifted

phialai (and sets ofphialai) suggest a society in which

strong bonds of reciprocal loyalty were created be-

tween the king and his honored friends. As we move

in our grasp of the Achaemenid empire from a glib

dependence on tropes oforiental opulence and deca-

dence toward a more nuanced appreciation of the cul-

ture ofAchaemenid Iran, the implications ofthe gifted

phialai will become increasingly clear.
147 Furthermore,

these implications will enlighten us on the nature of

the ungifted, the royally inscribed, phiale. Altogether

we perceive a situation in which symbolic values

were powerful ones even as these vessels or sets of

vessels had precise and frank monetary values.

In this context, the richness of forms developed

for the precious phiale in the Achaemenid empire is

an enticing index oflayers ofsymbolic encoding. The

plethora of formal variants is yet another factor bely-

ing the notion that gold and silver phialai were only,

or even primarily, perceived as a practical way ofstor-

ing a large accumulation ofwealth. Embellished and

unemhellished metallic phiale forms were imitated

in clear glass—another precious commodity in

Achaemenid society but one that did not have an evi-

dent intrinsic value like gold and silver.
145 Some glass

phialai are extraordinary tours deforce pressing the

technical limits of that medium. They remind us that

in the Acharnians (73-75) Aristophanes describes

Athenian ambasssadors at Ecbatana drinking from

clear glass vessels. Fragments of some twenty-four

glass vessels were excavated in the Treasury at

Persepolis. One of these is a deeply lobed form simi-

lar in decorative scheme to the Artaxerxes phialai.
149

There is a sense that these glass objects were

prized in the Achaemenid context for their beauty

and interest value as made things. It is probably sig-

nificant that the phiale shape was the metal form most

coveted in the alternative medium ofclear glass. The

extraordinary virtuosity of many extant silver and

gold phialai and their small number ofsurviving glass

counterparts suggest a premium placed on the con-

templation of these objects and on the pleasure de-

rived from visual and tactile engagement with them.

This casts in a new light the age-old critique of the

Persians as crass parvenus wantonly deploying gar-

ish wealth. It urges a reinterpretation of the numer-

ous passages in the classical sources that allude to

intriguing and beautiful things made for the Persian

king and to the king’s special artists who invented

and refined upon various forms ofroyal enjoyment. 150

We would do well to consider the phiale in the same

category as the gardens of the Persian king. There,

important discussions have taken place situating the

archaeology of the paradeisos within the textual tra-

dition that documents Persian aesthetic fascination

and reverence for beautiful trees and organizations

offlora.
151

Additionally, this discourse has moved in

the direction of placing reverence for the beauty of

the paradeisos in a more complicated aesthetic/eco-

nomic ideological context. The garden is at once a

beautiful idealized place and also a symbolic para-

digm ofdynastic and agrarian fertility—an “imaging”

of the cultivation of the earth for the very practical

enrichment of the imperial economy and power. 152

In this dynamic confluence of beautiful made envi-

ronment (or thing) and symbol of a flow of power

and wealth in the binding ideology of empire, the

paradeisos and the phiale share some important ele-

ments. Perhaps it should not surprise us that tht phiale

is almost always decorated with floral forms that sug-

gest an explicit link with the realm ofparadeisos.

In the Indo-Iranian tradition passed down

through thtAvesta and literary testimonia such as the

Iranian national epic (the Shanameh of Firdousi)

beautiful objects can acquire their ownfamah, their

own god-given spirit. Thus, for instance, a tree ac-

quires its ownfarnah in the Shahnameh .

153 And an

Arabic author documenting the new year festivities

ofkingship practiced in Persia of the Sasanian period

includes a chapter entitled “The Beauty of Gifts.”
154

Increasingly, scholarship on Achaemenid kingship

is looking to the Indo-Iranian tradition for clues to

the meaning ofelements that are opaque through the

classical testimonia with their obvious biases.
155 We

need to mine these sources ifwe are to gain access to

something as subtle as a concept of aesthetic value.

This subject has been notoriously difficult to approach
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in the study ofancient Near Eastern art so far; but it is

a topic that is gaining momentum. 156
It seems fitting to

close on this note—acknowledging the possibility that

friture work will further elucidate the nature of the

phiale as a potential manifestation of afarnah.

The Freer phiale has a checkered past. Its ex-

ploration leaves numerous questions only partially

answered and raises new ones. Of the new ones, per-

haps the most intriguing and radical is that which

challenges us to consider the Barbarian as admirer

of the spirit of the beautiful.
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Assyrie,” in Lingering over Words: Studies in Ancient Near

Eastern Literature in Honor of William L. Moran
,
ed. Tzvi

Abusch, John Huehnergard, and Piotr Steinkeller (Atlanta:

Scholars Press, 1990). For a recent overview, also limited to

the Mesopotamian material and thus excluding the Achae-

menid Persian environment and its sources, see IreneJ.

Winter, “Aesthetics in Ancient Mesopotamian Art,” in

Civilizations ofthe Ancient Near East, vol. 4, ed. Jack M.

Sasson (New York: Charles Scribner’s Sons, 1995), 2569-80.
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A SLENDER, POISED IMAGE ofa Sensuous

female, flawlessly cast in bronze and identi-

fied for many years as an image of the god-

dess Parvati, stands a meter high on a pedestal within

the Freer Gallery ofArt (fig. 1 ). Sometime ago, I pro-

posed that the image may be read with equal validity

as a portrait ofthe Chola queen Sembiyan Mahadevi,

idealized as divinity and portrayed in the guise of a

goddess. This blurring and apparent overlapping of

the categories of divine and royal portraiture has led

me to explore in this essay the idea of portraiture in

early India in an attempt to analyze its status and value.

A revealing commentary on the Hindu concept

ofportraiture is contained in an ancient Sanskrit play

titled Pratimä-nätaka (Statue-play), written by

fourth-century dramatist Bhasa and structured

loosely around the story of Rama. In its third act,

when prince Bharata, younger brother of exiled

Rama, returns to his hometown, as yet unaware of

the recent death of his father King Dasaratha, he

marvels over the execution of the sculpted images in

a newly constructed pavilion. Wondering whether

its four figures represent deities, he prepares to bow

to them, upon which the keeper informs him that he

is in an ancestral chapel and that the images repre-

sent his father, grandfather, great-grandfather, and

great-great-grandfather. 1

If the audience of the play

did not ridicule Bharata for failing to recognize the

FIG. 1.

Idealized portra it of Queen Sembiya n Mahadevi as

Parvati, Chola period, ca. 998, bronze, 36 ’A in.

Courtesy Freer Gallery ofArt, Smithsonian

Institution, F29.84.

image of his own father, it can only be because, in

the accepted style of the day, portrait images were

always sculpted to hear a greater resemblance to im-

ages of the gods than to their actual counterparts.

Although lively and individualistic figures often ap-

pear in genre scenes and narrative presentations,

whether sculpted or painted, verisimilitude certainly

was not the ruling principle in commemorative por-

trait figures of aristocratic or royal ancestors. These

stylized portrait statues and paintings were presum-

ably identified either by their exact placement in a

chapel, monastery, or temple or by their use in spe-

cific rituals such as birthday celebrations or death

anniversaries.

The earliest ancestral portrait gallery for which

material evidence survives, though at its barest mini-

mum, commemorated a group of seven members of

Satavahana royalty and was carved in the first cen-

tury B.c. in a cave at the head ofthe strategic Nanaghat

Pass, located along the trade route that led down from

the hills of the western ghats to the ports along the

Arabian Sea. The royal portrait gallery would have

been seen by merchants, traders, and other travel-

ers who passed through Satavahana territory on

their way to the west coast. Unfortunately, the

stone bas-relief images themselves are damaged

beyond recognition, and only the inscribed labels

remain in the rock face above to apprise us of their

identity.

The second such portrait gallery known to us

commemorates the Kushan rulers of northern India.

An ancestral chapel at Mat, just outside the town of

Mathura, appears to have housed no fewer than four

portrait images, much damaged today, carved from 4 1

Ars Orientalis
,
volume XXVIII (1998)
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red sandstone, each with an identifying inscrip-

tion. The single seated image is Vima Kadplhses,

an early Kushan ruler of the mid-first century a.d,

clad in boots and tunic and seated on a lion throne

with feet pendant in the position known as

pralambapädäsana. The well-known standing por-

trait of the famous emperor Kanishka is little more

than a silhouette created by the eccentric outline of

his military mantle, which is also depicted in his coin

portraits and was clearly his hallmark. Certainly the

padded boots and woolen cloak would not have been

normal garb in the hot plains of Mathura but sym-

bolized the authority ofthese rulers and signified their

central Asian origins. Across the lower edge of the

cloak is an inscription that reads maharäjä räjätiräjä

devaputra kaniska
,
or “Great king, king of kings, son

of the gods, Kanishka.” A third portrait statue is

identified by inscription as Kanishka’s successor

Huvishka, and a fourth is an unidentified prince.

While the heads of the standing statues are broken

away, it is possible to reconstruct that of Kanishka

from lus com portraits, which depict him clad in his

military mantle and boots, with an unusually long

beard and a conical central Asian cap. His attributes

of boots, cloak, beard, and cap made him recogniz-

able; the shape of Ins nose orjawline were secondary

if not irrelevant. The shrine appears to have been

constructed in Kanishka’s year 6, perhaps corre-

sponding to the year A.D. 84, with additions during

Huvishka’s reign.

One of the earliest examples of royal stone por-

traits from south India, sculpted in the seventh cen-

tury and identified by inscribed labels, is seen in the

Adivaraha cave temple at the site ofMamallapuram,

some forty miles south ofMadras (now Chennai). On
one side wall, two queens flank the seated monarch

Simhavislmu, who founded the Pallava line around

550, while on the opposite wall stands Ins successor

Mahendravarman, who ruled from ca. 600 to 630,

with two queens beside him. The two royal figures

look so similar that they are almost interchangeable

and may even be identified as one of a range ofmon-

archs. Scholars have suggested that the standing fig-

ure is the later ruler Mahendravarman II and that the

seated figure is his predecessor, Narasimhavarman

Mamalla (ca. 630-68), who gave his name to the site.

Such debates offer fair demonstration that artists did

not sculpt images recognizable by their physical char-

acteristics; rather, correct identification was possible

only from inscribed labels or specific references to

the sculptors’ commission.

P
ORTRAITURE retained this character dur-

ing the succeeding centuries ofChola rule. In

the tenth century, temples began to commis-

sion a range ofportable bronze images of the deities

to be used in daily and weekly rituals, as well as in an

increasing range of annual festivals. Though images

ofdeities were doubtless the prime commissions, in-

scriptions at Rajaraja’s Great Temple of Tanjavur,

completed in the year 1010, speak of the gift of no

fewer than four bronze portraits of Chola royalty

among its total of sixty-six bronze images. Emperor

Rajaraja’s sister, Kundavai, gifted an image of her

parents, King Sundara Chola and Queen Vanavan

Mahadevi, while the temple manager, Adittan

Suryan, gifted images of the reigning monarch

Rajaraja and his chief queen Lokamahadevi. Unfor-

tunately, these temple images of Tanjavur royalty

have long since disappeared, depriving us of an in-

valuable source of information (or confirmation) re-

garding the nature of portraiture. Yet both the ear-

lier Pallava practice just reviewed and later Vijaya-

nagara imagery to which we shall refer would sug-

gest that the Tanjavur images were idealized royal

portraits. The Tanjavur temple contains two addi-

tional portraits of Rajaraja, one sculpted and the other

painted; both portray a generic idealized figure with

locks piled high in imitation of his favorite deity,

Shiva. Verisimilitude appears to have been of little

consequence.

While the Tanjavur temple inscriptions do not

address what motivated the creation of its four bronze

royal portraits, the inscriptions of Rajaraja’s grand-

mother, Sembiyan Mahadevi, cast some light on this

question. Queen Sembiyan was a great patron of the

arts who was active in building temples and commis-

sioning bronzes for a period of at least sixty years;

her earliest dated gift belongs to the year 941, while

the latest occurred in the year 1001. Sembiyan

Mahadevi founded a town that adopted her name;

she settled there a group ofChaturvedi brahmins and
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also constructed the Kailasanatha temple. Sembiyan

herselfwas commemorated in a bronze portrait statue

that was probably commissioned during her lifetime,

perhaps at the behest of her son Uttama Chola. A
later inscription of Sembiyan’s great-grandson, Em-

peror Rajendra, speaks of special arrangements made

for the celebration of Sembiyan’s royal birthday in

the month of Chittirai (March-April) at the Kailasa-

natha temple. The inscription makes specific provi-

sions for the worship of her portrait statue alongside

the image ofRishabhavahana, or Slnva with Ins bull.

It speaks also of a great hall within the Kailasanatha

temple that took the queen’s name (Sembiyan

Mahädeviyärperiya mandapam) and may have been

used for her birthday celebrations.

In the context ofidealized portraits that resemble

images of deities, I would like to revisit my earlier

suggestion that the evocative bronze image in the

Freer Gallery is intended to portray Sembiyan

Mahadevi. While conclusive proof of such a sugges-

tion may be impossible to produce, several features

seem to indicate the probability of such an identifi-

cation. It has always been recognized that the image

is stylistically idiosyncratic in its proportions, in the

marked and even exaggerated slope of its shoulders,

in the naturalistic handling of its full heavy breasts,

and in its solemn, thoughtful expression. It is not a

standard image of the goddess Parvati. The sugges-

tion that its Sri Lankan origin explains its deviation

from the norm does not hold up to serious scrutiny;

stylistically, the image displays features that indicate

its manufacture in the heart of the Chola country.

Elsewhere I have spoken at length about its many fea-

tures of form and decoration, which indicate it be-

longs to the very end of the tenth century, the date at

which a portrait image of Sembiyan is likely to have

been made. 2 Additionally, some unconfirmed reports

apparently suggest that the image, acquired in 1929,

perhaps through C. T. Loo, was recovered from a

temple tank close to the town ofSembiyan Mahadevi. s

What considerations could have led Sembiyan’s

son or grandson to commission a bronze sculpted

image ofthe queen? From all that we learn about her,

Queen Sembiyan was a remarkable personality. A
lavish patron of the sacred arts, she contributed gen-

erous gifts of images, land, and cash endowments

toward the creation of twenty-one temples. She was

a woman with a remarkable sense of historic docu-

mentation, which was rare in ancient India. Her nu-

merous temple inscriptions inform us that when she

replaced brick temples with those built of stone, she

ensured that all the original dedicatory inscriptions

were reengraved on the new stone structures, along-

side her own record. Her inscription at the Aduturai

temple states:

While dismantling the earlier part-brick, part-

stone structure, the inscribed stones were care-

fully removed and preserved for the documents

engraved on them; and when the new structure

was completed, all in stone, this great soul

Sembiyan Mahadevi ordered that the old inscrip-

tions recording grants, donations, etc. of all ear-

lier kings which had been damaged or worn out,

be faithfully engraved on the walls of the new

structure.
4

At the temple of Tirukodikaval we learn that once

the old inscriptions had been reengraved on the walls

of the newly built stone temple, Queen Sembiyan

ordered that they be discarded, as they had served

their purpose.

We may assume that what inspired Sembiyan’s

family to commission this first known metal portrait

ofChola royalty was their appreciation of her remark-

able personality, her integrity, and her sense of his-

torical awareness, together with their desire to pre-

serve for posterity the memory of a great queen. Per-

haps the artist who sculpted the bronze image per-

ceived in Sembiyan Mahadevi such power and emi-

nence that he could envision her as comparable to

none less than Parvati, the great goddess. Would the

queen have been recognized from this image, in

which queen and goddess seem to mingle and merge?

Very unlikely. Is it reasonable to expect such recog-

nition? Once again the answer is no. But when the

image was carried in procession during her birthday

celebrations, all would have recognized her.

Portraits ofthe Tamil saints provide another rich

field within which to consider ideas of portraiture,

and the allied concept ofrecognition ofportraits, that

prevailed in south India into the sixteenth century.
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FIG. 2.

Dancing child-saint Sambandar, Chola period,

twelfth century, bronze, 18 Vi in. Courtesy Freer

Gallery ofArt, Smithsonian Institution, F76.5.
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The majority of temples in the Tamil country pos-

sess a complete set of images of its saints, either the

sixty-three Shaiva Nayanmars or the twelve Vaislmava

Alvars. Though images of child-saint Sambandar,

whether dancing (fig. 2) or standing, show total lack

of concern for physical likeness or visual specificity,

they may be termed portraits in the sense that they

are recognized by tbe devotee. The figure of an un-

clothed infant, with one hand pointing upwards and

the other hand either in the gesture ofdance or hold-

ing a cup, makes the image instantly recognizable.

Devotees would bave told one another that this was

the child who was given a cup ofdivine milk and who,

after pointing toward the heavens when questioned

on the source of the milk, burst intojoyous songs in

praise of the godhead. The artists took hold of the

essential elements ofSambandar’s life story and used

them to formulate his portrait. Yet the prevailing

twentieth-century confusion over images of child-

saint Sambandar, mistakenly labeled in many muse-

ums as “dancing child Krishna,” points once again

to the blurring ofcategories ofdivine and, in this case,

saintly rather than royal. Artists apparently visual-

ized the beloved child Sambandar in the mold of the

only other child figure with which they were famil-

iar; to them this was the standard and accepted for-

mula. The length of Sambandar’s nose or the shape

of his eyes was not important. Visual specificity and

verisimilitude were likewise deemed unnecessary and

irrelevant in the case of the Christian saints. One is

reminded of Robert Browning’s poem “Fra Lippo

Lippi,” in which Brother Lippo Lippi painted indi-

vidualized figures of the Catholic saints only to be

chastised by the prior, who wanted a standard type:

Paint the soul, never mind the legs and arms!

Rub all out, try at it a second time.

Even tbe portraits oflesser donors on Chola temples,
5

though displaying more individual physical traits, are

nevertheless types—ecstatic devotees—rather than

recognizable individuals.

Portraits that are likenesses came into vogue in

northern India when the Mughal emperor Akbar him-

self sat for his portrait so that his likeness could be

captured by artists, directing also that portraits be

painted of his courtiers and nobles. The various

Mughal emperors are clearly distinguishable one from

the other in their painted portraits; Akbar cannot

be mistaken forJahangir, norjahangir for Shahjahan.

And indeed the artists took pains to portray the em-

perors at varying stages of their careers: as young

princes, at the height of their power, and as aging

monarchs. Admittedly, however, it is when Mughal

artists moved away from royalty to eccentric physi-

cal types like dervishes and faqirs that they produced

their most precise and vivid portraits—warts, moles,

and all. An evocative drawing of a portly man relax-

ing with a jug of wine before him makes us feel we

are encountering a specific individual (fig. 3). This

freedom, which the artists enjoyed once they were

released from the restrictions ofportraying royal fig-

ures, is equally evident in pre-Mughal painting. Paint-

ers depicting the Buddha’s life story in the fifth-cen-

tury Buddhist monastic caves at Ajanta tended to

produce stylized figures; but they adopted a rich and

vivid mode of depiction when they turned to por-

traying witches, dwarfs, and other marginal figures.

Notably, literary texts suggest that wall paintings were

a regular part of the decoration of monuments; but

Ajanta alone survives as testimony of this ancient

mode of decoration.

In southern India, where Mughal influence was

peripheral, recognizable portraits came into vogue

somewhat later. Portraits of the Vijayanagar rulers

(1356-1556) continue to be of a stylized type. The

famous bronze portraits ofEmperor Krishnadevaraya

and his two queens, today in the Tirumala Devast-

hanam at Tirupati, are generic idealized aristocratic

images that could equally well be portraits ofany royal

or aristocratic group. It is only with the Nayaks of

Madurai, once governors of the Vijayanagar emper-

ors, that recognizable portraiture comes into its own.

Emperor Tirumala Nayak (r. 1623-59) began to

commission portrait statues of the entire Nayak lin-

eage, to be carved against the granite columns ofone

or other hall in the temples he constructed. The re-

sult is an ancestral portrait gallery with rulers ar-

ranged in chronological order and ending with

Tirumala himself, who is portrayed in temple after

temple as a portly figure with his stomach rolling over

his lower garment and 1ns turbanlike headgear barely 45
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FIG. 3.

Seated man, attrib. Basawan,

Mughal period, ca. 1580-85,

3 Vu x 3 Vs in. Courtesy Freer

Gallery ofArt, Smithsonian

Institution, F53.60.
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containing the bunched hair that falls over to one side.

Was this trend toward verisimilitude in portraiture

to some extent due to the contact with the Portu-

guese, whose help Tirumala sought in his battle

against the Sethupatis ofadjoining Ramnad? No clear

answer arises.

W E may perhaps attempt a working

hypothesis to explain the indifference to

verisimilitude in so much of Indian por-

traiture. In the context ofHindu, Buddhist, and Jain

India, it may be necessary to reexamine, even rede-

fine, the philosophic concept of the individual self.

It could be said that the Christian and Islamic self

combines self as body and self as soul, the body be-

ing indispensable for the resurrection that will occur

on the final Day ofJudgment. The same body in

which the soul dwelt while on earth, with its specific

physiognomic peculiarities, will be resurrected to

contain the soul in the next world. By contrast, in-

digenous Hindu, Buddhist, andJain beliefs envision

a disembodied entity, a soul that returns repeatedly

to earth, each time temporarily assuming a body with

particular physical characteristics, only to discard it

and assume a totally different body the next time

around. The physical features of a body exist only

for a single lifetime and not for eternity. The
Bhagavad-Gita puts it succinctly:

As a man discards

worn-out clothes

to put on new

and different ones,

so the embodied self

discards

its worn-out bodies

to take on other new ones.*’

The Buddha, for instance, is believed to have as-

sumed 550 different bodies, including that of the el-

ephant Chaddanta, the monkey Mahakapi, an acro-

bat, the vaisya merchant Visahya, brahmins Sumedha

and Shyama, and ksatriya princes Mahajanaka and

Vessantara. Finally born as chieftain Siddhartha, he

severed all bonds and achieved salvation; he dis-

carded the body, never again to be confined in bodily

form. Perhaps it is not so strange, after all, that the

reproduction ofphysiognomic likeness held little sig-

nificance in a society which believed that the physi-

cal features of the present birth would be replaced

by a new set of bodily features in the next birth and

that the ultimate state of salvation is the self unen-

cumbered by a body. Furthermore, Indian religious

systems upheld the suppression of the ego; figures

with visual specificity may well have been seen as

catering to that veiy quality ofegoism that they sought

to destroy.
7 An idealized outer form is one distinc-

tive answer to the demands of portraiture.

Portraits have always existed in India, though the

nomenclature may be misleading to the modern

reader because these stone, metal, or painted por-

traits paid little attention to physical resemblance.

The artists
1

idea of portraiture, especially of royalty

and sainthood, tended toward idealized visions ofthe

quality, character, and stature of the subjects rather

than a precise likeness of their physical features. If

this hypothesis is valid, it is not surprising that a metal

portrait of a great and revered queen was modeled

on the iconography and style employed to depict the

divine Parvati.
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Love and Marriage in

Song China: Lao

Yuanming Comes Home

I
n his personal notes

,
the twelfth-century

critic Hong Mai 123-1202) commented

that “Nowadays everyone likes to write poems

improvisingon [TaoYuanming’s (365-427)]

‘Come Again Home 1

poem.”Tracing the origin ofthe

fad, lie cited Chao Yuedao

My friends [and I] all love Yuanming’s “Come
Again Home” prose-poem, so we made improvi-

sations [he ^0] on it together with Su Dongpo

(1037-1 101). In 1 101, when Su’s improvisation

first reached the capital, a great many of the

students wrote their own poems improvising on

that, each one much taken with his own work.

All at once, all you could hear about was Tao

Yuanming.
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According to Hong Mai, the fashion extended to

painting as well:

More recently those who paint the “Come Again

Home” theme all regard their own version as an

FIG. 1.

Anon., Tao Yuanming Returning to Seclusion, 12th

century, handscroll, ink and light colors on silk. Courtesy

Freer Gallery ofArt, Smithsonian Institution, 19. 119:

a) Tao Yuanming returningon aferry, detail offirst section;

b) Tao Yuanming’s children and household servants

awaiting his imminent return, second section;

c) Tao Yuanming andfamily,
third section.

original masterpiece, while those who improvise

on the poem, as when writing a short piece for

friends about to take office, mostly miss the mark. 1
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°

It may be that one of the paintings so produced

now rests in the Freer Gallery ofArt in Washington,

D.C. (fig. la-c). The artist broke up the poem to

match the scenes he wanted to paint, placing only that

much text in sections painted to look like separate

strips ofplain silk. Each section of text is followed by

the artist’s interpretation. Because the original poem

is all about “home” as Tao Yuanming conceived it in

the fourth century, this scroll can tell us much about

attitudes toward “home” among Song dynasty view-

ers familiar with Su Shi ipifäi and his ideals.

There is no separating the “Come Again Home”
theme from Su Shi and his circle. Some years ago

Thomas Lawton assigned the scroll an early twelfth-

century date and placed it close to the tradition of Li

Gonglin (1049-1106), the most prominent

artist within the first generation of literati led by Su

Shi.“ Lawton noted that the painting’s earliest colo-

phon is signed by Li Peng Tfsfi and dated 26 March

1110. The colophon associates both the theme and

style ofthe work with a screen painting by Li Gonglin

that Li Peng saw in the home of Huang Tingjian Hr

Mi?- Of course, colophons can be forged, but Law-

ton noted a resemblance in style linking Li Peng’s

calligraphy with that of the handscroll and thus sug-

gesting a similar date for the two works. 5 More re-

cently, fuller documentation and even closer visual

analysis by Elizabeth Brotherton all but confirms the

Ars Orientalis, volume XXVIII (1998)
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FIG. 2.

Xu Daoning,

Fisherman,

detail of

opening scene,

handscroll, ink

and slight color

on silk. The

Nelson-Atkins

Museum ofArt,

Kansas City,

Missouri,

(Nelson Fund)

33-1559.

date and tradition of the scroll.
4 A late Song date

seems unlikely because the scroll lacks the thick,

modulated brushwork and subtle atmospheric tones

normally associated with Song academic painting

after Ma Yuan MjJÊ. (late twelfth, early thirteenth

centuries). On the contrary, the scroll is sparing in its

use ofatmospheric perspective and frequently breaks

rules of spatial recession common in eleventh-cen-

tury paintings such as the Xu Daoning (ca.

1000-after 1066) in Kansas City (fig. 2). As Richard

Barnhart has shown, the practice of citing histori-

cally antiquated manners was one ofthe most typical

features of Li Gonglin’s style, so the self-conscious

use of arcane techniques in this scroll, such as the

high plane of recession in figure 6, also supports

Lawton and Brotherton’s dating.
1

Literary evidence links the painting’s theme to

Su Shi and Li Gonglin. As mentioned above, Huang

Tingjian owned a screen on the theme by Li Gong-

lin. Shi Shanquan fpïlr'tfi, a friend of Su Shi’s,

wrote a colophon for another painting by Li with the

same title. Huang Tingjian also wrote a colophon for

another “Come Again Home” scroll.
6
In the twelfth

century, the poet Lu You (MW (1 125-1210) pur-

chased a painting with the same title formatted as two

handscrolls. Lu recognized at once the style of Li

Gonglin but understood that they were not from Li’s

own hand. His colophon reads: “While traveling in

Sichuan I obtained these two scrolls, most likely by a

famous master. Overall the approach is that of Li

Gonglin, but this artist had bis own special attain-

ments as well WWWl I# Jffc—

%

° °
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Clearly, even in Lu’s time, this

theme was still associated with Li Gonglin. Finally,

Hong Mai makes it clear that Su was responsible for

spreading the fashion for Tao’s poem. Like others

seized by the “Tao” craze, the Freer artist must have

been sympathetic to Su Shi’s social and artistic ideals,

for producing an improvisation on another man’s

work was, in fact, an endorsement.

The improvisation, or he f[], was an important

new genre that began flourishing in late Tang times.

He literally means to “harmonize” or “match.” In its

literary sense he is glossed as a “reply” to the work of

another, but in practice it usually signaled support

for that other person’s views.
8 The title ofa he usually

discloses whose work has been “matched,” but

matching did not require faithfulness to the original

poem’s form. For this reason it seems best to translate

he as “improvisation,” a free response to a previous

work. Tao’s “Come Again Home,” for example, is a

prose-poem, while Su wrote a set often short poems/

ski gvf improvising on it. Su Shi’s he uses five-charac-

ter lines, while Tao’s poem uses four- and six-
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character lines in alternate stanzas. Tao uses the

archaic exclamation xi Ah whereas Su does not.

Tao’s poem is written as a narrative, but Su’s poems

may allude to any one or several scenes, in any order.

What Su does do is to mull over in his own mind

the same themes Tao addressed, with frequent allu-

sions to Tao’s diction and imagery. For example,

Tao reveals his open-minded social views with talk

of “plowing and weeding” and in other poems

speaks of chatting with local farmers. Su’s lines, in

contrast, are more pointed: “Though most take no

delight in farmers, I, alone, will roam together with

themJIAAA^ ’ Informed read-

ers in the capital could not help but recall that Su

wrote these poems while in exile for having criticized

policies harmful to the average farmer.
10 By contrast-

ing Su’s use of terms with Tao’s, the reader would at

once understand which values Su shared with Tao

and how his own priorities differed.

The same expectations seem to have informed

pictorial improvisation. Li Gonglin endorsed Tao’s

poem with a pictorial version of the he, and many in

the capital followed suit. Like Su, Li would have

been expected to allude to the scenes ofTao’s narra-

tive, even while introducing his own personal views

on the topic of “home.” Exactly the same protocol

would have applied to the Freer artist, and it is evi-

dent that he was far from slavish in following Tao’s

poem. On the contrary, in this short essay I hope to

show that the Song artist’s view of marital relations

differed markedly from those expressed centuries

earlier by Tao Yuanming.

T he main themes in Tao’s poem revolve

around the contrast between worldly

wealth and honor—construed as artificial

—

and a simple life with family and friends—construed

as “natural/ziran Since he was unable to

support his family with farming, Tao’s friends pulled

some strings and got him a governmentjob. But after

a time he began to long for home: “Since it was I,

myself, who set my soul in bondage, why should I

remain discontent and sorrow alone? I know now the

past is beyond repair, hut the future is still before me

staue mm •

1$ ’ AlA^AffJJÉ.” 11 AndsoTaoabandonedrank,

salary, and all the enticements of city life. Knowing

that readers might wonder at this, his preface ex-

plains: “Why did I do it? By nature I love what is

natural/zfran fnj|lj ? j=T'['É i=j
.” But what did he

mean by “natural”? Tojudge from the ensuing lines,

what he really meant was “independent,” living in his

own space and doing whatever he pleased: “I have

never been one to suit the world against my own

wishes. Though stricken with hunger and cold, to go

against myself would only make me sick A Aj'MP/Î

mm® ’

This declaration ofpersonal independence may

he one reason why Tao was so admired. Su Shi’s

improvisation virtually thematizes the idea, using du

$§ (independent/by myself) three times,duli (I

stand alone/independent) once, and gu M (alone)

once. Two ofSu’s poems begin respectively with the

lines “I have no more to do with the world JSftff

A ” and “The world’s business is none ofmine iff Ipf

(one is tempted to translate with Friedrich

Rückert’s “Ich bin derWelt abhanden gekommen”). 12

But having rejected social convention, both Tao and

Su had to appeal to some other authority to justify

personal independence. That “authority” was the

“natural,” and so, for both men, the “natural” be-

came synonymous with personal freedom, while so-

cial constraint was treated as artifice.

In both painting and poem, the “natural” world

revealed itself in imagery of clouds, garden plants,

neighbors, children, and even servants. To this ex-

tent, the Freer artist appears to have “matched” Tao

Yuanming. Throughout the scroll, we find charming

vignettes of family gatherings or parties with neigh-

bors, as well as solo wanderings in the garden. But

that is where the resemblance ends. This artist’s

“reply” to Tao shows clearly that his understand-

ing ofmarried life was independent of Tao’s, just as

Su’s commitment to farmers went well beyond the

occasional chat. Where Tao never so much as men-

tions his wife, the Song dynasty artist felt obliged to

present conjugal relations in a more romantic light.

Consider the telling scene in which the poet ap-

proaches his gate. Tao writes:

Then I see the roofs of my home; joyfully I

quicken my steps.

Our old servants come to hid me welcome, and

my children are waiting by the gate.
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Home is defined as architectural space, and that is how

the artist renders it (fig. lb). Certain people dwell

within that space, people dear to the poet’s heart, like

his children (fig. 3). Notice that Tao considers the

servants a natural part of the family, and that is how

they are shown in the painting, respectful yet relaxed

and familiar (fig. 4). The only person to bow really low

looks like a student. In a couple lines Tao will speak of

leading the
u
little ones” by the hand through the gate,

where he will find a welcomejar ofwine awaiting him.

Throughout, not a word does he say of his wife.

The Freer painting offers a rather different ac-

count of what it might mean for a maverick poet to

come home. Outside the gate (fig. 3), only the chil-

dren wait, but the artist has concocted a touching

conceit for their mother’s absence. As we move on,

we are able to peek over the fence and so find Tao’s

wife m a revealing moment (fig. 5). Surprised by his

arrival, she has rushed to greet him, but just before

exiting she pauses to arrange her coiffure, worried,

perhaps, what he might think seeing her with her hair

disheveled. Unfortunately, the silk where her face

was painted has worn away, but the hair and body are

original. Between the two, the lively, hurried charac-

ter of her gesture is fully revealed. The hidden feel-

ings the artist provokes with this bit ofvoyeurism are

highly nuanced and, I would argue, designed to pull

at the heartstrings. Not only does the painting show

a fond wife in a vulnerable moment; the fact that such

a moment should be shown at all presupposes the

normality of sentimental feelings between spouses.

For this claim, I offer no apology. 14 Romantic

descriptions ofmarital relations are known from early

times but become common after the mid-Tang. Al-

ready with Du Fu fi^j, we find conjugal affection

portrayed as tender and caring, full ofmundane real-

ism yet charged with passion.
13 By the ninth century

Yuan Zhen’s “ Yingying zhuan

(China’s Romeo and Juliet) had captivated readers

with a powerfully romantic story of an ill-fated love

affair.
16 By Song times, writers were publishing the

personal letters of separated, lovesick spouses writ-

ing poems oflonging to each other.

One otherwise unrecorded woman whose letter

has been preserved in this way was the wife of Zhao

Qiuguan a Song official. The many poignant

ironies in her letter may well have appealed to readers

ofpersonal notes, a group that seems to have thrived

on real-life examples of throbbing “sentiment/</n?g

'['ft The opening lines situate her plight in relation

to the universal human condition of being in love:

People say, if one has feelings, then surely one

must dream,

but even without dreams, would the feelings be

gone?

Night after night I long for you until the dawn;

How should I find a moment in which to dream? 1

7

’ iysi Ilf ?

The fourth line intimates a gentle poke at her spouse.

It is like saying, “How should I find time to dream if

you’re always away from home?” She clearly con-

ceives oflove as an emotion beyond the power ofwill

to control; even should she lose hope of his return,

her love would not abate. Her observation that feel-

ings should inspire dreams is consistent with Song

views of the universality of feelings. 18 And so it is the

feeling itself that justifies her expression of it. The

poem ends: “I hear the sounds ofthe flute, note upon

note, but cannot bear to listen; it is nothing more than

the sound ofheartbreak
jjw

From a twentieth-century perspective it would

be easy to take such a letter for granted, but we must

remember that there was no literary genre for pub-

lishing personal letters from lonely wives in twelfth-

century Europe, whereas many examples were pub-

lished for the delectation of Song dynasty readers.

The fact that a readership existed for such personal

musings shows that private experience had become

an object ofpublic discourse.

It is necessary to appreciate the existence ofsuch

a readership in order to understand the Freer scroll.

Generally speaking, the kind ofpeople reading per-

sonal notes in the twelfth century were much the same

as those who would he reading Su Shi’s improvisa-

tions. The artist of this scroll could appeal to a well-

developed discourse of sentiment, an appreciation

for those moments when personal weakness might
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FIG. 3.

Tao Yuanming’s children waitingfor

him. Detailfrom second section of Tao

Yuanming Returning to Seclusion.

fig. 4.

Tao Yuanming’s servants and students

waitingfor him. Detailfrom second

section ofTao Yuanming Returning to

Seclusion.

fig. 5.

Tao Yuanming’s wife pausing tofix her

hair. Detailfrom second section ofTao

Yuanming Returning to Seclusion.
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disclose an all-too-human passion. In Song poetry

the use of personal weakness to elicit compassion is

common: a child’s mischief, a grandparent’s doting,

a lover’s anxiety are all indulged, and this indulgence

proclaims the essential humanity of human weak-

ness.
19 Because it is so widespread, I would suggest

referring to this device as the topos of the human

condition—which should not be confused with the

European practice of exposing human sinfulness in

order to condemn it. In Song practice, emotional

weakness is seen as universal and, therefore,

quintessentially human. It is precisely in moments

ofweakness, and in its sympathetic indulgence, that

our humanity is most fully revealed.

Other explanations ofthe greeting scene are pos-

sible. Conceivably one might argue that the Freer

artist wanted to teach wives to look nice for their

husbands, but this would tell us more about Western

preconceptions of Chinese culture than it would

about the Song dynasty. The fact is, the topos of the

human condition was not limited in use to women.

As one example, consider a poem by XinQiji A5ÜA
(1140-1207), which, like the scroll, dates to the

twelfth century. The poem shows how anxiety about

appearances could be understood as a revelation of

passion, but here the genders are reversed. Xin had

had a steamy relationship with a young woman. One

day he had to leave, perhaps to take up an official post.

They shared wine at a romantic pavilion, then parted,

both thinking he would return. But that was not to be.

Many years later, presumably married, he passed

through Dongliu village AfJa.t't- According to the

poet’s own preface, he wrote the following poem on

a public wall for all to see:

Poplar flowers fall, once more hustling Spring

Festival to its end.

Maybe it was just the east wind that duped me

into dreaming again.

From my pillow, chilled by clouds on a painted

screen:

Winding banks, a pair of winecups, horses be-

side the willows.

It was here that we parted so carelessly.

The pavilion’s empty now,

But the swallows soaring about that day could tell

the tale.

Travelers would tell, too, how,

East of the flowered path, behind the bamboo

blind,

A beauty would watch and wait.

Yesterday’s pain—like the spring flood;

Today’s, endless as fading hills.

Tomorrow morning, supposing

We met again, to share a cup?

But flowers in a mirror are hard to pluck;

No doubt, she’d look surprised and say:

“Goodness! So much gray hair lately!?”
20
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The last line reveals the poet’s weakness but also his

self-awareness. Written in colloquial language, with

more than a hint ofhumor, it breaks the sentimental

mood of the preceding lines, shocking us back to

earth. Its vernacular tone is the grammatical token of

long-standing familiarity. Informality of diction re-

minds the reader of those physical intimacies the

lovers once enjoyed. But we know she hasn’t really

said these things. It is only Xin who, daydreaming,

worries what she might think of Ins hair grown

gray. We see in his touching anxiety the unmistak-

able proof of living passion for a lover ofmany years

past. In exactly the same way, the author of the Freer

scroll reveals a wife’s fondness for her mate.

B
ut the Freer artist wasn’t content to leave

marriage at that. He pursued the romantic

ideal in the following scene, when Tao de-

scribes his delight in coming home:

With a bottle and cup I freely pour for myself,

with a smile on my face, I enjoy trees in the

yard.

I lean against the southern window to soothe my
pride, and feel happy and contented in these

narrow rooms.

° 21
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FIG. 6.

Tao Yuanming with his wife and

ch ildren after performing a musical

composition. Detailfrom third section of

Tao Yuanming Returning to Seclusion.

This is the “common pleasures versus courtly pre-

tense” theme. The yard, the trees, the small rooms,

such humble comforts afford sufficient gratification

for Tao. Though simple, they define his personal

space, his own home. The presence ofTao’s chil-

dren in the scene is implied, as he entered the court-

yard beside them, hand in hand, but Tao offers not a

word about his wife.

Again, the Freer artist seems to have found this

omission intolerable, so he portrayed Tao sharing

wine with his spouse, placing the two in perfect

symmetry in a small enclosure (figs, lc and 6). This

type ofpictorial arrangement was common from Han

times through Tao Yuanming’ s era but had become

passé by Song times. For an art historian this is a clue.

As Richard Barnhart has shown, the practice ofciting

antiquated manners is one ofthe most typical features

ofLi Gonglin’s style.
22
Su’s circle was especially fond

of the painting ofTao Yuanming’s period, regarding

it as more direct and ingenuous than the naturalistic

painting of their own time. Employing such a com-

position would remind the viewer of that less sophis-

ticated era when the poem was written. In keeping

with the out-of-date spatial arrangement,Tao and his

wife both use antique-style wine cups. Su Shi and his

friends would have recognized this style as dating to

a period even more ancient than Tao’s yet still a

product of “antiquity/gw YËT
.”

But recognizing historical references is not the

same as understanding their meaning. It may even be

that the use ofsynnnetry here is integral to this artist’s

interpretation of marital relations. Notice that the

fingers ofTao’s left hand (fig. 6), relaxed, rest lightly

on the strings of his lute, as if he had just finished

playing a piece. He stares into space, still rapt with the

music’s mood. His wife, also, is lost in thought, a

dreamy, contented look in her eyes. From this we

know she, too, is able to appreciate the meaning of

Tao’s music. Now the full import of the pair’s sym-

metrical placement becomes clear. If Tao’s wife un-

derstands his music, then she is his zhiyin (Rlilf.

Zhiyin means “the one who understands my music,”

but of course its full meaning is “the one who truly

understands me.” A zhiyin is a soulmate. Tradition-

ally the term was used by men to designate their

closest friends. The author ofthe Freer scroll implies

that Tao’s wife is someone who can appreciate fine

music and, presumably, other dimensions ofTao’s

soul as well. The use of symmetry makes the scene

into the visual equivalent of the term zhiyin.

Some might think it too much to suggest that a

Chinese man could consider his wife a friend, but

again, we should not allow modern stereotypes to

color our understanding of history. Consider Mei

Yaochen (1002-60), an older friend of Su

Shi’s who shared many ofthe same ideals. Like Su, he

wrote several fond lyrics for his wife. One of these,

“Aboard a Boat at Night, Drinking with My Wife,”

describes the poet sharing a cup ofwine with her:

The moon appears from the mouth of the sheer

bluff,
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its light shining behind the boat over there.

I sit drinking alone with my wife;

So much finer than facing the regulars at the

tavern!

The moonlight slowly spreads over our mat,

dark shadows bit by bit receding.

What need is there to fetch a torch?

We’vejoy enough in this light alone.
23
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Nothing Heroic or Sublime here. Even the poem’s

title reveals that a mundane moment between spouses

was now thought suitable subject matter for the high

art ofpoetry.Just as remarkable is the fact that the two

are sharing wine. In Tang and Song times, drinking

was a form of male bonding. Wine created an atmo-

sphere of intimacy within which ideas and feelings

could be shared by like-minded men. But here, Mei

passes this moment with a woman, with Ins wife, as

with a friend. Mei seems aware of the situation’s

novelty, for he makes it clear that he prefers her

companionship to that of the men at the tavern. As

always in Chinese poems, the last line drives home

the main point. It could more literally be rendered

“in this scene she is already more than lovable.” By

making “lovable/^ckri quite literally the last

word, he identifies his wife as the very source of

quiet and tender feelings.
24

The invention ofsentiment as we find it in Tang

and Song literature is a necessary prerequisite for the

Freer painting, where we find “wife” portrayed as

soulmate. And like a poet, the Freer artist used natu-

ral imagery to resonate with the romantic-couple

theme. In the lower left corner of the scene (fig. 7), a

hen tends a nest set under the eaves ofTao’s pantry.

On the roof above, a rooster peers down attentively,

as if to make certain that Mrs. Hen is all right.

Another likely reference to the romantic-couple

theme can be found in the artist’s novel use ofplant

imagery. Readers ofTao’s poem will recall that he

identifies himselfwith the rugged pine, and the artist

portrays him that way in scene 4 (fig. 8). In both

scenes where Tao’s wife appears, and only there, we

find a flowering vine. In the “Greeting” scene (fig.

I b), the vine appears along the fence, not far from

the rugged pines and some bamboo. In the zhiyin

scene (fig. lc), it appears outside the pantry, just

beside a flourishing stand of bamboo. In poetry,

flowering plants and bamboo often allude to a lady

and her gentleman. It is unlikely that educated Song

viewers would have missed the allusion here.

C
learly the audience for the Freer

scroll harbored very different ideals for mar-

ried life from those held by Tao Yuanming.

This new attitude toward wifehood required nothing

less than a new concept ofwomanhood. It would be

difficult to imagine such poems if we did not know

that women were slowly gaining access to preroga-

tives formerly exclusive to men. Laws governing in-

heritance were being debated so as to protect some

portion ofproperty for women. 25 Women ofscholar

families were being educated more frequently, even if

the teacher was often a father or brother. One reason

for educating women may have been the need to

prepare sons for the competitive examinations. Be-

cause the early stages of that preparation were in

mothers’ hands, even Zhu Xi 7^31; (1130-1200)

regarded education as desirable in a spouse.
21

’ In

Song times, women like Li Qingzhao re-

ceived the kind of literary recognition generally re-

served for men. Finally, among the art critics, Huang

Tingjian felt compelled to argue not only that a

woman could paint as well as any man but that her

work could be as “manly” to boot. Writing of his

Aunt Li 2jS, he says:

At her quiet desk, deep in her chamber, explor-

ing with brush and ink;

Her hair is white, but a hundred pounds offorce

move in her wrist.

Flourishing branches, withered twigs, each is as

it is.

Hang it in a great hall; the wind would shake the

walls!

- s*

The choice ofthe term exploringhints that she is

no mere artisan. Painting, for her, is a form of play,

just as with any male literatus. Likewise, the sorts of

subjects she likes to paint—the “flourishingbranches”
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FIG. 7.

Hen tending a nest under the eaves of

Tao Yuan ming’s pantry. Detailfrom

third section ofTao Yuanming

Returning to Seclusion.

fig. 8.

Tao Yuanming teeming against a rugged

pine. Detailfromfourth section ofTao

Yuanming Returning to Seclusion.

and “withered twigs” of pine and cypress—are con-

spicuously gendered as masculine. Elsewhere Huang

adds: “Her paintings lack any trace ofvulgar man-

ner; this hardy woman is more than a match for any

rugged mensch

^!” 27 The message is ironically encapsulated in the

two charactersjianfu forjian (hardy/tough) is

gendered as masculine, wlnle/tr quite literally means

“woman.” Huang transforms what might have been

an oxymoron into an attack on conventional views

about women’s abilities. This is not to suggest that

Huang was a modern-style activist for women’s

rights, nor should we expect him to have been so. It

does mean that he challenged conventional views

holding that women could not paint as well as men.

The argument might sound patronizing in the 1990s,

but in the eleventh century such claims had to be

made beforewomen could be accepted into the main-

stream canon. 28 From an historical perspective, the

remarkable thing is that such issues were being de-

bated at all—in print—in the eleventh century. In

Europe at that time, in the absence of art critical

writing, we may presume that such debates did not

occur at all.
2 ''

Huang’s statements should be understood in the

context of a broader literary trend in which social

injustices to formerly marginal groups were being

explored and condemned. I 11 the poetry of activists

such as Baijuyi ÉllilfJa (772-846), Mei Yaochen,

Su Shi, or Lu You, one may read caustic expositions
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of institutionalized injustice to women. About the

same time, records disclose that some women could

amass art collections or sue men in court.
30

It is

common in Chinese Studies to dismiss such gains as

inconsequential in comparison with contemporary

standards, hut of course such arguments fall prey to

anachronism. From an historical perspective, these

gains were unprecedented anywhere on earth.

Clearly, in medieval Europe, there was no valoriza-

tion of social-activist poets like Liu Zongyuan =l!j^

71,(773-819) or Su Shi. Under such circumstances,

prior to the invention of a concept of private self,

prior to the very concept of “artist,” a tender, senti-

mental construction of marriage would not be ex-

pected to develop. If it had, however, historians of

European culture would not fail to recognize its sig-

nificance. I do not see why such a phenomenon

should become insignificant simply because an artist

or poet is Chinese.

An art of sentimentality does not evolve by

chance. The more liberal understanding ofmarriage

shared by Su Shi’s readers may well owe much to

the new conception ofperson and personal feelings

we find in the late Tang dynasty. As Stephen Owen
observed recently:

This [the late Tang] was a moment of great

importance in China’s elite culture. 1 1 marked

the transition from the great medieval theme of

reclusion, which defined the private purely in

negative terms as the rejection of the public, to

the creation ofa “private sphere,” embodied in a

private space that was at once within the public

world while at the same time enclosed and pro-

tected from it.
31

Ultimately the difference between Tao Yuanming’s

“home” and that of our Freer artist resides in the

space ofprivate intimacy. But intimate feelings come

to life between individuals, sometimes shared and

sometimes not. Tao Yuanming could construct his

private space and share it with friends, neighbors,

and children, but he did not require those most

intimate sentiments that arise between members of a

devoted couple. Du Fu, Yuan Zhen, Mei Yaochen,

and Su Shi had given form and nuance to such feel-

ings. It was this culture ofsentiment that enabled the

Freer painter to frame this reply to Tao’s “home.”

60
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FIG. 1.

Zhao Mengfu, Sheep and Goat, short handscroll, ink

on paper, 25.2 x 48.4 cm. Courtesy Freer Gallery of

Art, Smithsonian Institution, 31.4.
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Some Alternative Sourcesfor

Archaistic Elements in the Paintings

ofQian Xuan and Zhao Mengfu

T his brief paper, slightly reworked

from one I presented at a symposium in

Shanghai in 1995, 1

is the outline of a study

that I hope will be carried out more fully in the future,

presumably by someone who moves more comfort-

ably than I do among the historical circumstances

and issues it concerns. It is based on a rather tenuous

idea that I have entertained for some years, without

ever having presented it before in public. The case I

will argue is, admittedly, far short of being solid and

provable, but I want anyway to present it in a tentative

way for others to consider.

It is well recognized in the history of Chinese

painting that archaistic motifs and elements of style

drawn from Tang-period painting appear in works

by Qian Xuan üjü (ca. 1235-after 1301), Zhao

Mengfu (1254-1322), and other early Yuan-

period artists. Zhao’s famous Sheep and Goat(fig. 1)

in the Freer Gallery ofArt exemplifies this phenom-

enon. In discussing these elements we stress the

desire of the artists to shun the painting styles of the

Southern Song, associated as that period was in their

minds with political weakness and the loss ofChina

to foreign rule. To revert to Tang styles was to recall

the glories of a period when a native Chinese dy-

nasty had been at the peak of its power. We under-

stand these early Yuan artists to have seen Tang

paintings preserved in collections and to have copied

or imitated them. The reopening of the north to

painters active in the south and Zhao Mengfu’s trip in

1 286 to the north, where he saw and acquired some

antique paintings to bring home to Wuxing, were

important events in this new access to archaic styles.

That account of the sources of Tang-derived

imagery and style available to early Yuan artists is not

wrong, and I certainly do not mean to try to overturn

it. But it should be supplemented, I believe, by consid-

eration ofanother possible source for these old motifs

and styles. The Mongol invasion brought with it trade

with the Mongol empire,2
as well as manypeoples from

the western regions (whom the Chinese called semu

fe fi, “colored eyes”) who worked not only in the

Mongol administration hut also as artisans and spe-

cialists of other kinds. The great influx of these

peoples into China must have introduced works of

art, along with artistic styles and motifs, from tradi-

tions and areas ofproduction outside China. Some of

these can be assumed to have preserved in some form

the old images and styles originally adopted from

Chinese pictorial art of the Tang. Finds in Central

Asian sites, as well as surviving examples ofthe art of

mobile, nomadic peoples such as the Kliitans, testify

to their (for China) retardataire perpetuation of ele-

ments ofTang art. In a way that is difficult to trace,

then, these images and styles might have been rein-

troduced into China after, so to speak, “migrating”

for several centuries around the regions between

China and Western Asia.

U seful in making this argument, al-

though themselves somewhat mysterious,

are a large group of paintings preserved in

four albums in the Topkapi Sarayi in Istanbul, along

with a few in other collections. The albums, which

were probably brought together in the late fifteenth

or early sixteenth century, are rather haphazard in

organization, as ifgathered from diverse sources; the

pictures in them are obviously by many hands, repre-

senting artists of different periods and traditions.

Some of the leaves appear clearly to be the work of

Ars Orientalis, volume XXVIII (1998)
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Chinese artists, small paintings or fragments of

paintings dating from the fourteenth and fifteenth

centuries. Most, however, are not Chinese in execu-

tion, although older Chinese paintings certainly un-

derlie many of them.

The Istanbul albums have inspired numerous

studies from many areas of specialization—studies

that diverge widely in the datings, provenances, and

interpretations that they propose for the pictures.

One book about them calls them “Mongol paint-

ings,” but this designation is speculative.
J An inter-

national symposium dedicated to these albums was

held in London in 1980 and a volume of the papers

published in 1985. 4 Two of these papers by special-

ists in Chinese art are of special interest here since

they propose how elements ofTang painting might

have been preserved and transmitted.WîlliamWatson

writes that the paintings demonstrate “the extraordi-

nary long-lived tradition ofsinicizing style,” pointing

out the close similarity of certain of them to eighth-

century paintings found at Turfan and Dunhuang.

He writes: “It is clear that in eastern Central Asia a

local version of Chinese figure painting, with the

prestige of a courtly style derived originally from

Metropolitan China, was perennial.” He refers to

certain of the paintings as “Sino-Turkic” and sug-

gests that they might have been done in Turfan,

where “in the ninth and tenth centuries a compro-

mise between Chinese and local fashion had already

found its way into art.”
5

Nancy Shatzman Steinhardt, writing about pic-

tures ofChinese ladies in the albums, points out that

“painting based on and eventually derivative ofTang

models thrived to China’s North under the Liao

dynasty ... ;
to China’s Northwest and West during

the reigns of various Central Asian rulers; and to

China’s Northeast and East in Korea and Japan for

centuries.” She hypothesizes a line of transmission

that involves “several intermediate stages. . . . Places

such as the Liao court, or the courts of the Uyghur

Turks and their descendants, are likely places for one

stage of the imitation to have occurred.” Tang styles

were mixed in these places with elements of local

styles, and the mixtures “travelled westward under

the guise of Chinese painting tradition,” perhaps in

some part with the westward migration of remnants

ofthe Liao empire after their fall in the twelfth century;

when this Western Liao or Qara Khitay culture was

absorbed by the Mongols in the thirteenth century,

“the images were probably further transformed or

copied.”'
1 The Tang-like images in the Istanbul al-

bums, then, would be end products of this long

process of transmission and transformation. And, as

both Watson and Steinhardt also suggest, this reper-

tory ofold images could naturally have been reintro-

duced into China with the coming of the Mongols

and other people from western regions in the late

thirteenth century.
7

Lack of firm evidence makes it difficult to go

beyond these hypotheses, and I do not mean to try. I

want only provisionally to accept their premise and,

on that basis, to make the argument ofthis paper: that

the sudden appearance in early Yuan-period China

of certain images apparently of Tang origin, images

that also appear in the Istanbul albums, might best be

understood through this theory oftransmission over

the intervening centuries in the regions west ofChina

and réintroduction into China in the early Yuan.

This theorywould supplement more than replace the

standard supposition thatYuanpainters learned these

archaic images from rediscovered Tang works, or

copies of Tang works, that had been transmitted

within China. For example, the image of the emaci-

ated horse, which occurs several times in the Istanbul

albums (fig. 2), is presumably based on some Tang

work. It reappears in Yuan painting, for instance in an

anonymous picture of that date (fig. 3), as well as in

well-known works by Gong Kai 31 [Hand Ren Renfa

fffi {HfS.
8
Similarly, the familiar image of the rolling

horse, sometimes associated with the Tang master

Cao Ba Ufjjf, can be seen in a work cd\\tàAnonymous

Tang
,
known now only from an old reproduction

(fig. 4); it reappears in a leaf of the Istanbul albums,

but here it is reversed and a groom has been added

(fig. 5). The rolling horse is sometimes found in later

painting, for instance in a work by Qiu Ying

Qian Xuan’s painting of a foreign king and two

foreign grooms bringing a strange mastiffor lion-dog

and its cub as tribute to the Chinese court is, accord-

ing to the artist’s inscription, copied after a work by

the Tang master Yan Liben [HIaZ^ (ca. 600-674),

which was preserved in his time in a stone engraving
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FIG. 2.

Nomad Leading

Emaciated Horse, leaf

in Topkapi Sarayi

album. Courtesy

Topkapi Sarayi

Miizesi, Istanbul.

Anonymous Tang (attrib.), Rolling Horse,

hanging scroll, ink and colors on silk, 27.3

x 33.4 cm. After So Gen Min Shin meiga

taikan (Tokyo, 1931), vol. 1, pi. 2.

fig. 3 -

Anonymous Yuan, Emaciated Horse

and Groom, small horizontal paint-

ing, ink and colors on silk. Private

collection, Japan.

fig. 4 .

fig. 5 .

Groom with Rolling Horse, leaf

in Topkapi Sarayi album

(H.2I6OJ0I. 50v.), 25 x 16.5

cm. Courtesy Topkapi Sarayi

Miizesi, Istanbul.
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FIG. 6.

Qian Xuan, Foreign

Envoys Bringing Mastiff

as Tribute, hancLscroll, ink

and color's on paper, 26.

7

x 97 an. Cheng Chi

Collodion, NewJersey.

AfterA Garland of

Chinese Painting (Hong

Kong, 1967), vol. 2, pi. 2.

fig. 7

.

Gl ooms with Wild Dogs?,

leafin Topkapt Sarayi

album (H.2153,fol.

95r.), 14.5*44 cm.

Courtesy Topkapi Sarayi

Miizesi, Istanbul.

(fig. 6). It finds an approximate parallel in another

painting from the Istanbul albums—one that repre-

sents grooms or trainers bringing what appear to be

wolves or wild dogs (fig. 7). Other parallels of this

kind can be made and are made in the articles cited

earlier by Watson and Steinhardt. Images ofdemons

in the Istanbul albums, for instance, can be matched

with demons in paintings by the early Yuan artist Yan

Hui MM- 10

Since the Topkapi albums were assembled after

the Yuan period, it is worth asking why we should

assume that the transmission was eastward, into

China, instead of the other way. That is, why not

assume that Yuan-period painting was copied or

imitated and transmitted westward, to appear in the

Topkapi albums? 1

1

This question cannot be answered

at length here; I will only say, on the basis ofmy own
observation, that elements ofTang style and imagery

appear in these albums that could not have been

derived from Yuan painting, since they are not (judg-

ing from extant materials) found there or in Song

painting. They must have come, by way of some

transmission outside China, from pre-Song sources.

I
want to concentrate briefly on a single

feature of style observable in a number ofworks

by Qian Xuan and Zhao Mengfu (including two

in the Freer Gallery ofArt; see figs. 1 and 15), as well

as other Yuan artists. This is the device offoreshort-

ening used to depict animals (especially horses) fac-

ing toward or away from the viewer, or at an oblique

angle to the picture plane. We see it, for example, in

paintings by Qian Xuan ofa mounted bowman in the

British Museum, dated to 1 290 in the artist’s inscrip-

tion (fig. 8), and in a painting by Zhao Mengfu dated

1300 in the Palace Museum, Taipei, which opens with

a horse seen in profile and ends with one seen straight

on, its body oddly balloonlike (fig. 9). Other examples

include a handscroll in the Palace Museum in Beijing,

in which the foreshortening of the horses’ bodies is

accomplished more convincingly (fig. 10), and a well-

known picture ofa horse and groom (fig. 11), painted
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FIG. 8.

Qian Xuan, Young Nobleman on Horseback,

dated 1290
,
handscroll, ink and colors on

paper, 29. 7 * 75.6 cm. British Museum,

London (OA 1954.12-1 1.05 Add. 286).

fig. 9.

Zhao Mengfu, Horses and Trees, dated 1300,

section ofa handscroll, ink on paper. National

Palace Museum, Taipei. After Gugong

minghua (Taipei, 1966), vol. 5, pi. 4.

fig. 10.

Zhao Mengfu, Washing Horses, detail

ofhandscroll, ink and colors on silk,

28.5 * 154 cm. After Zhongguo lidai

huihua (Beijing, 1983), vol. 4, pi. 35.

fig. 11.

Zhao Mengfu, Horse and Groom, dated 1296,

handscroll, ink and colors on paper. Metropolitan

Museum ofArt (former Crawford Collection).
69
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by Zhao in 1296 and now mounted together with

similar pictures by his son Zhao Yong and

grandson Zhao Lin iHÄ in a collective handscroll.
13

FIG. 12.

Hu Gui (attrib.), Khitans and Horses on a Plain,

detailfrom handscroll, ink on silk. National Palace

Museum, Taipei.

These works have raised problems for scholars of

Yuan painting: How can artists of the stature ofQian

and Zhao have painted pictures in which this device

is handled so clumsily? If they could not employ the

technique more adroitly, why did they attempt it at

all? Asserting an intentional amateurish awkward-

ness does not provide an adequate answer, nor does

questioning the authenticity of the paintings.

Once more, we must go back to the Tang to find

sources for the early Yuan artists
1

attempts at fore-

shortening the bodies ofanimals; it would be difficult

to locate enough examples ofsuch foreshortening in

Song painting to provide any basis for assuming a

continuous use of it. A ninth-century wall painting at

Dunhuang I^Qjt presents two rows ofhorsemen, the

nearer ones facing away and the farther ones toward

us; the bodies of the horses are skillfully foreshort-

ened in varying degrees to indicate changing angles of

view. Two of them, portrayed as confronting each

other across an interval, exhibit the additional device

of pairing the foreshortened images as an effective

means of interrelating them in space. 14

The few cases of foreshortened bodies of ani-

mals that we do find in Song-period painting are

likely to occur in pictures of nomadic scenes that

draw on the Liao jl? or Kliitan tradition ofpainting,

in which elements ofTang style are preserved, such

as an album leaf representing A Hunter Truing His

Arrow in the Palace Museum, Beijing,
15

or an early

and important handscroll ascribed to the Khitan

artist Hu Gui pÿjjîfi in the Palace Museum, Taipei,

fig. 13.

Two Merchants with Horse,

leaf in Topkapi Sarayi album

(H.2153J0I, 113?\) 16.2 x 25

cm. Coui'tesy Topkapi Sarayi

Miizesi, Istanbul.
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in which the camels are symmetrically paired in

this way (fig. 12).

Animals drawn with foreshortened bodies ap-

pear in a number ofleaves ofthe Istanbul albums (fig.

13). Foreshortening belongs among those illusionis-

tic modes of portrayal that were developed in Tang

painting—shading for three-dimensional elfect is an-

other—and were generally abandoned in the Song,

when the aims of leading artists shifted away from

spatial and formal illusionism ofthese kinds. But they

continued to fascinate the artists outside China who

inherited them from the Tang, as well as their patrons

and audience, who must have demanded them. The

non-Chinese painters execute them in what the Chi-

nese would regard as an unsophisticated manner

—

no air of archaistic allusiveness, no strategies for

distancing oneself from the source through irony or

exaggeration. Cultivated Chinese artists such as Qian

Xuan and Zhao Mengfu, by contrast, could not use

them in this straightforward way, both because limi-

tations in their painting technique precluded it (they

were both, after all, amateurs) and because their

aesthetic refinement would not allow it. They could

only “quote” them as ingratiatingly awkward-look-

ing manifestations of the guyi or “antique

spirit,” which Zhao saw as the quality most to he

pursued in painting. Pairings like those in Tang and

Liao (or Liao-derived) paintings are also found in the

Istanbul albums, for instance in one leaf depicting a

saddled horse and an unsaddled horse, both facing

outward (fig. 14).

Fhe composition of Qian Xuan’s Yang Guifei

III Jt Mounting a Horse in the Freer Gallery ofArt

echoes this kind of symmetrical pairing (fig. 15). In

the first part, Minghuang’s horse is set diago-

nally facing outward (and awkwardly foreshortened);

it is answered in the second half by Yang Guifei’s

horse turned inward. This composition, as I point

out in a study of this scroll,
16 may well he based on a

painting ofthe same subject by Han Gan which

fig. 14.

Saddled and Unsaddled Horses,from Scene in

Nomad Camp, leafin Topkapi Sarayi album (H.2153,

fol, 8v.), 195 x 370 cm. Courtesy Topkapi Sarayi

Miizesi, Istanbul.

fig. 15.

Qian Xuan, Yang Guifei Mounting a Horse, hand-

scroll, ink and colors on paper (ht. 1 1 %"). Courtesy

Fieer Gallery ofArt, Smithsonian Institution, 57.14.
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was owned by Zhao Mengfu and could have been

seen by Qian Xuan. But even if this were true,

the reappearance of this old painting and the

réintroduction ofthe Tang-derived images from the

west could still he regarded as mutually reinforcing:

art historians today are inclined to introduce a multi-

plicity of factors in accounting for any particular

feature of a work instead of offering simple explana-

tions based on single causal factors. A comparable

case ofa stimulus from outside the pictorial tradition

reawakening interest in a long-neglected practice from

its own past can be seen in the late Ming revival ofthe

Northern Song monumental landscape type—a re-

vival that was in some part inspired, I believe, by the

Chinese artists’ sudden exposure to strikingly similar

(as it must have seemed to them) landscape pictures

brought from Europe. 17

Another leaffrom the Istanbul albums presents a

pairing ofanother kind, with two different creatures,

a lion and a hull, opposed (fig. 16). The contrasting

aspects of the two, the stalking stance of the lion and

the defensive stance of the bull, are reinforced by

their placement as if as segments of a circle. This

powerful composition may well have had a precedent

in some long-lost Tang painting; and that, in turn,

may have inspired the composition of one of Zhao

Mengfu’s most famous works, his Sheep and Goat in

the Freer Gallery ofArt (fig. 1). The curving body of

the goat at right and its stance with lowered head

resemble the bull in the Istanbul painting; the sheep

fig. 16.

Lion and Bull, leafin Topkapi

Sarayi album (H.2160,fol.

90v.), 36 x 51 cm. Courtesy

Topkapi Sarayi Miizesi, Istanbul.

fig. 17.

Autumn Landscape, leaf in

Topkapi Sarayi album. Courtesy

Topkapi Sarayi Miizesi, Istanbul.
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FIG. l8.

Zhao Mengfu,

Autumn

Colors on the

Qiao and Hua

Mountains,

dated 1296,

section ofhand-

scroll, ink and

colors on paper,

28.4 x 93.2

cm. National

Palace Mu-

seum, Taipei.

is drawn in the awkwardly foreshortened manner

with ballooning body. The method of interrelating

the two creatures in space might have been suggested

by some older pairing of the kind illustrated above.

But in its essential features— the choice of subject

(which may have political overtones, in a cryptic

reference to the Han-period general Su Wu jfl;®),
18

the characterization ofthe animals, the use ofwet and

dry brushwork to distinguish the thick wool of the

sheep from the long hair ofthe angora goat—the work

is entirely original with Zhao Mengfu.

I
will conclude with an even riskier sugges-

tion. Among the leaves of the Istanbul albums is

a single painting of landscape, which arouses

our interest immediately by raising the possibility

that it transmits features ofTang landscape not easily

found, at least in combination, in other surviving

works (fig. 1 7 )

.

1

9

Among these features are two that

find parallels in Liao paintings: the area ofthe picture

in which the dense leafage ofmany different species

of trees makes up a richly colored pattern, with the

reds and yellows of autumn foliage predominating;

and above this, stretching to the horizon, a pattern of

neatly spaced, repeated ground plants marking a

simple recession. The latter can be seen in the

foreground of the rabbits-and-sparrows painting

found in a tenth-century tomb in Yemaotai

(and also in certain Tang wall paintings);
20
the former

in the famous pair ofpaintings ofDeer in an Autumn

Forest
,
now believed to be Liao works. 21

In many

areas ofthe Deer in anAutumn Forest pair, what must

have been a heavy application ofpigment has flaked

off, leaving only the underdrawing of the leaves. But

the whole effect of bright color and dense pattern

must have been close to what we see (on a much lower

artistic level) in the Istanbul leaf. Other notable fea-

tures ofthe Istanbul landscape for which parallels can

be found in Tang paintings, or copies of them, in-

clude the sky with scudding clouds, the decorative

linear drawing of the water cascading over rocks at

the bottom, and the drawing ofthe rocks themselves.

I want to call attention, however, to the basic

cluster ofmotifs that dominates the picture: the moun-

tain in upper right, a simple, conical form with stringy

strokes shaping its surface; some middle-ground trees

drawn as simple repetitions of trunks with dotted

foliage; and thejuxtaposition ofthese with the mixed

grove of trees to their left in the foreground. More or

less the same configuration ofmotifs is to be seen, in

equally schematic form, in Zhao Mengfu’s Autumn

Colors on the Qiao fj| andHua Ifl Mountains (fig. 18)
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of 1 296: the conical mountain with stringy strokes on

its surface; the simple, repeated trees in middle

ground, which reduce the perceived height of the

mountain by their proximity to it; the dense grove of

trees of diverse species to the left in the foreground.

Also in common between the two paintings, and

basic to their compositions, is the attempt in each to

portray a continuous flat recession to a high horizon,

a recession that in fact breaks into discontinuities in

both pictures. In addition, then, to the stylistic sources

for Zhao’s archaism (which Chu-tsing Li and others

have found in paintings associated with such early

masters as Wang Wei and Dong Yuan S^), 22

Zhao might well have seen pictures of this kind at the

Mongol court and adopted from them some Tang-

derived elements of archaic landscape that he is not

likely to have known about otherwise.

In fact, when we return for a last look at the

Istanbul landscape in this new context, we cannot

help seeing features in it that seem to foreshadow the

intentional archaisms ofQianXuan and Zhao Mengfu.

It is, ofcourse, exactly the ability ofQian and Zhao to

select and combine these inherited elements of style

into paintings that far surpass the models in sophisti-

cation and coherence, and their achievement in mak-

ing out of such diverse sources a new direction for

Yuan landscape to take, that marks them as great,

original masters.
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Notes

1. International Symposium on Zhao Mengfu, organized by

the Shanghai Painting and Calligraphy Press, Shanghai, 23-

28 March 1995.

2. On trade within the Mongol empire, see Thomas T. Allsen,

Commodity and Exchange in the Mongol Empire: A Cultural

History ofIslamic Textiles (Cambridge, England: Cambridge

University Press, 1997), esp. chap. 3, “Acquisition and

Production,” 27-45.

3. M. S. Ipsiroglu, Painting and Culture ofthe Mongols, trails.

E. D. Phillips (New York: Abrams, 1966).

4. ErnstJ. Grube and Eleanor Sims, eds., Between China and

Iran: Paintingsfrom Four Istanbul Albums, Colloquies on Art

and Archaeology in Asia, no. 10 (London: Percival David

Foundation of Chinese Art, 1975).

5. William Watson, “Chinese Style in the Paintings of the

Istanbul Albums,” in Between China and Iran, ed. Grube and

Sims, 69-76; passages cited on 70 and 73.

6. Nancy Shatzman Steinhardt, “Chinese Ladies in the

Istanbul Albums,” in Between China and Iran, ed. Grube and

Sims, 77-84; passages cited on 80 and 83.

7. Watson (“Chinese Style,” 75) writes, “It seems that artists

practising this style also found their way to China” and cites

the scroll ofZhong Kui M/lË and demons in the Freer Gallery

ofArt by Gong Kai as an example ofhow this reentry

“introduces a wholly exotic note in Chinese painting.”

Steinhardt discusses this parallel at greater length in another

article, “Siyah Qalem and Gong Kai: An Istanbul Album
Painter and a Chinese Painter of the Mongolian Period,”

Muqamas 4 (1987): 59-71. She discusses there the images of

demons and of the emaciated horse.

8. Steinhardt, “Siyah Qalem,” figs. 1 and 5;James Cahill,

Hills beyond a River: Chinese Painting ofthe Yuan Dynasty,

1279-1368 (New York: Weatherhill, 1976), 117 and 155-56,

figs. 2 and 72.

9. The painting by Qiu Ying is titled Hunting on the Autumn

Plain-, see Tang Song Yuan Ming Qing hua xuan ^ (ft

iHH (Guangzhou: Yishu huabao she, 1963), pi. 50.

10. Comparisons of this kind are made by Steinhardt in

“Siyah Qalem.”

1 1 . This is the argument ofToh Sugimura, “The Chinese

Impact on Certain Fifteenth Century Persian Miniature

Paintings from the Albums ... in the Topkapi Saray Museum,

Istanbul” (Ph.D. dissertation, University ofMichigan, 1981).

12.1 am disregarding, for the purpose of this paper, problems

of authenticity; one or another of these works might, under

more serious scrutiny, prove not to be a genuine work by

Qian Xuan or Zhao Mengfu, but they cannot all be dismissed

as forgeries because they exhibit this feature of style.

13. See the entry by Laurence Sickman in Laurence Sickman

et ah, Chinese Calligraphy and Painting in the Collection of

JohnM. Crawford, Jr. (New York: Pierpont Morgan Library,

1962), 101-4 and pi. 43.

14. The passage is in The Procession ofZhang Yic/iao, in the

mid-ninth-century Cave 156 at Dunhuang; see, for instance,

Terukazu Akiyama, eck, Chügoku bijutsu (Chinese art), vol. 2

(Tokyo: Kodansha, 1969), pi. 17. Kohara Hironobu points

out that the Five Oxen attributed to Han Huang fii'/H in the

Palace Museum, Beijing, also includes a forward-facing,

foreshortened animal: see Gugong bowuyuan canghua,xol. 2

(Beijing, 1964), pi. 19-21.

15. See Zheng Zhenduo JIMMIE, comp., Songren huace

AAÄffi} (One hundred Song album leaves) (Beijing:

Chinese Classic Art Publishing Co., 1957), pi. 19.

16. James Cahill, “Ch’ien Hsiian and His Figure Paintings,”

Archives ofAsian Art 12(1958): 11-29.

17. SeeJames Cahill, The Compelling Image: Nature and Style

in Seventeenth-Century Chinese Painting (Cambridge, MA:
Harvard University Press, 1982), 91-98.

18. Chu-tsing Li, “The Freer ‘Sheep and Goat’ and Chao

Meng-fu’s Horse Paintings,” ArAfois Asiae 30, no. 4 (1968):

279-346; this passage on 319.

19. The persuasiveness of the points that follow will be much
reduced by the absence ofcolor from the reproduction;

interested readers are invited to study the color reproduction

in Ipsiroglu, Painting and Culture ofthe Mongols, pi. 49.

20. See Wenwu, no. 12 (1975): pi. 2 and pp. 30-31.

2 1 . For reproductions and discussions of these paintings, see

Wen C. Fong andjames C. Y. Watt, Possessing the Past:

Treasuresfrom the National Palace Museum, Taipei (New

York: Metropolitan Museum ofArt, 1996), 161-64, pi. 70

and detail, p. 158.

22. Chu-tsing Li, TheAutumn Colors on the Ch’iao and Hua
Mountains: A Landscape by Chao Mengfu (Ascona: Artibus

Asiae Publishers, 1965), esp. chap 5.
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FIG. 1.

Anon., Barbarian

Pasturing a Horse,

hanging scroll, ink

and color on silk.

Courtesy Freer

Gallen ofArt,

Smithsonian

Institution,

F1992. 40.
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A Recent Freer Acquisition

and the Question of

Workshop Practices

I
N 1992 the Freer Gallery of Art acquired a

Chinese painting depicting a turbaned Central

Asian groom observing a white horse tethered to

a tree (fig. 1 ). This handsome hanging scroll, painted

in ink and color on silk, measures 1 1 6 x 93 cm, or 65 3
/s

x 36 % inches, and represents a stout groom wearing

a turban, tan robe, and boots standing with hands

joined behind his back looking at a long-bodied

white horse. With red tassels hanging from its bit and

a red ribbon around its tail, the horse lifts its right foot

and stretches up to nibble 011 the leaves of the tree to

which it is tethered. Behind the groom stands a boy

who seems to be playing a vertical flute, perhaps in

harmony with the wind and the flowing water of a

stream visible just beyond the figures. Short clumps

ofbamboo grow beside a foreground rock and along

the banks of the stream, and a band of mist cuts

through the upper portion of the tree.

Two labels, one pasted on the outer wrapper of

the scroll and another mountedjust beside the paint-

ing on the silk mounting, identify the subject as

Barbarian Pasturing a Horse (JVu sail via tu

H) and the painter as Zhao Yan HÜ, (died 922) of

the Five Dynasties. More realistically, members of

the Freer curatorial staff date the painting to the

fourteenth century and identify it as an anonymous

painting of the Yuan or early Ming period. A number

of other paintings in a similar style, to which we will

return below, are associated with the Ming court

during the reigns of Emperor Xuanzong HT T:

(
1 399- 1 435; r. 1426-35) and his immediate succes-

sors, and an early fifteenth-century date may there-

fore be even more appropriate. In any case, the paint-

ing shows stylistic affinities not with such late Yuan

horse paintings as those by Zhao Yong fti|§j (b.

1289) or Ren Renfa fdr'Lflt (1254-1327) but with

painters of the fifteenth century.

W hat is perhaps most interesting

about the Freer painting is not its sub-

ject, style, or date, however, but the fact

that it is almost identical to a painting that has been

in the collection of the Indianapolis Museum of Art

since 1985 (fig. 2). The Indianapolis picture, Barbar-

in 11 TrainingaHorse(Huren xun via tu tÿ]AIJlIMEE),

also painted in ink and color on silk, measures 66 x 3 7

inches, virtually identical with the Freer scroll. Veiy

minor differences distinguish the two scrolls, most

prominently the drawing ofthe foreground rocks and

bamboo. But, in general, their major motifs and com-

position create the impression that one could have

been traced from the other, or, alternatively, that both

may have been made from the same cartoon or draft,

the various possible forms and units of which, for

convenience, we shall refer to asfenben

While no significant differences in quality distin-

guish these two paintings, the Indianapolis scroll

bears an inscription that is absent from the Freer

version. Signed with the name of a Song painter and

scholar named LianBu
,
who lived in the twelfth

century, the poem written on the Indianapolis scroll

refers conventionally to the “spirited” and “heroic”

horse, “a true dragon” superior even to the “eight

steeds” of antiquity—in other words, the kind of

clichécl clap-trap that anyone might write on the

subject ofhorses. There is no reference to the specific

meaning of the subject of a Central Asian Muslim

observing a beautiful white horse tethered to a tree.

But, I suppose, the inscription, in the name of a

distinguished (and now totally unknown) Song

Ars Orientalis, volume XXVIII (1998)
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FIG. 2.

Anon., Barbarian

Training a Horse;,

hanging scroll, ink and

color on silk. Courtesy

Indianapolis Museum

ofArt, 1985.134.
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painter is intended to suggest that Lian Bu was the

painter of the picture.

Interestingly, in the upper left corner ofthe Freer

painting, where the Lian Bu inscription appears on

the Indianapolis scroll, a large rectangular piece of

silkhas been removed. It is tempting to speculate that

a more-or-less identical inscription under the name

of Lian Bu may have been there originally and been

removed by a later owner in order to transform the

fake Song painting into an even earlier fake, by Zhao

Yan, the Five Dynasties painter to whom the Freer

picture is presently attributed by its labels. In any

case, it is clear that the Indianapolis picture was made

as a forgery, and it is possible that the Freer painting

too first appeared on the market as a spurious work of

the Song literati master Lian Bu.

Kaikodo Journal recently published correspon-

dence among several art historians (including this

writer) on the subject of multiple versions of Ming

compositions, sparked by the existence ofat least two

other fragmentary versions of the well-known com-

position by Du Jin til! that was exhibited in the

National Palace Museum’s grand exhibition, “Pos-

sessing the Past.”
1 That correspondence makes quite

clear that when two or more versions of the same

composition exist, art historians share no consensus

as to how to interpret, or understand, the significance

of those multiple versions. It is equally clear that

many quite different reasons can be offered for the

existence of replicas, including especially the com-

mon practice ofmaking copies and forgeries for study

or for profit. In the case ofthe Freer and Indianapolis

paintings ofa white horse, I think it is easy to rule out

the possibility that either was copied from the other

so as to make a forgery ofan “original” work ofgreat

value. Both were probably made as fake Song pic-

tures from the start, and both appear to be ofapproxi-

mately the same materials and physical age.

There is also no possible reason to imagine that

the painter—or painters—of these pictures was ever

actually looking at anything in the real world and

trying to draw it. If he had ever had anything to do

with horses, he would not have depicted his wise

Central Asian observer standing directly behind the

white horse—the position in which it is most likely

that he would be kicked between the legs by a startled

horse. Nor would the painter have seen a horse with

such a long body, a body drawn out like a stretch

limousine, in the real world. The rocks the painter

saw in the real world were also nothing like those in

his picture(s), and the trees in the two pictures are

just sufficiently artificial and sufficiently different as

to reveal that he was not actually looking at trees when

he painted his picture(s). Nor did he much care

whether the roots of the tree appeared actually to dig

into the ground, or whether the leaves on the tree

actually appeared to belong organically to the

branches to which they are attached.

Ifthe painter was not looking at objects in the real

world and trying to imitate them, what was he doing?

Instead (with the help, no doubt, of assorted assis-

tants and apprentices), he was pouncing, copying, or

tracing drawings onto the silk surface from stock

models ofindividual figures and groups, trees, rocks,

and horses, carefully tracing lines in ink, filling in

areas of color, reinforcing outlines, smoothing over

washes of ink, neatly writing a fake inscription in the

name of Lian Bu, and then turning the material over

to his mounter to prepare for sale. He was manufac-

turing a product, and these were the routine practices

of the painter’s studio. Neither he nor his potential

buyers apparently cared ifthe horse’s raised foot and

the tree roots below appeared to be all mixed up, or

if the young boy blowing a flute looked like a wizened

old man smoking an early form of a tobacco pipe, or

if the turbaned onlooker were about to be kicked in

the groin, or if the tree trunk looked a little rounded

in one version or the other. Both of these paintings

were made in the fifteenth century and have been

successfully preserved right down to the present by a

succession ofowners for whom these were not inter-

esting or even relevant issues to raise about paintings.

If at this point in five hundred continuous years

of preservation and appreciation, certain American

art historians want to know why the tree roots do not

look very realistic, or why the man stands so close to

the horse’s rear end, or why some of the branches

look flat, or which of these pictures is the “original,”

or which is “better,” then we have to ask what those

art historians could possibly think provides any his-

torical basis whatever for assuming that such ques-

tions should be relevant. And the only possible an-

swer, of course, would be that these questions arise

from the application of arbitrary criteria that reflect
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the cultural conditions, biases, and preferences of

that particular group oflate twentieth-century Ameri-

can art historians.

W hat may be more interesting is to con-

tinue our exploration of the way such

paintings were made in the fifteenth cen-

tury. In addition to the nearly identical Freer and

Indianapolis compositions, a third work is intimately

related to the common prototype of the full set (the

number ofwhich is not known but could have been

almost any number) and to the process of their mak-

ing. A painting called Horses and Groom (Ren ma tu

AM H) was auctioned by Sotheby’s in 1980 (fig. 3).
2

This handsome hanging scroll, measuring 153.7 *

104.7 cm, or 60 14 x 4 1 Va inches, offers a composition

that is similar to, but also modifies and expands, the

Freer and Indianapolis pictures. The former Soth-

eby’s scroll is wider than either the Freer or Indian-

apolis pictures but also shorter by several inches.

These altered dimensions allow the painter to expand

the composition slightly to the right while abandoning

the foreground rock/bamboo motif. Of course it is

difficult to know whether the original size of the

Sotheby’s scroll has been modified over the years.

In terms ofworkshop practices, the former Soth-

eby’s picture depicts a foreign groom and boy atten-

dant virtually identical to those in the Freer and

Indianapolis paintings—probably made from the

samefenben as the others butjoined here by both the

white horse and a second horse, seen from the rear, as

well as a second attendant, who enters from the lower

right corner carrying a tray. The setting is also modi-

fied substantially. The white horse nibbling willow

leaves is now raising its right leg instead ofits left and

is not raising it as high. The former Sotheby’s compo-

sition, which in all probability derives from the same

studio orworkshop as both the Freer and Indianapolis

paintings, also represents the use ofat least one ofthe

samefenben, together with a modifiedfenben for the

white horse, a second for the other horse, as well as

another for the second attendant. All are located in a

variation of the landscape setting used in the other

paintings. The slightly different placement of the

groom vis à vis the white horse indicates how easily

these paintings were composed and how little they

have to do with anything other than harmonious

placement and relationship. The trees in the former

Sotheby’s scroll have become willows, are expanded

in number, and are painted in a different manner from

the trees in the other two versions, suggesting that

these settings, like stage props, could be provided by

any number of different people in the workshop

—

presumably assistants or apprentices—and easily ex-

panded, modified, or contracted to suit specific re-

quirements. The differences visible among these

several versions ofa related composition also demon-

strate the adaptability and versatility of workshop

practices in traditional China. Replicas were easily

made, but variations and ultimately quite different

forms were also routinely created.

Of course it could be argued that the former

Sotheby’s picture was done in a totally different time

and by a completely different painter or painters. But

then the relationship among these pictures would be

rendered ambiguous in ways that do not seem to me

to be warranted. All three appear to be of the same

approximate date and style, and their similarities

suggest to me that they derive from the same materi-

als, models,fenben, and general practices. Accord-

ing to the principle ofOccam’s razor, then, all should

come from the same time and place. Indeed, I would

like to propose further that several other well-known

paintings ofwhite horses and willows are also prod-

ucts ofthis same source.
3 These additional examples

demonstrate still further some of the ways variations

on the subject of white horses and grooms in the

shade of overhanging trees were created from basic

models, motifs, and compositional principles. And,

needless to say, whether any of these paintings is

“better” than any other would be entirely a matter of

personal preference. That decision would have noth-

ing whatever to do with the historical practices of

painting or with any historical explanation for the

making and appreciation ofpaintings.

L
et me return now to the matter of the

probable authorship ofthe Freer and Indian-

apolis paintings—and, if I am correct, the

former Sotheby’s scroll, as well as others I have cited.

Because the style of the paintings is similar to a

number ofworks by fifteenth-century court artists, I

have suggested that the Freer and Indianapolis scrolls

were probably painted as spurious Song works
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FIG. 3.

Anon., Horses and Groom, hanging scroll, ink and

color on silk. Present location unknown. Photograph

Sotheby Parke-Bemet, Inc., Chinese Furniture and

Decorations (New York, 1980), no. 66.
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bearing the name Lian Bu by an early Ming artist such

as those prominent at the Ming court. The actual

painter leaps at us in the form of a signed painting in

the Palace Museum, Beijing. Entitled Two Stallions

in the Shade ofa Willow Tree (Liayin shuangjun tu

this scroll depicts not one but two

long-bodied white horses with red tassels tethered to

a tree (fig. 4). I have elsewhere briefly discussed Hu
Cong as the likely painter of other pictures of

this type, but here I wish to establish the essential

relationship between Hu’s only known signed work

and both the Freer and Indianapolis compositions. 4

What makes this identification of all three pictures

with the workshop ofHu Cong so interesting is that

it indicates that court and professional painters ofthe

early and middle Ming periods manufactured fake

Song (and Yuan) pictures on a regular basis. The

regularity ofthis type ofmanufacture is quite difficult

to establish, as a rule, but here it seems to be proven.

The confusion between Song and Ming paintings

that becomes so troublesome to connoisseurship and

criticism in the later Ming period is already estab-

lished in the fifteenth century when painters like Hu
Cong habitually manufactured fake Song pictures as

an essential element in the practice oftheir craft. That

such pictures survive in fairly large numbers may be

some indication ofhow successful they were.

Notes

1. Richard Barnhart,James Cahill, Maxwell Hearn, Stephen

Little, and Charles Mason, “The Tu Chin Correspondence,

1994-95,” Kaikodo Journal 5 (Autumn 1997): 8-45. See also

Wen C. Fong andJames J. Y. Watt, Possessing the Past:

Treasuresfrom the National Palace Museum, Taipei (New

York: The Metropolitan Museum ofArt; Taipei: The

National Palace Museum, 1996), esp. 366-67.

2. Chinese Furniture and Decorations (New York: Sotheby

Parke-Bernet, Inc., 8 March 1980), no. 66.

FIG. 4.

Hu Cong (15th century), Two Stallions in the Shade

of a Willow Tree, ha nging scroll, ink and color on silk,

103.2 x 50.5 cm. Palace Museum, Beijing.

3. See, for example, Richard Barnhart et ah, Painters ofthe

Great Ming (Dallas: Dallas Art Museum, 1993), 120 and 122.

4. Barnhart, Painters ofthe Great Ming, 18.
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FIG. 1.

Artist unknown,

Landscape, undated,

attrib. Tenshô Shübun,

hanging scroll, ink and

slight color on paper, 91.2 x

35. 0 cm. Courtesy Freer

Gallery ofArt, Smithsonian

Institution, 63.5.
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Notes and a Reflection on

the Freer' Shübun Pain ting

I
would like to begin this essay byjotting down

some notes and comments on the Freer Shübun

painting (fig. 1). The best explanation for this

procedure is to say that tins is how a museum curator

normally proceeds with curatorial notes and essays.

Landscape

Japanese painting, acc. no. 63.5; attributed to

Shübun

Ink and slight color on paper

No inscriptions

91.2 * 35.0 cm

Hanging scroll; mounted on panel (should be

restored to original hanging scroll format)

Seal: gourd-shaped, relief, “Shübun” (2.6 x 1.7

cm; spurious), 11.4 cm from lower edge of

painting to top of seal

Physical condition: Many “wrinkles” and

“cracks” spread horizontally from top to bottom.

Diagonal scratches and holes, one in a zigzag

pattern, visible to left of central mountain and

extending to left edge of painting; another, less

visible, running horizontally above the distant

peaks. Most significant tear on lower right cor-

ner, below seal, in the area where a seal (of the

artist) is normally stamped; measuring 9.0 cm

along lower extremity and 6.0 cm along right

edge, all ofwhich can be taken as a sign of the age

ofthe painting; that is to say, the painting is not of

recent manufacture, surely not Edo or Meiji. It is

shorter in length than the standard mid-fifteenth-

century sh igajiku ( Chikusai dokushozu measures

more than 130.00 cm). Wear and tear abundant

toward top. Does this imply possible removal of

inscriptions at top?

Date: Shimada Shüjirö dates the painting to

second half of the fifteenth century in Zaigai

shihö (1979). Broad date should be narrowed

down.

In the early evening of the twenty-fourth day of

the sixth month of the year 1441, the sixth Ashikaga

Shögun Yoshinori patron of Zen monas-

teries and the arts, then forty-eight years old, was

assassinated in the house of a deputy in Kyoto. The

assassin, Akamatsu Mitsusuke 5
*

5 fötfSjtT, who had

invited the shögun to his mansion for an evening of

entertainment, subsequently fled the capital to 1ns

home province ofHarima (in the southwestern

part ofpresent-day I Iyögo Prefecture) with a venge-

ful army at his heels. For nearly three months

Akamatsu put up a fierce fight, but in the end he

committed suicide with his own sword.

The assassination ofYoshinori was one ofmany

ominous events of the political and social history of

Japan that eventually drove the nation into the devas-

tatingÖnin (St andBunmei ÜHWars of 1466-77.

The eleven years of bloody warfare took their toll in

the destruction of the capital Kyoto, including its

majorZen monasteries. Given the circumstances, it is

extraordinary that this unsettling political period in

Japanese history was also one of its most creative

epochs in painting. The art ofinkpainting developed

vigorously in the environment of Zen monasteries in

Kyoto. The period around the 1440s is a high point

in the career of a painter named Tensliö Shübun

(fl. 1423-ca. 1460), with whom ink paint-

ing ofthe Muromachi period is invariably associated.

Muromachi ink landscape painting evolved out

ofthree or more decades ofshigajiku (poetry-

Ars Orientalis
,
volume XXVIII (1998)
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painting scrolls) production by elite members of the

fifteenth-centuryZen monastic community. 1 The cul-

turally elite class nurtured by Zen institutions con-

sisted ofnot only learned Zen monks but also power-

ful military chieftains, including shöguns, deputy

shoguns, and the provincial castellans who patron-

ized them. Extolling the lofty spirit oflearning for an

aspiring Zen novice, who could be a scion of a pow-

erful military house, members of this elite coterie

might give Keïin shöchiku Mlitfhlfl ( Cottage by a

Mountain Stream) as a theme or a title for a painting

on a shigajiku scroll. The scroll, depicting a humble

abode by a mountain stream, would be passed around

among the novice’s erudite mentors, who would each

brush an appropriate poem about the picture. Such a

scroll, when hung on the wall, was usually long (in-

cluding the mounting, over six feet in length) and

narrow (a little over a foot wide). These dimensions

made it the right size to hang either in the picture-

displaying alcove
(
tokonoma fö(Df\If] or oshi’ita #57,

to use the Muromachi terms) or on an unadorned wall

of the monk’s apartment. In a typical shigajiku
,
the

pictorial area is invariably confined to the lower third

or fourth ofits entire length. The empty area above is

nearly always filled with poetic inscriptions, some-

times as many as thirty, and a long prose preface.

Cottage by a Stream
,
dated to 1413, is said to be by

Kichizan Minchö or

|JL|^4Ë, (1351-1431), a versatile

painter-monk of the Töfukuji AfeTp Monastery in

Kyoto. This painting and Setting Sun over the River

and Mountains
(
Közan Sekiyô zu Till TdüB), dat-

able to no later than 1 437 and attributed to Shübun,

are two ofthe most fully formed shigajiku paintings of

the first half of the fifteenth century (figs. 2 and 3).
2

The first three to four decades ofshigajiku develop-

ment coincided with the period of activity of the

painter-monkJosetsu ^0#fi} (fl. 1405-30) and his fol-

lower Tenshö Shübun, both ofthe metropolitan Zen

monastery ofShökokuji HI dp. SettingSun has been

traditionally attributed to Shübun, not only because

FIG. 2.

Artist unknown, Kei’in shöchiku zu ('Cottage by a

Stream,), 1413, attrib. Kichizan Minchö, inscribed by

Taihaku Shingen SHA (fl. 141 1-15) and six

other monks, hanging scroll, ink on paper, 101.5 *

34.5 cm. Konchi’in, Nanzenji, Kyoto.
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NOTES AND A REFLECTION ON THE FREER SHUBUN PAINTING

FIG. 3.

Artist unknown, Közan sekiyö zu ("Setting Sun over the River and Mountains,), also

known as Közan no in ("Retreat amidst the Rivers and Mountains,), detail, ca. 1437,

inscribed by Daigu Shdchi (fl. 1406-39) and eleven other monks, hanging

scroll, ink and slight color on paper, 130.3 x 30.3 cm. Private collection, Japan.
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of the seal “Shübun” stamped on the lower right

(now discredited as spurious) but also because of its

stylistic features, which, for reasons expounded be-

low, can be seen as characteristic of die period ofShü-

bun’s active career, from the 1420s through ca. 1460.

These two paintings represent successive

phases in the stylistic development of Muromachi

ink landscape painting. In Cottage by a Stream the

intimate space of the rustic hut limits the foreground

area, with a distant mountain image standing in the

background. The focus is the study, the central motif

of Cottage by a Stream. Setting Sun
,
on the other

hand, emphasizes the vast lakescape— the elaborate

pavilion-type buildings on and around the lake. The

foreground rocks and trees and the distant peak here

frame the expanse of space that opens up the view

from the foreground away into the far distance and

the empty space, which, in turn, merges with the

space occupied by tbe verses in the upper portion of

the scroll. The space that opens up so effectively in

this painting would be articulated further, within

scarcely a decade, by a group of paintings in which

the empty space of the paper invariably becomes the

ethereal air ofnature, wrapping the landscape images

in its slowly wafting mist. The dramatic and eloquent

opening up of space that began in the 1430s devel-

oped further in the mid- 1 440s,m what in Muromachi

mk landscape painting as a whole can be considered

the most articulate examples of Shübun-style paint-

ing: Chikusai dokusho zu 111 (Reading in the

Bamboo Study) of ca. 1446 and Suishoku rankö zu

( Color ofStream and Hue ofMountain)

of 1445 (figs. 4 and 5).
3

We know quite a bit about the painter Shübun. 4

His family name was Fujikura mt-

. As a young

monk, probably about twenty years of age, he spent

time in Korea (1423-24) as a minor member of a

Japanese diplomatic mission. Back in Kyoto, Shü-

bun’s monastic affiliation was with Shökokuji, where

he was Comptroller. As reported by contemporary

fig. 4.

Artist unknown, Chikusai dokusho zu (Reading in

the Bamboo Study)
,
ca. 1446, attrib. Tenshö

Shübun, preface byjiku’un Toren dated 1446,

inscribed byfive other monks, hanging scroll, ink on

paper, 134.8 * 33.3 cm. Tokyo National Museum.

90
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FIG. 5.

Artist unknown, Suishoku

rankö zu ("Color of Stream and

Hue of Mountain,), attrib.

Tenshô Shïibun, inscription

dated 1 445 by Shinden Seiha

(1375-144 7), two

other inscriptions by Zen monks,

hanging scroll, ink on paper,

107.5 * 32.6 cm. Fujiwara

Collection, Tokyo.
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Zen monks, he studied painting with Josetsu, a pre-

decessor at Shökokujiwho was serving the shögunate

as a painter. Shübun’s works did not elude the atten-

tion of the capital’s luminaries, and by 1437 he was

well known as a sculptor and painter. He painted for

the household of the Imperial Prince Fushimi no

miya Sadafiisa Fk JUlIf it $1 • We also know that he was

on the government payroll. His residential quarters,

presumably at Shökokuji, were called Kö’enken itjis

$F and his study Iryokusai FkHjIf. He taught Sesshü

Töyö also of Shökokuji, as revealed by

Sesshü’s own writing (fig. 1 0).
5 According to a diarist

at Shökokuji, a certain Sötan another painter,

succeeded to Shubun’s administrative position in

1463. Shübun must therefore have died before that

year.

Scholarship on Shübun during the last 70 years

or more has by no means reached consensus about

how to position him as an ink painter in the larger

context of the history of the Muromachi period,

much less about his many attributions. This lack of

unanimity even extends to those works that contain

epigraphic evidence (inscriptions—poems or pref-

aces that identify their authors and are thus datable).

Other paintings, particularly those that do not con-

tain epigraphic evidence, can only be situated

through a rigorous stylistic analysis that includes

comparisons with dated and datable examples. The

landscape painting in the Freer Gallery ofArt, attrib-

uted to Shübun, is one such example (fig. 1 )?' Where

should the style of this painting be located within the

context of fifteenth-century Japanese ink landscape

history? What makes it relevant to Shübun? The

purpose of this essay is twofold. First, it attempts to

date the Freer painting in the context of the stylistic

development of the Shübun tradition; second, by

interpreting the Freer painting as a product ofpost-

Shübun stylistic diversity, this essay attempts to link

the painting to the artistic activity of Sesshü before

his 1467-69 trip to China.

enshrouded in mist. This work, together with Read-

ing in the Bamboo Study
,
epitomizes the style of

Shübun because in it the general stylistic features that

appeared piecemeal in the various stages of prior

landscape compositions are finally integrated and

also because these two works spawned their own

followers throughout the 1450s and 1460s. Works

by Shökei Ten’yü (fl. 1 440-60) are typical

examples of this generation,
7 which for purposes of

the present essay I shall call “Shübunesque.” These

Shübunesque works, some of which will be dis-

cussed below, in turn rapidly facilitated a further

development in landscape painting. While retaining

their stylistic ties with Shübun, these paintings sur-

passed their predecessors in their articulation of the

individual component motifs as believable moun-

tains, trees, and rocks. In this articulation of the

landscape composition, the motifs are more readable

because they are better defined; the spatial relations

among the various topographical elements become

more measurable. Two well-known landscapes by

Bunsei ^i|t,one in the Museum of Fine Arts, Bos-

ton, and the other in the Masaki Museum, Osaka,

belong to this phase. 8 As the landscape became visu-

ally more descriptive, however, the evocative space

or the pictorial void that once embraced the entire

view gradually disappeared. Gone was the sense of

ambivalence and with it the ability of the viewer to

embark upon a poetic excursion through this evocative

space. The empty space so prominent in the Shübun

style would lose its preeminence, displaced by intru-

sive solids. This displacement represents one marked

stylistic transformation ofmid-Muromachi landscape

painting. It is to this phase that the Freer painting

belongs. In what follows, we explore the Freer

painting’s stylistic peculiarities in order to place it in

the artistic context of the period.

THE FREER PAINTING

FROM SHUBUN STYLE TO THE SHUBUNESQUE

Suishoku rankö zu (fig. 5 )
marks the high point in the

Muromachi ink landscape tradition. It presents a

pictorial space evocative ofa lakeside mountainscape

The pictorial organization of the Freer painting gen-

erally follows what during the first halfofthe fifteenth

century became one tradition in ink landscape com-

positions. The central mountain peaks rising upward

within an amorphous space are similar, for example,

to those found in Suishoku rankö zu of 1445. The
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diagonal span ofspace from the foreground to the far

distance of the Freer painting can also be seen in

Chikusai dokusho zu ofca. 1 446. The composition of

the Freer landscape thus resembles those of the two

most frequently cited mid-fifteenth-century Muro-

machi ink landscapes. In the Freer composition, how-

ever, the middle-ground mountain is defined more

massively. Executed in darker ink tones and with

texture dabs, the mountain gains a greater sense of

physicality than the corresponding motifs in either of

the examples cited above. As the current scholarly

consensus has it, the above two paintings in Japan

stand for what otherwise remains little known, the

pictorial style of ink landscape created by Tenshö

Shübun. If these two works represent the Shiibun

style, the Freer painting, for reasons that are dis-

cussed below, departs considerably from it; recog-

nizing that this is one ofthe several stylistic directions

that the Shübun style took during the second half of

the fifteenth century, we may call it Shübunesque.

The foreground motifs—two rocks, one large

and one small—are more solidly delineated than those

in other Shübun-attributed works, including the two

examples cited above. The rocks are here depicted

from a lower viewpoint: they overlap each other, with

the smaller one in front. These rocks and a pair of

trees above form a cluster screening off the middle-

ground distant shore behind it. Flere the spatial link-

age of the foreground to the middle ground and

beyond is effectively presented by the overlapping

scheme already noted and the successful depiction of

individual motifs marking the front-back articula-

tion. What appears to be a pair of trees prominently

positioned above the front boulder in fact consists of

two separately spaced trees; the one on the right

grows behind the large rock, while a third, closer to

the hut, is depicted between the two in a paler ink

tone. The mountain path to the right of the fore-

ground rock zigzags toward the middle distance to

the right. The lake, a dominant motifhere, spills over

the bottom of the composition, spreading out be-

tween the foreground rocks, as well as between them

and the ones behind, and extending toward the rustic

bridge in the right middle ground. The wide expanse

of water is underscored as a dominant motif in the

foreground space by the inclusion of the fishing boat

with two figures seated face to face. The boat floats in

a leisurely fashion, its stern pointing at the opening of

a little cove behind the front boulder.

The Freer painting differs from the more typical

Shübun paintings found injapan in the extensive and

clearly defined physiognomy ofits mountains, rocks,

and trees. Texture dabs (small ax-cuts), for example,

are used extensively for the vertical facets of the

foreground rocks. The massive monolith that rises in

the center of the composition has vertically drawn,

clawlike strokes (or curved “nailheads”) on its bumpy

shoulders. These strokes attempt to represent the

serration ofthe rock formation, although those on the

lower areas fall short of describing the rock surface;

the strokes appear to cling to the face of the rock

without defining its physiognomy. Nevertheless, to-

getherwith the liberally applied ink washes ofvarious

tonalities, these texture strokes make for more legible

forms and shapes. They are now more descriptively

rendered than those in works of the 1440s. The two

deciduous trees in front unambiguously fan out from

the rock surface, with even contour lines for the

trunks and a calculated dotting ofrich ink dabs for the

foliage. These attributes follow the tree type seen in

the works of Xia Gui JCTi, a name that began to

appear with increasing frequency in the literary works

ofJapanese scholar-monks during the second halfof

the fifteenth century. The dominant central moun-

tain, trees, and rocks thus defined are more thanjust

the images so elusively suggested in Chikusai dokusho

zu. The central mountain of the Freer painting is a

solid mass whose peak energetically thrusts skyward;

the corresponding central mountain in Suishoku ranko

zu looks like a curtain suspended in mid air.

The Freer painting articulates spatial recession by

gradually diminishing the degree of legibility of the

images from the foreground to the far distance. What

is near is given greater clarity and what is far, less.

This effect is achieved by varying ink tonality from

dark to light or by lessening the definition of the

motifs, moving from descriptive to abstract. Trees

and rocks in the foreground are deliberately clear;

distant pavilions and roofs are elusive, floating in the

mist in the far distance. The dramatic contrast in

SPACE IN THE SHÜBUNESQUE
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Artist unknown, Landscape, 1460s,

inscription by Jiku’un Toren, hanging

scroll, ink and slight color on paper, 75.
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representation resulting from the spatial discrimina-

tion is seen in the foreground group ofmotifs and the

filmy wash oftransparent blue that casts a faint moun-

tain silhouette against the empty space to the right of

the central mountain. But in spite of this dramatic

contrast, the space presented in this painting is con-

fining. The vast opening up of space felt in works of

the 1440s, and in Suishoku rankö zu in particular, is

replaced by an interest in the visibility of the scene

from the foreground to the middle ground, where the

massive mountain surges upward with such force

that our view no longer meanders in an ethereal space

created in the Shübun-attributed works. We perceive

the space around the mountain mass but not beyond.

Visual evidence strongly suggests that in Shu-

bunesque compositions ofthe 1 450s and 1460s clar-

ity of the depicted landscape motifs, resulting in

increased legibility, was achieved at the expense of

the pervasive space found in the works of the 1440s.

The Landscape (fig. 6) datable to 1455 in the Tokyo

National Museum collection, inscribed by the monk

Jiku’un Toren
(
1383-147

1 )
who wrote the

preface to Readingin theBamboo Study, underscores

the rapid sytlistic change in the Shübunesque tradi-

tion already taking place a decade before Shubun

presumably died (ca. 1460). Here a clearly legible

landscape spreads before the viewer, while the over-

all compositional type has evolved on t ofthe Shübun-

escjue. The prominent surge of the massive middle-

ground mountain in this work may be compared to

the corresponding one in the Freer Landscape.

THE ROZAN (LUSHAN) IMAGES IN THE SHÜBUNESQUE

The prominent mountain form of the middle dis-

tance in the Freer painting, intrusively blocking the

spatial movement into the far distance, may have been

shaped by a particular late-fifteenth-century conven-

tion in landscape composition. That composition is

fig. 7.

Artist unknown, Shikiro’an zu, inscription dated 1473

by Zuikei Shühô ïfraMl^JR (1391-1473), second

inscription by Osen Keisan, hanging scroll, ink on

paper, 110.5 x 34. 7 cm. Eigenji Monastery, Shiga

Prefecture.

seen in three works with a similar mountain motif

that, according to inscriptions on the paintings, al-

ludes to Lushan Hill (Japanese: Rozan).'' The three

examples are: Shikiro’an zu WiWLMM, in the collec-

tion ofthe Zen monastery ofEigenji zkiH in Shiga,

datable to 1473 by inscriptions (fig. 7); another, in

the Agata MJ& collection, which carries a verse

brushed by Ösen Keisan JffJIIJftH (1429-93), dat-

able to 1478; a third, inscribed in the seventeenth

century, in the Nezu Institute ofArt in Tokyo. 10
All

three paintings bear similar compositional elements,

suggesting that they share a common compositional

or thematic model.

The composition and spatial orientation ofthese

three landscapes, two of which are datable to the

1470s, recall the Landscape in the Tokyo National

Museum collection (fig. 6).
11

All of these paintings

follow an organizational formula: Rocks and trees are

placed in the foreground, a mountain thrusts verti-

cally upward in the middle ground, and the spatial

recession—a deep distance—is conveyed around and

to the left of the mountain. This formula conforms to

the skeletal composition of ShCibun’s Readingin the

Bamboo Study. But in the Lushan paintings the indi-

vidual motifs are given greater clarity of form and

assertiveness, which we also observe in the Freer

painting. What distinguishes the Freer painting from

the others is the angle ofdepiction: while in the Freer

painting the viewer looks straight ahead at the fore-

ground motifs and up toward the middle-distance

mountain, the Lushan group situates the viewer high

above the foreground, rendering the spreading land-

scape visible from a bird’s-eye view. The difference in

the angle ofdepiction, then, further differentiates the

Freer painting from the Lushan group, if only to

underscore the complexity of the stylistic directions

within the Shübunesque tradition.

The Freer paintingpresents the middle-distance

mountain as a massive entity surging upward in the

center of composition. The effect of the upright

movement of the giant monolith is dramatic if the

foreground landscape is first savored fully. Behind

the foreground rocks are the wide river and the shore,

both functioning as the horizontal axis of the whole

composition, which is offset by the vertical thrust of

the mountain in the center. In general, this composi-

tion is a distant relative of the Suishoku rankö zu
,
a
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Shübun-style landscape type with a central mountain

(fig. 5). What makes the Freer painting different from

the earlier work is the abruptness ofthe vertical thrust

in the center ofthe composition, denying a view ofthe

recession into the distance. Though based on

Shübun’s compositional formula of the 1440s, the

Shübun style had already been transformed by the

time of the Freer Landscape. When did this transfor-

mation begin to take place? The 1460s, in the last few

years of Shübun’s life? Or the 1470s, only a decade

or so after the painter’s presumed date of death?

Visual evidence, however, suggests that the Shü-

bun style began to disintegrate much earlier, particu-

larly in the compositional tradition that highlights a

central mountain.A landscape painting entitled Getsu-

ya sansui zu ) i f&llj zKfel (
Moonlit Landscape) in a

private collection injapan (fig. 8) is inscribed by Kisei

Reigen (1403-88) and thus can be dated,

according to the anthology of his literary works, to

1457. 12 Moonlit Landscape already has every notice-

able formal characteristic of the Freer painting: the

same low angle ofvision and abrupt thrust upward of

the central mountain. This upward thrust jolts the

viewer whose vision, unable to move into the dis-

tance, must bounce back to the foreground lake over

which floats, at the bottom of the picture, a solitary

angler in a boat. The painter must surely have known

Suishoku ranko zu
,
which by then was more than a

decade old. The high viewpoint that gave the Shü-

bun painting such a vast space is now changed to a

lower viewpoint that faces the rocks and trees in the

foreground straight on. The foreground group of

motifs in turn overlaps the waterside hamlet and the

bamboo grove behind it, much as do the correspond-

ing motifs in the Freer painting. Further shrinking of

Shübun’s space into that of the Shübunesque would

be achieved by Sesshü Töyö. According to contem-

porary Zen adepts, Sesshü was an acknowledged

pupil ofShübun, 13
but in the stylistic history ofland-

scape painting, he was anything but. Indeed Sesshü’s

style was anti-Shübun, as we shall see.

fig. 8.

Artist unknown, Getsuya sansui zu (Moonlit

Landscape,!, inscription datable to 1457 by Kisei

Reigen, hanging scroll, ink on paper, 89.0 * 32.3 cm.

Private collection, Japan.
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FIG. 9.

Sesshü Tdyd, Landscape, ca. 1466,

inscription by Ryôkô Shinkei,

hanging scroll, ink and slight color

on paper, 80.8 * 32 . 7 cm. Priva te

collection, Japan.

ANTI-SHUBUN: SESSHU TOYO (142O-I506)

A painting known by its generic title Sansuizu |l|7k®

or Landscape
,
and bearing Sesshu’s signature and

seal in its lower right-hand corner, is inscribed by

Ryökö Shinkei (fl. 1459-67), a familiar

name among the eminent Gozan monks who came to

know this painter (fig. 9 ).
14 Like Sesshü, Shinkei had

close ties with the Yamaguchi LU O of Su’ö

Province, the base of the powerful Ouchi

house. 15 As early as 1 433 he brushed a seven-charac-

ter quatrain verse on the painting Chöshöken zu

(Listening to the Pines Study), a shigajiku

dedicated to a young monk at the Zen temple of

Jöfukuji in Yamaguchi. 16 Whatis importants

the connection between Shinkei the Zen monk and

Sesshü the artist, since Shinkei wrote a colophon for

Sesshü explicating the two-character “Sesshü (Setsu

Shü)” or “Snow Boat” on a large piece ofcalligraphy

in the artist’s possession. Sesshü claimed that this

piece was brushed by the eminent Chinese Zen monk

Chushi Fanqi (1296-1370), whom the

Japanese pilgrim-monks in China a century earlier

had come to know intimately as a patriarch of ex-

traordinary erudition.
17

We also know that in 1462 Shinkei relinquished

his tenure as the 192nd abbot of Nanzenji and was

elevated to the office of Sörokushi flail w], or Regis-

trar Major, the highest administrative position in the

Muromachi government. 18 In this capacity he had the

authority to administer clerical appointments such as

the abbacies at major Zen temples. The Sörokushi

office was located in the Roku’on’in sub-

temple of Shökokuji. Shinkei remained in this office

for five years until 1 466, when the winds of the Önin

civil war began to blow ominously through the capi-

tal. Whether because of a brush with the shögunate,

political infighting within the Zen establishment, or

simply the imminent danger of civil war threatening

his official abode at Shökokuji, Shinkei left the

capital unbeknownst to the shügunate in the twelfth

month of 1 466 and went to the Ouchi house in Su’ö.
19

At that time the Ouchi house was led by the powerful

Masahiro i (1446-95), oldest son of the mighty

Ouchi Norihiro Wfih (1420-65), a powerful shugo

daimyö ofseveral provinces on the west-

ern edge of Honshü and northern Kyushu 20 who
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zealouslypromoted trade with Korea and Ming China.

Sesshü’s connection with Yamaguchi is thought to

have been through Norihiro, whose untimely death

in 1465 made Masahiro the governor of Su’ö and

commander-in-chiefofthejoint forces ofthe Yamana

(1( and Öuchi houses, which entered Kyoto in the

eighth month of 1467. Earlier, in the third month of

1467, Sesshu had joined the entourage of a diplo-

matic mission to Ming China, boarding a ship that

had been dispatched by the Ouchi family.
21

The Sesshü Landscape is remarkably Shübun-

esque in its compositional organization. It follows an

oblong, shigajiku-type format: the foreground rocks

and trees lead the viewer into the lakeside mountain-

scape, reached by crossing an expanse ofwater where

a boat with two figures floats. A mountain path zig-

zags to the right of the foreground rocks, leading to a

couple of rustic houses ofwhich only the grass roofs

are visible. It is not difficult to recognize that this

section of the painting is organized in remarkably

similar fashion to the corresponding area in the Freer

Landscape (fig. 1). Though the Sesshü painting

juggles certain motifs—the cluster of trees is now

divided among three separate areas, including the

single tree atop the h ont boulder and the two clusters

on the embankment beyond, while the boat is head-

ing into the cove farther away from us— the Sesshü

composition is based on the Freer Shübunesque

painting.

Fet us take the comparison further by noting the

equally important differences. In the Sesshü paint-

ing, the middle-ground mountain mass in the Freer

painting is now split into two parts, one above the

other, the lower precipice crowned with a tall, verti-

cal growth of trees with a pavilion above them, the

upper mountain peak rising vertically. In the Freer

painting the pavilion is to the right of the mountain

mass. The mountain path ofthe foreground in Sesshü

is picked up again high on the craggy rock cropping,

whose shape looks very much like the right shoulder

of the monolith in the Freer painting. More impor-

tantly, in Sesshü’s work the mountain peak appears

as a separate depiction, soaring higher than the peak

in the Freer painting. The space does not penetrate

any farther than this. The filmy silhouette ofthe distant

peaks no longer draws the viewer into the remote

distance to the point where the visual penetration

from the foreground to the middle ground, and from

there up toward the sky, is made more dramatic and

compelling.

The structural principlewe see in Sesshü’sLand-

scape emphasizes a rapid visual movement from the

foreground to the middle distance by piling up solid

forms along a central axis, with the middle ground

pushing up the vertical peak. To the extent that the

centrally grouped rock masses form the skeletal axis

ofthe painting, Sesshü is aware ofthe composition in

Suishoku rankö zu (fig. 5). What is radically different

from the Shübun style is, first, the well-spaced over-

lapping of solid motifs along the central axis and,

second, the gradual changing of ink tonality from

dark to pale applied in a calculated manner to the

zigzagging forms from the foreground to the far dis-

tance. This remarkable technique renders the tonally

changing hut physically interconnected areas of ink

as a rapid progression of solid landscape motifs.

Though executed in a different mode, Sesshü’s most

famous painting, the Haboku {j$l§ Landscape of

1495, recalls, exactly three decades later, this archi-

tectonic accretion of inked images (fig. 10).

The somewhat circuitously described relation-

ship between the Freer Shübunesque Landscape and

the Sesshü Landscape establishes important stylistic

connections between them—connections that are

often more cursorily mentioned on the basis of the

written account of the master-pupil relationship be-

tween Shübun and Sesshü. This account of“Ses-

shü’s teacher Shübun; Shübun’s teacher Josetsu”
22

is rarely supported by rigorous stylistic comparison.

Here I consider the Freer painting as a direct model

for Sesshü’s Landscape
,
for the following reasons:

They share common motifs with similar thematic and

formal permutations, such as the strong foreground

rocks capped with trees, the boat with two figures on

water, the zigzagging mountain path, the displace-

ment ofthe all-pervasive space with intrusive middle-

ground motifs, and so on. Even more crucial are the

particular brush strokes applied on the middle-ground

FIG. 10.

Sesshu Töyö, Landscape (or Haboku Landscape/,

dated 1 495 by Sesshu’s own preface, inscriptions by six

other Zen monks, hanging scroll, ink on paper, 149.1

x 31.7 cm. Tokyo Na tional Museum.
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mountain. The peculiar “bent nail” shape of the

brush strokes on the frontal faces of the middle-

ground monolith in the Freer Shübun have already

been noted. Similar strokes appear repeatedly in the

left flank of the middle-ground precipice and, sur-

mounted by an inverted U-shaped stroke, symmetri-

cally on the lower face of the peak above in Sesshü’s

painting. These correspondences cannot be simply

coincidental. On the other hand, they do not suggest

that the Sesshu painting is a close copy of the Freer

work. The most acceptable interpretation of the sty-

listic relationship between these two works is that

Sesshü, evolving as he did from Shübun, saw the

Freer composition, possibly while he was still at

Shökokuji in the early 1 460s. He then remembered it

some years later, that is to say around 1466 when he

was in Yamaguchi, along with Shinkei, who hadjust

fled Kyoto for the Ouchi house. If accurate, the

information concerning the movements of Shinkei

and Sesshü dates the painting to before the summer

of 1467, about the time Sesshü was in Yamaguchi

waiting to hoard a trade ship to China.

The political map ofjapan at this time began to

be redrawn as the result ofpower struggles among the

contentious daimyö houses rebelling against the

shogunal authority in Kyoto. These struggles re-

sulted in the eleven-year armed conflict of the Önin

and Bunmei eras
(
1467-77). 23 Öuchi Masahiro waged

war against the Hosokawa fdJjll and the shögunate,

siding with the Yamana clan with whom he came to

control Chikuzen jftflj and Buzen ÜHü in northern

Kyüshü. This area included both Moji HU] and

Hakata ftllU the key ports of entry for the lucrative

foreign trade with Korea and China. In the eighth

month of 1467 the allied forces of the Yamana and

Öuchi, or the western army, said to be 111 ,000

strong under the command of Masahiro, entered

Kyoto and encamped in the present-day Nishijin

district, while the opposing eastern army of the

Hosokawa house camped near Hana no gosho

fSPFJr, theAslnkaga house’s mansion in the Muromachi

district. With the exception of a brief military cam-

paign against Ins own uncle’s abortive coup in Kyüshü

in 1471, Masahiro would remain in Kyoto for the

next ten years, until he finally returned to his home

province in 1477.

Ryökö Shinkei’s inscription at the top of the
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Sesshu Landscape lauds the protruding peak that is

the mark of the composition:

The sea and mountains raise high the Star-picking

Tower,

Which, I hear, has a commanding view of King

Yu’s Nine Provinces,

Clouds fast disperse like snakes along the

mountain path,

As I reach the very top ofthe summit to savor the

autumn. 24

Could not Shinkei have compared the Ouchi chief-

tains Norihiro and Masahiro to the legendary King

Yu 0ij (of China), who ruled the Nine Provinces

(Jiuzhou fijii or Kyüshü), which might have also

meant the Island of Kyüshü? Could not the clouds

dispersing like scuttling snakes along the mountain

path refer to the rise of the Ouchi house under

Masahiro, the patron, without foes in the southwest-

ern regions surrounding his own home province,

Su’ö?

By the summer of 1467 Sesshü had already ar-

rived in China, where he remained until the fall of

1469. His stint as Primate (shuzo Hfä>) at the

T’ient’ungshan TÎJËIÜ Zen Monastery in Ningpo

and his journeys to Beijing, where he executed

a wall painting, and to the Jiangnan region via the

Yangtze are matters of record. 25 More importantly,

Sesshü’s artistic experience with Ming painters, Li

Zai among them, made him realize, in his own

words, that “those painters whose works were pure

and of outstanding quality were few.”
2 " This senti-

ment underscores Sesshü’s réévaluation ofhis artis-

tic training, long after his return to Japan from the

momentous trip to China. In his preface to the fa-

mous Haboku Landscape of 1495 (fig. 10), to be

given to his disciple Sô’en Sesshü remarked,

“Since my return I have come to realize that the

works of two old men, ofjosetsu and Shübun, my
forebears in painting, are not in the least inferior to

those others [I saw in China]. The more I traveled

through China and Japan, the more I revered the

hearts of the two masters, and realized how tremen-

dous and lofty they were.”

If, in Sesshü’s Landscape
,
Shinkei’s poem about

the vertical thrust of the peak in the painting can be

read as an auspicious sign of the rise of the Öuchi

house, then the inscription must have been written in

Yamaguchi precisely in 1467, just before Masa-

hiro’s expeditionary forces left for Kyoto in the

eighth month of that year. That is to say, the Land-

scape by Sesshü, complete with Shinkei’s poem writ-

ten above its prominent peak, materialized in Su’ô

before the eleven-year armed conflict would fully

engulfthe nation in a civil war. The Freer Landscape
,

a Shübunesque work possibly from the late 1450s or

early 1460s when the Shübun style was being differ-

entiated into the various compositions, would then in

all probability be the prototype for Sesshü’s Land-

scape
,
retrieved through Sesshü’s memory and the

actual execution. On the eve of his departure for

China, Sesshü, evolving out of the Shökokuji artistic

milieu, made a note ofhis artistic base in Shübun. He

would eventually depart from this foundation, but for

now he wanted to remember where he came from.

The Freer Landscape, therefore, is an important link

between the Shübunesque and what would become

an anti-Shübun style developed by Sesshü toward

the end of the fifteenth century.
27

too
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Notes

1. Shigajiku and its multiple functions—as a farewell or

visitation, for one’s study, or simply as a landscape painting

—

are discussed in Shimada Shujirö, “Shigajiku no shosaizu ni

tsuite,” and “Muromachijidai no shigajiku ni tsuite,” Nihon

kaigashi rotishu (Tokyo: Chüököron bijutsu shuppan, 1987),

124-29, 130-53. Shimizu Yoshiaki, “Zenka no shigajiku ni

okeru ga to san no mondai,” in Suibokuga to chüsei emaki:

Nanbokuchô-Muromachi no kaiga 1, ed. Toda Teisuke, Ebine

Toshio, and Chino Kaori, vol. 12 ofNihon bijutsu zenshü

(Tokyo: Ködansha, 1992): 162-69. In English: Yoshiaki

Shimizu and Carolyn Wheelwright, eds., Japanese Ink

Paintings (Princeton: The Art Museum, Princeton Univer-

sity, 1976), 26-31. See alsoJoseph D. Parker, “Playful

Nonduality: Japanese Zen Interpretations ofLandscape

Paintings from the Öei Era (1394-1427)”
(
Ph.D. disserta-

tion, Harvard University, 1989).

2. Cottage by a Stream is in the Konchi’in Collection,

Kyoto, thoroughly discussed in Shimada Shujirö and Iriya

Yoshitaka, eds Zenrin gasan (Tokyo: Mainichi Press, 1987),

216-23; the 1413 date is that ofTaihaku Shingen’s preface,

which is translated with annotation in English in Parker,

“Playful Nonduality,” 309-14. SettingSun over the River and

Mountains (also called Kazan no in fl |_L| Hi> [Retreat amidst

the Rivers and Mountains
])

is in a private collection in Japan;

best reproduced in Tanaka Ichimatsu and Yonezawa

Yoshiho, Suibokuga
,
vol. 1 1 of Genshoku nihon no bijutsu

(Tokyo: Shögakkan, 1970), pis. 48 and 49. This shigajiku,

inscribed by twelve Zen scholar-monks, was made for a

certain pre-tonsured youth named “Shun’iku dôji Mp’
of “Erin i=H JJt.” The Erin is likely to designate the subtemple

[tatchû mM] Erin’in ofShökokuji. The 1437 date is

determined from the dates of Daigu Shöchi, first to die among

the twelve inscribers. Daigu died at more than eighty years of

age in 1439. His inscription on this painting, the first one on

the upper right, was done when he was seventy-nine years

old, that is, about 1437. For a thorough discussion of this

painting see Shimada and Iriya, eds., Zenrin gasan, 238-45.

3. Chikusai dokusho zu and Suishoku ranko zu are thoroughly

discussed in Shimada and Iriya, eds., Zenrin gasan, 248-54

and 316-19; in English: Shimizu and Wheelwright, eds.,

Japanese Ink Paintings
,
29-30. An important study of the

development ofMuromachi landscape painting from ca. 1430

to the time of these two paintings is P. Richard Stanley-

Baker’s paper, “New Initiative in Late 15 th CenturyJapanese

Painting,” International Symposium on the Conservation and

Restoration ofCultural Property: Interregional Influences in

East Asian Art History (Tokyo: Tokyo National Research

Institute ofCultural Properties, 1982), 199-211. The

complex stylistic history ofMuromachi landsape painting

leading to the Shübun style is further complicated by the

following factors: the new importation ofChinese/Korean

paintings after the resumption of the tally trade with Ming

China in 1 433; the shaping of collections ofChinese paintings

by some members of the ruling classes as manifested, for

example, in Muromachi-dono gyökö okazari ki

föjfä, dated to 1437; and the growing familiarity ofjapanese

painters with the new stylistic directions taken in the newly

imported models.

4. The most comprehensive and authoritative study of

Shübun is Watanabe Hajiine, Higashiyama suibokuga no

kenkyü (Tokyo: Zayühö kankökai, 1948), 90-199. For

stylistic discussion ofShübun see Shimada Shujirö, “Shübun-

kei sansuiga ni kansuru nisan no mondai,” in Nihon kaigashi

kenkyü
,
165-87.

5. Sesshü’s own preface to the famous Haboku Landscape of

1 495 in the Tokyo National Museum mentions “waga so

Josetsu Shübun no ryö’ö cFlR&PjlliJn] 3£p5]sra” (two venerable

old men,Josetsu and Shübun, my forebears [in painting]).”

6. Before entering the Freer collection, the painting was in the

Baron (Danshaku) Kuki Ryüichi and Ohashi Kanji collections

inJapan. Published in Shimada Shuijirö, Akiyama Terukazu,

and Yamane Yüzö, eds., Suibokuga
,
vol. 3 ofZaigai nihon no

shihö (Tokyo: Mainichi Press, 1979), pi. 30.

7. For Shökei Ten’yü see David Sensabaugh’s insightful essay

on the landsape painting in the Kimiko and John Powers

Collection in Shimizu and Wheelwright, eds ., Japanese Ink

Paintings, 102-7.

9. The popularity of the Lushan theme from about the 1430s

is demonstrated by the following story in a preface by the Zen

poet-monk Kisei Reigen
(
1 403-88) to a painting entitled

Rozan : A priest by the name ofChin who had never visited

China took a Lushan landscape, painted by ajapanese painter

who had likewise never been to China, to Kisei Reigen. He
requested an inscription in which the poet praised the

painting as a consoling substitute for a view of the actual

scenery. The poet-monk demurred, protesting that he had

never seen the famous mountain. The owner explained that it

was precisely for that reason that the monk, as well as he

himselfand the painter, could understand the essence of the

spot in his heart. Kisei then wrote the inscription. For this see

“Kisei Reigen sakuhin shü’i” in Tamamura Takeji, Gozan

bungaku shinshü, vol. 2 (Tokyo: University ofTokyo Press,

1968), 515; also see Shimizu and Wheelwright, Japanese Ink

Paintings

,

27-28.

10. The Eigenji version is published in Yanagida Seizan and

Seid Yühö, Eigenji
,
vol. 8 ofKojijunrei, Omi (Kyoto:

Tankösha, 1980), pi. 37. The Agata Collection version has

not been published, but a photograph is in the photographic

archives of the Department ofArt and Archaeology, Princeton 101

University. The Nezu Institute ofArt version, inscribed by

8.

Bunsei is discussed in the context of Shubun and Shokei

Ten’yü in David Sensabaugh’s essay, cited in n. 7.
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the Daitokuji monk Kosetsu Soryü 'IT'Sfs IL (1595-1666)

,

dated 1652, is published in Kokka 645 (1944).

11. Published as being by Shübun in Kokka 70 (1895); as by an

anonymous painter in Shimada and Iriya, Zeniin gasan
,
328-

30.

12. In the Mizoguchi Collection, Kanagawa Prefecture. The

inscription, a Chinese seven-syllabic quatrain, is recorded

with a date, the first year of the Chöroku era, which

corresponds to 1 457, in Kisei Reigen’s literary' anthology,

Son’ankô f'f kËfiti ,jo, in Tamamura Takeji, Gozan bungaku

shinshü
,
2:248. Reproduced in Nihon bijutsu kaiga zenshü

,

vol. 2 (Tokyo: Shüeisha, 1979), pi. 63, and partially and in

color in Genshoku nihon ?io bijutsu
,
vol. 1

1
(Tokyo: Gakken,

1970), pi. 62.

13. The Zen monk Köshi Ehö 11111(11. 1419-65), in his

colophon to Josetsu’s painting as recorded in his anthology of

literary works, Chikuko seiji tt®üïŸ, in Uemura Kanko,

Gozan bungaku zenshü, vol. 3 (Tokyo: Gozan bungaku zenshü

kankökai, 1936), 877-78.

14. Tanaka Ichimatsu and Nakamura Tanio, eds., Sesshu.

Sesson, vol. 7 ofSuibokubijutsu taikei (Tokyo: Ködansha,

1977), pi. 41 and Nakamura Tanio and Kanazawa Hiroshi,

eds., Sesshü, gagyö shüsei (Tokyo: Ködansha, 1984), pis. 35

and 56.

15. Shinkei’s death date is unknown. See Tamamura Takeji,

Gozan zensö denki shüsei (Tokyo: Ködansha, 1983), 714; also

Tanaka and Nakamura, eds., Sesshu. Sesson, 43-44, for

Shinkei and Sesshü vis-à-vis the Ouchi house. Chronology of

Shinkei’s activities also in Nakamura and Kanazawa, eds.,

Sesshü, gagyö shüsei
,
241-42.

16. See Yoshiaki Shimizu, ed., Japan: The Shaping of

Daimyö Culture, 1185-1868 (Washington, DC: National

Gallery ofArt, 1987), entry #86.

17. For accounts of the name Sesshü see, for example, Tanaka

and Nakamura, eds., Sesshü. Sesson, 43-44.

18. For a description of the various Zen monasteries’

administrative positions, the Sörokushi in particular, see

Martin Collcutt, Five Mountains: The Rinzai Zen Monastic

Institution in MedievalJapan (Cambridge, MA, and London:

Council on East Asian Studies, Harvard University, 1981).

19. See n. 13.

20. For the territorial holdings of the Ouchi house about 1466

see Kokushi daijiten, vol. 2 (Tokyo: Yoshikawa köbunkan,

1980), 468.

21. Tanaka and Nakamura, eds., Sesshü. Sesson, 44-45.

22. See n. 1 1.

23. Annals of the Önin War in English: H. Paul Varley, The

Önin War (New York: Columbia University Press, 1967).

24. My thanks to Dr. Sun Zhixin for rendering Shinkei’s

poem into English.

25 Tanaka and Nakamura, eds., Sesshü. Sesson, 44-48.

26. In Sesshü’s preface written on his Haboku Landscape

painting of 1495, illustrated in fig. 10. For modern transcrip-

tion and translation, see Shimada and Iriya, Zenrin gasan,

206-7.

27. The anti-Shübun style ofSesshü is best seen in the

Landscape in the Ohara Collection, believed to have been

painted shortly before his death. Reproduced in Tanaka and

Nakamura, eds., Sesshü. Sesson, pi. 12. It carries two inscrip-

tions: an undated one by Bokushö Shüsei
(

fl- late

15 th century), a close friend of Sesshü, and another by Ryö’an

Keigo T fHITfo (1425-15 14) dated to 1507. Ryö’an Keigo

reveals in his inscription what he found when he visited

Sesshü’s studio Unkoku’an “Bokushö has left his

poem behind and Sesshü is dead.” It is from this date that the

date of Sesshü’s death, 1506, has been surmised.
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FIG. 1.

Masnavi headingfolio ofYüsuf u

Zulaykhä, illuminated by
cAbdullah al-

Shirazi, in the Haft awrang offami,

964/1557, Iran, Mashhad. Courtesy

Freer Gallery ofArt, Smithsonian

Institution, 46.12, folio 84b.

FIG. 2.

Detail offig. 1, with signature of

cAbdulläh al-Shiräzi. Courtesy Freer

Gallery ofArt, Smithsonian Institution.
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Discovering Shaykh-Muhammad

in the FreerJämt

A mong the many splendid works in

the Freer Gallery’s extensive collection of

Islamic manuscripts is a deluxe volume made

for Sultan Ibrâhîm Mirza (946-84/1540-77), a prince

of the Safavid dynasty, which ruled Iran during the

sixteenth and seventeenth centuries. Entitled the

Haft awrang (Seven thrones) and commonly

known as the Freer Jämi, the volume contains a se-

ries of seven poems, or masnavis
,
written by the

famous mystical author cAbdul-RahmânJâmï (81 7—

98/1414-92). Sultan Ibrâhîm Mîrzâ’s copy ofjämi’s

poems is lavishly decorated, with extensive and in-

tricate illumination throughout its 304 folios, in-

cluding elaborate headings or title pieces at the start

of the individual rnasnavis and twenty-eight beau-

tiful full-page compositions illustrating specific text

passages.

While elaborate programs ofillumination and il-

lustration are by no means uncommon in sixteenth-

century Persian manuscripts, especially those made

for members of the Safavid family, the Freer Jâmï

stands out for the unprecedented amount of infor-

mation it provides about its patronage and produc-

tion. Each of the major sections of the Haft awrang

text concludes with a colophon, giving key data about

its transcription. From the collective record of these

scribal codas we learn that the manuscript was cop-

ied by five calligraphers (Shäh-Mahmud al-Nishä-

püri, Rustam-c
Ali, Muhibb- c

Alï, Malik al-Daylamî,

and cAyshi ibn Ishrâtï) working in three different cit-

ies (Mashhad, Qazvin, and Herat) over a nine-year

period (963-972/1556-65). From the colophon

documentation as well as other inscriptions incor-

porated into several illustrations, we also know that

the manuscript was made by order of Sultân Ibrâhîm

Mirzä’s kitäbkhäna
,
an institution combining the func-

tions of artistic atelier and library that flourished in

Iran under high-level sponsorship from at least the

fourteenth century onward. It is the cumulative ef-

fect ofsuperb quality, princely patronage, renowned

artists (all five calligraphers are known to have

worked for the Safavid court), detailed documen-

tation, and complex production that has led to the

Freerjâmï’s reputation as a masterpiece ofSafavid-

period art.
1

In contrast to the evident pride with which the

FreerJâmï calligraphers documented their work, the

many other artists who would have been involved in

the protracted process of the manuscript’s illumina-

tion and illustration were extremely modest about

their contributions.
2 The decoration of the 304 fo-

lios’ written surfaces and margins alone would have

occupied several— if not multiple—teams of artists,

all highly trained in the diverse and specialized arts

of manuscript illumination.
3 Yet the name of only a

single individual engaged in this artist-intensive as-

pect of the project appears in the manuscript.
cAbdullâh al-Shïrâzï (active 1550s-80s), a Safavid

artist long recognized from primary sources as hav-

ing been in the employ of Sultân Ibrâhîm Mïrzâ,

signed his name in minuscule cursive script—ap-

proximately the height of two eyelashes laid side by

side—within the title piece at the head of the Yüsufu

Zulaykhä masnavi (folio 84b; figs. 1 and 2). His sig-

nature follows a short poem written in the gold me-

dallion at the center ofthe heading. The verse, which

does not come fromjâmï’s text, evokes the beauty of

the poem’s imagery and its divine message. Its four 105

Ars Orientalis
,
volume XXVIII (1998)
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lines are framed with small pink and green flowers

and signed in the narrow band below:

Illuminated by cAbdullah al-Shîrâzî

^ j

.1 1 ‘Oj I

The way 'Abdulläh worded bis signature suggests

that at the very least he was responsible for the mod-

est floral embellishments surrounding the poem. His

recorded oeuvre, comprising signed frontispiece il-

luminations as well as paintings in other Safavid

manuscripts, leads to the further supposition that he

actually illuminated the entire Yüsuf u Zulaykhä

heading. Although 'Abdullah’s corpus contains no

signed manuscripts or calligraphies, it is also possible

that the artist copied and possibly even composed

the poetic inscription within the masnavi title piece.
4

Whatever the artist’s exact role in the execution

of this particular illumination, the unusual size and

placement ofhis signature recur in several ofhis other

known works and could be considered a personal

idiosyncrasy. The recent discovery ofanother, small

and well-hidden signature in the Freerjâmï suggests,

however, that this penchant for the minute might not

have been the exclusive predilection of a single artist

but rather an artistic practice of the time. More im-

portantly, the newly discovered signature confirms

the participation of another Safavid artist in the cre-

ation of Sultan Ibrâhîm Mirzä’s Haft awrang.

T he various primary sources that

help us to reconstruct the artistic circle

around prince Sultan Ibrâhîm Mirzä all in-

clude the name of Shaykh-Muhammad (active

1530s-90s) and extol his talents as a calligrapher,

painter, illuminator, and outliner.
5 Beyond this con-

sensus on the artist’s status and areas of expertise,

the sources hold different views as to the noteworthy

characteristics of his work. One contemporary

chronicler notes Shaykh-Muhammad’s “Chinese”

painting style, apparently meaning that he worked in

a linear, calligraphic mode, while another praises his

ability at imitating and popularizing European paint-

ing, suggesting perhaps a more realistic than idealis-

tic approach to representation. Likewise the sources
10^ differ as to exactly where Shaykh-Muhammad served

Sultân Ibrâhîm Mïrzâ. One specifies Mashhad, the

capital of Khorasan Province in northeastern Iran,

which the prince governed over a thirteen-year pe-

riod (962/1554-55 to 970/1562-63 and 973/1565-

66 to 974/1566-67) and where at least three sections

ofhis Haft awrang manuscript were copied. Another

source places Sultân Ibrâhîm Mirzä and Shaykh-

Muhammad together in Sabzivär, also in Khorasan

to the west of Mashhad. This small town happened

to be Shaykh-Muhammad’s birthplace, and Sultân

Ibrâhîm Mirzä spent eight or so less-than-enthralling

years there after he was removed from his guberna-

torial office in Mashhad in 974/1566-67. Given the

apparently close association between prince and art-

ist, it is quite possible that Shaykh Muhammad ac-

companied Sultân Ibrâhîm Mirzä from Mashhad to

his native Sabzivär, and again horn Sabzivär to the

Safavid capital of Qazvin when Ibrâhîm Mirzä was

recalled to court in Ramadän 982/December 1574.

Shaykh-Muhammad’s documented oeuvre con-

sists ofmore than a dozen signed calligraphies, tinted

drawings, and paintings, including a splendid com-

position of a camel and its keeper signed and dated

by the artist in 964/1556-57. Scholars long have

speculated that many of the illustrations in the Freer

Jâmï also were by the hand of Shaykh-Muhammad

and have proposed a variety ofspecific attributions.
6

Among the scenes attributed to Shaykh-Muhammad

are several in the Yusufu Zulaykhä poem for which

'Ahdullâh al-Shïrâzï executed (in whole or in part)

the opening illumination.

Jâmï’s version of this famous love story (better

known outside the Near East as the tale ofJoseph

and Potiphar’s wife) was extremely popular in six-

teenth-century Iran, and hundreds ofillustrated cop-

ies of the text survive today.
7 The illustrated cycle of

Yüsuf u Zulaykhä in the Freer Jâmï depicts six key

episodes in Jâmï’s long and complicated narrative,

beginning with the arrival of Zulaykhä in Egypt (fo-

lio 100b) and ending with a royal banquet given by

Yüsuf in honor ofhis impending marriage to

Zulaykhä (folio 132b). The penultimate illustration

in the series represents the moment, approximately

halfway through the story, when Zulaykhä accuses

Yüsufof trying to seduce her (actually it was the other

way around) and convinces her husband, the
c
aziz

(governor) ofMisr (Egypt) that the young man should

be thrown into prison (folio 120a, fig. 3).
6 The palace
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FIG. 3.

The Infant Witness Testifies to Yusufs Innocence,

in the Haft awrang ofjàmï, 963-72/1556-65,

Iran. Courtesy Freer Gallery ofArt, Smithsonian

Institution, 46. 12, folio 120a.
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guards are in the process ofbinding the hapless youth

and leading him away when a three-month-old baby,

the son of one of Zulaykhä’s attendants, suddenly

proclaims YüsuPs innocence and warns the c
aziz

against punishing the youth withoutjust cause. The

baby urges the dumbfounded c
aziz to check the tear

in Yusufs shirt: ifitis torn in front, then Yüsufclearly

had attempted to attack Zulaykhä; if it is torn from

behind, then Zulaykhä was trying to prevent Yüsuf s

escape. An examination ofYusuf s garment reveals it

to have been torn from behind and points to the false-

ness ofZulaykhä’s accusations. The c
aziz then curses

his wife for lying and releases Yüsuf, asking him to

remain silent about the whole incident.

This dramatic revelation of innocence and slan-

der occurs in front ofZulaykhä’s palace, with the
c
aziz

standing beneath a large arched ivàn^ or entryway,

and listening intently to the babe held in his mother’s

arms while another woman looks on from the right.

Meanwhile at the left side of the palace terrace two

guards have already started to remove Yüsuf, his head

encircled in the flames signifying his sanctity (and,

by extension, his innocence). Three other person-

ages, including a bare-legged standard bearer hold-

ing his insignia of office and two elegant courtiers,

occupy the rest ofthe terrace. Zulaykhä is not so eas-

ily identifiable, although she is likely to be one of the

two women gazing down at the terrace from upper-

story windows.

At first glance, Zulaykhä’s palace resembles the

structures found throughout sixteenth-century Per-

sian painting, with its central ivän and two flanking

wings. Its materials of construction and decoration

also are typical for architectural representations ofthe

period (brick, glazed tile, and latticework). The over-

all impression of this flat facade (with a glimpse

through the open doorway to a garden beyond) sug-

gests that Zulaykhä’s palace functions primarily as

the setting or backdrop for the drama being enacted

on center stage. That the building plays a more ac-

tive role is suggested by the inscriptions worked into

its decor. These epigraphs do not come from Jämi’s

Haft awrang text, although their sentiment is com-

parable .

9 The verse written (in two rhyming hemi-

stiches) over the right and left doors, for instance,

sounds as if the palace were talking and recalls the

imagery thatJâmï uses to describe Zulaykhä’s palace,

particularly the isolated inner chamber in which

Zulaykhä attempted to seduce Yüsuf:

Tear [open] my breast [and] enter here.

It is a most private place of seclusion, open the

door and come in.

1^ L>J ^ JU f r
\ ^

lj oL~oj o

The large, rectangular inscription above the ivän is

even more self-referential, since it likens an arched

eyebrow, a clear allusion to the building’s central

archway, to a qibla niche, also generally arched or

recessed, which indicates the direction ofprayer in a

mosque.

May [no] eye be graced without [the sight of]

your face;

The arch of your eyebrow is the qibla of the

people.
I

I LL ^jJA-

Like the couplet over the side doors, this one also

relates to Yüsuf and particularly to his future status

as a prophet. The first hemistich is particularly tell-

ing in terms of the inscription’s overall panegyric

function since it echoes the light images thatjämi uses

throughout the Yüsuf u Zulaykhä masnavi to de-

scribe his hero, particularly when stressing that joy

and beauty are eclipsed whenever Yüsuf is confined.

Besides enriching the pictorial and literary con-

tent of the illustration, this verse points to an unex-

pected epigraphic feature of potentially greater sig-

nificance within the Freerjämi manuscript as a whole.

Written in bright orange ink on a black ground, the

inscription over the ivän is set off by a single row of

beige bricks in a continuation of the framing device

that defines the entire central section of the palace

facade. Whereas the majority of these bricks are thin

and rectilinear (either horizontal or vertical depend-

ing on their orientation), those that mark the points

where the ivän's frame makes a right angle are nearly

double-size and square, and they are further de-

lineated with a small, interior square. Recent close
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FIG. 4.

Detail offig. 3, with signature ofShaykh-Muhammad.

Courtesy Freer Gallery ofArt, Smithsonian Institution.

scrutiny of the lower left corner of the inscription

panel reveals that its punctuating brick encloses an

additional element: the signature of the artist Shaykh-

Muhammad written in black ink around the small,

interior square (fig. 4).

Written by Shaykh-Muhammad [the] painter

C"

The presence of this microscopic signature in a

space measuring 2 mm square clinches the involve-

ment of Shaykh-Muhammad in the creation of the

FreerJämi, as scholars long have imagined given the

artist’s connection with Sultan Ibrahim Mirzä. The

signature also distinguishes The Infant Witness Tes-

tifying to Yüsufs Innocence as the only signed paint-

ing in the Haft aivrang manuscript—or at least as the

only painting in which a signature so far has been

found! But, as with 'Abdullah’s signature in the open-

ing title piece of the Yüsufu Zulaykhä masnavi
,
we

are left to speculate about what Shaykh-Muhammad

actually executed here.

The ambiguity rests in part on how and where

the artist signed his name. Sixteenth-century artists

generally signed their works in formulaic terms and

often started off their signatures with one of various

verb forms characterizing the nature of their work.

Calligraphers, for instance, commonly began their

colophons, both in manuscripts and qit
cas

,
with the

verb katabahu (written by) or mashaqahu (copied

by) and sometimes with harrarahu (outlined by) and

qàtCuhà (cut out by).
11 Shaykh-Muhammad’s oeuvre

contains one manuscript, dated 943/1536-37, as well

as several dated and many undated calligraphies.

Contrary to normal Safavid practice, Shaykh-

Muhammad rarely used a verb form in signing these

works; when he did, it was with mashaqahu rather

than katabahu as in his Freer Jämi signature. So we

cannot say that the signature in folio 120a is consis-

tent with the signature formulations in Shaykh-

Muhammad’s other recorded calligraphic works. On
the other hand and to the best ofmy knowledge, the

verb katabahu was used by sixteenth-century artists

to sign only manuscripts and calligraphies, not illu-

minations or paintings. That general rule suggests

that what the artist signed was his transcription of

the ivàn inscription. Certainly Shaykh-Muhammad’s

placement of his signature right next to the inscrip-

tion, as well as his reputation as a calligrapher, rein-

forces such a conclusion.

But could Shaykh-Muhammad actually have

been documenting his responsibility for the entire

composition and notjust one small section? It should

be significant in this regard that Shaykh-Muhammad

followed his name with the term musavvir
,
a nisba

,

or professional designation, meaning painter. As it

happens, however, Shaykh-Muhammad never used

musavvir in signing any of his known paintings or

drawings, preferring instead words such as raqa-

mahu (penned or drawn by) and camal (work of).

Curiously—and perhaps significantly—the only other

work that Shaykh-Muhammad signed with the nisba

musavvir is a calligraphic sample, or qit
c
a, copied in

970/1562-63 in Mashhad (Topkapi Sarayi Mtizesi,

H. 2137, folio 18b).
12 Again we are confronted with

seeming incongruity in Shaykh-Muhammad’s
oeuvre. However peculiar it now may seem to use

the term “painter” in signing a piece of calligraphy,

this may have been Shaykh-Muhammad’s way of si-

multaneously showing off his elegant hand and re-

minding his audience that he was a painter as well as

a calligrapher by profession. Furthermore, the fact

that he styled himselfmusavvir in a calligraphy made 109
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in a specific time (970/1562-63) and locale (Mashhad)

may have been a signal that, at this point and place in

his career, he was actively engaged both in calligra-

phy and painting.

As it happens, Shaykh-Muhammad’s execution

of this particular calligraphy occurred during the last

year of Sultan Ibrâhîm Mïrzâ’s original appointment

as governor of Mashhad and during the continuing

production of his Haft awrang manuscript. And, ex-

tending the interpretation of the 970/1562-63 cal-

ligraphy, his signature in folio 120a of the prince’s

masterpiece—using both a term normally reserved

for calligraphy
(
katabahu

)
and a term exclusively as-

sociated with painting
(
musavvir)—may mean that

Shaykh-Muhammad was explicitly proclaiming a

dual role in this Freer Jämi illustration as both the

writer of the ivcin inscription and the painter of the

illustration.

L
et us assume for a moment that Shaykh-

Muhammad did paint the scene of The In-

fant Witness Testifies to Hhsufs Innocence.

What are the stylistic characteristics of this illustra-

tion, and how do they compare with the style ofother

works signed by Shaykh-Muhammad?

Folio 120a reads essentially as a theatrical com-

position, a kind of suspended tableau-vivant with,

as suggested above, Zulaykhä’s palace acting as a

backdrop for the performers in the foreground. The

“stage set” is almost perfectly symmetrical, balanced

around a central ivcin flanked by two wings, each

punctuated by similar architectural elements, includ-

ing a window opening from which a woman leans

outward to look down at the scene unfolding on the

terrace below. The symmetry of the upper part of

the composition even extends to the arrangement of

the tree branches rising up from behind the facade

and to the placement of the text blocks in the upper

right and left corners.

The figures on the palace terrace are also dis-

posed m more-or-less symmetrical groupings: the

c
aziz and the standard bearer stand within the frame

of the central ivän, the two women and two court-

iers align with the whin’s right frame and the palace’s

right wing, and Yüsufand the two escort guards oc-

cupy the equivalent position at the left. All this is not

to say that the illustration consists of a completely

rigid compositional orientation. Subtle breaks in the

general symmetry and rectilinearity occur, for in-

stance, on the left side of the scene where the build-

ing and the lead guard project slightly into the mar-

gin, breaking the rulings that delineate the other sides

of the composition. The staggered placement of the

figures on the terrace also provides variety, while the

c
aziz's backward-leaning stance and diagonal staff(an

angle continued by his turban tcij) indicate the over-

all movement of the figures toward the left.

With the exception of the three guards, the ac-

tors in this drama are tall, slim, flat-chested, sloped-

shouldered, and long-limbed. The outer contours of

their bodies (actually their clothes) are outlined in

dark curving lines, which enhance the slightly swayed

pose of the figures’ lower extremities and the outward

“flip” of their garments toward the right. Yüsuf, the

c
aziz

,
and the two courtiers have long faces and necks;

the faces of the four women are much rounder. All

these figures have slanting eyes, composed of two

lines that do not meet at the outer corners, with high

dots for pupils, and arched eyebrows rendered in a

prominent V-shape. Their noses are thin and straight,

and their lips are of the “bee-stung” variety, empha-

sized by a notch in the chin. Ears come in for more

unusual treatment; they look like a flap ofskin pinned

back with a stud. The profile pose of certain hand

gestures, including that ofYüsuf, the pair ofwomen,

and the pair of courtiers, is also noteworthy from an

anatomical perspective: thin thumb held straight out,

long forefinger curved outward, and the middle fin-

ger raised up behind. Yusuf also holds up his ring

finger. On the other three figures, only the joints of

the ring and pinkie fingers are visible.

The three guards are smaller and stockier in stat-

ure than the other figures and have rounder faces,

shorter necks, wider eyes, flatter eyebrows, and

broader noses. The central guard grasping onto

Yusuf has particularly distinctive facial features, in-

cluding “inverted” eyebrows (that is, they curve

downward) and a long, bumpy nose that looks as if it

had been broken in a fight. Like the c
aziz, the guards

are bearded, although their beards and mustaches are

not as full and well-trimmed.

The difference in social status conveyed by the
no
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varied appearance of the guards and the other fig-

ures in the scene also extends to the clothing. The

four upper-class males (Yüsuf, the
c
aziz

,
and the two

courtiers) wear the brightly colored and elegant at-

tire typical ofSafavid-period painting, including long

robes with long sleeves that either button down the

front or cross over the front to fasten at the side. The
c
aziz and the right-hand courtier also have short-

sleeved cloaks over their robes, and the courtier has,

in addition, partially pulled up his robe to reveal a

gold-patterned underskirt. All four men are cinched

at the waist with either belts or sashes; the left-hand

courtier has a pen-knife dangling from his sash. All

four also wear the standard Safavid twelve-gore tur-

ban wrapped high around a cap with a projecting

colored baton (known as the täj-i Haydari
)
and, in

the case ofthe two courtiers, further embellished with

gold chains and brushes. Finally, they are shod in

boots with black slippers and brightly colored up-

pers. The women wear similar long and layered gar-

ments with loosely flowing (as opposed to cinched)

cloaks, robes that fasten at the top and open down

the middle, underskirts, pantaloons (as opposed to

high boots), and black slippers. Their head cover-

ings are more distinctive, consisting of several pieces

of cloth held in place with a kind of fillet and, in two

cases (including the woman leaning out of the left-

hand window), ornamented with long feathers.

The guards wear shorter, less elaborate versions

of this standard attire. The standard bearer offers the

greatest sartorial contrast, with his robe largely un-

buttoned over his chest and his legs and feet totally

bare beneath pedal-pusher-length pantaloons. Both

he and the guard closest to Yusufwear cloth turbans

wound low and wide, with the loose end flapping

from the top. Instead of a turban, the lead guard has

on a floppy, furry cap. And whereas accessories are

at a minimum among the other male figures, these

three characters are equipped with swords and

other implements that are clearly meant for serious

business.

One small but noteworthy feature characterizes

the dress, whether full-length or to the knees, ofboth

males and females, except for the mother holding the

infant witness, in this scene. Just above the hem line,

the right edge of each garment opening or slit flips

back in a kind of tall, narrow triangular fold. This

allows the garment’s lining to show: white in most

instances and dark pink in the case of the woman at

the far right. Both the c
aziz

>

s yellow robe and pat-

terned cloak have such turned-back flips, including

a long fold at the cloak’s edge. Finally, the pro-

nounced slit in the green cloak of the right-hand

courtier reveals what appears to be a fur lining. The

regularity of these flips, and especially the repetition

of the white lining in the six figures ranged across

the terrace, gives a kind of staccato rhythm to the

scene, albeit in a rather minor key.

Folio 120a is dominated by bright tones of red,

orange, and yellow, with accents of blue and green.

This vivid palette is employed primarily in the fig-

ures’ clothing and in the ivan decoration. By con-

trast, the architecture itself, including the brick fa-

cade and tile terrace, is painted in muted tones,

coloristically reinforcing the palace’s role as a foil for

thejami narrative.

The recorded corpus of Shaykh-Muhammad’s

signed paintings and tinted drawings, to which we

may now compare The Infant Witness Testifies to

Yüsuf:s Innocence
,
consists exclusively offigure stud-

ies made for insertion in albums. The best-known

and most expansive composition is the Camel and

Its Keeper
,
also belonging to the Freer Gallery (37.2

1 ),

which Shaykh-Muhammad painted in 964/1556-57,

as he has recorded in the two square panels that punc-

tuate the surrounding inscription frame (fig. 5).
13
Like

folio 120a, the scene is deliberately although not rig-

orously balanced, with the high-horizoned land-

scape, rendered in pale colors, serving as a Hat back-

drop for the two protagonists standing in the fore-

ground. Furthermore, the painting has a rather static

quality, with virtually no action. But the level of ten-

sion is much higher, as the cameleer pauses in his

spinning to gaze with wrinkled brow at the large beast

towering above him. Although tethered, the camel

gives sign of being ready to break free: he raises his

right, chained leg, arches his neck, and stiffens his

entire body, including the tail. His bared teeth, loll-

ing tongue, and upward-piercing eye also suggest a

creature with the intention ofcreating trouble. Little

wonder that its keeper appears concerned! Whatever

the extent of the cameleer’s consternation, his face
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FIG. 5.

Camel and

Its Keeper,

signed and

dated by

Shaykh-

Muhammad,

964/1556-

57, Iran.

Courtesy

Freer Gallery

ofArt,

Smithsonian

Institution,

37.21.

bears a strong resemblance to that of the guard who

holds onto Yüsufin folio 120a; the inverted bend of

the eyebrows and the crooked nose of the two fig-

ures are particularly comparable. Likewise, the

cameleer’s brown furry cap is similar to the one worn

by the lead guard in folio 120a. On the other hand,

the keeper is tall and slim like Yüsuf, the
c
aziz

,
and

the two courtiers, although not as swayed in pose or

as sloped in shoulder. His robe, fastened down the

front with gold buttons, has the same cut as the one

worn by the c
aziz. Furthermore, it has the same out-

ward “flip” to the side, and the front split of his robe

folds back at the hem line to show the white lining as

in all the folio 120a figures.

On the basis of these specific correlations, it

could be argued that Shaykh-Muhammad designed

the mise en scene and painted a figure or two in The

Infant Witness Testifies to Yusufs Innocence. The

difference in the overall feel of the two works, how-

ever, and especially their emotional “charge,” does

not really lend weight to the argument that the artist

who so prominently proclaimed his authorship ofthe

album painting is the same as the artist who tried so

hard to conceal his involvement in the FreerJâmi il-

lustration.

A series ofsingle figure studies signed by Shaykh-

Muhammad provides an additional check of the

artist’s style vis-à-vis the FreerJâmi composition. Of

particular relevance are three kneeling youths (Musée

du Louvre, K3427; Topkapi Sarayi Müzesi, H. 2166,

folio 9b; Freer Gallery of Art, 37.23) and a portly

gentleman leaning on a staff(Topkapi Sarayi Müzesi,

H. 2161, folio 172a).
14 As with the Camel and Its

Keeper
,
these works share certain facial features (no-

tably the youths’ eyes, eyebrows, and ears) and sar-

torial accessories (such as the youths’ pen-knives and

the gentleman’s staff) that have counterparts in folio

120a. But again, the comparisons are selective and

subtle, and they do not provide the kind ofmatch on

which a convincing attribution can be made.

In the final analysis, the identification ofShaykh-

Muhammad as the painter of folio 120a can be given

only a qualified endorsement. His minute signature

next to the ivàn inscription thus seems to have been
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deliberately placed to signify that it was precisely this

part of the scene that he executed.

B
ut why did Shaykh-Muhammad bother

signing his name at all and in such an in-

conspicuous fashion? While small, his other

known signatures, for instance on the three kneeling

youths, are relatively easy to find and perfectly leg-

ible. It may be that Shaykh-Muhammad was trying

to emulate his colleague cAbdulläh al-Shiräzi and

perhaps even to go cAbdulläh one better by writing

his own signature smaller and within a square. Or

perhaps he was playing hide-and-seek with Sultan

Ibrahim Mirzä, taunting his patron to find his name

—

like a sixteenth-century counterpart ofAl Hirschfeld

in TheNew York Times} 5 He may not even have told

the prince and left his minute signature a secret, wait-

ing for the moment when Sultan Ibrahim Mirzä would

spy the name and let out a great eureka of astonish-

ment at the artist’s cleverness.

Whether indulging in one-upmanship or intend-

ing unexpected delight, Shaykh-Muhammad un-

doubtedly wanted his surprise to be discovered

eventually. We can only speculate how, when, and

even whether the discovery took place in the artist’s

lifetime. That it (re)occurred over four centuries later

confirms two art-historical truisms: that the presence

of a great artist endures, even when his specific con-

tributions remain elusive, and that a masterpiece such

as Sultan Ibrâhîm Mirzä’s Haft awrang reveals itself

very, very slowly.
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The Shape ofthe Holy: Early IslamicJerusalem.

By Oleg Grabar. 232 + xiv pp., 84 illustrations,

mainly color, maps, plans. Princeton, NJ:

Princeton University Press, 1996. $65.00.

T his book has been long in preparation,

parts of it dating to Oleg Grabar’s 1957

seminal article on the Dome of the Rock and

even earlier to bis doctoral thesis of 1953. Grabar

defines his book as “a reconstruction of [bis] own

searches for Jerusalem’s past” and “also an essay on

the rather unusual range of ways in which the city

has been and can be interpreted.” In other words,

the hook not only encapsulates the author’s lifetime

involvement with Jerusalem but also presents the

changing modalities ofarchitectural interpretation in

the second half of the twentieth century, including

his own, as they affected the study of early Islamic

Jerusalem. Indeed, in reading this book, one can trace

the author’s own development as an Orientalist and

art historian, from his early foundations in the

Annales school, to his ground-breaking epigraphic

studies, to his more recent involvement in semiotics

and poststructuralist theory. Fortunately, the meth-

odological conversion is never complete, and Grabar

demonstrates an uncanny ability to apply method to

the task at hand, thereby giving structure and a sense

ofdevelopment to the book and its various chapters.

In his typically gracious manner, Grabar ac-

knowledges his indebtedness to numerous scholars

—

young, old, and long-deceased—from a wide variety

ofdisciplines and with varying degrees of specializa-

tion. Indeed, Jerusalem has had more than its share

of meticulous archaeological and historical studies,

detailed and full ofnew discoveries, as well as glossy

picture books, with grand gestures and little signifi-

cance. Grabar situates his study in this vast middle

ground, once again demonstrating his masterful abil-

ity to create a work ofsynthesis, whose erudition and

sophistication are accentuated by a sense ofcompas-

sion for his subject.

The book consists ofa methodological and histo-

riographic introduction and four chapters that deal

with the Christian and early Muslim city, the Dome of

the Rock, the Haram enclosure, and the Fatimid city.

But despite its long temporal range and wide geo-

graphical extent, it is primarily a book about Umayyad

Jerusalem—even the Haram enclosure—framed by one

chapter that provides the historical and topographical

setting and another that describes tenth- and eleventh-

century restorations of the sanctuary and discusses

prevailing interpretations of its main monuments.

In many respects, therefore, the Haram enclo-

sure is a hook within the hook, with the Dome of the

Rock as the focus of investigation and point of de-

parture for various detailed discussions of topogra-

phy, architecture, ornament, and epigraphy. Grabar

begins his discussion with the inscriptions of the

Dome of the Rock, which, despite their visually in-

accessible location and nearly illegible script, still

constitute some of the longest monumental inscrip-

tions in Islamic architecture and the earliest known

Qur’änic writing, predating the first parchment frag-

ments by about two centuries. He concludes that

these Qur’ânic passages follow a pattern previously

established by Christianity, or even Judaism, that

includes prayer, praise, revelation, and salvation.

Following a traditional mode of religious expression

and avoiding the more anti-Christological passages

from the Qur’an, Grabar suggests that these verses

were selected for their conciliatory and ecumenical

message, which asserts the Islamic revelation with-

out denigrating previous religions.

Whether dealing with the inscriptions, the rep-

resentations of Sassanian and Byzantine crowns

around the Rock, or the showy architecture and deco-

ration of the Dome, Grabar seems to tone down his

earlier polarized, largely anti-Christian, interpretation

ofthese features, redolent, as he puts it, with the con-

frontational attitudes so often encountered “during

the decades ofthe Cold War.” “In the relatively more

irenic times of today,” he continues “it is easier to

posit competition without necessary conquest or

even assumption of superiority as a more accurate

interpretation.” While no one can fault Grabar for

his mental agility or his honesty in admitting the

Ars Orientalis
,
volume XXVIII (1998)
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impact of the prevailing political atmosphere, such a

relativistic, even postmodern, stance does inevitably

validate various politically motivated interpretations

with little concern for historical objectivity.

Of course, any vision is by definition circum-

scribed, and even Grabar’s comprehensive, nuanced,

and deeply compassionate vision of the Dome of the

Rock and the Haram cannot escape certain positive

parameters that give it shape and coherence while

placing other possibilities outside its boundary.

Grabar keeps the gates of interpretation open but

circumscribes his discourse within Byzantine and

Jewish modes of expression. Thus, the Dome of the

Rock is variously interpreted as a recreation of the

Temple of Solomon, as “a monument to Muslim

eschatological thought through the remembrance of

God’s creation,” or as Paradise at the end of time.

While all these interpretations are quite plausible and

are in fact supported by internal and external evi-

dence, they all demonstrate a reticence to acknowl-

edge the rootedness of the Dome and the Rock in

pre-Islamic or early Islamic Arabic practices. A great

deal is said about the Dome, very little about the

Rock. The connection between the Dome of the Rock

and the Kac ba is barely discussed despite the fact that,

according to Grabar, the early Arab shrine “has been

mentioned more than once as a parallel to the Dome
of the Rock.” Indeed, both shrines venerate holy

rocks that were anointed in sacred rituals; both are

centrally located within an open area; both are heavily

decorated, one with tapestries, the other with tapes-

tries in stone; and both contain inscriptions. Is it not

possible, even likely, that the early Muslims would

have carried with them the image of Kac ba to Jerusa-

lem, recreating it there as a more developed and

elaborate shrine? Could the Kacba not be construed

as the mnemonic and emotive focus ofthe early Mus-

lims, recreated inJerusalem and elsewhere for much

the same reasons that Jews recreated the Heavenly

Jerusalem wherever they went?

The last chapter, on the Fatimids’ restorations

and interpretations of the Haram area, sheds an en-

tirely new light on these little-studied restorations ol

the Haram and the accretion of later meanings to its

monuments. A succession of Fatimid caliphs en-

closed the Haram within porticos and monumental

arched entrances and, under the reign of Caliph al-

Zahir (1021-36), completed an important restora-

tion of the Aqsa mosque. The Haram was thereby

converted into “an orderly sequence of sacred and

secular events and memories,” becoming an impor-

tant center for Muslim commemoration and pilgrim-

age. Interestingly, the Persian traveler Nasir-i

Khusraw (ca. 1047) refers to it as a hazira
,
which in

Iran generally indicates a funerary enclosure centered

on the shrine of a Shic
i saint. Grabar concludes con-

vincingly that this enhanced piety, in which the

Prophet’s Ascension plays a central role, is accom-

panied by loss of the original meaning of the space.

“A memory has been lost, . . . but a space exists,

which because of its physical presence, its esthetic

quality, and its location, demands an explanation, if

no longer a justification.”

The book is rather lavishly, though unevenly,

illustrated with color photographs and computer-

generated images. Nuseibeh’s photographs of the

Haram, which are more fully published in a compan-

ion volume to this one, go a long way toward provid-

ing a visual anchor for the book. They are uniformly

sharp and clear, with an inner radiance that beauti-

fully conveys the brilliance of the golden mosaics.

While this kind ofphotography works exceptionally

well for the mosaic details, it is slightly less success-

ful for general interior views, where the equalized

lighting deprives the spaces ofsome of their mystery.

The computer-generated images, on the other

hand, are a travesty. With theirjet-black sky, red and

orange walls, and green buildings with yellow domes,

they produce garish, desolate, and otherwordly land-

scapes that resemble outmoded computer games.

They do not simulate any topographic, spatial, or

volumetric effects that could not have been more con-

vincingly conveyed through conventional graphic

means. Indeed, perhaps what is most jarring about

them is precisely their lack of convention: they look

nothing like the normatively “neutral” representa-

tions of three-dimensional objects. At best, these

images should have been stored on a CD-ROM,
tucked away in the jacket. As they are, they detract

from the enormous assets of the book, and the au-

thor would have been far better served with tradi-

tional line drawings.

YASSER TABBAA
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Constructions of Power and Piety in Medieval

Aleppo. By Yasser Tabbaa. 208 + xix pp., 212

illustrations. University Park, PA: Penn State

University Press, 1997. $55.00.

T his is the work of a mature scholar. Its

author has taught, traveled, and thought a

great deal about medieval Islamdom and its

architecture. It is high praise in my mind to say that

Professor Tabbaa, while not stinting the complexi-

ties, contradictions, and lacunae of his subject mat-

ter, has written a work clear in its structure, thought-

ful in its engagement ofmany issues and types ofevi-

dence, and nonobfuscatory in its prose, making a

book that I, for one, will recommend to undergradu-

ate and graduate students alike.

The author calls the contents of his book “inter-

pretive essays” (p. 2) and a “series of essays” (p. 6).

Whether considered chapters or cross-referential essays,

die eight sections center on and work out of(both chro-

nologically and geographically) buildings built in the

nordiern Syrian city of Aleppo during the late twelfth

and early thirteenth centuries under die Ayyubid dy-

nasty. The Ayyubids are most famous as die dynasty

founded by Saladin (d. 1 193), but most of diese monu-

ments postdate his bellicose reign, having been erected

during die reladve peace and commercial prosperity of

the first halfof die diirteendi century.

The eight chapters/essays of the book are

bunched under three headings. After a brief histori-

cal introduction and a consideration of the structure

of society and of patronage under the Ayyubids en-

titled “Contexts,” Tabbaa divides essays examining

bis architectural corpus into two unequal sections.

The first is entitled “Constructions of Power,” the

second and longer section “Constructions of Piety.”

Thus, the major consideration of the section on

“Constructions of Power” is, as might be expected,

the citadel at Aleppo, perhaps the best-known medi-

eval Islamic citadel thanks to its spectacular location

and the excellent preservation of its gatehouse and

fortifications. In fact, after the spectacle ofthe citadel

as seen from the city below and passage through the

elaborate, twisting entranceway, today’s visitor finds

the interior of the citadel a puzzling and largely un-

rewarding space, pocked with excavation trenches

as well as small-scale and partially restored buildings.

To relate the citadel to the city below, Tabbaa

draws on his knowledge of texts and inscriptions,

linking it through the area below the citadel
(
taht al-

qal
c
a) with the rest of the city. Through the skillful

reading ofcontemporaneous sources, he illuminates

the practices and rituals that represented governance

to both rulers and ruled and their physical expres-

sion in gates, ways, and buildings. The fortification

and change in orientation of the citadel are linked to

larger urban developments under the master builder

ofAyyubid rulers ofAleppo, al-Zâhir Ghâzi (d. 1216).

The lion’s share ofthe book, however, is devoted

to the architectural patronage ofpietistic monuments,

especially shrines and madrasas. Here Tabbaa deftly

situates the shift of patronage from the mosques of

the early Islamic period to these smaller, more nu-

merous monuments in the context ofthe Sunni-Shi c
i

and Islamic-Crusader conflicts that preoccupied the

medieval Levant. He shows how building became a

sign of piety and explores how the (largely anony-

mous) masons and craftsmen of Aleppo, in a happy

confluence of patronage and talent, responded by

creating some ofthe most soberly beautiful buildings

in the medieval Mediterranean.

Formal aspects ofthat building are not neglected.

These essayistic chapters themselves harbor mini-

excursuses on the startling design development of

stone muqarnas in twelfth- and thirteenth-century

Syria, on fountains, pools, and the use ofwater, and

on another hallmark ofAleppine architecture in this

period, the use of bichrome or polychrome marble

decoration. The aesthetic that allowed for the sobri-

ety of unadorned ashlar limestone surfaces to be

punctuated by coloristic and sculptural displays, ones

integrating decoration and structure in precise and

proportionate technical mastery, is discussed and

documented by photographs and drawings.

In this reviewer’s opinion, the best ofTabbaa’s

excursuses, along with an earlier one on the medi-

eval palace, is on the madrasa
,
the medieval Sunni

Islamic educational institution over which so much
ink has been spilled. He is fortunate here to be paired

with some of the best (and earliest) surviving build-

ings of this type. In his examination of their situa-

tion, patronage, and use, he summarizes decades of

scholarship concisely. More tellingly for Aleppo, he

discusses the rise and spread ofthese Sunni “colleges”
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in relation to the still-large Shi c
i population of the

city, as well as the construction and prestige of Shi c
i

shrines in Aleppo.

Although restrained by a typological approach

to discussing mosque, shrine, and madrasa sepa-

rately, Tabbaa’s separate chapters constantly refer to

each other. In a final chapter, he breaks free of these

self-imposed constraints to relate inscriptional con-

tent, built form, patronage, and piety in the Firdaws

madrasa/khanqàh (1235). This building, justly cel-

ebrated as a masterpiece of medieval architecture, is

shown by Tabbaa to he a Sufi convent by virtue of a

long courtyard inscription that hitherto has not been

properly analyzed.

As part of his fair-minded and comprehensive

consideration of textual and physical evidence,

Tabbaa deals with a large array ofmaterial, published

and unpublished, built and un/rebuilt. Be that as it

may, the book may be seen as a dialogue primarily

with just one source, the shade of Ernst Herzfeld,

the polyglot and polymath scholar of, among other

things, Islamic architecture. Herzfeld’s Inscriptions

et monuments d’Alep (3 vols., 1954-56) and his es-

says in the 1940s in Annales islamologiques are par-

ried, praised, and chided regularly on these pages;

his drawings are reproduced; his arguments are held

up to light. With the addition ofscholars like Sauvaget

(1941) and Gaube and Wirth
(
1 984), who wrote on

its urban development, Aleppo has been fortunate

to find assayers of its value, but here it is Herzfeld’s

influence that is most evident.

It is unfair, perhaps, both to praise and to chide

an author for 1ns thoroughness and evenhandedness,

but in this reader’s opinion, there is just a whiff of

rustiness in this book. One wishes that the author

could have shaken off the shackles of typology and

filiation and aired his own voice more on issues like

the relation among form, decoration, and meaning,

the intent of and audience for inscriptions, and pat-

terns of patronage, among others.

Another minor criticism concerns the context of

these monuments. The author no doubt thought that,

with Gaube and Wirth’s book relatively recently pub-

lished, he could address larger issues of the urban

history ofAleppo glancingly. This reader, selfishly,

would have liked to know more of the “contexts” of

these buildings within the growth ofthe Ayyubid city;

the efflorescence (literal and figurative) of the sub-

urb of al-Maqamat, site of so many extraordinary

buildings discussed here, the relationship of build-

ings to one another and the urban and physical land-

scape, and the elite and holy quarters and buildings

(like the Matbakh al-'Ajami) to patterns of develop-

ment of the city as a whole.

Yasser Tabbaa has written a book that will cast

its own shadow, creating excitement and anxiety in

its turn for future students ofmedieval Islamdom. In

this book he has rightfully chosen to analyze and cel-

ebrate a set of buildings extraordinary not for its size

or flashiness hut for excellence of construction, in-

novative design, subtlety, and variety. In his choice

of subject matter he has been true; this hook serves

to turn a critical eye on these buildings and the city

they served and celebrated.

SCOTT REDFORD

TheArt ofthe Pen: Calligraphy ofthe 1 4th to 20th

Centuries. By Nabil F. Safwat. Vol. 5, TheNasser

D. Khalili Collection of Islamic Art, ed. Julian

Raby. 248 pp., 174 illustrations (all in color),

appendices, bibliography, index. London and

Oxford: The Nour Foundation in association

with Azimuth Editions and Oxford University

Press, 1996. $285.00.

L
ike other volumes in the series devoted

to cataloguing the wide-ranging collection of

Nasser D. Khalili, this volume on calligraphy

is beautifully designed and produced, as well as richly

documented with exquisite color photographs. The

photographs present the works at their very best, as

forceful statements of the aesthetic power of beauti-

ful writing and of the heights to which it rose within

the Islamic world.

The book’s organization is broadly typological

and not chronological. Calligraphies are subdivided

according to rough contextual/functional, and often

also formal, distinctions. After an all-too-brief in-

troduction, the catalogue proper begins with a sec-

tion on albums assembled from mufradät exercises
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(literally “single, detached letters, ” understood as ex-

ercises beginning with single letters followed by their

combined forms); then follow sections on karalama

and siyäh mashq (practice sheets); ijäzät (callig-

rapher’s licenses); hilyahs (“verbal images” of the

Prophet Muhammad); albums of muraqqafät; qita
ch

(calligraphies composed ofshort poetic or prose texts);

kahps, levhas (pounces and “framed inscriptions or

pictures,” respectively), and the art of composition;

ghubär (miniature calligraphy); découpage (cut-out

paper calligraphy); and golden leaves. Each of these

sections is prefaced by a short essay in which basic

information is supplied: technical issues, terminology,

and some historical background.

Between these short essays are the catalogued

materials. The object entries include extensive de-

scriptive notes, translations of selected portions of

each specimen, and pertinent bibliographic appara-

tus. Absent, however, is any information on prov-

enance, which would augment our understanding of

the materials’ origins and previous owners. Indeed,

one might also have hoped for a more consistent dis-

cussion of the physical condition and context of the

calligraphies. Occasional references do offer broad

suggestions of the time when a piece was incorpo-

rated into an album, the date of margins, or when

illumination may have been executed on and around

the calligraphy. Given that many ofthe materials con-

stitute the traces of a very tangible history of collect-

ing in diverse forms (an ongoing history in whose

modern moment Khalili himselfparticipates), discus-

sion of the material could have provided a perfect

venue for an extensive consideration of collecting

practices. Safwat does give brief synopses here and

there, most notably in the essays titled “Albums of

Mufradät Exercises” and “Albums ofMuraqqac
(it,

”

where he touches on the subject of collecting, as re-

quired by the subject matter. His discussion of one

of the earliest album (muraqqak

)

collections is not

without some inaccuracies, however. For example,

in the discussion of album H. 2310, assembled for

Bäysunghur b. Shährukh b. Timur between ca. 1427

and 1433 (Topkapi Palace Museum library, Istan-

bul), he notes that it contains calligraphies by Yäqüt

al-Mustac
simi, his pupils, “together with later 14th

and 15th century masters.” But this is not the case.

This album collection is defined by pedagogy;

calligraphies by Yäqüt arejoined by those ofhis “six

pupils.” No example by a fifteenth-century master is

included, making it distinct from other Timurid-pe-

riod albums that connect early fifteenth-century mas-

ters to a pedagogical sequence (silsila: literally

“chain”; or isnäd, literally “chain of authorities”)

leading back to Yäqüt. In a note Safwat signals pages

published by Çevket Rado (Türk Hattatlan [Istan-

bul, 1984]), which he claims are reproduced from

album H. 2310. In fact, album H. 2310 does not pres-

ently hold any of these pages.
1 Paradoxically, Safwat’s

larger discussion on album making is more confident

when dealing with albums assembled from paintings,

drawings, and calligraphies. He hesitates on the chro-

nology ofassembling exclusively calligraphic albums.

The tradition of making such calligraphy albums

continued into the sixteenth century throughout

Safavid Iran as well as Ottoman Turkey.

The catalogue entries are readable and frill of trea-

sures, albeit hidden—alas, die problem of integrating

catalogue with critical essays seems insurmountable.

Here die audior reveals his extensive research of sec-

ondary sources. Perhaps most valuable among the read-

ings are those ofArabic, Persian, and Turkish scholarly

publicadons, a rich tradition diat Safwat draws on to

flesh out historical detail; especially useful is the bio-

graphic tradition recorded in Turkey throughout die

Ottoman period, which is incorporated into the second-

ary literature. Limited, or circumscribed, linguistic com-

petence has tended to occlude this secondary literature

from scholars in die wider field. Bodi reader and spe-

cialist gain a more comprehensive understanding of a

range of research accomplished widiin die field of Is-

lamic art. The catalogue ends widi two appendices, by

Julian Raby (on “The Nayrizi Tradition: Naskli in

Safavid and Qajar Iran”) and Mohamed Zakariya (“A

Compendium ofArabic Scripts”).

Reflecting the substance of this calligraphic por-

tion of Khalili’s collection, and also the author’s per-

sonal interests, is the focus on calligraphers’ prac-

tices and the mechanisms that they used for trans-

mitting knowledge and technical “know-how.” Such

a focus is all too rare in the study of Islamic calligra-

phy, since the concern of the art-historical literature

with broad cultural and historical issues often dis-

places an emphasis on the materiality of the works.

Despite publication of numerous technical treatises
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and other primary sources composed by calligra-

phers, what such texts could offer with regard to

“reconstructable” processes, as well as the physical

remains of the process of writing on paper, remains

unexplored and rarely imagined. Through the cata-

logue the reader begins to understand a wide variety

ofcalligraphies (“calligraphic genres”)— demonstrat-

ing, among other things, different degrees of finish

—

and how each one might be connected to a particu-

lar functional context or related to processes of train-

ing, practicing, or teaching (e.g., the role played by

the mufradät). Occasionally, Safwat’s description of

calligraphy opens up for the nonspecialist some sense

of the thrilling engagement between viewer and ob-

ject, as an approximation of an aesthetic experience

that conveys in words the swelling then thinning

shapes of letters, the movement of words across the

page, a sense of weight and rhythm.

In his foreword, Khalili discusses Safwat’s ap-

proach and emphasis, commenting: “This unique

arrangement of the material tells the story of Islamic

calligraphy from the point ofview of the practitioner

of art, rather than that of the Western art historian”

(p. 8). This strong claim is reinforced by the

catalogue’s title, which at least implies comprehen-

sive coverage. Ifwe examine Safwat’s text alone, he

does emphasize the role played by the practitioner,

and coupled with an aesthetic sensitivity to calligra-

phy, he makes a forceful and original contribution.

But there remains an underlying problem that turns

on the question ofhistory. It goes without saying that

different people bring varied experiences and bod-

ies of knowledge to bear on their subject matter.

Khalili’s statement implies that the practitioner tells

a different story from the historian (understood, pre-

sumably, as theoretician). Indeed, this is true, and

we will return to it below. Moreoever, Safwafs cata-

logue and the collection that it documents are un-

able to present the history of Islamic calligraphy as

seamlessly or as fully as is claimed. Three reasons

might account for this. First, the editorial decision

was made to divide “calligraphic genres” associated

with the calligrapher’s practice oftraining and teach-

ing from other products of the calligrapher—for ex-

ample, the first four volumes of the Nasser D. Khalili

collection, which document Qur’äns dating to be-

tween the Abbasid and modern periods. Second, this

portion of the collection is dominated by objects

made between the seventeenth and nineteenth cen-

turies in Ottoman Turkey. And third, the primary

sources used in this volume focus on an extensive

literature from the Ottoman art tradition. Ultimately,

a history ofIslamic calligraphy is told, but through an

Ottoman filter or point ofview, dictated partly by the

subset ofthe Nasser D. Khalili Collection documented

in this volume but also by the nature of sources used.

Some examples might help to highlight these

problems. Many of the “calligraphic genres” dis-

cussed in the volume represent the formalization,

even institutionalization, of the practice of calligra-

phy within an Ottoman cultural milieu. Examples

include the ijäzä
,
a certificate serving as testimony of

a student’s achievement and granting him/her the

right to practice independently, and the mufradät

album, exercises of single and connected letters

bound into an album (usually horizontal). Safwat’s

discussion does not entirely clarify whether compa-

rable practices are found in other regional traditions,

in parallel or transformed varieties. This result rein-

forces a problematic, because ahistorical, impression

of timeless and unchanging practices in Islamic cal-

ligraphy. Such a synoptic view of the tradition has

been held, paradoxically, by practitioners who seek

to connect themselves with the historical masters of

Islamic calligraphy. To quote Safwat, “The mufradät

albums give physical form to a chain of transmission

which stretches from earliest times to the present”

(p. 13). Genealogy always plays an ideological role,

and thus the practitioner also has constructed a story,

much like any (Western?) art historian.

These issues notwithstanding, Safwat’s catalogue

is a welcome addition to the study ofcalligraphy. One

hopes that it will help to set a new objective: a schol-

arship that sees calligraphy from diverse method-

ological perspectives and unites them into a more

fully integrated picture.

NOTE

1 . Tliis issue is addressed in my paper, “Catalogue of Scripts by

the Seven Masters, H. 2310: A Timurid Album at the Ottoman

Court,” Proceedings ofthe 1 Oth International Congress ofTurkish

Art, Geneva 1 7-23 September 1995 (in press), 93-103.

DAVID J. ROXBURGH
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The Early Glyptic of Tell Brak: Cylinder Seals of

ThirdMillennium Syria. By Donald M. Matdiews.

Orbis Biblicus et Orientalis 15. 311 + lix pp.,

numerous figures and plates. University Press of

Fribourg Switzerland, Göttigen: Vandenhoeck

& Ruprecht, 1997. S.Fr. 120.00.

M atthews’s important comprehen-

sive study ofthird-millennium glyptic will

serve both as a firm point of reference for

the documentary evidence he has assembled, espe-

cially from Tell Brak in northeastern Syria, and as a

stimulating springboard for questions ofchronology

and methodology. In addition to the introduction and

conclusions, the volume is divided into three major

sections: “Chronology” (II), “Glyptic of Syria in the

Early Bronze Age” (III), “Glyptic ofT ell Brak” (IV).

As a background to this major study of the Tell Brak

seals and sealings and the wider picture of third-mil-

lennium glyptic in Syria, Matthews tackles die thorny

questions of third-millennium chronology in Syria

based on the ceramics and glyptic sequence ofsouth-

ern Mesopotamia and their links with Syria (p. 5).

From this platform he takes up the glyptic of Early

Bronze Syria, starting with the Uruk tradition and

its influence on later styles in Syria. Next he discusses

what he terms native Syrian Early Bronze glyptic,

followed by a section on the Early Dynastic and

Akkadian glyptic in Syria. The primary interest of

the volume is in the last section: the seals and seal

impressions excavated in Brak during the seasons

conducted by Max Mallowan (1937 and 1938) and

subsequently by David and Joan Oates (1976-93).

Since these campaigns the Brak excavations have

continued to yield seal impressions; the major ex-

amples from the excavadons ofRogerJ. Matdiews were

published in Iraq 56, 57, and 58, but diese could only

be utilized indirectly in Donald Matthews’s volume.

The major portion of the volume focuses on the

excavated seals and seal impressions from Brak. The

corpus numbers nearly 800 objects, including 577

individual seal designs (p. 1 73). For some of tbe cat-

egories there is a close correspondence between origi-

nal seals and the number of seal designs. So, for in-

stance, in the Archaic and Fired Steatite categories

there are five seals and seven and eight (respectively)

individual designs from seal impressions. For most

periods there is a much higher proportion of seal de-

signs from impressions than from cylinder seals them-

selves. For the three largest categories the propor-

tions are 1:10 for the Early Dynastic corpus (total

105), 1:40 for the Brak Style (total 83), 1:6 for the

Akkadian period (total 134).

The section on chronology includes a masterful

review of the literature on excavated potteiy, which

the author combines with glyptic data to establish his

chronology. The numerous problems inherent in the

data are recognized by the author but may perhaps

be articulated more specifically as follows. For many

sites the exact stratigraphic context of the pottery as

published is uncertain, either because it was not clear

to the excavators or because it was not published in

a form that allowed the reader to analyze this type of

information. In many cases, while the general stratig-

raphy is known, the context is not. For example, in

excavations of step trenches or narrow exposures,

neither the wider stratigraphic context nor the func-

tional context of the floors can be determined. An-

other major problem is that of regional différences;

for much of third-millennium Syria, regional differ-

ences have not been assessed either in the geographi-

cal or in the chronological sense (an exception is the

work on ceramics by Mazzoni in BASOR 4 [1985]).

Therefore it is not clear whether a ceramic sequence

from well-stratified contexts reflects functional spa-

tial (intrasite and/or intersite differences) or chrono-

logical differences. Many other problems are associ-

ated with the ceramic corpus, not the least ofwhich

is the lack of standardization in describing wares.

Matthews certainly is aware of these problems, as

shown in this volume (see especially pp. 4-5) and by

his remarks in a subsequent article on the Early Dy-

nastic-Akkadian transition (/ra</ 59 [1997]: 1-7). In

this article he gives precedence, for chronological

determination of the Akkadian period, to the glyptic

found in the period: “I will suggest that the Akkadian

pottery should be calibrated by ultimate reference to

the glyptic sequence”
(
Iraq 59: 1 ).

But relying on glyptic evidence for chronology

poses special problems. Seal cutters can easily travel

since their tools and raw materials are relatively small

and portable. They can thus follow the vagaries of

their markets, taking with them of course their own

training, technical expertise, and creative sensitivity.

121
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What of the tastes of the local market, which can be

significant in the case of elite patrons (see the Urkesh

examples cited below)? In addition, glyptic studies

poses problems with respect to regional styles, lon-

gevity of styles due to purely local factors, and the

chronology ofspecific seal designs proposed by vari-

ous art historians. A wide variety of seal styles can be

in use at the same time. This is certainly true for the

stratified seal impressions from Brak and Urkesh.

(Readers of this journal will note similar problems

creatively addressed in the work of Root and Garri-

son on the seal impressions on the Persepolis Forti-

fication tablets; see for instance Ars Orientalis 21

[1991]: 1-29.) In addition, Syria in the Early Dy-

nastic and Akkadian periods developed major stylis-

tic centers of seal cutting, which Matthews includes

under the categories of“Chuera Style” (pp. 115-17),

“Brak Style” (pp. 1 1 7-20, 136-37), and “Ebla Style”

(pp. 120-21). Now there is also the Urkesh Dynas-

tic Style.

One point where my assessment of the evidence

would differ concerns the reciprocal importance of

Syria and Mesopotamia. From the very beginning of

his volume, Matthews stresses the role of Mesopo-

tamia as the primary stimulus: “The dominant fac-

tor in the history ofEarly Bronze Age glyptic in Syria

is the stylistic influence of Mesopotamia. This was

very strong at some periods, and weaker at others;

Syria did not exert an influence back on Mesopo-

tamia” (p. 2). And later in that same paragraph:

“When the Syrians of the later third millennium

adopted the Early Dynastic style instead of develop-

ing their own traditions, they were expressing some-

thing profound about their society and its depen-

dence on foreign symbolism.” Certainly Syria par-

ticipated in the broader cultural milieu of third-

millennium Syro-Mesopotamia, but to negate Syr-

ian creativity in the glyptic sphere misses the begin-

nings of a northern style that profoundly affected the

later art produced in the north (see below). A case in

point is Matthews’s “Brak Style,” which he charac-

terizes as one of the “Syrian derivatives of the Early

Dynastic style” (p. 10). Subsequently he states: “It

used the same elements as southern ED IIIA seals,

but with quite different principles of composition”

(p. 136). A little later on the same page: “We may

speculate that a few seals of this kind were imported

for a Syrian workshop in ED IIIA, perhaps as part of

an administrative reform which utilized southern

models, and that the local craftsmen gave them their

own interpretation.”

I would argue instead that Syria provided the

setting for strong glyptic traditions, which are nei-

ther secondary nor provincial. Here I will only look

briefly at two such examples: the “Brak Style,” which

carried over into the Nuzi period, and the Urkesh

Dynastic Style. In my opinion it is clear that what

Matthews terms the Brak Style was a very important

northern style in use during the Akkadian period. I

argue elsewhere that it was the most important north-

ern style, which subsequently had a profound influ-

ence on northern art in the Nuzi period and later (see

Kelly-Buccellati,.A5m Studies 8). Brak Style seals and

similar seals from Urkesh and elsewhere show conti-

nuity with the later Nuzi seal corpus in the following

elements: 1) the small size of many of the seals, 2)

frequency ofdouble register compositions, 3) use of

borders both animal and geometric, 4) discrete heads,

5) the gmlloche, 6) drillings in the field, and 7) some

aspects of the so-called Syrian Ritual scene. In addi-

tion, both show a cultivated sensitivity to geometric

patterns that is missing in the art of the south. Even

given a certain southern influence during the ED III,

could not the influence also have gone the other way?

In a Mesopotamian-centered world view local crafts-

men are not seen to have invented such a style, even

though Matthews does admit that they could invent

different compositional schemes!

Recently published evidence from our excava-

tions at Urkesh has shown that a new and different

iconography and style were invented there to fulfill

the dynastic concerns of the ruling Hurrian dynasty

{Archiv für Orientforschung [1996], 1-32; Wiener

Zeitschriftfür die Kunde des Morgenlandes
|

1996],

75-100; of course this material was not available to

Matthews, but it is pertinent to the larger argument I

am advancing). The Urkesh dynastic program as car-

ried out through seals of the queen (Uqnitum) and

the king (Tupkish) was expressed through a wide

variety oficonographie and stylistic inventions. The

subtlejuxtaposition of the main figures to each other

and to a prominent lion figure creates an atmosphere

of harmony and power. This extends to the royal

children, who are depicted as dependent on, and
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paying homage to, their parents. The royal nurse,

Zamena, shares part of this iconography; she is shown

in an intimate relationship with Uqnitum and at least

one ofher children. Uqnitum’s cook also exhibits her

profession through the kitchen scene on her seal. She

herself is not shown, but the other royal patrons are

prominently depicted on their seals. As far we know,

this remarkable new direction in third-millennium

Syrian glyptics developed in the Urkesh court during

the Akkadian period. The seals were clearly carved in

workshops at Urkesh
(
Urkesh and Hurrian Studies).

The inscribed Urkesh seals, commissioned by

elite patrons, were excavated in the same floor de-

posit as sealings showing many of the same charac-

teristics as the Brak Style. The Brak sealings were

excavated in a building in SS and found on the floor

ofRoom 18 and elsewhere, clearly indicating impor-

tant administrative positions held by the seal owners

(J. Oates, Palmieri Volume). The conclusion must

follow that the Brak Style seals were also held by

elites. It seems safe to assume that there can be no

question of different social or administrative strata

using a different type of seal design. Rather, another

point Matthews makes concerning the Brak Style may

be clarified with reference to the Urkesh material:

“The Brak Style did not require much variety in a

scene. . . . This seems to imply that individuality was

not always so important as is suggestibility” (p. 137).

Given the evidence of the Urkesh inscribed royal

seals, published after his volume, it is now certain

that the use of almost duplicate designs was a funda-

mental part ofthe administrative functioning of these

cities in the Akkadian period.

Matthews has assembled and analyzed a vast

amount of data for third-millennium Syria, much of

it from relatively recent excavations. Because he has

utilized to a large extent contemporary glyptic from

Mesopotamian sites, his work is an extremely useful

compendium of data on third-millennium glyptics.

His serious grappling with the complex problems of

third-millennium chronology makes this study the

springboard for any further analysis of the abundant

new material now being excavated in Syria, especially

in the Khabur region.

MARILYN KELLY-BUCCELLATI

Flowers Underfoot: Indian Carpets ofthe Mughal

Era. By Daniel S. Walker. 199 + xviii pp., 145

illustrations, 108 in color, map. New York: The

Metropolitan Museum ofArt, 1997. Distributed

by Harry N. Abrams. $75.00.

T he great palaces of the Mughals have

been thoroughly stripped of their furnish-

ings, a process starting with Nadir Shah's

sack of Delhi in 1739 and continuing with dreary

regularity until the final collapse of the dynasty in

1 858. We see them now as magnificent skeletons, but

once they were full of precious fabrics and objects,

including pile carpets made in Iran and India that

were used to cover the floors of audience halls and

pavilions. They were used too in tents and in gar-

dens and were an essential element of life at court.

Some existing Rajput palaces still give a sense of the

original uses of these magnificent carpets, but even

so the overlay ofrecent history intrudes, and the ob-

server must have a vivid imagination to recreate

scenes familiar to us from Mughal and other minia-

tures and illustrated manuscripts. A recent exhibi-

tion at tbe Metropolitan Museum of Art, “Flowers

Underfoot: Indian Carpets of the Mughal Era” (27

November 1997-1 March 1998) now is “one with

Ninevah and Tyre,” but fortunately Daniel Walker’s

publication of the same name is not a conventional

catalogue of an ephemeral show, though it includes

the complete exhibition checklist (pp. 163-74) of

forty-four whole or fragmentary carpets (ofabout 500

known to survive in collections in Asia, Europe, and

North America). Walker’s work goes far beyond the

carpets included in the splendid show he curated and

provides a comprehensive study that stands on its

own.

An admirable aspect of the book is reflected in

the title. The author deliberately (and refreshingly)

uses the phrase “Mughal era” in its broadest sense

(he discusses the choice on p. xvii) to allow him to

include carpets made in places other than the impe-

rial workshops (specifically eighteenth-century work-

shops in the Deccan) and for patrons other than the

emperors. In this he echoes a similarly broad-rang-

ing and much neglected classic work on Mughal

painting, Ivan Stchoukine’s monumental La peinture

indienne à l’époque des grands Moghols (Paris, 1929)
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and follows the master’s lead in challenging the easy

reliance on dynastic classification and resulting dis-

tortion of the role of the patron that pervades the

study of Indian art in general and of the arts of the

Mughal period (1526-1858) in particular. An inter-

esting and useful introduction (pp. xv-xviii) briefly

surveys scholarship on Indian carpets from the late

nineteenth century to the present. Walker sensitively

traces the slow growth ofknowledge on this material

and is most generous in acknowledging important

work done by his predecessors and colleagues. In-

deed, a remarkable characteristic of the book as a

whole is that the author is astonishingly ready to re-

mind us of his own errors. His willingness, even ea-

gerness, to point out and correct his previous mis-

takes earns him the full trust of the reader. The first

chapter is a brief historical survey of Mughal India.

In chapter 2, Walker presents an overview of the in-

ternational scope of the carpet trade, reminding us

that many of the “Turkey carpets” so prized in Eu-

rope were actually ofIndian origin, and includes dis-

cussions of the famous Girdlers’ (figs. 1 1 and 62;

cat. no. 14) and Fremlin (fig. 49) carpets commis-

sioned by Englishmen in the 1630s and the early

1640s, respectively. A very interesting dimension

of this international trade is the export of Indian car-

pets toJapan in the seventeenth and eighteenth cen-

turies, principally by the Dutch, the only Europe-

ans allowed to trade with the Japanese after 1640.

Carpets owned by the Gion Matsuri Preservation

Associations in Kyoto are still used to decorate as-

sociation floats pulled in processions.

Chapters 3 and 4 are the most important sections

of the book. Chapter 3 outlines the technical charac-

teristics of Indian and other pile carpets made be-

tween about 1580 and 1800, the terminus ad quem

chosen to avoid the increasingly commercialized pro-

duction of nineteenth-century India. The author

boldly attempts to use technical data to distinguish

Lahore-made Mughal carpets from those at the other

imperial workshop sites of Fatehpur Sikri and Agra

(p. 21) and clarifies the differences between Indian

and Persian pile weaves. More specific technical in-

formation is included in the appendices and the ex-

hibition checklist (pp. 151-74). The fourth chapter

is devoted to the carpets themselves, and Walker

arranges them clearly by type, date, and place ofpro-

duction. The precise identification and dating ofcar-

pets are difficult matters, and the author makes ex-

cellent use not only of what limited documentary

material there is but also of the evidence ofminiature

paintings and decorative objects. He is ever aware of

the pitfalls of over-reliance on motif analysis in

dating.

Even so admirable a work has failings. Chapter

1 ,
“India during the Mughal Era,” is too much a pot-

ted history containing some regrettable slips. Walker

undermines himselfwhen he states, for example, that

theA 3
in-iAkbari ofAbü al-Fazl was “compiled about

1590.” It is clear from the text that the work, a part

of the great history of Akbar’s rule, tht Akbarnäma,

was begun in 1590/91 but not completed until the

forty-second year of the reign (1597/98) after seven

years ofpreparation, with additions in 1598/99 after

the conquest of Berar. Walker might also better fol-

lowJohn Seyller’s convincing redating ofthe Victoria

and Albert Akbarnäma illustrations to ca. 1586/87,

thus predating the text they were used later to illus-

trate,
1

rather than ca. 1590. The earlier date is sup-

ported by physical, inscriptional, and textual evi-

dence and also helps solve the stylistic problem of

presumed “archaisms” in the manuscript’s illustra-

tions. These may seem like small points, but preci-

sion is important and mistakes gain credence when

presented in what is otherwise an authoritative work.

And who is responsible for the idiosyncratic use of

“folios” on p. xiii when referring to catalogue num-

bers? Fortunately, these slips do not compromise

the major importance of this welcome study of In-

dian pile carpets, and this beautiful volume will find

a significant place in every South Asia library col-

lection.

NOTE

1. “Codicological Aspects of the Victoria and Albert Museum

Akbarnäma and Their Historical Implications,” ArtJournal 49,

no. 3 (Winter 1990): 379-87.

DANIEL EHNBOM
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In Praise of Prambanan: Dutch Essays on the

Loro Jonggrang Temple Complex. Translation

Series 26. Edited by Roy E. Jordaan. 259 + xii

pp., illustrations, maps. Leiden: KITLV Press,

1996. $37.00 paper.

A comprehensive historiography of the

ninth-century Centraljavanese temple com-

plex of Prambanan has at last been pub-

lished. Roy E.Jordaan’s In Praise ofPrambanan pro-

vides a wealth of information about the temple also

known as Candi Loro Jonggrang in this assembled

scholarship of its “discovery,” excavation, and res-

toration. For those less familiar withJavanese art his-

tory, Candi LoroJonggrang denotes a compound of

240 magnificent structures situated in ricefields dense

with thousands of other volcanic stone temples that

were built in the eighth and ninth centuries. Not a

few scholars in the last century have been drawn to

study this particular complex, which centers on the

47-meter-tall Candi Siva, but many published their

findings only in Dutch journals. Jordaan’s own re-

search, enhanced by his familiarity with the early

Dutch material, is situated in a lengthy “updated in-

troduction” to the monument. Jordaan guides the

reader through extensive scholarly discussions on

Prambanan, often highlighting long-neglected works.

This comprehensive introduction allows the eight

articles selected for the second half of the book not

simply to sum up but instead to stimulate a deeper

consideration of the fascinating puzzle ofPrambanan.

Some of these selections are excerpted from larger

works, and all are provided in excellent translations

by Rosemary Robson-McKillop and Ria van Yperen.

The material is of such interest that no serious stu-

dent of South and Southeast Asian art history, ar-

chaeology, anthropology, religion, or history will

want to be without this valuable work.

In the first part of the book, Jordaan sets out a

number of riddles yet to be solved in the search for

the meaning of Prambanan. Lack of extant texts,

building manuals, or many other written records has

made the reconstruction of the complex difficult, re-

sulting in a number of conflicting readings, some in-

spired and others less so. In order to clarify these

readings, Jordaan exhumes scholars’ past biases and

misguided remarks, as well as the early archaeological

errors that further slowed the progress of research.

Against this mix of scholarship, he posits several in-

teresting theories. He concurs that the so-called

vähana temples opposite the temples dedicated to

Brahma and Visnu do not adhere to the Hindu tradi-

tion but instead were smaller Siva temples. Jordaan

also argues that the complex functioned as a “sub-

structure” (p. 84) to the Candi Sewu complex nearby,

firmly establishing Prambanan’s Buddhist allegiance.

In fact, he suggests that the etymology ofPrambanan

explicates the Unitarian mentality of the Javanese,

who accepted both the Buddhist and Saivaite sects.

Additionally, following Stutterheim’s early scholar-

ship,Jordaan opines that the Rämäyana reliefs carved

on the Candi Siva had astronomical relationships and

followed an Indie folk version of the text.

Jordaan’s effort is not without agenda; it could

well be titled “In Defense of Prambanan.” Through-

out the book, the author challenges de Casparis’s

“conflict model,” which casts Prambanan as the po-

litico-religious competitor to Candi Borobudur:

Sahjaya versus Sailendra dynasty, Saivaite versus

Mahäyäna Buddhist, transcendent temple versus

funerary complex. Jordaan insists on revising the

“archaeological dogma” ofthis polarity and also quar-

rels with the view ofPrambanan as an aesthetic bridge

between Central and Eastjavanese style. Conversely,

he argues that there is “no true unity” (30) in Central

Javanese art, alluding to its dependence on Indie tra-

ditions, and instead champions the art of East Java

as the true art ofjava. Thus, Jordaan attempts to es-

tablish a different view ofPrambanan, the other “pin-

nacle” of early Javanese culture. He sees it as a mo-

ment involving multivalent purposes and meanings

not at odds with Borobudur and following no coher-

ent progression of style. In many ways, this study

follows a natural trajectory from Jordaan’s earlier

book, Imagine Buddha in Prambanan (1993), which

discusses the Buddhist and Saivaite fusion in this

sacred structure, as well as his controversial asser-

tion of the use of the inner courtyard as a literal rep-

resentation of the Milky Ocean (p. 54).

Part II ofJordaan’s book serves as an extensive

appendix ofsupporting materials for part I. Arranged

so that the reader begins literally below the temples

(the excavations of the pits) in the first article, the

book progresses to discussion ofvarious interpretive
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theories about parts of the complex, then to the

struggles and discoveries involved in the reconstruc-

tion of the main temple of Siva, taken up in the last

two articles. The first article, authored by Ijzerman,

on the first excavation of the central courtyard and

temples in 1885, is unfortunately a very truncated

excerpt, which leaves the reader with many questions

unanswered. The pits underneath the sixteen cen-

tral temples revealed some amazing items, some of

which are only loosely described. Was the human

skeleton found under Candi B male or female? The

same question may be asked about the dog found

under Candi A, or were there two dogs? The pit un-

derneath Candi Nandi gave up the remains of a huge

anteater
(
Manisjavanica

)

and a number ofother ani-

mal parts, suggesting countless questions that will

remain unanswered until more research is published.

Interpretative excerpts follow: Vogel discusses

the first panel of the Rämäyana bas-relief series in an

article published in 1921. Based on just this one

panel, he attempts to determine which text the

Javanese sculptors used to guide their carving. Krom

explores the Prambanan statues in an excerpt from

bis important text Inleiding tot de Hindoe-Javaansche

kirnst of 1923. (A number of the smaller sculptures

he mentions are no longer in situ and a few may well

be “lost.”) Bosch takes on the reliefs carved on the

body of the Brahma temple just above eye level as

one walks around the ambulatory passageway. He

suggests that these figures are twenty-seven Veda-

vyäsa
,
editors of the Vedas, assigning Brahma the

post ofchiefVeda editor. B. de Haan, a lesser-known

archaeologist due to his untimely death, discusses his

theory of the three eastern shrines, long accepted as

vahana candi. Published in 1927, this essay is dis-

cussed at length by Jordaan in the first part of the

book. Stutterheim’s article of 1928 details his analy-

sis of the Rämäyana reliefs of the Siva temples (only

the first half of the narrative panels; the second half,

which wrap around the body of the Brahmä temple,

are not addressed). Stutterheim posits that the pan-

els relate to the solar cycle and supplies supporting

Balinese data.

V. R. van Romondt, head ofthe architectural de-

partment of the Netherlands Indies Archaeological

Service in the late 1930s, narrates the fascinating story

ofthe early reconstruction ofthe Siva temple. Lastly,

Bernet Kempers recounts the story of the completed

reconstruction. Celebrated at the end of 1953, this

project had consumed eight years, not counting the

initial years ofrefitting the non-uniform stones, many

fits and starts, and a few regrettable errors ofjudg-

ment.

Although in this excellent study Jordaan reex-

amines many issues important to furthering our un-

derstanding ofthis early period and this great temple,

several questions remain: I hesitate to agree that the

two smaller candi flanking the Nandi temple are Siva

temples. Nor doesjordaan explain how the complex

functioned if, as he suggests, the central courtyard

was filled with water. Also, why would such a huge

complex (240 candi by my count) be a “sub-struc-

ture” to a complex only slightly larger (250 candi)

and a half mile or so away? Nevertheless, the most

exciting question posed remains: How was Candi

Loro Jonggrang incorporated into a larger whole?

A few minor editorial problems can be men-

tioned: Stutterheim’s article would benefit from a

map of the panels; in a few places the change of font

is confusing; and in the de Haan article the layout of

a chart (p. 158) seems to be in error. On the other

hand, the glossary is extensive and the bibliography

a veritable goldmine.

All things considered, In Praise ofPrambanan

is a tremendous contribution to a field in which more

fine studies like this are so much needed.

MARY-LOUISE TOTTON

Angkor Wat: Time, Space and Kingship. By

Eleanor Mannikka. 341 + xv pp., illustrations,

some color, plans, 2 appendices, bibliography.

Honolulu: University of Hawaii Press, 1996.

$55.00.

O N the eve of the solar eclipse visible over

parts of Asia in October 1995, thousands

ofpeople gathered at the temple ofAngkor

in Cambodia to watch as the sun temporarily van-

ished from the sky. Many were tourists who found the

temple a suitably magical place for such a magical
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event. Most were Cambodians, regular visitors to the

temple, who believe in Angkor Wat’s power to com-

municate with celestial spheres. It was an auspicious

place to receive fortune, magic, and blessing on an

auspicious day. But the correlation between Angkor

Wat and a cosmological phenomenon is not a mod-

ern coincidence. From its ambitious inception by

King Suryavarman II (r. 1 1 13-ca. 1 150), Angkor Wat

was designed to embody the transition from the or-

dinary world to the sacred world. And as Eleanor

Mannikka’s book reveals, it was designed to record,

contain, and visualize the movement of time and its

astrological symbols. How Angkor Wat displayed

these symbols is not something that most visitors to

the site would notice. Although its relief carvings, ar-

chitectural motifs, and other “outside” elements have

been analyzed by numerous art historians since the site

was first “discovered” in the nineteenth century, none

until now had looked into the monument’s “inner”

essence, the place where these symbols most mattered

in the workings of the temple—its measurements.

In looking at the measurements of Angkor,

Mannikka discovered exactly how closely connected

the temple structure was to astrological symbols, for

these measurements match numbers in Hindu con-

cepts oftime and space. She thus uncovered another

facet of Suryavarman II’s prowess: he could control

the universe by designing a temple that controlled

the movement of time and space. The Kali, Krta,

Treta, and Dvapara Yugas, or time cycles, are present

through measurement and made visible metaphori-

cally through the architecture. But these numbers do

more than reveal Khmer architects’ intimate knowl-

edge of Hindu astronomy. According to Mannikka,

they provide evidence of Suryavarman IPs rise to

power and disclose the symbols of kingship of the

ancient Khmer kings. In studying the position of

Angkor Wat vis-à-vis the rotation of the earth

around the sun, Mannikka has concluded that the

temple is a solar one and reveals aspects of the cult

of Devaraja, which is based in indigenous Khmer
cults of ancestors.

Mannikka leaves no aspect of the temple unmea-

sured. The more closely she examines the figures,

the more they reveal. This book is a testimony to the

author’s fascination, bordering on obsession, for the

temple’s measurements and indeed for Angkor Wat

itself. Her text is interwoven with endless counts of

cubits, phyeams, units, degrees, years, months, days;

it is richly photographed and illustrated with detailed

diagrams, figures, and plans. The result ofmore than

two decades of research, her study goes far beyond

mere art-historical analysis. In fact many of her dis-

coveries would elude most art historians, for they are

based in physics, astronomy, numerology, and math-

ematics. Although the greatest disadvantage of this

book may thus be that it is “unreadable” to non-num-

ber-oriented art historians, Mannikka is to be con-

gratulated on the tremendous scholarly achievement

of bringing to light the measurement scheme that

holds the temple together, physically and symboli-

cally. As she states in her preface: “If researchers are

armed with the knowledge that astronomy, history,

cosmology, and politics might partially, jointly, or

wholly determine a structure’s format and dimen-

sions, then new possibilities open up for the study of

other temples as well” (p. xi).

Historians of science would find the numerol-

ogy and the references to astronomy absorbing. His-

torians of ancient Cambodia would scrutinize

Mannikka’s analysis ofSuryavarman IPs rule and his

intent in building the temple. Art historians, on the

other hand, would perhaps he interested in what the

measurements mean for the way that the monument

and its iconography are read or perceived. Yet

Mannikka’s analysis does not always clarify this im-

portant aspect of the meaning of the measurements.

Instead, the reader is sometimes lost in a sea ofnum-

bers, unsure why a particular measurement seems to

carry so much meaning beyond its architectural ne-

cessity. The hook’s preface sets the tone for the re-

mainder of the book: “When I first saw the precise

measurements of Angkor Wat’s central galleries in

print in 1972,1 was astonished to find that the north

and south sides of the third gallery were exactly

202. 1 4 m each” (p. vii). One is left wondering what

is so important about this number. Further, to take a

random example, she discusses the axial lengths and

perimeters or circumferences ofthe temple, conclud-

ing that “[o]nce again, it would appear that the three

most distinctive numerical components of the archi-

tectural mandala 12, 27/28 and 32 are intended in

the axes and the perimeter ofAngkor Wat’s outer

border. Yet this may not have been the primary
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intent ofthe architects. Axial lengths are whole num-

bers in the rest of the temple, and so the total for these

axes (27.64 + 32.37, or 60.01 units) may have been

the objective all along—especially since this number

matches the exact 120.02-unit distance of the perim-

eter so well” (p. 57). Such number-infused language

is often difficult for the uninitiated to follow and

makes it hard to gauge how useful Mannikka’s infor-

mation can be for art historians not familiar with the

meaning of the numbers.

With some perseverance, however, the reader

discovers very enlightening passages in which

Manmkka reveals how a study of the measurements

provides a new interpretation of the temple’s relief

structure. Fortunately, in view of the complexity of

the measurement system, knowledge of the numbers

is not a prerequisite for understanding the temple’s

imagery.

Mannikka is most successful in conveying the

relation between the building’s measurements and its

iconography in a section devoted to the depiction of

the churning ofthe milk ocean. The theme ofVishnu

supporting the pivot that churns the milk ocean

—

with devas and asuras on either side pulling Vasuki,

the serpent, wrapped around the axis—is illustrated

in a number ofways at the temple. Here, as Mannikka

explains, the Angkor architects followed Hindu my-

thology to the number. The 54 devas and asuras are

literally and symbolically represented in the temple.

As halfof 1 08, 54 becomes a sacred number, and the

54/54 pairing of the devas and asuras is reproduced

several times. The threshold to the western entrance

bridge measures 54 cubits; the reliefpanel represent-

ing Indra and 20 other gods on the northern part of

the third gallery measures 54 phyeam; and the

circumambulation paths around the main entrances

measure 54 phyeams, to name a few examples. The

importance of the churning of the milk ocean in the

overall scheme of the temple is revealed in the im-

portant role that the number 54 plays in its measure-

ments. In analyzing the measurements, Mannikka

also discloses how the configuration of this scene

parallels the earth’s orbit around the sun. “The ‘pull-

ing’ on the snake Vasuki causes the sun and moon to

move back and forth, north and south, each year,

covering a 54-degree maximum arc every 6 months”

(p. 37). The churning of the milk ocean acts as a

metaphor for Angkor’s conceptual center of the uni-

verse with the “king himself tied to the symbolism of

the solstice-equinox movement” (p. 43).

Mannikka’s book is not an easy read. Given the

difficulty of the measurement scheme, this volume

might have been more useful if it had begun with

Mannikka’s reading of the building’s layout and ico-

nography, adducing the measurements for support,

rather than using the imagery to support her mea-

surement theory. Such an organization would have

made it easier for nonspecialists to follow the evolu-

tion of her argument. It would be difficult to recom-

mend this book as presently organized to newcom-

ers to Angkor. But the wealth ofinformation enclosed

in its pages is worth the trouble for those who perse-

vere. Clearly, Mannikka knows the temple ofAngkor

thoroughly. She has undoubtedly made the most sig-

nificant contribution so far to the study ofAngkorian

architecture in relation to Hindu cosmology and the

nature ofKhmer kingship.

NORA A. TAYLOR

Orientalism: Visions ofthe East in Western Dress.

By Richard Martin and Harold Koda. 96 pp.,

98 illustrations, including 61 in color. New York:

Metropolitan Museum ofArt, 1994. Distributed

by Harry N. Abrams. $19.95 paper.

Richard Martin and Harold Koda, art his-

torians with an unquenchable interest in

fashion traditions, have produced a captivat-

ing slim volume for general audiences that is also a

useful overview for scholars ofmodern costume and

fashion history. The authors’ focus on Orientalist

trends—singling out and defining a major area of

Orientalist discourse in popular culture—should

make this exhibition catalogue of particular interest

to readers ofArs Orientalis.

Careful to distinguish between various region-

ally inspired Orientalisms in the costumes they

present, Martin and Koda have organized their pre-

sentation into sections devoted to China, India, the

Near East and Middle East, Japan, and Southeast
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Asia (listed in order of appearance). This organiza-

tion allows them to direct attention to historical mo-

ments ofdirect influence, with focused discussion be-

ginning in the eighteenth century. In addition, this

organization permits consideration of subsequent

culturally complicated interpretations and successive

cross-fertilizations, through the “mod and early hip-

pie period” up to the present day. Less successful is

the authors’ general introduction, which provides a

simplistic and, ironically, exoticized prologue to their

main theme:

It is not our purpose to judge colonialism or its

international commerce. “These tides of men,”

to borrow a phrase from the legendary early-

twentieth-century Orientalist adventurer T. E.

Lawrence (Lawrence of Arabia), embody vast

and valid concerns broader and more complex

than our modest interests here. Nor do we sus-

pendjudgment to endorse touristic enthusiasms,

such as the late-nineteenth-century writer

Lafcadio Hearn’s for Japan’s “every relation . . .

governed by altruism, every action directed by

duty and every object shaped by art.” Rather we

offer a first inspection of the West’s need for and

assimilation of the East as evident in apparel.”

(p. 10)

“First inspection” is the operative phrase here: there

are no close readings of subjects, suggestions for fu-

ture scholarly approaches, or arguments for what in-

terpretations they do offer. This hook merely identi-

fies an important trend in Western fashion while ad-

vertising the Metropolitan Museum ofArt’s costume

collection as the richest collection of Western

Orientalist costume in the world. It is, now, certainly

the best published such collection, albeit with ex-

tremely brief essays (from two to five pages of text,

no footnotes and no bibliography) written in a style

that is accessible to the general public. Extensive cap-

tions rather than catalogue entries provide commen-

tary for the many black-and-white and spectacular

color illustrations.

THELMA K. THOMAS

The Politics ofReclusion: Painting and Power' in

Momoyama Japan. By Kendall H. Brown. 247

+ viii pp., illustrations. Honolulu: University of

Hawaii Press, 1997. $52.00 hardcover; $34.95

paper.

T
fiE Politics of Reclusion: Painting and

Power in MomoyamaJapa n provides a fresh

approach to interpreting the myriadJapanese

images of Chinese recluses and lofty scholars within

wider cultural and political discourses. In fact, the

text has a broader scope than title, subtitle, and even

introduction suggest. While the relation between pic-

torial images of Chinese recluses—the Seven Sages

of the Bamboo Grove and the Four Graybeards of

Mt. Shang, in particular—and political power in

MomoyamaJapan provides its focus, Kendall Brown

does not limit himself to those confines. He begins

with a generous look at earlier literary and pictorial

treatments of Chinese recluse themes in Japan and

ends with a consideration of reclusion in the early

Edo period and beyond. In addition, he seldom lim-

its himself to the Seven Sages and Four Graybeards,

freely addressing a wide variety of Chinese recluse

themes as necessary to support his conclusions. More

importantly, he places pictorial imagery within a cul-

tural framework constructed largely from literary and

tea practices. Along the way he makes a strong case

for his central, underlying assertion: Chinese images

in Japan had specific meanings that were particular

toJapanese circumstances and generated by particu-

larJapanese cultural practices.

In the first chapter, a brief polemical introduc-

tion, the author defends the iconological and semio-

logical study of Chinese figure subjects in Japanese

poetry and painting and introduces his major line of

interpretation. Manyjapanese works, such as paired

screen paintings of the Seven Sages and Four

Graybeards, combine figures that are incongruous

in Chinese contexts. According to Brown, most

scholars have wrongly interpreted this tendency as

evidence of a Japanese fixation on formal problems

and appreciation of a vague “aura ofprestige” inher-

ent in Chinese figure subjects. He argues instead that

Japanese, in power and out, have long appropriated

and redeployed Chinese recluse subjects in peculiarly

Japanese social and political discourses. He offers

129
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“aesthetic reclusion,” with its implications of

communitas
,
scholarly pastimes, appreciation of na-

ture, and elegant rusticity, as an important element

of such discourse that comes to full flowering in the

Momoyama period. He convincingly demonstrates

the validity of this claim throughout the remainder

of the book.

The second chapter surveys early literary works

to show the development of recluse imagery and,

more importantly, Japanese reinterpretation rather

than misinterpretation of their Chinese sources. The

works he addresses range fr om a poem by Yoshimine

Yasuyo (735-830) through Heian prose and medi-

eval recluse literature to Gozan poetry and linked

verse of the early sixteenth century. Through ex-

amples such as the transformation of Bo Juyi into a

symbol of the Chinese poet-recluse in Tale of Genji

and other Heian writings, he argues that Japanese

authors deployed Chinese figures as “paradigmatic

examples of some characteristic or ideal central to

their text” (p. 19). In regard to the Seven Sages and

the Four Graybeards, the author observes, “If this is

indeed the case, Japanese writers engaged in a highly

selective adaptation ofthe two subjects, choosing those

aspects which suited their purpose and ignoring those

which did not” (p. 20). By the end of the chapter, the

reader should certainly agree that Japanese meanings

radically different from Chinese ones could exist.

The third chapter introduces and develops the

major theoretical underpinnings of Brown’s text.

Fully acknowledging his sources, the author draws

heavily upon Victor Turner’s work on West African

religious ceremonies and builds upon Theodore

Ludwig’s bold application ofTurner’s theories to the

case ofJapanese tea practices.
1 Most important is

Turner’s interpretation of certain ceremonial gath-

erings of men of varied social ranks as ritual

antistructures. Brown views multifigure recluse

themes as a pictorial complement to wabi tea prac-

tices, which signify the espousal of an “alternate so-

cial order” emphasizing communitas and the repres-

sion of the hierarchical relationships of the “norma-

tive social order.” Brown notes that those on the pe-

riphery of power could deploy that espousal as im-

plicit criticism of the status quo, but he rightly focuses

much greater attention on the more frequent use

ofsuch imagery by the rulers themselves. Aesthetic

reclusion combined two ancient tropes of virtuous

government in China: the reluctant participation of

the sage in governance when his wisdom was needed

and the recognition ofthe importance ofcultural pur-

suits by the virtuous ruler. The former addresses the

Confucian imperative to recruit worthy men into gov-

ernment service, while the latter offers a time-hon-

ored means of legitimizing an authority actually

gained by warfare and political intrigue.

Chapter 4 most directly addresses the author’s

main subject matter: paintings of the Four Gray-

beards and Seven Sages in the Momoyama and early

Edo periods. As Brown notes, the paucity of extant

examples with clear attributions and provenances

makes a detailed look at variation by date, school, or

patron impossible. Instead he organizes his discus-

sion around the four aspects of aesthetic reclusion

first introduced in chapter 1 and the transformation

of Chinese tradition. He deftly shows how figure

groups with almost antithetical implications in China

could be deployed together to espouse the ideal of

aesthetic reclusion. The negation or denial of Chi-

nese implications created by the juxtapositions pro-

vided rhetorical space for the more relevant theme to

stand out. Brown does address two specific examples

of the Momoyama deployment of recluse themes on

room paintings: one at the long-destroyed Azuchi

Castle and the other at the still-extant Taimensho of

Nishi Honganji. The latter offers the most detailed and

historically particular reading ofa painting in the book.

The fifth chapter once again disperses the picto-

rial focus finally reached in chapter 4 back out into

the larger cultural sphere oftea, actual reclusion, and

politics, primarily in the early Edo period. It dis-

cusses aesthetic reclusion as a mantle of virtue by

which the politically ambitious could hope to attain

distinction or as a guise by which the politically com-

promised could escape severe sanctions. In either

case, the reclusion of the Seven Sages and the Four

Graybeards served as a practical template and tea as

a ritual expression. In his examination of specific

cases, Brown pays greatest attention to figures at the

peripheries ofpower—Kinoshita Chöshöshi (1569-

1649), Shökadö Shöjö (1584-1639), and Ishikawa

Jözan (1583-1672)—along with the reclusive neo-
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Confucian and would-be sage, Fujiwara Seika (1561-

1619). The chapter concludes by returning to

Chinese antiquity to look at the relationship between

Taoism and Confucianism as partially explaining

why the image of the cultivated man in nature came

to be so compelling.

Brown’s work will probably meet criticisms on

certain methodological grounds. For example, he

goes to considerable trouble to demonstrate thatjapa-

nese paintings on Chinese themes can represent more

than solutions to formal problems. To many schol-

ars, including myself, it seems a matter ofcourse that

narratives and images take on new meanings in new

cultural circumstances. But Brown’s particular rhe-

torical strategy reflects the encounters of many

younger scholars with ajapanese art-historical estab-

lishment, to some degree in the United States but

especially in Japan, in which discussion of meaning

is usually treated with deep suspicion. This orienta-

tion also explains the author’s tendency to empha-

size authorial intention as the locus of meaning and

largely ignore contemporary work in the area of re-

ception theory. After all, his goal is to give Japanese

painting a sense ofintellectual intention often denied

it. In a more general vein, the brevity of the study

permits only a cursory treatment of the several cen-

turies it covers in addition to the Momoyama period.

For example, he treats Ösen Keisan as a generic

Gozan monk, when, in fact, he was an unusually close

advisor to the Ashikaga shögunate. As a scholar of

the late fifteenth and early sixteenth centuries, my re-

action to this passage was to feel that the case war-

ranted much more detailed attention. Yet complain-

ing about what the author did not pursue diverts at-

tention away from his real accomplishment: a text of

readable length that opens the way for the specialist

and general reader to develop a deeper understand-

ing of a very important group of figure subjects in

Japanese painting and poetry.

NOTE

1 . Theodore Ludwig, “Chanoyu and Momoyama: Conflict and

Transformation in Rikyü’s Art,” in Tea inJapan: Essays on the

History of Chanoyu, ed. Paul Varley and Kumakura Isao

(Honolulu: University of Hawaii Press, 1984) and Victor

Turner, Dramas, Fields, and Metaphors: Symbolic Action in

Human Society (Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 1974).

QUITMAN EUGENE PHILLIPS
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SUSAN E. NELSON

Tao Yuanming’s Sashes: Or,

The Gendering ofImmortality

ABSTRACT

A visual image based on a literary text, it is generally understood,

is not just an illustration but an interpretation—a particular con-

struction of the text. Such a visual interpretation may be consid-

ered a nonverbal form of literary criticism, parallel to written

commentaries; and some striking correspondences between con-

temporary written and visual interpretations of literary texts

—

between poetry criticism and poetry illustration—have been

explored in recent studies. This essay calls attention to a less well

recognized phenomenon: the degree to which pictorial interpre-

tations of written texts may diverge from the corpus of written

commentary. A familiar image of the poet Tao Yuanming, origi-

nating in Song and often replicated in later times, serves here as a

case in point. This construction of Tao’s likeness, which incor-

porates Buddhist, Daoist, and feminine imagery, has inflected the

pictorial traditions surrounding him with meanings quite distinct

from the themes emphasized in written commentaries.

l
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FIG. 1

Liang Kai, Scholar of the

Eastern Fence, hanging

scroll, ink and color on silk,

71.5 x 36.7 cm. National

Palace Museum, Taibei.
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Tao Yuanming’s Sashes: Or,

The Gendering ofImmortality

S
INCE THE SONG DYNASTY (960-1279) if

not before, a distinctive pictorial convention

has been used for representing the great East-

ern Jin poet and recluse Tao Yuanming F*) M
(Tao Qian F^J'/lf', 365-427). A well-known painting

by the Song court artist Liang Kai ^ Yh of around

1200 now in the National Palace Museum in Taibei,

The Scholar of the Eastern Fence (Dongli gaoshi jfl

flj dr
), is an example of the type (figs. 1, 2).

1 A
goodlooking smooth-featured man ofyoung middle

age, the poet is shown in three-quarter view striding

to the left, a walking stick in one hand, a chrysanthe-

mum in the other. His dress is elegant and informal:

a long outer robe tied across his chest, a short fur

cape, sandals, a loose scarfon his head. Clothes and

sashes swish and flutter behind him. He holds his

flower up at face level, but his attention seems

directed to some object in the distance ahead. Pic-

tures of Tao in a standing posture almost always

have several of the attributes or characteristics seen

here: chrysanthemum, headscarf, staff, mobile

stance, trailing robes and sashes, lifted chin and dis-

tant gaze. This is a standard Tao Yuanming image,

and—with various backgrounds and settings or

with none, silhouetted against a blank ground-

functions as his portrait in the visual tradition (figs.

3-5). 2

These Tao Yuanming portraits stand apart

from the main traditions of representing distin-

guished men in portraitlike guises that had become

established by the Song dynasty. The portraits of

twenty-four estimable officials
(
Gongchen *}] Ë.

)
that

adorned the Lingyan Hall in the Tang capital

city of Chang’an, painted by Yan Liben fei SL (d.

673) with eulogies written by Emperor Taizong

T (r. 626-49), represent an important early model

for the genre. Though the originals are lost, stone

engravings made after them in 1090 show them to he

a row of sober, dignified standing figures.
3 Northern

Song portraits ofwriters and scholars are in the same

mode; a fine extant example is the anonymous

album of portraits of five Northern Song scholar-

officials, all octogenarians, who gathered in Nanjing

in the 1 050s. The work goes by the name of the Five

Old Men ofSuiyang (Suiyang wulao BY \% i ^ ); it

was executed before 1056, the date of the earliest

colophon. Feng Ping
,
typical of them all, is

illustrated here (fig. 6).
4 Scant of setting, action, and

emotion, the image projects a model Confucian

sobriety. His posture is enclosed, with restrained

gestures, elbows close to the body, and shoulders

slightly hunched forward, as ifburdened by respon-

sibility or deferring to a superior; his clothing is

proper and just so, his demeanor and expression

composed and severe. Considering that at the

moment he is supposed to be at ease, his decorum is

all the more revealing and meaningful. The twelfth-

century portrait in the Cleveland Museum of Dazhi

(1048-1 1 16), a priest of the Lii (Vinaya) sect

of Buddhism, though belonging to a somewhat dif-

ferent genre and serving a ceremonial function, rep-

resents the same impressive, reassuring ideal (fig. 7).

A laudatory inscription by Liu Tao Jt'J (late 1 1th-

early 12 th centuries) emphasizes his air of dignity

and composure:

Uprightness and gravity he possessed in full,

His countenance was like his mind; 3
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FIG. 3 -

Qian Xuan,

Tao Yuanming’s

Return, location

unknown. After Tà

Sö Gen Min meiga

taikan (Tokyo,

1930), 3:pl 2.

Courtesy Fine Arts

Library, Harvard

College Library.
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FIG. 4.

Zhao Mengfu, Returning Home,

detail ofhandscroll, ink on silk,

21 x 72.5 cm. National Palace

Museum, Taibei.

fig. 5.

Du Jin, Tao Qian, detail ofhanging

scroll, ink and color on paper,

148.3 x 36.2 cm. Metropolitan

Museum ofArt, New York.

fig. 6.

Portrait ofFeng Ping,from the Five Old Men of

Suiyang, before 1 056, album leaf, ink and color

on silk, 39.

9

x 32. 1 cm. Freer Gallery ofArt,

Smithsonian Institution, Washington, DC.

Preeminent in the strictness of his morality

His mind was like his countenance. 5

Men famous as poets rather than as officials or

prelates are commonly treated with the same air of

institutional sobriety, as in an anonymous picture of

the poet Bo Juyi é] M J? (772-846) in the Muto col-

lection in Japan, inscribed in 1284 by the monk

Wuxue Zuyuan ^ JH 7L (1226-86) (fig. 8).
6 An

even more pronounced stolidity characterizes pic-

tures of the poet Qu Yuan M. If- (ca. 340-278 b.c.e.)

(fig. 9). According to tradition, Qu was the author or

compiler of the Songs ofChu (
Chuci a collec-

tion of early shamanistic poetry, and his portrait

often accompanies illustrations of a suite of stanzas

from that collection known as the Nine Songs (jfiuge4
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FIG. 7 (LEFT).

Portrait ofPriest Dazhi,

hanging scroll, ink and color

on silk, 92.5 x 40.5 cm.

Cleveland Museum ofArt.

FIG. 8 (RIGHT).

Portrait ofBoJuyi, before 1284,

hanging scroll, ink and color

on silk, 94.8 x 43. 7 cm. Muto

Collection, Japan.

After Suiboku bijutsu taikei

(Tokyo, 1973-78), 5:pl. 3.

FIG. 9 (LEFT).

After Zhao Mengfu, Nine

Songs, portrait of Qii Yuan,

album painting, ink on paper,

26.5 x 15.8 cm. Metropolitan

Museum ofArt, New York.

FIG. 10 (RIGHT).

After Zhao Mengfu, Nine

Songs, the Princess ofXiang

album painting, ink on paper,

26.5 x 15.8 cm. Metropolitan

Museum ofArt, New York.

5
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Jh^r). Several handscrolls and albums illustrating

this text are extant, associated with the late Northern

Song painter Li Gonglin (ca. 1041-1106)

and with later artists working in his tradition. The

Nine Songs tell of deities and spirits—the Greater

and Lesser Masters ofFate, the Princess and Lady of

the Xiang River, and others—and their celestial

roamings and divine passions. In the illustrations

these exotic divinities coast and soar among clouds

and waves, robes swishing and sashes tracing the

breeze. The Princess of the Xiang (Xiangjun 0 lé. )

,

for one, flower in hand, walks on water; her stance,

in a drift of coiling scarves, is spirited and elegant

(fig. 10).
7 Qu Yuan appears as a frontispiece to these

compositions, and in sharp contrast with them:

standing with shoulders burdened and arms thor-

oughly sleeved, only a finger or two protruding, an

image of the workaday, here-and-now literatus.

Liang Kai’s Tao Yuanming presents an image

entirely unlike this—indeed, he resembles the divine

Princess of the Xiang River rather more than he does

his fellow poet Qu Yuan. His smooth features and

light, mobile silhouette recall other types from Chi-

nese pictorial art as well: flying immortals, gracefully

beribboned Buddhist divinities (figs. 11-14). 8 In

terms of the familiar, established forms of traditional

Chinese pictorial art, Tao’s portrait situates itself

not only with the literati hut among girls and god-

desses, Daoist transcendents, and bodhisattvas.

The present essay is an inquiry into this curious

fact. I will argue that these feminine and divine allu-

sions represent an interpretation ofTao’s thought—

they are, in other words, a kind of literary criticism

or exegesis in visual form. This visually proffered

interpretation does not dwell on the ideas of reclu-

sion, simplicity, contentment, and Confucian virtue

usually associated with him—themes that pervade

the written traditions of Tao Yuanming criticism.

Rather, it emphasizes other aspects of the poet’s

writing: preoccupations with death, thoughts of

escape or transcendence, unconsummated yearn-

ings. This is an interesting alternative way oflooking

at Tao Yuanming, his works, and his legacy. It is

also interesting as evidence of the visual artist’s mea-

sure of independence from the traditions of literary

commentary—even when treating a literary subject.
9

I have paired the concepts of femininity and

divinity here; the overlapping of the two in the Chi-

nese visual tradition, though sometimes recognized,

remains an important subject for investigation, and

aspects of it will be considered here.

OTHERWORLDLY THOUGHTS

Liang Kai’s Scholar of the Eastern Fence is not sim-

ply a picture of the man, for there is a narrative sub-

sumed within the image. Tao is shown at a moment

he described in one of his best-known poems, the

fifth in his suite of Drinking Wine: Twenty Poems

(
Yinjiu ershi shou $a.>§ — d~ ),

which, he tells us

in a preface, he wrote in the evenings “all alone with

my shadow” over some excellent wine. The poem

opens with a quatrain about the hubbub oflocal traf-

fic passing by his cottage—traffic that he does not

hear; in the world of his mind—his “detached

mind”—he is in a remote, unpeopled place. He goes

on to describe it:

Gathering chrysanthemums by the eastern fence

I catch sight of South Mountain in the distance;

The mountain air is lovely as the sun sets

And flocks of flying birds return together.

There’s an essential meaning in all this

—

I would explain it but can’t find the words. 10

It is the central couplet that is visualized in Liang

Kai’s painting: “Gathering chrysanthemums by the

eastern fence / 1 catch sight ofSouth Mountain in the

distance.”

Chrysanthemums were believed to have medic-

inal properties. Following a custom traditionally

practiced on the “Double Ninth,” the ninth day of

the ninth lunar month, Tao used to steep their petals

in wine for a longevity potion. This autumnal cus-

tom is often associated in his poetry with thoughts of

mortality and oblivion, and as he gathers chrysan-

themums in the fifth Drinking poem Tao is indeed

thinking about wanings and endings. The day, like

the season, is declining; it is evening, with the birds

returning to their roost. As for South Mountain—

a

name for nearby Mount Lu, in northern Jiangxi
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FIG. II (LEFT).

Bodhisattva, Dunhuang cave no.

401, early Tang. After Chügoku

sekkutsu: Tonkö bakkökutsu

(Tokyo, 1980-82), 4:pl. 7.

FIG. 12 (RIGHT).

Bodhisattva on the Tamamushi

shrine (overall height ofshrine:

233.3 cm), Hôryüji, Kara.

FIG. 13 (LEFT).

Kichijdten,

eighth century,

colors on hemp,

53.3 x 32 cm,

Yakushiji,

Nara.

FIG. 14 (RIGHT).

Guanyinfrom

Dazu, Sichuan.

After Dazu

Rock Carvings

of China

(Chongqing,

1991),

pi. 19.

7
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FIG. 15.

Li Gonglin, Returning to Seclusion, section ofhandscroll, ink and color on silk
,
37 cm high.

Freer Gallery ofArt, Smithsonian Institution, Washington, DC.

Province—Tao’s glimpse of it caps and clinches the

valedictory mood. Mount Lu was famous as a her-

mits’ retreat and an immortals’ abode, and Tao else-

where speaks of it metaphorically as his final resting

place. Its sight moves him to transmundane imagin-

ings to which he alludes with a haunting elusiveness,

“losing” or “forgetting the words”
(
ivangyan ië if

)

to describe them. Liang Kai has pictured Tao poised

in this moment of serene awareness, lifting his chry-

santhemum as if saluting the numinous mountain,

his robes quivering as if to express his state ofmind.

That is in fact what they are doing. Tao’s silhou-

ette—posture, gesture, dress—represents an inter-

pretation ofthe nature ofhis insights at this moment.

For Tao’s figure here, Liang Kai has drawn on

an earlier portrayal of the poet: Li Gonglin’s illustra-

tion ofanother ofTao’s poems, the great “Returning

Home”
(
Guiqulai If ifc.) prose-poem in which

Tao describes his decision to leave his official job

and his return home to a life ofprivacy and indepen-

dence in which he could be himself. Li’s handscroll

illustration of“Returning Home” was well known at

court in the Southern Song; a version in the Freer

Gallery, Yuanming Returning to Seclusion (Yuan-

mingguiyin >Jrî| If Fif ),
is generallyjudged to be an

early and close copy of Li Gonglin’s composition. 11

It presents a series of scenes alternating with sec-

tions of the text, with Tao’s figure appearing eight

times, engaged in various activities he described in

the prose-poem. The seventh Tao figure in Li’s

scroll is the prototype for Liang’s image (fig. 15).

Tao appears here on a hilltop overlooking a stretch

ofwater with a cliff and clouds beyond. As in Liang

Kai’s painting, he is shown in three-quarter view,

walking by a tree, staffin hand, facing a distant pros-

pect, clothes blowing behind him.

It was not by chance that Liang Kai appropri-

ated this particular Tao figure, for it expresses an

idea well suited to his purposes. The corresponding

section of the “Returning Home” text—the closing

lines—is, like the central couplet of the fifth Drink-

ing poem, a valedictory image:

So little time are we granted human form in the

world!

Let us then follow the inclinations of the heart . . .

Rather on some fine morning to walk alone,

Now planting my staff to take up a hoe,

Or climbing the east hill and whistling long

Or composing verses beside the clear stream:

So I manage to accept my lot until the ultimate

homecoming.

Rejoicing in Heaven’s command, what is there

to doubt? 12
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FIG. l6.

Copy ofLi Gonglin’s Returning to Seclusion,

section ofhandscroll,

ink on paper, 33. 7 cm high.

National Palace Museum, Taihei.

Li Gonglin’s staff-holding, windblown Tao on the

east hill is an image of the poet engaged in thoughts

of death and release. His long whistle, a practice

aiming at communication with spirits and alignment

with nature, orients him away from human con-

cerns. His mind is turned to the next, the “ultimate

homecoming”; his forward momentum has an air of

lightness and freedom, as if passing from a state of

Confucian eremitism to a more footloose Daoist dis-

engagement. His agitated clothing, suggestive of

whistling, of flight, and of faraway thoughts, is the

medium for this message. It is a message very much

in keeping with Tao’s experience at the eastern

fence. By invoking Li Gonglin’s image of the poet

contemplating death and release, Liang Kai amplifies

his own ofTao catching sight of South Mountain.

The generalized airiness seen in these figures is

pervasive throughout Tao Yuanming pictorial imag-

ery: a breeze follows him even where, in terms of the

material world around him, it seems to make little

sense. Though just two of the Tao Yuanming fig-

ures in the Freer Returning to Seclusion scroll—one

ofhim arriving by boat at the beginning, in addition

to the east hill image near the end—have trailing gar-

FIG. 17.

Ma Shi, Returning Home, sdion ofhandscroll,

ink on paper, 28 cm high. Liaoning Provincial

Museum, Shenyang. After Zhonghua wuqiannian

wenwujikan: Minghuabian (Taihei, 1987-), 1:155.

ments, in many later illustrations of the poem most

or all ofthem do. In a copy ofthe Freer handscroll in

the National Palace Museum in Taihei, every one of

the Tao Yuanming figures from one end ofthe scroll

to the other has been zapped by the wind. Those

walking around out of doors all have streaming

sashes and puffed-out sleeves; even those that are

seated or indoors have short scarf-ends fluttering

edgily around them—as, for example, in the scene of

a drinking party where Tao’s sashes twitch while

those of his companions he inert (fig. 16). Tao’s

sashes also wriggle or fly throughout many of the

scenes in a collaborative Ming Returning Home
scroll in Liaoning (fig. 17) and in a late version

attributed to Qiu Ying (ca. 1495-1552) in the

National Palace Museum. 13
It is only Tao whose

clothing is agitated in this way; friends, family, and

servants occupying the same spaces are unaffected.

Similarly, in the Scholar of the Eastern Fence
,
to

judge from the foliage it is not a windy day, nor does

Tao’s stride look brisk enough to account for the

broad swish and flutter of his clothes. Simply put,

the air around his body seems dynamic; it is an aura, 9

and imputes to him a measure of divinity.
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FIG. l8.

Man riding a dragonfrom Changsha, ca. third century

b.c.e., ink and color on silk, 37.5 x 28 cm. Hunan Pro-

vincial Museum. After Zhongguo meishu quanji: Hui-

huabian (Shanghai and Beijing, 1987-89), l:pl. 44.

The pictorial semiotics here is by no means

exclusive to China. Anne Hollander has discussed

similar effects in European painting “when an other-

worldly wind begins to assert its power on the gar-

ment for aesthetic purposes other than showing

motion or gravitation”:

Flemish and German artists of the Late Gothic

period show how the drapery of figures may by

itself invest an image with visionary force, as

when the cloth is made to whip up and swirl with-

out any apparent physical force exerted on it.

Certain scenes from this period will combine the

mundane figures of donors, whose clothes hang

and lie in folds, with those of saints and angels,

whose garments fly, subject to fits of inexplicable

energy. ... It clearly seemed appropriate to the

creators and beholders of such paintings that

celestial drapery float but that earthly clothing . . .

obey the common law of gravity.
14

It is such a “visionary force” (qi H in the Chinese

context) that often seems to envelop the earthly gar-

ments ofTao Yuanming.

ROAMING WITH THE IMMORTALS

Tao’s breezy silhouette associates him with Chinese

divinities of many sorts that have been pictured in a

stream ofdivine energy: goddesses and river nymphs,

traveling shamans and wonder-working sages, bodhi-

sattvas and angels—seekers and finders of immortal-

ity or enlightenment. Underlying the airiness of all of

diem is the idea ofcelestial flight, a human fantasy that

knows few regional or cultural bounds. In the Chi-

nese tradition, flight has been an accomplishment

reserved for immortal beings, and at the same time a

route toward the prize of immortality—overlapping

ideas that may be said to acknowledge the quasi-sex-

ual coexistence of fulfillment and desire.

A magic voyage is the subject ofone of the earli-

est Chinese paintings extant, a painting on silk of

around the third century b.c.e. found in the Chang-

sha region in the then state ofChu (fig. 1 8). A stand-

ing male figure rides on the deeply curved, boat-

shaped spine of a dragon. A fish swims along

beneath the dragon while a crested bird perches on

its tail, demarking the aqueous and aerial realms.
15

Seen in profile and slightly from the rear, robed and

capped, the man carries at his waist a rodlike

object—perhaps the long staff or sword mentioned

as a shaman’s attribute in the Nine Songs of roughly

the same time and region as the painting.
1(1 His feet

are not quite planted on the dragon’s back; he

appears to hover above it, and an umbrellalike can-

opy likewise hovers above his head, neither sup-

ported nor hanging by any visible device. The voy-

age is evidently a rapid one; the pendant tassels of

the canopy stream backwards, and the figure’s cap-

strings fly back behind his neck too. The scene sug-

gests the voyage by dragon-mount or dragon-boat

described in one of the Nine Songs:
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The stream runs fast through the stony shallows

And my flying dragon wings swiftly above it.
17

Flying robes and sashes are common in Han

dynasty pictures of humanlike sprites who whiz

around in the qiNiWtd realms—the cosmic force

fields—depicted on coffin surfaces and tomb walls.
18

They are also characteristic of the anthropomorphic

immortals ofvarious kinds pictured in Six Dynasties

art, such as the flying angels (apsaras) of the Bud-

dhist cave-temples at Yungang, Longmen, and Dun-

huang, or the flying celestials of the Xishanqiao and

Dengxian tombs. 19 Fluttering sashes remain a pri-

mary pictorial device for representing divinity

throughout later times. A hanging scroll in Taibei by

Liang Kai’s contemporary Ma Yuan &} (fl. ca.

1 190-1230) ofan immortal riding a dragon through

space, sashes flying, is a latter-day version of the

Chu picture of 1500 years earlier (fig. 19).
2 " The

idea of flight is expressed here in a complexly spatial

and dynamic way, and the scene throbs with super-

natural energy. The sage and his dragon twist and

flex as they course through the clouds, while a

gnome-servant speeds toward his master bringing his

potent dragon-headed staff. Every part of die figures’

clothes, the staffs trimmings, or the dragon’s body

that can curl, swish, or snap in the air is doing so.

The dragon-boat poem belongs to a body of

poetry on “roaming immortals” or “roaming with

the immortals” (youxian shi df); the lines

quoted are from the “Princess of the Xiang” section

of the Nine Songs. Visions of celestial journeys

appear in other poems in the Songs ofChu collection

too, among them “Traveling Afar”
(
Yuanyou ii.tff'),

“Heavenly Questions”
(
Tianwen N ), and odiers

of the Nine Songs. 2 ' The “roaming immortals” genre

was particularly popular in the early Southern

Dynasties period. The literary elite of those days

were preoccupied with the notions of immortality

and divine flight, and many of them took drugs and

practiced exercises aimed at the extension of life and

the attainment of special powers. Among the powers

they aspired to was flight, and various drugs believed

to bring about the lightening of body weight—an

important part ofthe process ofbecoming an airwor-

thy immortal—were much sought after.
22

fig. 19.

Ma Yuan

,

Riding a Dragon, hanging scroll,

ink and color on silk, 1 08.

1

* 52. 6 cm.

National Palace Museum, Taibei.

In time these preoccupations subsided, and

“roaming with the immortals” poetry yielded place

to other literary modes. 23 But the language and

imagery of celestial beings and magic journeys

proved to have a very long half-life; they remain

common throughout later writing, even in texts only
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tenuously connected with immortality ideas. David

Hawkes has remarked on this phenomenon:

the patterns of thought associated with what one

might call the cosmological approach to art

became so ingrained that they affected all litera-

ture, not only those kinds whose themes sug-

gested it.

As an example he cites Luji PÈ.M (261-303), who,

in his “Prose-poem on Literature” (Wenfn X. 1^),

moves in a few lines from the reasonable “the writer

contemplates the mystery ofthe universe” to the fan-

tastical “his spirit gallops to the eight ends of the uni-

verse . . . Floating on the heavenly lake, he swims

along; plunging into the nether spring, he immerses

himself.” As Hawkes explains it, “The metaphor . .

.

treats the creative writer as a magician who moves

through the universe like the mystics and shamans of

old in their celestialjourneys.”24 Supernatural imag-

ery, as he says elsewhere, “formed part of the stock-

in-trade of all Chinese poets.”25

And so it remained long after Lu Ji’s time,

indeed throughout the entire history of traditional

Chinese literature. After all, the supernatural was

immanent, for longevity and immortality were

viewed as a continuum rather than as pertaining to

clearly distinct realms. Wolfgang Bauer has

described this continuum in connection with the

life-conserving practice of eremitism. The process

begins, so to speak, with Tao Yuanming; that is,

with

the hermit’s resignation from leading posts, com-

bined with a preference for living in smaller

towns or villages rather than in the busy capital.

As a next step, the hermit might leave the town or

village and choose to dwell in the countryside. . . .

He may then go even further, abandoning his

family and fleeing into wholly uncultivated areas,

dwelling alone in the mountains and marshes. . . .

The subsequent steps are imaginative rather than

real: the hermit bids farewell to mankind alto-

gether, vanishing into distant, fabulous countries

or islands. . . . Many of the Chinese immortals

(hsien) may be counted among such “hermits”

(“earthly hermits” ti-hsien). The final stage ... is

reached when the hermit leaves the world

entirely, when he ascends to heaven. . . . This

stage is necessarily associated with the idea of

death, although this is rarely expressed; or it may

even be interpreted, by means of inversion, as an

overcoming of death. 26

Given the porous borders between mortal life and

immortality in Chinese thought, beings could be

imagined as belonging to, or between, both realms,

and the visual imagery of immortals in the later Six

Dynasties period bespeaks just such an understand-

ing. Just as Lu Ji’s hero was at once philosopher and

magician, pictured figures might combine mortal

and supernatural features. As Audrey Spiro has

shown, transcendent beings in Six Dynasties funer-

ary reliefs shed the feathers and wings of their more

archaic manifestations and took on portraitlike

faces, while the figures of eminent historical gentle-

men such as those portrayed in the Xishanqiao tomb

near Nanjing developed the lightness and insubstan-

tiality of ethereal beings. Eulogistic language about

real people might use the imagery of spiritlike airi-

ness: in Liu Yiqing’s Jt'J “New Account of

Tales of the World” (Shishuo xinyu
),

Wang Xizhi J£ (303-61) and other luminaries

are described as drifting like clouds, light and grace-

ful, airily soaring.
27
In the Southern Dynasties imag-

ination, in other words, praiseworthy mortals were

sometimes portrayed as the light-bodied transcen-

dents many ofthem aspired to become, and recluses

who went off in quest of immortality might be pic-

tured as if they had arrived at their goal.

Hawkes speaks of such imagined celestial jour-

neys as flights to prolong life,
28 and Helmut Wil-

helm calls them “wanderings of the spirit on the

lookout for another life, for continuing in another

way, another place.”
29

It goes without saying that,

for all their pipe-dream exoticism and the endless

sensual elaborations in which some ofthem indulge,

“roaming with the immortals” poems reflect entirely

natural, urgent human anxieties about life and

death.

Tao Yuanming’s own poetic voice was very dif-

ferent from that of the “roaming immortals” poets of12
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FIG. 20.

Gu Kaizhi, Admonitions

of the Ladies’ Instructress,

section ofhandscroll,

ink and color on silk,

24.8 x 348.2 cm.

British Museum.

his own and earlier times and indeed came to sup-

plant it; his oeuvre stands at the beginning of the

long later tradition of writing about real landscapes

and personal feelings in simple, natural language.

All the same, death was much on his mind, and he

too sometimes entertained fanciful visions of divine

flight. His parable about the secret utopia of the

“Peach Blossom Spring” (Taohua yuan

ends with this image:

I want to tread upon the thin thin air

And rise up high to find my own kind.
30

In “Drinking Alone in the Rainy Season” (Lianyu

duyin fx), after musing on drinking and on

death, Tao writes:

Is heaven so far from this after all?

Nothing tops the one who trusts the True.

The cloud-high crane with wonderful wings

Can reach the ends of the earth in a moment of

time.

The cloud-high crane is Tao’s image of drunken

immortality, though he was aware that immortality

was not his lot.
31 Elsewhere he wrote about leaving

for South Mountain, associated with transcendence

and immortality: “On and on, where should I wish to

go?
/
My old home is there on South Mountain.”

These lines suggest a transmundane spirit journey,

and Tao’s airily poised attitude as he faces South

Mountain in Liang Kai’s painting is entirely consis-

tent with such an idea. Desire or aspiration is here

expressed as a projection of a wishfully fulfilled self-

image: the visual metaphor of flight presents him as a

poet contemplating transcendent matters, like the

sage in Lu Ji’s “Prose-poem on Literature.” Super-

natural imagery, clearly enough, was part of the

stock-in-trade of the pictorial artist as well as the

poet.

LOVE OBJECTS

The language and visual imagery to which Audrey

Spiro directs our attention, casting mortal sages as

“light and airy” divinities, is distinctly feminine

imagery; and indeed, one of the most striking and

curious things about Tao Yuanming’s portrait is its

femininity. He drifts lightly across the ground with

sashes silkily trailing, a flower in his delicately

pointed fingers; his silhouette resembles nothing so

much as that of the court beauty presenting herself

to her prince in Gu Kaizhi’s (ca. 344-406)

Admonitions of the Ladies' Instructress (JVushi zhen

dçÿL'ïk,) scroll (fig. 20).
32 She, too, glides hopefully

leftward, sashes trailing behind and curling in front

of her; her torso and head are similarly tilted, chin 13
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FIG. 21.

Gu Kaizhi, Nymph of

the Luo River,

section ofhandscroll,

ink arid color on silk,

27.1 x 572.8 cm.

Palace Museum, Beijing.

After Zhongguo lidai huihua

(Beijing, 1978), 1:6.

lifted and shoulders set elegantly back. Again, the

male dignitary in the scene—the sober, demurring

prince—resembles Tao less than she does.

Also Tao-like is the beauty in another composi-

tion traditionally attributed to Gu Kaizhi, a hand-

scroll illustrating the prose-poem “The Nymph of

the Luo River”
(
Luoshenfu (fig- 21). The

poem, written in 222 by Cao Zhi # fi (192-232),

tells a story of unfulfilled romance between a prince

and a ravishing river fairy. Several versions of this

composition are extant today; none of them ante-

dates the Song dynasty, but they retain many ele-

ments of Six Dynasties style.
33

In the section shown

here, from the version in Beijing, the nymph
appears surrounded by a dragon, a hazy moon,

chrysanthemums and a miniature pine tree

—

attributes that, along with the whispery lightness of

her figure, are meant to illustrate Cao Zhi’s poetic

description:

Her body soars lightly like a startled swan,

Gracefully, like a dragon in flight,

In splendor brighter than the autumn chrysanthe-

mum,

In bloom more flourishing than the pine in

spring;

Dim as the moon mantled in filmy clouds,

Restless as snow whirled by the driving wind.
54

Both grace and flight are suggested by the airy

motion of the goddess’s sleeves and skirts, and espe-

cially by the ribbonlike sashes that detach themselves

from her frame and open it out to the space around.

The poetic imagery underlying Gu Kaizhi’s

conception of femininity goes back well before Cao

Zhi’s time to such sources as the ethereal dancing

girls in Fu Yi’s f# fH (ca. 35-ca. 90) “Rhapsody on

the Dance”:

Colored jackets with flying sashes are adorned

with dainty gauze. . . .

With every puff of a gentle breeze

They send forth the sweet scent of pollia. . . .

Gossamer gowns blow in the breeze,

Long sleeves tangle and twine together . .

.

They flutter about like hovering swallows,

And soar into the air like startled swans. 35

Earlier still, there are the dancing beauties of Sima

Xiangru’s 5] .ij -fo (179-117 b.c.e.) verses,

weightless dream lovers like the goddesses of the

Xiang and Luo Rivers. Their fluttering, drifting

scarves and ribbons seem almost to be amorously

fingering the viewer’s imagination:

Long and trailing, full and flowing . . .

Flying aprons and dangling sashes,
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Flap and flutter, swirl and sway,

Surge and billow, rustle and swish,

Grazing thoroughwort and basil below,

Brushing feathered canopies above . . .

Vaguely visualized, dimly descried,

Apparitions, it seems, of goddesses. 36

From Gu Kaizhi’s time on, dream girls and river

nymphs—filmy, sylphlike beings—have been pic-

tured in the wafting clothes and lightsome attitudes

described in early texts like these. Lightly breasting

the wind, the Eastern Fence scholar has the same

ethereal air; and the coincidentally shared imagery

ofchrysanthemum and pine adds a further, uncanny

correspondence between the poet and the Luo

River nymph. Were it not for the matter of gender

(implicit anyway, given the gender-free Chinese

syntax), Cao Zhi’s description of the nymph quoted

above—and Gu Kaizhi’s illustration—would be only

a few removes into the empyrean from the buoyant

girlish figure ofLiang Kai’s Tao Yuanming.37

After the Six Dynasties period the delineation of

figures in general became more corporeal, and the

drapery of beautiful women came to conform more

closely to the shape ofthe body within and the tug of

gravity without. The court ladies painted on the

walls in early eighth-century tombs near Xi’an or on

a screen in the Shösöin in Nara have real mass; so do

those in a copy of a scroll by the court painter Zhou

Fang m (fl. ca. 740-800), Ladies with Flowers in

Their Hair (Zanhua shi’nu in the Liao-

ning Provincial Museum.38 Their robes have palpa-

ble mass too, draped over shoulders and arms and

hanging earthward. But these more substantial

women still share posture and gesture with Tao

—

particularly the central figure in Zhou Fang’s scroll,

as she contemplates the blossom in her hand (fig.

22). Rare is the painting of a mortal male figure

—

poet, scholar, official—whose physical articulation

resembles that ofthe Eastern Fence poet as closely as

does this beauty in her garden. And it should be

noted that divine women continue to wear floating

sashes in the Tang, keeping much of their transpar-

ent airiness as their mortal sisters put on weight.

The eighth-century Tang-style painting of

Kichijöten, goddess of beauty and prosperity, at

Zhou Fang, Ladies with Flowers in Their Hair,

detail ofhandscroll, ink and color on silk, 46 x 180 cm.

Liaoning Provincial Museum, Shenyang.

After Zhongguo meishu quanji: Huihua bian, 2:no. 23.

Yakushiji in Nara is a celestial counterpart to the pal-

ace lady in Zhou Fang’s garden scene, or to the

beauties on the Shösöin screen: similar in physique

and posture, as her body and attention center on the

symbolic treasure in her hand (fig. 13). The myste-

rious energies flowing through her trailing scarves,

though, proclaim her divine status. By the time

Liang Kai painted Tao’s picture, the feminine and

divine implications of the fluttering silhouette were

very clearly established.
39

Along with his sashes, Tao’s chrysanthemum is

a common feature of his iconography, to be found in

bust-length portraits and in paintings that show him

seated as well as standing, such as an anonymous

Yuan painting in the Palace Museum in Taibei; a

small picture by Lu Zhi fè '/ê (1496-1576) ofhimself
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FIG. 23.

Lu Zhi, Traces ofTao Yuanming, album leaf,

ink on paper, 34.2 x 23.8 cm.

National Palace Museum, Taibei.

in a Tao-like guise in the same collection; and the

many scrolls of Tao Yuanming Stories or Episodes in

the Life of Tao Yuanming
(
Tao Yuanming gushi P*J

ijirj (figs. 23, 24).
40 This flower in Tao’s

hand is another attribute that allies him with repre-

sentations ofwomen and divinities.

To be sure, scholars appreciated flowers too

—

their beauty and the virtues or values that many of

them symbolized—and many paintings show gentle-

men meditating thoughtfully on flowers. In most

cases, though, the flowers are growing in a garden or

arranged in a vase, and the man admires them at a

distance, without touching them. 41 Indeed, the

appreciation offlowers is most commonly suggested

through paintings ofthe flower alone, without figure

or setting—paintings that are themselves objects of

hands-off visual appreciation—with the scholar’s

responses conveyed in the form of inscribed mus-

ings. Pictures of scholars other than Tao actually

handling flowers are unusual, and most ofthem date

from Qing times; an example is the painting Luo

Ping HU-f did for his friend Yi’an in 1798 of a

man holding and sniffing a spray ofplum blossoms

(fig. 25).
42 This gentleman cuts an odd figure with

his jaded, distracted air, moodily ugly and heavy of

stance in his stiff robe, posed by a bizarre shell of

hollowed rock. His physical contact with the flower

is a further eccentricity.

Holding a flower, in other words, is character-

istically feminine or devotional, and there is also a

distinctly feminine or devout manner of doing so:

stem held lightly between thumb and forefinger in

a delicate pinching gesture. This is the way

women, immortals, and Buddhist figures generally

hold their various floral attributes; it is the gesture

Tao invariably uses, very different from the blunt

grip flower-holding gentlemen like Luo Ping’s

FIG. 24.

Portrait of Tao Yuanming, album leaf

ink and color on silk, 42.

6

* 34.6 cm.

National Palace Museum, Taibei.
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FIG. 25. FIG. 26.

Luo Ping, Portrait for Yi’an, Herbgatherers, tenth-twelfth centuries,

1 798, hanging scroll, ink and hanging scroll, ink and color on paper,

color on paper, 119.7 * 43.5 54 * 34. 6 cm. Yanbei District Material Culture

cm. Ching Yuan Chai Collec- Workstation, Shanxi. After Zhongguo meishu

tion, Berkeley, California. quanji: Huihua bian, 3mo. 53.

fig. 27 .

Donor king, Dunhuang cave no. 98,

tenth century. Afer Chügoku sekkutsu:

Tonkö bakkökutsu, 5:pl. 13.

plum fancier have on their blossoms. Held this

way, a flower does not speak of scholarly virtues

and gentleman gardeners but of other spheres of

meaning, ones consonant with themes of divinity

and desire. In the hand of a worldly charmer such

as the central figure in Zhou Fang’s scroll, it is a

metaphor both for the perfection of her beauty and

for its fragility (fig. 22).
43 The sprig held by the age-

less, immortal Princess of the Xiang is a metaphor

for transcendence (fig. 10)—as in the Nine Songs

passage where the seeker, “twisting a spray of cas-

sia,” aches for union with the deity.
44 Herb-gather-

ing transcendents of Daoist lore lucky enough to

find a lingzhi S
,
the mushroom of immortality,

hold it up the same way (fig. 26).
45 Donors and

worshipers in Buddhist painting are frequently

pictured approaching a divine being with flower in

hand in a gesture of offering or praise, using the

thumb-and-forefinger gesture—as does the monk
from a cave at Kizil in Central Asia of around the

fifth century in the Metropolitan Museum in New
York, or the king in the Five Dynasties cave no. 98

at Dunhuang (fig. 27).
46 As an expression of votive

sentiment, the small drawing of a hand holding a

flower Tao’s way, between two fingers—a fragment

of a Buddhist painting on silk of the eighth or ninth 17
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FIG. 28 .

Hand
holding a

flower,

from Toyok,

eighth-ninth

centuries,

fragment ofa

painting

on silk,

9.2 x 4.3 cm.

Berlin State

Museums.

After Along

the Ancient

Silk Routes

(New York,

1982),

no. 132.

centuries from Toyok—is eloquent enough (fig.

28).
47

SEX AND IMMORTALITY

The dragon-boat voyage in the Nine Songs men-

tioned above was undertaken with a specific pur-

pose: the seeker is in quest of a divine woman, and

the text is thick with the language of amorous long-

ing. To quote further:

Skimming the water in my cassia boat . . .

I look for the goddess, but she does not come

yet . . .

North I go, drawn by my flying dragon . . .

I waft my magic across the Great River.

I waft my magic, but it does not reach her.

The lady is sad, and sighs for me;

And my tears run down over cheeks and chin:

I am choked with longing for my lady . . .

The stream runs fast through the stony shallows

And my flying dragon wings swiftly above it.
48

These verses on the “Princess of the Xiang

River” and Cao Zhi’s “Nymph of the Luo River”

quoted above are early and influential poems in the

tradition of cantos on river goddesses, a genre of

sensual poetry about the amours of nymphs and

princes. Airy and breezy images, such as the winds

that spin the snowdrifts in Cao Zhi’s poem, pervade

these verses and have an insistent presence in the

cantos of later times as well. They suggest cosmic

harmonies and divine flight; but there is also an

erotic side to them for, as these poems make abun-

dantly clear, the associations ofwind in Chinese cul-

ture include the idea of the winds ofpassion.

Wind is the ray of desire beamed by the beauty:

“The wind pulled at her precious clothes”; “Wind

from her netted gauze underskirt stirs up a light

dust”; “In front of the railing, the wind sends off a

pervasive fragrance”; “Cold and pink, blown

upward by the wind: peach flower petals.” It is the

lover’s lust and its consummation: “Willow belts [a

sign of the king] shaking in the wind”; “Moon color

threads through the hanging screen; wind enters the

bamboo”; “blinded by pleasure, his heart proved

inadequate,
/
The wind blows.” Wind is also the

shiver of frustration and loss: “the pillow [is] cold, /

The wind is delicate, rain falls in a misty veil”;

“Songs and flute airs from thejade storied building,
/

Their sound severed, have already followed the

wind”; “In green aspens, the wind grows still, con-

gealing my idle resentment”; “My fleeting life’s

lengthy resentments whirl up like tumbleweed.”49

Love poetry of this sort is a specialized genre, to

be sure; but the theme of erotic yearning found

there, expressed in the Luo River nymph’s wind-

ruffled silhouette, is not altogether incompatible

with the yearning of the windblown scholar of the

Eastern Fence. The bridge between them—between

transcendental and sexual longing—is crossed by

the Song poet Li Qingzhao ^ fi?.
(
1 084-ca. 1151)

in a well-known lyric, “Drunk in the Flowery

Shade”
(
Zui huayin Sj5

- I« ). This poem is a play

on Tao’s fifth Drinking poem that gives it a dis-

tinctly erotic twist. Li is writing, she tells us, on the

Double Ninth; it is twilight, and she raises a cup at

the eastern fence. Her mind, though, is not on South

Mountain, but on incense, her jade pillow, and silk

bedcurtains stirred by the west wind—an emanation
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of her absent lover. Overcome with yearning, she

feels “more fragile than the yellow chrysanthe-

mum.”50 To picture Li Qingzhao’s variation on the

theme of Tao Yuanming’s fifth Drinking poem, it

would take but a slight variation on the painting of

the Scholar of the Eastern Fence. The substitution

for Tao of a figure like the Luo River fairy or the

woman from the Admonitions scroll would do it

(figs. 21, 20): lightly erect in posture, her hems,

sleeves, and scarves floating up and out around

her—“cold and pink, blown upward by the wind:

peach flower petals.”

Let us pursue a bit further our hypothetical

transformation of Tao Yuanming into Li Qingzhao

at the eastern fence. Li Qingzhao’s distant gaze is

fixed not on South Mountain, symbol of other-

worldly yearnings, but on a far-offobject ofamorous

desire. The differences between the mountain and

the lover are not as absolute as they may at first

appear, for love objects had long been a metaphor

for transcendental aspirations, and the trajectory of

the seeker’s desire a metaphor for thejourney to the

realms of the immortals.

David ffawkes has elucidated the correspon-

dences between the male shaman’s vain pursuit,

“choked with longing,” of the river goddess in his

dragon-drawn boat in the “Princess of the Xiang”

and magic flights undertaken with the aim of tran-

scending mortality such as that described in Sima

Xiangru’s “Great Man” prose-poem (Darenfu W
Is^) of the second century B.C.E .

51 Mystic journeys

were often associated with the “quest of the god-

dess,” and the beauty herselfstands for thejourney’s

fulfillment. After all, the erotic climax, petite mort
,

has modeled death and immortality in many tradi-

tions, as drunken ecstasy did for Tao Yuanming (“I

forget heaven,” he wrote, drunk, “but is heaven so

far from this after all?”
52

). Finding and uniting with

the goddess was to be the poet’s own transfigura-

tion. The cult of Xiwangmu öh
,
the Queen

Mother of the West, as Suzanne Cahill sums it up,

centered on the conjoined longing for eternal life

and perfect love.
53 Donald Holzman explains Ruan

Ji’s BLltf (210-63) poems of yearning for beautiful

immortals in terms of a thwarted fantasy of becom-

ing one with them: “The sadness he feels because he

is not able to unite with them is, on one level, sad-

ness for his own mortality.”54 And the love he feels

for them is love for the immortality that these divine

females represent in their very bodies. The goddess-

like silhouette of the far-gazing Tao Yuanming

expresses this fancied union. Tao’s image in the

Eastern Fence painting—on the one hand voyaging,

on the other feminized—conflates the seeker and the

goal.

Indeed, a gender shift is implicit in the court-

ship between men and divine women; as Stephen

Bokenkamp has shown, since human seekers stand

in a subordinate relation to divinities, the mortal

male suitor of a goddess assumes a feminine role.
55

Though he may pursue her, he will also learn wom-

anly ways of attending, waiting, and receiving.

There is a feminine dimension to the very practice of

retirement itself: separated from the outside world

within the “closed gate” of the reclusive home and

garden, the hermit adopts the sheltered inward life

of the neiren A
,
the wife or “inside person.”

THE BODH ISATTVA

The image of the feminized transcendent goes back

at least to the graceful, maidenly flying immortal

described in the Zhuangzi :

there is a Holy Man living on faraway Ku-she

Mountain, with skin like ice or snow, and gende

and shy like a young girl. He doesn’t eat the five

grains, but sucks the wind, drinks the dew,

climbs up on the clouds and mist, rides a flying

dragon, and wanders beyond the four seas.
56

The Daoist vision of the silky flying adept found a

place in the culture of Southern Dynasties Bud-

dhism, where the practices of mountain travel and

mountain contemplation, suffused with old ideas

about shamanistic spirit voyages, were promoted as

Buddhist disciplines by the monk Huiyuan H
(344-416) at his Mount Lu temple community. In

his “Treatise Illuminating the Buddha”
(
Mingfo lun

(folk) Huiyuan’s adherent Zong Bing if;M (375-

443) writes ofsages traveling to the ends ofthe earth

like shamans, gaining Buddhist insights and per-

spectives into cosmic realms. In another essay,
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“Introduction on Painting Landscape”
(
Hua shan-

shui xu i iX) zR/f-
),
Zong described the journeys of

the imagination he made himself while looking at

landscape paintings; these were undertaken in the

pursuit ofBuddhist enlightenment as well.
57

The imagery of flight and femininity permeates

Buddhist art. The flying angels of the cave-temples

at Dunhuang might be the Gushe transcendent con-

verted to Buddhism, and the gracious silhouette of

the standing bodhisattva also often seems airily

adrift. One from an early Tang cave at Dunhuang

glides forward with an offering tray; one from a

panel of the seventh-century Tamamushi shrine at

Höryüji in Nara holds a lotus with a thoughtful air

(figs. 11, 12). Svelte, fringed with swaying scarves

and curling hair ribbons, their bodies look fluid and

weightless. 58 Like goddesses and river nymphs,

these standing Buddhist divinities give the impres-

sion of having just alit or materialized out of the air.

Some are actually engaged in a narrative of flight,

like the cloud-borne Guanyin as the “guide of

souls” coming to gather up the souls of the deserv-

ing dead and conduct them back to heaven, a scene

represented on silk banners from Dunhuang.59

Always androgynous, the Chinese bodhisattva

image became increasingly feminine in Song, as in the

relief of Guanyin holding a rosary at Dazu in

Sichuan—a winsome girlish figure facing slightly to

the left, scarves trailing behind and curling in front,

body lightly arched (fig. 14).
60 The description of

Guanyin in the sixteenth-century novelJourney to the

West (Xiyouji 3RW IcL
)
is very much like those of the

sexy girls and goddesses invoked by Sima Xiangru,

Fu Yi, and Cao Zhi in passages quoted above:

Fringes of dangling pearls andjade,

Scented bracelets set with lustrous treasures,

Dark hair piled smoothly in a coiled-dragon bun,

And elegant sashes lighdy fluttering as phoenix

quills . . .

Her velvet skirt and golden cords

Wrapped by hallowed air.

With brows of new moon shape

And eyes like two bright stars,

Herjadelike face beams with naturaljoy,

And her ruddy lips seem a flash of red.
61

The sexual metamorphosis of the bodhisattva has

long been recognized, though its causes—and the

eroticism of the imagery—are just beginning to be

investigated. 62 As we have seen, feminine imagery

invokes the ideas of revelation, divine wisdom, or

immortality modeled by the goddess in early litera-

ture. Chinese bodhisattvas—like Tao Yuanming

—

owe their feminine forms partly to the ancient iden-

tification ofwomen with spiritual realization and the

hope ofheaven.

The similarity ofTao Yuanming’s silhouette to

images such as the Dazu bodhisattva is alight with

meaning. In so nearly approximating this well-estab-

lished, familiar Buddhist figure type, Tao’s image

presents itself as participating in some way or degree

in the meanings represented by the bodhisattva.

It would not be surprising to find Buddhist per-

ceptions in Tao Yuanming’s writings, or at least affin-

ities with Buddhist thought. Buddhism was very

much part of the intellectual life of the Easternjin

period and the Mount Lu region, and many of Tao’s

contemporaries were involved and conversant with

it. On two occasions Tao himselfspoke of “illusion,”

a central Buddhist term and concept: the term liu-

huan “flowing illusion” appears in his poem on

“Returning to My Former Residence,” and meng-

huan £7 “dream-illusion,” a phrase found in the

Vimalakirti-nirdesa sütra, in the eighth of his Drink-

ing Wine poems. 63 The sentiments ofdisillusionment

he sometimes expressed are also compatible with a

Buddhist worldview. But such ideas he at the inter-

stices of Buddhist and Daoist thought, and Tao’s

commentators have been strongly inclined to locate

them in the latter camp. They recognize in his writ-

ings a mix of Confucian and Daoist ideas and debate

at length—sometimes contentiously—the relative

weight of his allegiance to those two schools. Bud-

dhism has rarely been brought into the discussion.

Ifthe written commentaries on Tao for the most

part ignore Buddhism, though, the visual record has

vigorously engaged with it, drawing unmistakable

connections between the poet and Buddhist imag-

ery and ideas. The pose Tao assumes at the eastern

fence, facing the numinous Mount Lu, is very close

to the classic pose of the bodhisattva in attendance

on a central image—like the ones on the Tamamushi
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FIG. 29.

Kichizan Minchd,

Säkyamuni “raising

theflower and smiling

slightly, ” 1 426,

central panelfrom

a seven-painting set.

Rokudin, Kyoto.

After Nihon bijutsu

taikei, vol. 4

(Tokyo, 1959-61).

shrine, which adorn the doors to the icon within

(fig. 12): the three-quarter view, the tilt of the face,

the position of the feet, the curling of the sashes, and

the flower-raising gesture.

Indeed, the close similarity between Tao’s pose

and that ofthe bodhisattva Guanyin as Padmapäni—
carrying a lotus, symbol of rebirth in the paradise of

the Pure Land—implies an equivalence between

their two floral attributes. To be sure, the benefits

offered by Tao’s medicinal chrysanthemum are triv-

ial compared to those represented by the bodhisat-

tva’s lotus. Since longevity is linked in Chinese

thought with transcendence and immortality,

though, both flowers ultimately symbolize other-

worldly aspirations, and Tao’s bodhisattva-like

pose expresses the hope of a lotuslike transcendence

and release.

It also draws on other familiar Buddhist stories

of lifted flowers that stand for the teaching and its

truth. One popularized in the collection Wumen
guan ft? Pi Hfl (The Gateless Pass, 1228) is known as

“raising the flower and smiling slightly” (nianhua

iveixiao M % ). It tells of the moment during

his sermon on Vulture Peak when Säkyamuni “held

up a flower and displayed it to the assembled multi-

tude” as a symbol of ultimate truth.
64 A painting

dated 1426 by the Japanese artist Kichizan Minchö

iï 1X1 (1352-1431) is a rare illustration of this

event, and there is reason to believe it was modeled

on a Chinese prototype (fig. 29). Seated on a lotus

throne in the clouds, Säkyamuni holds a flower in

his right hand in front of his bared chest; his eyes,

like Tao’s, seem to be looking through rather than at

it. His disciple Käsyapa stands to the right, clasping

his hands in delight while a smile of understanding

spreads over his ugly, likable face.
65

The raised flower as wordless symbol of truth

plays an active role in another well-known episode

recounted in the Vimalakirti-nirdesa sütra, during

the great philosophical debate between the sage

Vimalakirti and the bodhisattva Manjusri.66 The text

tells of a “heavenly woman” (tiannu
,
goddess

or deva) taking part with Vimalakirti to argue the

case for the doctrine of nonduality. She is herself an

extremely advanced being, having been in the ser-

vice of 92 million billion Buddhas and having

attained “irreversibility”—the point of no return in

her progress toward salvation. In the course of the

debate, she makes a point by scattering flowers on

the monk Säriputra. The flowers stand for human

attachments, which Säriputra, as yet not enlight-

ened, is unable to shake off. Though these sticky

flowers are illusions, at the same time they are instru-

ments of revelation, part of the argument by which

truth is taught. (Indeed, gender itself is an illusion,

as the goddess goes on to demonstrate by swapping

genders with the monk—who thus in fact becomes,

albeit under protest, a feminized seeker.) From an
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FIG. 30.

Liu Songnian, Goddess Offering Flowers, detail ofan

album painting, ink and color on silk, 26.

6

* 51.4 cm.

National Palace Museum, Taibei.

early date Vimalaldrti’s debate was a very popular

subject for illustration, and the goddess with her

flowers often figures in the scene.
67

In a fragmentary

but particularly fine example, Goddess Offering

Flowers
(
Tiannu xianhua by Liu

Songnian It'J LA (ca. 1150-after 1225, a contem-

porary ofLiang Kai’s in the late Song Academy), the

scarf-lightened, flower-presenting frame of the allur-

ing bodhisattva-goddess is, again, much like Tao

Yuanming’s (fig. 30).
68

The general guise of a gliding, breeze-lightened

figure holding a single sprig daintily aloft, whether

to contemplate, scatter, offer, or display, is a well-

established idiom bringing together concepts of

femininity, purity, salvation, and transcendence.

Tao Yuanming at the eastern fence is an image con-

structed to suggest these ideas. It represents a visual

commentary on Tao’s thoughts about an “ultimate

homecoming” on the east hill or at his eastern fence,

interpreting them as transcendental aspirations.

The language of this commentary involved allusions

to divine women who represented these aspirations

in early literature—the poet/shaman’s love object

and the goal of his impassioned quest. Though this

equation of sex and transcendence slipped to the

fringes of later literature, it became embedded in the

pictorial tradition, offering a feminine form for the

concept of divine aspirations and of immortality

itself. The erotic object fixed in the seeker’s mind is

made manifest in the shape assumed by his person.

The Buddhist analogies of Tao’s silhouette

functioned in much the same way. Tao may well

have been entirely unaffected by contemporary

Buddhism, as later writers have generally supposed;

but the visual devices used to depict Buddhist

donors and bodhisattvas provided familiar, strongly

evocative formulas for representing minds fixed on

otherworldly ideals, and Tao’s image-makers had

recourse to them.

What, then, of the disjunction between these

otherworldly, questing, feminine images and the

written traditions of Tao Yuanming criticism with

their emphasis on his rustic contentment and per-

sonal integrity? The enormous privilege that written

discourse and verbal texts have enjoyed in China

over history is not in question, nor should we imag-

ine that the illustrators of texts were any less sensible

than everyone else to these cultural tropisms. But

visual metaphors in Chinese art are not to be

explained simply as pictorial versions of verbal dis-

course, nor is there a corresponding written text for

every pictorial invention. What we are accustomed

to speaking of as textual illustration should rather be

seen as a corpus ofvisual or pictorial commentary on

texts, with access to a vocabulary of meaningful

forms of its own—forms that have to be parsed on
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their own extratextual terms. When an idea—in this

case, the idea of Tao’s otherworldly preoccupa-

tions—finds expression in a particularly powerful

and dynamic visual formulation, it takes on its own

kind ofmomentum and force. The metaphoric use

ofsuch forms circulates meanings through the image

world, crisscrossing boundaries of subject matter

and genre, importing and recharging concept, value,

and affect. Tao Yuanming’s sashes function meta-

phorically in this way, inflecting his figure with ideas

of flight, divinity, and desire and contributing

dimensions to his historical image that cannot be

explained within the compass of the written tradi-

tion, broad as that compass may be.
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Astronomical Tomb Paintings

from Xuanhua: Mandalas?

ABSTRACT

While the popularity of cremation in China between the tenth

and thirteenth centuries is well documented, archaeological evi-

dence for the Buddhist impact on the practice has been lacking. A
group of Liao dynasty (907-1125) tombs from the Xuanhua dis-

trict in Hebei Province, belonging to Chinese residents, provides

significant visual testimony to the application of Buddhist rituals

in disposing of the dead by cremation. The paintings of celestial

objects, drawn on tomb ceilings and framed with Buddhist

motifs, show striking similarities to esoteric Star Mandalas and

demonstrate the acceptance ofBuddhist horoscopic astrology by

the laity. Executed during the Liao-Jin transition period, the

Xuanhua astronomical paintings include the earliest illustrations

yet known of zodiacal symbols in the popular pantheon of East

Asia. The paintings are important clues to the synthesis of Bud-

dhist and Chinese views of, and the ways to deal with, life after

death.
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Astronomical Tomb Paintings

from Xuanhua: Mandalas?

THE XUANHUA TOMBS AND THEIR OCCUPANTST he aim of this paper is to analyze the

astronomical paintings found on the ceil-

ings ofa group ofLiao dynasty (907-1 125)

tombs from the Xuanhua Jr 4L district, Hebei Prov-

ince, and discuss their relevance to contemporary

astronomical and Buddhist drawings. Previous

studies have described these paintings as star maps

(,xingtn JL HI )' or “unusual flower depiction(s).” 2

But are these really star maps—maps ofthe sky as the

people living in the Liao kingdom saw it? Are they

“unusual”?

In this essay I shall attempt to show that Bud-

dhist horoscopic astrology and esoteric mandatas,
,

popular in East Asia between the tenth and thir-

teenth centuries, inspired the drawings on Xuanhua

tomb ceilings. Contrary to current interpretations,

scientific understanding of the universe, I will con-

tend, had little to do with the execution of the Xuan-

hua paintings. In order to present my arguments, I

shall first discuss the social status ofthe occupants of

the Xuanhua tombs and examine the Sino-Buddhist

mortuary tradition practiced by them. Next, I will

compare the Xuanhua paintings to other important

astronomical diagrams found in Chinese tombs. I

shall, then, demonstrate the striking similarities

between the Xuanhua paintings and the esoteric

Star Mandalas found in China and Japan. The
Xuanhua astronomical paintings, I argue, attest to

the impact of Tantric Buddhism on Liao funeral

rites rather than revealing any advances in the accu-

rate mapping of the sky. These paintings are closely

related to the patrons’ belief in an afterlife as well as

their wish to escape the torments of hell and achieve

rebirth in fortunate realms.

The subterranean tombs containing the astronomi-

cal paintings are located in the Xiabali T 'Y JL vil-

lage ofthe Xuanhua district (fig. 1 ), near the modern

city of Zhangjiakou %. t7 ff? . During the Liao

dynasty, founded by the seminomadic Qidan tribe,

this region was known as Guihua prefecture

(Guihua zhou 'It iW’I
), belonging to the Qinghe

commandery (Qinghe jun Va" >T )
in the Liao

Western Capital Circuit (Xijing dao Ä ).

The first tomb, numbered M 1 ,
was excavated in

1971. 3 The main chamber of this twin-chambered

tomb is 6.8 meters long, 3.10 meters wide, and 4.40

meters high. Among objects found inside were a

funerary inscription, various clay figurines, and

stone statues of lions. The walls of the tomb are

painted with figures of musicians and scenes from

daily life. The astronomical painting (fig. 2),

described below, is drawn on the ceiling above the

coffin.

From the funerary inscription we learn that the

occupant of the tomb is a Han Chinese named

Zhang Shiqing iM" fôp
,
who died in the first lunar

month of the sixth year of the Tianqing era

(1 1 16) at the age of74 sui VÉ..
4 Following his crema-

tion in the fourth lunar month of the same year, Shi-

qing’s mortal remains were placed in a wooden figu-

rine found inside his wooden coffin.

The funerary inscription notes that Shiqing

received the titles ofyouban dianzhi i5 IfiMOti.

(palace eunuch on the Right Duty Group), yinqing

ronglu dafu (grand master for glori-

ous happiness with silver seal and blue ribbon), 3 1
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jianjiao guozijijiu liHstHl (acting chancel-

lor of the National University), jiancha yushi

$P ^ (investigating censor), and yunqiwei I?%
(commandant of Fleet-as-clouds Cavalry)5 because

he donated food to the government during the fam-

ine of the Da’an ;k.-3r period (1085-95). 6 The
inscription also points out that his grandson,

Zhang Shen üfHJ7

,
married a woman from the Yelii

clan.
7

In March 1989 two single-chambered tombs,

numbered M2 and M3, were discovered near Zhang

Shiqing’s grave.
8 Located a few meters north ofMl,

tomb M2 contains a hexagonal chamber measuring

2.9 meters long, 2.4 meters wide, and 1.8 meters

high. Objects found inside the tomb include a funer-

ary inscription, earthenware, porcelain vases and

bowls, and metal utensils. The walls, like those of

Zhang Shiqing’s tomb, are painted with scenes from

daily life. The astronomical painting (fig. 3) is like-

wise drawn on the ceiling above the coffin. The

occupant of this tomb, according to the funerary

inscription, is Zhang Gongyou
,
who died in

the third year ofthe Tianqing era (1 1 13) at the age of

45 sui. Gongyou was cremated in the seventh year of

the same reign era (1117).

The underground chamber of tomb M3,
located 40 meters southeast of tomb Ml, is circular

in shape. Although only 2.64 meters in diameter,

the tomb holds a large number of funerary objects,

including an inscription, earthenware, porcelain

and metal utensils, and wooden furniture. The walls

of the tomb are painted with floral motifs and pic-

tures of birds.
9 The eastern and western walls fea-

ture paintings of a woman in what seems to be a

study room. 10 The astronomical painting (fig. 4) in

this tomb, as in the previous two, is drawn on the

ceiling above the coffin.

The funerary inscription from M3 reveals that

the tomb belonged to Zhang Shiben 4^, who

died in the fourth year ofthe Da’an era
(
1 088).

11 Shi-

ben’s cremation took place five years later. His wife,

bearing the surnameJiao % ,
died in the third year of

the Huangtong JL M. era (1 143) of the Jin dynasty

(11 15-1234). She was then 93 sui. After her crema-

tion a year later, her mortal remains were placed

alongside her husband’s.

By the time ofnée Jiao’s death, thejurchens had

overthrown the Liao kingdom and established

another non-Chinese dynasty in northern China.

Also by that time, the grandsons of Zhang Shiben,

according to his funerary inscription (re-P)written in

1144, held the prestigiousjinshi iHdr degrees. 12

The occupant of tomb M4 is Han Shixun ^
U 1

! . The tomb, excavated in 1990, is situated far-

thest from the above three. 13 This is perhaps

because Han Shixun was not related to the Zhangs

and therefore occupied a different site in the ceme-

tery. Yet, like the Zhangs, his body was incinerated.

Due to gravediggers only a few of the funerary

objects originally placed in Shixun’s twin-cham-

bered tomb have survived. According to his funer-

ary inscription, Shixun died in the tenth year of the

Qiantong tit era (1 1 10) at the age of 68 sui and

was cremated a year later. The inscription also dis-

closes that Han Shixun was a merchant. On the

western wall is a painting of a man leading a horse, a

motiffound in Zhang Shiqing’s tomb and common to

other Liao tombs as well, which may represent Han

Shixun’s profession. An astronomical painting was

also drawn in this tomb, as can be discerned in the

faded images on the ceiling. But severe water leakage

reportedly damaged the ceiling and the painting.
14

In 1993, excavation of six more tombs in the

area was undertaken. The first of these tombs, num-

bered M5, is located about 18 meters southwest of

tomb Ml. The hexagonal main chamber of this

tomb measures 2.7 by 3.16 by 2.49 meters. The

funerary inscription notes that the occupant, Zhang

Shigu fé -Ö: "ir
,
died in the eighth year of the Qian-

tong era (1 108). Shigu, 59 sui at the time of his

death, was cremated almost ten years later, in the

seventh year of the Tianqing era (1 1 17).
15

Tomb M6, whose octagonal main chamber is

3.2 meters long, 3.22 meters wide, and 3.4 meters

high, is as yet undated. 16 The proximity of the tomb

to the already identified Zhang family graves indicates

that the occupant ofM6 was probably a member of

the Zhang family. And, as shall be argued later, the

occupant may have been cremated around the same

time as the Zhangs who occupy tombs M3 and M7.

Tomb M7 belongs to Zhang Wenzao ?JL X. ,

who died in the tenth year ofthe Xianyong& fß- era
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FIG. 5 (LEFT).

Astronomical paint-

ingfrom tomb M5. Af-

terWenwu 1 995. 2: 1 8,

fig. 43.

FIG. 6 (RIGHT).

Astronomical painting

from tomb M6. After

Liaohai wenwu xue-

kan 22.2 (1996): 48,

fig 4 -

FIG. 7 (LEFT).

Astronomical paint-

ingfrom tomb M7. Af-

ter Wenwu
1996.9:30, fig. 12.

FIG. 8 (RIGHT).

Astronomical paint-

ingfrom tomb Ml 0.

After Liaohai wenwu

xuekan 22.2 (1996):

48, fig. 6.

(1074) at the age of46 sui. Wenzao and his wife, née

Jia If
,
were cremated in the ninth year of the Da’an

era (1093). The main chamber of this tomb is 2.7

meters when measured north to south and 2.89

meters east to west.
17 The well-preserved artifacts

and paintings in tombs M5, M6, and M7, including

their astronomical paintings (figs. 5, 6, and 7), are

examined below.

The number M8 has been assigned to a com-

pletely ruined tomb in the Xuanhua cemetery.

According to the excavators, almost nothing of the

tomb chamber or the funerary artifacts has sur-

vived.
18

Similarly, the ceiling of tomb M9, located 5

meters south oftomb M7 and 12 meters southeast of

tomb M6, is totally destroyed. Also, portions of

front and back chambers, as well as the wall paint-

ings, have been partially damaged. Lack of funerary

inscription, furthermore, prevents the identification

of the occupant and dating of the tomb.

Tomb M10, on the other hand, is well pre-

served. Funerary artifacts, the epitaph, the vivid pic-

tures of daily life (including that of a tea ceremony),

musicians, and the astronomical painting (fig. 8) on

the ceiling have survived the pillaging of gravedig-

gers and ravages of nature. The occupant of this

tomb, according to the funerary inscription, is

Zhang Kuangzheng Dt SL
,
who died in the fourth

year of the Qingning era (1058) at the age of75

sui. Kuangzheng was cremated thirty-five years later

in the ninth year of the Da’an period (1093).
19

Funerary inscriptions help identify the relation-

ships among the occupants of tombs Ml, M2, M5,

M7, and M10. The eldest member of the Zhang

family found in the Xuanhua cemetery is Zhang
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DIAGRAM 1. KINSHIP RELATIONS OF THE ZHANGS ENTOMBED IN THE XUANHUA CEMETERY

MIO

Zhang Kuangzheng (died 1054, cremated 1093)

I

M7

Zhang Wenzao (died 1074, cremated 1093)

I

M5 Ml M3

Zhang Shigu (died 1 108, cremated 1117) Zhang Shiqing (died, cremated 1 116) Zhang Shiben (died 1088, cremated 1093)

S'

M2

Zhang Gongyou (died 1113, cremated 1117)

Kuangzheng, the occupant of tomb M10. The
remains of his son, Zhang Wenzao, are preserved in

tomb M7. Tomb M5 belongs to Wenzao’s son

Shigu—the father of Gongyou of tomb M2. More-

over, Zhang Kuangzheng’ s funerary inscription sug-

gests that Zhang Shiqing of tomb Ml was his great-

nephew. Zhang Shiben, of tomb M3, cannot be

definitively linked to any of the Zhangs. 2 " Diagram 1

illustrates the kinship relation among the Zhangs

entombed in the Xuanhua cemetery.

It seems that the Guihua Zhangs, who lived and

died during the reign of Qidans, did not hold any

bureaucratic positions. The funerary inscriptions

would have mentioned the official posts held by the

tomb occupants. Even Zhang Shiqing, who is noted

to have received a number of titles from the Liao

court, probably was given official designations with-

out any actual administrative posts or authority.

Nonetheless, the Zhangs were wealthy and influen-

tial residents of the Guihua prefecture. The lavish

display of funerary artifacts, the decorated tombs,

and the facts that Zhang Shiqing could donate large

quantities of grain to the government and, at the

same time, afford to spend money on Buddhist

monks and monasteries 21 demonstrate the family’s

affluence. Much of their wealth (perhaps acquired

through commerce) and fame may have been accu-

mulated during the time of Zhang Shiqing. Shiqing

seems to have provided funds for, and perhaps also

oversaw, the cremation of Zhang Kuangzheng and

his son Wenzao. This may be why Shiqing’s name,

accompanied by one of his titulary offices (the pal-

ace eunuch on the Right Duty Group), is inscribed

on the epitaphs of both Kuangzheng and Wenzao.22

Shiqing’s wealth and reputation may have even laid

the foundation for the ultimate change, by the early

Jin dynasty, in the social status of the Zhang family

from commercial specialists to degree and office

holders.

THE MORTUARY TRADITION OF THE ZHANGS

Even after the change in their social status and the

fall of the Liao kingdom, the mortuary beliefs of the

Zhangs seem to have remained unchanged. From

Zhang Kuangzheng, entombed in 1093, to néejiao,

the wife of Zhang Shiben who died in 1 144, the

Zhangs followed the method, increasingly popular

in East Asia, of disposing of the dead by cremation.

Promoted by the Buddhists, cremation was

common among Chinese and non-Chinese people

living in Central and Eastern Asia between the tenth

and thirteenth centuries. Patricia Ebrey estimates

that during the Song dynasty (960-1279) about 10

to 30 percent of the deceased were cremated.23 More

than seventy crematory tombs, dating from the tenth

to twelfth centuries, excavated from Beijing, Hei-

longjiang, Jilin, Liaoning, Hebei, Shanxi, and Inner

Mongolia indicate that the Buddhist custom was

prevalent in Liao and Jin territories as well.
24

The connection between Buddhist beliefs and

cremation in the Xuanhua cemetery is clearly

recorded in Zhang Shiqing’s funerary inscription.

The “Chapi ritual of the Western Heaven [i.e.,

India]” (xitian chapi li ),
according to

the inscription, was employed to cremate his body.

Chapi (Jp. dabi), a transliteration of the Pali word34
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jhäpeti (Sk. dhyäpayati), was originally the manner

in which the ksäpayatis (kings) in South Asia, and

later the Buddha, were cremated. 25

“Cremation,” as Bernard Faure points out, “was

perceived by Indian Buddhists as dissociation/anni-

hilation, and/or as re-creation/reincorporation.”26 In

China, however, people believed not only in pre-

serving dead bodies and delaying their decay but

also in the existence of souls of the dead that needed

nourishment from their living descendants. 27

Indeed, the idea of the existence of souls seems to

have had a great impact on the Buddhist teachings of

anattä (no self) in China. 28 As a result, we find indig-

enous Chinese Buddhist texts, such as the Yulanpen

jing JL M (Ävalambana Sütra)
29 and Guanding

jing >|t TjjM (Consecration Sütra),
30 acknowledging

the importance of offering food to the spirits of the

dead and consenting to the Chinese custom of

entombing the dead. 31 One Tantric master, Yixing
—

-ff (673P-727) of the Tang dynasty (618-907),

even ventured to write several books on geomancy.32

The mixing of Buddhist and Chinese beliefs in

an afterlife is manifested in the practice ofcremation

followed by the burial of mortal remains in deco-

rated tombs. In this regard, the Xuanhua tombs are

important examples because they provide visual and

written evidence linking the practice ofcremation in

East Asia to Buddhist ideas, something Ebrey finds

to be rare in cremation burials.
33 In fact, the Xuan-

hua tombs indicate that the residents ofGuihua pre-

fecture were strongly influenced by Buddhist teach-

ings. Zhang Shiqing, for example, may have been a

lay Buddhist. He is, in his funerary inscription,

noted to have donated money to Buddhist monas-

teries, invited Buddhist monks and nuns to build an

altar
(
daochang ütAsy

)
in his manor, recited {song

M) the Fahuajing }'T (Saddharmapundarika

Sütra) one hundred times and read {du it
)
the Jin-

guangmingjing Ft dt M (Suvarnaprabhäsottama

Sütra) two thousand times, and had a dharani pillar

{beita erected in the western suburb of his

town. Moreover, one of the paintings in his tomb

depicts the Buddhist sütras Jingangjing
(Vajracchedikä [prajnäpäramitä] Sütra) and Chang

qingjingjing % -pr TMH (Präsädika Sütra?) being

prepared for reading.

Tombs M5, M7, and M10 also display a signif-

icant impact from Buddhism. The wooden coffins of

Zhang Shigu, Zhang Wenzao, and Zhang Kuang-

zheng, who occupy these three tombs, are decorated

with various dhäranis (incantations) written in both

Chinese and Sanskrit (fig. 9). On the left side of the

coffin covers appear the five bija syllables: o?n, ram,

a, am, vam. 3i The other three sides have Chinese

graphs that may be translated as follows:

The dhärani coffin, with its reflective powers,

will hopefully relieve the soul [from hell?] and

[help] it return. It is unheard of that hell keeps

heavenly [bound] bodies forever. [We] trust that
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FIG. 10.

Hungry ghosts (top) and a monk play-

ing the game ofweiqi (bottom), tomb

M7. After Wenwu 1996.9:26, fig. 8.

the essence ofdust and ink [will] therefore make a

strong solemn mark on Qian, Kun, and other

[heavenly forces?].

PèH JLfèvx
I

®&?£
I

In addition, drawings of hungry ghosts, often

described in Buddhist texts, and a figure of a Bud-

dhist monk, perhaps playing a game ofweiqi with one

of the Zhangs, were found in tomb M7 (fig. 10).

The association between cremation and Bud-

dhism is demonstrated in other Liao tombs as well.

For example, tombs in Shilipu +111 village near

Datong f\ |fj
,
Shanxi, constructed around the same

time as the Xuanhua tombs, show strong Buddhist

influences. Dhäranis
,
Buddhist stelae, and the fact

that one of die occupants ofdie tombs, a Han Chinese

named Liu Chengsui Jf'J was a lay Buddhist

confirm the popularity of Buddhism in the Western

Capital Circuit of the Liao kingdom.35 Dhârani pil-

lars, numerous inscribed funerary bells,
36 and

recently excavated pagodas37 from other parts of the

Liao territory imply that the influence of Buddhism,

particularly Tantric teachings, on Liao fiinerary rites

extended throughout the kingdom. Dhäranis
,
such

as the Foshuo shengtian tuoluoni Fl?E PL

(The Dhärni [for those Seeking Re]birth in Heaven

as Spoken by the Buddha), and Zhuanshengjingtu

tuoluoni i. i Pè HI. Æ, (The Dhärni for Rebirth

in the Pure Land), found on the inscribed funerary

bells and in the Xuanhua tombs, suggest that a certain

number, if not a majority, ofpeople living in the Liao

territory, including Han Shixun and the Zhangs of

Guihua prefecture, believed that Tantric magical

spells could help the dead escape from hell and

achieve rebirth in fortunate realms.
38

THE ASTRONOMICAL PAINTINGS

Iconographically and chronologically the seven

extant astronomical paintings from the Xuanhua

tombs can be divided into three groups. 39 The
paintings in the first group, found in tombs M3, M6,

M7, and M10, consist of four concentric circles.

The innermost circles have drawings oflotus. Unor-

namented circular bronze mirrors, all ofwhich have

now dropped to the tomb floors, were originally

placed in the center of the lotus in each of the paint-

ings. Surrounding the lotus, in the second circle, are

the Sun, Moon, and illustrations of the twenty-eight

lunar lodges in the form of star diagrams. The outer

two circles, which are divided into eight sections,

have drawings of flowers and leaves.

We know from the funerary inscriptions found

in tombs M3, M7, and M10 that their occupants,

Zhang Shiben, Zhang Wenzao, and Zhang Kuang-

zheng, were all cremated in 1093. Lack of funerary

inscription or any dated material from tomb M6, as

noted above, makes it difficult to date the tomb and,

as a result, the astronomical painting. But the simi-

larities in the layout of the astronomical drawings

and the motifs used to paint the walls of tomb M6
and the other three indicate that these four tombs

may have been constructed at the same time. It is

conceivable that the wall paintings, including the

astronomical drawings, in this group of tombs were

all executed by the same artist(s).
40

The astronomical painting in Zhang Shiqing’s

M 1 tomb is, as yet, the sole representative ofa second
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FIG. 11A.

Calendrical animal (Ox),

tomb M2. After Wenwu
1990.10:pl. 1.1.

FIG. 11B.

Calendrical animal (Ox),

tomb M5. After Wenwu
1995.2: 15, fig. 38.

group. In the center of this painting, perhaps drawn

just before Shiqing’s cremation in 1 1 16, is a nine-

petal lotus. An unornamented circular mirror, as in

the above paintings of the first group, was initially

placed in the center of the lotus. The lotus is sur-

rounded by the nine luminaries: Sun, Moon, Mars,

Jupiter, Mercury, Venus, Saturn, and the two imag-

inary planets Râhu and Ketu. The Big Dipper (Ursa

Major, or the beidou it -J-) is located in the north-

west. The twenty-eight lunar lodges, in the form of

star diagrams, encircle the luminaries. The outer cir-

cle is illustrated with twelve Western zodiacal signs

{shier gong d~— 'g*
).

The astronomical paintings from tombs M2 and

M5, occupied respectively by Zhang Shigu and

Zhang Gongyou (both cremated in 1 1 1 7), can be

classified into a third group. These two paintings,

like the drawings discussed above, consist of lotus

and mirror in the center. The twelve zodiacal signs,

instead of being in the outer circle, now encircle the

lotus. The twenty-eight lunar lodges (in the form of

star diagrams) and the Sun and the Moon come

next. The twelve calendrical animals (duodenary

series) in human form, which are usually found on

epitaphs, enclose the painting.
41

It seems that the

calendrical animals, which are drawn separately

within two circles, were not part of the core diagram

but may have been added to emphasize the patrons’

belief in cosmic forces.

There are, however, appreciable differences

between the two paintings belonging to the third

group: (1) the circle to enclose the lotus in tomb M2
is not used in M5; and (2) the Big Dipper drawn in

the M5 painting is absent from M2. These discrep-

ancies may have resulted from the fact that the two

paintings were drawn by different hands. In fact,

when compared, the images of the zodiacal signs

and the duodenary series in the two paintings show

two distinctive styles. For example, the gowns worn

by the human figures representing the duodenary

series in the painting from M2 have pointed edges

(fig. 1 la), but in the case of M5 they are rounded

(fig. 1 lb). While the images ofcalendrical animals in

M2 are represented in the form of caps, the animals

in tomb M5 are drawn inside the caps. Moreover,

the zodiacal signs in tomb M2 bear distinct “v”

marks that are not found in other drawings.

The painting from tomb Ml seems to indicate

that all the above astronomical drawings were meant

to be drawn facing the sky and not the floor of the

tombs. This way (fig. 12) not only do the twenty-

eight lunar lodges correspond to the four directional

animals, 42 but the Sun and the Moon also occupy

FIG. 12.

Astronomical paintingfrom tomb Ml facing the sky.
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their proper positions (Sun in the east and Moon in

the west), and the zodiacal signs follow their normal

clockwise position. A major disparity among the

three groups of astronomical paintings, apart from

the addition ofnew motifs, is in the number of lotus

petals. The painting in tomb Ml has nine, M2 has

eight, M3 six, M5 (part of which is destroyed) may

have had either eleven or twelve, and the lotus in

tomb M7 has seven petals. A possible explanation

for this incongruity is offered below.

CURRENT INTERPRETATION OF THE XUANHUA
ASTRONOMICAL PAINTINGS

The use of celestial symbols is not unique to the

Xuanhua tombs. The earliest evidence indicating

the use of celestial motifs in Chinese mortuary tradi-

tion can be traced to a tomb from Xishuipo 3? zjc ij£.

,

near Puyang city 'M 1% ^ in Henan. The tomb is car-

bon 14 dated to between 4510 and 3850 B.c.E .

43

According to Feng Shi Nf and other Chinese

scholars who have commented on this tomb, the fig-

ures of a dragon and a white tiger (two of the four

directional animals) and the Big Dipper represented

inside the tomb imply the application of the twenty-

eight lunar lodges concept. Feng Shi points out the

similarity between the astronomical layout in the

Puyang tomb and a diagram found on a lacquer box

in the tomb of Marquis Yi W fli
,
who lived in

what is now Sui county Pif[ f

&

,
Hubei, during the

Warring States period (403-221 B.c.E .).
44 The

graphs for the Big Dipper, on the box, are drawn in

the center of the diagram. The names of the twenty-

eight lunar lodges encircle the above two graphs. On
the opposite sides of the lunar lodges are figures of a

dragon and a tiger. This diagram, and the concept of

drawing celestial objects in tombs, Feng concludes,

developed from the pattern depicted in the

Xishuipo tomb. The two diagrams, according to

him, are “solid representations of the hemispherical

dome theory'” (gaitian yuzhoulun de liti biaoxian %.

According to Sima Qian’s &] My i|| Shiji 1Î,

(Records of the Grand Historian), an astronomical

diagram is also painted on the ceiling of Emperor

fig. 13.

Astronomical paintingfrom Wuyue tomb M26,

Hangzhou. After Kaogu 1975.3:190, fig. 8.

Qinshihuang’s È. (r. 221-210 B.c.E.) tomb. 46
It

is only after the First Emperor’s tomb is excavated

that we can verify the above record. Yet a tomb from

Luoyang confirms that the concept ofdrawing celes-

tial objects on tomb ceilings was fully developed by

the Western Han period (202 B.c.E.-9 C.E.). The

paintings in the Luoyang tomb include the Big Dip-

per in the form of a star diagram, and the Sun (with

a raven in the center) and Moon (with a tortoise in

the center).
47 Astronomical diagrams continued to

be drawn on tomb ceilings during the Northern Wei

(386-535), Tang, and Five Dynasties (907-60)

periods 48 and can even be found in some Korean

tombs. 49

It is possible that some of the above diagrams

may have influenced the Xuanhua paintings. The

diagrams (see, for example, fig. 13) found in tombs

belonging to members of the royal Qian £% family of

the Wuyue kingdom (907-78), for example, are

chronologically close forerunners to the Xuanhua

astronomical paintings. 50 Given the evidence of

flourishing political and commercial relations

between the Qidans and the Wuyue kingdom in

Zhejiang,51
it is conceivable that either the pictorial

design or the concept of representing the universe
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FIG. 14.

Suzhou star map. AfterJoseph Needarn and

Wang Ling, Science and Civilisation in China

(Cambridge, 1 959), 3:pl 1 06.

on tomb ceilings, or both the design and concept,

were transmitted to the Liao territory. The Bohai

sea-faring traders, who frequented the Liao territo-

ries and Zhejiang,52 and the fact that a considerable

number of Bohai households were transplanted to

Xuanhua by Abaoji Pff (Emperor Taizu

r. 907-26), make the connection between Zhejiang

and Xuanhua plausible. 53 Similar arguments can

also be made for the Korean paintings. As will be

argued below, however, if the Wuyue and Korean

diagrams were an inspiration at all, they may not

have been the only one for the people who con-

ceived the Xuanhua paintings.
54

Chinese scholars who have analyzed the paint-

ings from Xuanhua have focused only on their rele-

vance to the development of astronomical knowl-

edge in ancient China. 55 One of their major concerns

is to prove that the concept of twenty-eight lunar

lodges existed in China earlier than anywhere else.

As a consequence, scholars such as Xia Nai JL M
have answered mathematical questions rather than

explaining what the paintings may have meant to the

occupants ofthe Xuanhua tombs.58 Although recent

Chinese works on Liao society have also considered

the Xuanhua paintings to be “scientific” renderings

of astronomical bodies,
57

the fact remains that these

paintings are iconographically very different from

any of the star maps and cosmic symbols found in

China. First, none of the other star maps, including

those found in the Wuyue tombs, employs the West-

ern zodiacal signs, lotus, or the two imaginary plan-

ets

—

Rähu and Ketu. Secondly, whereas the star

maps, such as the Suzhou star map 'J'l’l JL [S] (fig.

14), are divided into time or angle segments, the

Xuanhua paintings are not.
58

Scholars who have stressed the scientific value

of the Xuanhua astronomical paintings have often

pointed out various “mistakes” in the representation

of lunar lodges. The number of stars in some lunar

lodges, according to them, does not tally with con-

temporary works on astronomy. 59
It should be

noted that the highly stylized Xuanhua paintings are

definitely not maps of the actual sky. They were

probably used for their symbolic rather than scien-

tific value. Hence, the number of stars in a particular

lunar lodge mattered less than the fact that all

twenty-eight lunar lodges were represented.

MANDALAS?

Despite the overwhelming evidence from the Xuan-

hua tombs that testifies to the popularity of Bud-

dhism, especially that of Tantric teachings, in

Guihua prefecture, the prospect of Buddhist ideas

influencing the Xuanhua astronomical paintings

has never been fully explored. Since the occupants

of the Xuanhua tombs, some of whom may have

been lay Buddhists, practiced Buddhist-style

funerary rites, had Buddhist dhäranis written on

their coffins, and used drawings with Buddhist

motifs in their tombs, it is conceivable that the

astronomical paintings were also drawn to express

their faith in or conform to a specific aspect of Bud-

dhist teaching.

All the motifs depicted in the Xuanhua astro-

nomical paintings—mirror, lotus, the twelve zodia-

cal signs, the nine planets, the twenty-eight lunar
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FIG. 15A.

Lotus, Sengim. After Albert Grünwedel, Bericht über

archäologische Arbeiten in Idikutschari und Umge-

bung im Winter 1902-1903 (Munich, 1905), pl. 28.

fig. 15B.

Some ofthe lunar lodges that surround the

lotus infig. 15a, Sengim. After Grünwedel,

Bericht über archäologische, pl. 26.

40

FIG. l6.

Lotus with theA-sylla-

bk painted within the

moon disk. After Taikd

Yamasaki, Shingon:

Japanese Esoteric

Buddhism, trans. R.

and C. Peterson (Bos-

ton and London,

1988), 190.

lodges, and the calendrical animals—are, in fact, also

found in Buddhist paintings. While the lotus, the

zodiacal signs, and the concept of two imaginary

planets, Rähu and Ketu, entered China with the

translation of Buddhist texts,
60 the use of mirrors

and calendrical animals can be found in pre-Bud-

dhist Chinese art. The idea of lunar lodges, on the

other hand, was common to both Indian and Chi-

nese astronomical traditions. Is it possible, then,

that the Xuanhua paintings, like the practice of cre-

mation followed by burial, resulted from the mixing

fig. 17.

Tejaprabhä Mandala with Chinese graphs,

Sanskrit letters, and anthropomorphic images

ofastronomical bodies. After Takeda Kazuaki,

Hoshi mandara no kenkyü (Kyoto, 1995),

35, fig. 8. Courtesy Takeda Kazuaki.
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of Chinese and Buddhist beliefs in an afterlife? The

answer, as discussed below, is an emphatic yes.

Lotus. The tomb ceiling in China, as has been noted

byjudy Chungwa Ho, symbolizes Heaven based on

the gaitian theory, while the floor, often rectangular

or square, forms the Earth. “With additional

painted imagery the ceiling,” she writes, “easily cre-

ated the illusion of cosmic totality.”
61 The use of

lotus, the zodiacal signs, and the two imaginary

planets makes it evident that Buddhist doctrines

exercised significant influence on the “cosmic total-

ity” of the Xuanhua tomb ceilings.

Lotus (padma ), an important motif in Mahäyäna

cosmology, can represent enlightenment, rebirth,

and sometimes even the Buddha himself.
62

It is fre-

quently found painted on the ceilings of cave-tem-

ples in India, Central Asia, and China. Yet lotus sur-

rounded by celestial objects is not a common theme

in Buddhist cave ceilings. In a unique painting found

in Sengim, near Turfan in Xinjiang Autonomous

Region,63
a multilayered, multipetaled lotus, with

the Buddha on a white horse (an allusion to the

Great Renunciation) in the center (fig. 15a), is sur-

rounded by anthropomorphic images of lunar

lodges (fig. 15b).
64 The names ofeach of these lunar

lodges is written in Chinese and Uighur scripts.

Probably dating from the ninth or tenth century,

when the Uighurs in the northern Silk Road area

converted to Buddhism,65
the painting shows traces

of Tantric influence. In esoteric Buddhist tradition,

lotus forms the core of mandatas
,
the map of the

Tantric universe. 66 Employed in esoteric rituals,

mandatas are supposed to unite the patrons with the

reality of the universe.
67 This universe is often con-

ceived in the siddham letter a 31 on a lotus (fig. 16)

in the center oi mandatas . In some versions of the

Tejaprabhâ (Ch. Zhishengguang Jo) and Big

Dipper mandatas the A-syllable on a lotus is sur-

rounded by letters (or images) representing the

luminaries, zodiacs, and twenty-eight lunar lodges

(figs. 17 and 18). This depiction of the universe, in

fig. 18.

Big Dipper Mandata with Sanskrit

tetters. After Töji no mandara zu

(English title: Universe of

Mandalas: Buddhist Divinities

in Shingon Esoteric Buddhism)

(Kyoto, 1995), 82, pi. 23.

4i
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FIG. 19.

The Horn Diagram, Tdji. After Universe of

Mandalas, 76, pi 10.

terms of content, is very similar to the Sengim and

Xuanhua paintings.

The use of lotus itself, it must be pointed out, is

not limited to the ceilings of Xuanhua tombs. Two
Liao tombs from the Beijing area, for example, have

the flower painted on their ceilings.
69 The Buddhist

symbol is also used to decorate the ceiling of a Song

dynasty tomb from Baisha éj vf
,
Henan. 70

All the

above tombs, it seems, belong to Buddhist patrons.

What is unusual about the lotus in the Xuanhua

paintings, however, is the variation in the number of

petals. As noted above, the number oflotus petals in

the Xuanhua paintings ranges from six to twelve.

Usually in Buddhist iconography, lotus is depicted

as having four, eight, or twelve petals. The inconsis-

tency in the number of lotus petals represented in

the Xuanhua paintings may have been intentional

rather than erroneous.

Although speculative, an explanation may be

found in the horoscopic astrology popular when the

Xuanhua tombs were being built. In both Daoist

and Buddhist astrological traditions the time ofbirth

of an individual is an important factor. Burial dates

in the Daoist tradition are calculated according to

the year, month, day, and hour of birth of the

deceased. Moreover, the tail of the Big Dipper, rep-

resented at the burial sites, points to a direction that

represents the moment of the individual’s birth.
71

Similarly, for the Buddhists “the point of depar-

ture,” as noted by Shigeru Nakayama, “was the

moment of birth of the individual. Each part of the

human body was said to be influenced by a particu-

lar constellation.”
72

It can be seen from the astro-

nomical paintings in tombs Ml and M5, in which

the Big Dipper is clearly represented, that the tails of

the Big Dipper point to different zodiac signs (Scor-

pio in the case of Ml and Capricorn in the case of

M5) and lunar lodges (between xin 'C» [heart] and

fang % [chamber] lodges in the case ofMl, and the

niu 4* [ox] lodge in the case of M5). It seems that

the Big Dippers in the Xuanhua paintings were, fol-

lowing existing custom (whether Daoist, Buddhist,

or Buddho-Daoist), drawn to imply a particular

period in time, perhaps the moment of birth of the

individual. The varying number of lotus petals in

each of the Xuanhua paintings may, similarly, corre-

spond to a specific time or period, most likely the

month in which the deceased was born. Yet it is not

clear what would happen if the individual were born

in the first, second, or third lunar months. The tra-

ditional number of lotus petals may have been

employed in such cases.

The Zodiacal Signs and Horoscopic Astrology. The

zodiacal symbols in the Xuanhua tombs are the ear-

liest evidence yet known of their application in the
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popular pantheon ofEast Asia. They are additional,

if not convincing, proof of Buddhist influences on

the Xuanhua astronomical paintings.

The zodiacal signs have been known to the

Chinese at least since the seventh century.73 Texts

such as the Wenshushili Pusaji zhu xian suoshuo

jixiong shi ri shan e xiuyao jing X ^'J ^
iif -fill ftf cT 3^ 3 -ér & fê 0-M (Sütra on the

Auspicious and Inauspicious Times and Days and

the Good and Evil [Influences] of the Lunar

Lodges and the Luminaries as Spoken by the

Bodhisattva Manjusri and Various Other Immor-

tals; T. 1299) compiled by the Indo-Sogdian monk

Bukong T $ (Amoghavajra, 705-74) in 759,

Qiyao rang zaijue ~b 0.j$LX& (Ways to Avoid the

Calamities Caused by the Seven Luminaries; T.

1308) translated by the Indian BrahminJinjuzha

(Suvarnaküta?), and Fantian huoluo jiuyao

jfc X X $k X 8f£ (The Indian Art of Horoscopy

[based on the effects of] the Nine Luminaries; T.

1311) attributed to the Chinese Buddhist astrono-

mer Yixing explain the use of the zodiacs for prog-

nostication. The above astrological treatises are

based on Brahmanical and Hellenistic horoscopic

traditions, written within the Buddhist framework

and interspersed with Chinese beliefs.
74

Certainly

the interest ofTang emperors, especially emperors

Xuanzong X t? (r. 712-56), Suzong M rj? (r. 756-

62), and Daizong (r. 762-79), in Tantric ritu-

als and preachers may have contributed immensely

to the popularity of Buddhist horoscopic astrology

in China. 75
In fact, a majority of Chinese Buddhist

astrological treatises were translated or composed

under these three Tang emperors. 76 Horoscopes

fromjapan, magic circles found in the Xi Xia terri-

tory,
77 and the zodiacal signs in the Xuanhua tombs

attest to the widespread use of Buddhist horo-

scopic astrology in East Asia even after the fall of

the Tang dynasty.

To simplify the complicated arrangement of

multicultural astrological traditions, Tantric

preachers seem to have created manuals for those

who practiced Buddhist horoscopic astrology.

The Horä X Diagram (fig. 19), housed at

Kyoto’s Töji temple, is an example of such a

manual. 78 The diagram explains auspicious and

FIG. 20.

Tejaprabhä Mandala
,
Dunhuang.

After Edward H. Schafer, Pacing the

Void: T’ang Approaches to the

Stars (Berkeley, 1977), pi. 1.

inauspicious dates and the influences of various

celestial objects with pictures. The text in the dia-

gram, copied from an earlier work injison-in

in the second year of the Eiman X 77 era

(1 166), is taken from Yixing’s Fantian huoluo

jiuyao. Another set of diagrams that emerged due

to the popularity ofBuddhist horoscopic astrology

and esoteric rituals is the Star Mandalas
(
Xing

mantuoluo JL ft PÈ Ifà, Jp. Hoshi mandara ). The

Tejaprabhä and Big Dipper mandalas and the

painting in Sengim, mentioned above, are exam-

ples of such diagrams. 79

Star Mandalas and the Xuanhua Astronomical

Paintings. The earliest extant version of the Star

Mandala dates from 897. The painting (fig. 20),

found in Dunhuang by Sir Aurel Stein, depicts

Tejaprabhä Buddha on an ox-drawn cart sur-

rounded by five planetary deities. Similar paintings,

although frequently with nine planetary deities,
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FIG. 21 (LEFT).

Tejaprabhä

Mandala, Khara

Khoto. After Lost

Empire of the Silk

Road, ed. M.

Piotrovsky

(Milan, 1993),

pi. 57.

FIG. 22 (RIGHT).

Tejaprabhä

Mandala,

Yingxian. After

Zhonghua

wenming shi

(Histoiy of the

Chinese

Civilization),

vol. 6 (Shijia-

zhuang, 1994),

color pi.

fig. 23 .

Tejaprabhä Mandala,

Song dynasty.

After Hoshi mandara,

pi. 11. Courtesy

Takeda Kazuaki.

have also been found in Khara Khoto (fig. 21),

Yingxian county in Shanxi (fig. 22), and a number

ofjapanese temples. These paintings, as pointed

out by Takeda Kazuaki ^ ® fa 0g ,
constitute visual

representations of Amoghavajra’s Zhishengguang

fading daweide xiaozaijixiang tuoluonijing Mi,

TU fa jfi, x. cf if Pè Iffc 7C (The Dhârani

Sütra of the Greatly Majestic and Virtuous

Tejaprabhä [Buddha] Who Dispels Calamities

and [Brings] Good Fortune as Spoken by the Bud-
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FIG. 24-

Big Dipper Mandala, Tang dynasty. After Hoshi

mandara
,
pi. 1. Courtesy Takeda Kazuaki.

dha; T. 963) and are therefore known as

Tejaprabhä Mandalas. In fact, a Song edition of the

above text has a drawing of Tejaprabhä Buddha

surrounded by the luminaries, zodiacal signs,

twenty-eight lunar lodges, and the calendrical ani-

mals (fig. 23).
80

The Big Dipper Mandalas, Takeda notes,

evolved from the Tejaprabhä diagrams and Tantric

fig. 25 .

Circular Big Dipper Mandala, Höryüji. After Hoshi

mandara, />/. 13. Courtesy Takeda Kazuaki.

works such as Xiuyao yigui 3f£ (Rites of

Lunar Lodges and Luminaries; T. 1304), Beidou

qixing humofa 3b -4* -b (Goma Rites of

the Seven Stars of the Big Dipper; T. 1310), Fan-

tian huoluojiuyao compiled by Yixing, and Beidou

qixing niansong yigui db-^f'b (Rites

to Read and Recite [the Mantras] of the Seven

Stars of the Big Dipper; T. 1305), translated by the

Indian monk Jingangzhi -£• B'J % (Vajrabodhi,

671-741). 81 As the name suggests, Big Dipper

Mandalas have an added emphasis on the seven

stars of Ursa Major. The “Tang edition of the Big

Dipper Mandala”
(
Tôhon hokudo mandara

-H* fc. Üfc, fig. 24) housed in Tokyo College of

Arts
,
although copied in 1148, indicates that Big

Dipper Mandalas were already in use during the

Tang dynasty.

The extant Big Dipper Mandalas, which date

from the twelfth century and later, are found in both

circular and quadrilateral forms. Circular Big Dip-

per Mandalas are housed in temples including

Höryüji inNara (fig. 25) and Ninnaji

in Kyoto. Some of the angular versions are preserved
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at Toji (fig. 26) and Daigoji ^ temples in Kyoto.

Celestial objects in the Big Dipper Mandalas are rep-

resented in the form ofpersonified deities or star dia-

grams, in Sanskrit letters or Chinese graphs, or in

some combination of these. It may have been left to

the patron to select the iconographie form.

The Tantric texts from which the Tejabrabhä

and Big Dipper mandata s originate explain the

methods of invoking the celestial objects to cure ill-

nesses, avoid natural calamities, win wars, and

achieve rebirth in the fortunate realms. The seven

stars of the Big Dipper are especially important in

this respect because they were thought to control

the life and death of individuals. Listening to or

reading the Tantric texts on the Big Dipper, as the

work Foshuo beidou qixingyanmingjing

-b (The Sütra to Extend Life-span Based

on the Seven Stars of the Big Dipper as Spoken by

the Buddha) reveals, helped the patron, his/her

ancestors, and future generations achieve rebirth in

heaven. Moreover, it was accepted that making an

offering to the seven stars of the Big Dipper might

pacify hungry ghosts, enabling the dead to escape

from hell and achieve rebirth in the Land ofHighest

Joy (jile shijie
,
Sukhävati).

82 Other texts,

such as the Dasheng Miaojixiang Pusa shuo chuzai

jiaolingfalun A. cf ih Ii4v Æ
(T. 966), describe ways to draw (hua

)
and estab-

lish (jianli ji) the Big Dipper and various celes-

tial objects in the form ofmandatas, suggesting that

these diagrams (tu 8] )
and altars (daochang ij| $%)

were often used to make offerings to the stars and

planets.
83

The similarities between the Xuanhua astro-

nomical paintings and the Star Mandalas, especially

the circular Big Dipper Mandalas, are remarkably

striking. Like the Big Dipper Mandalas, the Xuan-

hua astronomical paintings are composed of twenty-

eight lunar lodges, zodiacal signs, luminaries, Big

Dipper, and lotus. While the outer circles have

exactly the same motifs, the difference is in the core

of the two diagrams. Instead of the image ofthe Bud-

dha or the siddham letter a, unornamented mirrors

occupy the central position in the Xuanhua astro-

nomical paintings. Since these mirrors are found

inside a Buddhist symbol (lotus), and because they

differ from the ornamented Chinese mirrors, it is

fig. 26.

Angular Big Dipper Mandala, Töji. After

Universe of Mandalas, 82, pi. 22.

reasonable to address the problem ofmirrors from a

Buddhist perspective.

Mirrors, in the Buddhist context, have multiple

meanings and usages. There is, for example, a

mandata called Yuanjing mantuoluo B] &ji ft PÈ Iff

(Circular Mirror Mandala) that could be used to

“understand the meaning of the dharmacakra-pra-

vartana (the teachings of the Buddha) [found] in

the esoteric pitaka (jie mimi zang zhong zhuanfalun

yi f ).”
84 A mirror is also used

as a metaphor for emptiness, human mind, and the
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FIG. 27.

Iri Mandala.

After Hiko-

matsu Saitô,

“Iri mandara no

kenkyü,
”
In-

dogaku

Bukkyögaku

kenkyü 1.11

(1963): 266.
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wisdom of the Buddha. Moreover, in the following

passage from the Buddhist text Da Piluzhena fo

shenbian jia chijing »tfc J[ i& 4 Sc fo M
(Commentary on Mahävairocana Sütra) the Moon is

compared to a mirror: “The lotus is dazzling. Inside

is a full circular Moon, dustless like a bright mirror

(yuanman yuelun zhonz, wiippn ru jinzjinz ffl /#j J]

’ &ÿsfo>Hk ).”
85

In the esoteric A-syllable visualization tech-

nique, the siddham letter a on top of the lotus is

drawn inside a moon disk. TheJapanese tantric text

Ajikan yöjin kuketsu FT f- M If) t7 4 (Record of

Oral Instruction on the A-Syllable Visualization)

notes: “The eight-pettalled [sic\ lotus is the heart

\karita
,
corporeal heart] mind. This is form. The

mind
[
shitta

,
spiritual mind] dwells in this lotus.

These two minds do not separate for even a

moment, and therefore you should visualize the

moon disk above the lotus. . . . The seed syllable of

the lotus is the A-syllable. Therefore you should

visualize the A-syllable within the moon disk.”
86

By visualizing the symbol, according to Shingon

teachings, a patron can become one with the Bud-

dha. 87 Moreover, the visualization of the A-syllable

was seen as an important part of the esoteric Bud-

dhist mortuary tradition. The Indian monk Shan-

wuwei -Ü- tc (Subhäkarasimha, 637-735) in his

Fodingzunsheng xin podiyu zhuanye zhangchu sanjie

mimi sanshenfoguo sanzhongxidi zhenyan yigui 4
Tjj &mmt. p# * wt .h. #m j=

iÈ fib Jf-lT perhaps the source of the “Zhiju

rulai xin podiyu dhäranF % 'M fo4 $£.fih|fb PS HI

HL written on the coffins in Xuanhua tombs,

explains that by visualizing the A-syllable, one could

escape various levels of hell and achieve rebirth in

the Pure Land. 88

The image ofa moon disk with the A-syllable on

top ofa lotus, as noted above, forms the core ofsome

Star Mandalas. In fact, an instruction to draw the

Pole Star Mandala (Miaojian mantuoluo fo ßL TL PÈ

HI) notes:

The Rites of the Divine Star King says: In the cen-

ter [of the mandata
]
draw a great circular Moon.

Inside [the Moon] draw the figure of the Bodhisat-

tva [of the Pole Star]. In the left hand [die Bodhi-

sattva] carries a lotus. On [top of] the lotus make

die figures of the seven stars of the Big Dipper.
89

0 ttlkEÉ
it, [iâ#]_L^db4-bJ.^°

The mirrors in the Xuanhua paintings occupy the

same position as the Moon does in the Big Dipper

Mandalas—inside the lotus. It seems, given the over-

all similarities between the Xuanhua astronomical

paintings and the Star Mandalas, that the mirrors

within the lotus in the Xuanhua paintings symbol-

ized the moon disk. It is possible that the mirrors

placed inside the lotus may have even had the Bud-

dhist symbol for the universe (the A-syllable) writ-

ten on them.

The mandalic representation of the universe on

the Xuanhua ceilings not only conforms to the eso-

teric mortuary beliefs expressed inside the tombs but

is also consistent with the popular funeral practices

of the period. In eleventh-century Japan, for

instance, Iri % Mandalas were used to cover the

body of the deceased before cremation. 90 These

mandata?,
,
with images of lotus, dhäranis

,
and the

bija syllables (fig. 27), were to help the dead dislodge
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bad karma and hence be reborn in paradise. This, as

we have seen, echoes the written wishes of the occu-

pants of the Xuanhua tombs and may thus explain

the reason for drawing a mandata on the canopy

above the remains of the deceased.

CONCLUSION

Wu Hung ascribes the frequent representation of

the universe in Chinese mortuary art to the concepts

of Heaven’s will and the mandate of Heaven that

developed during the Han dynasty. “Heaven,” he

writes, “manifests itself as concrete signs or omens

on the ceiling, a decorative position denoting the

physical existence of Heaven in space. It is ‘above’

and opposite to Earth below, in accordance with the

assertion of Dong Zhongshu, the founder of Han

Confucianism: ‘Heaven covers all.’”
91

Celestial symbols were also often used by the

Daoists. The Dipper constellation, for example,

occupies an important position in the Daoist liturgical

tradition. Kristofer Schipper points out that the Dip-

per constellation is the “Controller of Destiny.” It is,

he writes, “present everywhere in Taoist [Daoist] rit-

ual: its image is engraved on swords to scare off

demons; as a receptacle filled with rice, the dipper is a

pure and purifying container where ritual instruments

and sacred writings are placed and protect them

against evil influences.”92 The Big Dipper, as Livia

Kohn explains, also “represents the Tao [Dao] or the

One in the center of the sky and is thus parallel to

Mount Kunlun on Earth,” a paradise where immor-

tals reside.
93 Such Daoist beliefs in and representadon

of celestial objects, as Xiao Dengfu It jtift has

shown, contributed immensely to the development of

Chinese Buddhist horoscopic astrology and esoteric

iconography. 94 Although the belief in cosmic forces

was already a notable aspect of Tantrism before it

reached China,95 the focus on the Big Dipper may

have been an outcome of Tantric-Daoist syncretism.

In fact, it seems that the Tantric texts on the Big Dip-

per were all composed in China.96
Similarly, the Star

Mandalas that are based on the Chinese esoteric texts

may have been the creadon of the Tantric masters in

48 East Asia rather than imports from India.

Some scholars have already suggested that

Vajrayâna mandatas are of non-Indic origin.

Schuyler Cammann, for example, has argued that

the Chinese T-L-V mirrors contributed to the devel-

opment of Tibetan mandatas.91 Edward Conze, on

the other hand, has pointed out the Central Asian

origin of ?nandalas. 98 And recently Todd Gibson

has emphasized the impact ofan “Indo-Iranian con-

tact zone” in the rise of mandalic symbolism, espe-

cially because “there is no proof that it [mandalic

symbolism] was widespread in India any earlier

than in Inner Asia.”99

While Gibson’s argument may not be entirely

convincing, since we do find KauÇalya, as early as the

fourth century B.C.E., using mandat as a geopoliti-

cal concept, 100
the Star Mandalas, which are a fusion

ofIndian and Chinese symbolism, may have actually

originated in either Inner or Eastern Asia. Perhaps

the diagrams were conceived in the early ninth cen-

tury, soon after the Chinese Tantric texts on horo-

scopic astrology were compiled. The attractive mag-

ical powers of esoteric Buddhism and the Huichang

persecution ofBuddhism in 842-45 may have cata-

lyzed the outflow of Tantric monks and texts, and

with them the concept ofhoroscopic astrology, from

Tang China to the surrounding regions. Thereafter,

esoteric Buddhism flourished in places such as

Dunhuang, Dali, Xi Xia, and Liao kingdoms, and

Japan. In some of these places, Dali, Liao, and

Japan, for example, Tantric mantras and mandatas

seem to have become an integral part of the native

mortuary practices. The dhärani coffins and pillars,

Iri Mandalas, and the astronomical paintings from

Xuanhua are all indicative of this process of amal-

gamation.

Finally, a distinction must be made between

those who engaged themselves in the empirical study

ofthe sky and those who were primarily interested in

prognostication. The difference between the two has

already been pointed out in the works of Shigeru

Nakayama and Nathan Sivin.
101 They have called the

former style “potent” or “judicial” astrology and the

latter “horoscopic” astrology. Similarly, a distinc-

tion must also be made between the iconographie

representations of the sky by these two groups. The

first group struggled to produce diagrams of the sky
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in a correct ephemeris. The second group, on the

other hand, was more interested in the symbolic

representation of the sky. While the Suzhou star

map is an example from the judicial astrological tra-

dition, the Star Mandalas, including those found in

the Xuanhua tombs, are related to peoples’ belief in

life after death and the options available to deal with

it. The Xuanhua tombs, the artifacts accompanying

the occupants, and the mandalic paintings on the

ceilings illustrate the synthesis of Confucian, Daoist,

Buddhist, and geomantic beliefs rather than point-

ing to any breakthrough in the mathematical under-

standing of the cosmos.
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Emperor Ningzong’s

Night Banquet

ABSTRACT

Although unsigned, the hanging scroll Night Banquet (Huadeng

shiyan) in Taipei’s National Palace Museum is generally recognized

as being a painting by Ma Yuan himself. It carries further authority

because of a poetry inscription by his imperial patron, Empress

Yang. Indeed, it appears further to represent an historical event held

by Emperor Ningzong in honor of the empress’s adopted family.

With such foundations the article attempts to explore more exactly

the visual meaning, style and content, of a painting that transforms

earlier sources in both poetry (Du Fu) and painting (Tang and Five

Dynasties) into a secure, well-wrought expression supporting

understanding ofMa Yuan’s art between 1207 and 1219.
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FIG. 1 (NEAR RIGHT).

Ma Yuan,

Night Banquet,

hanging scroll in ink

and touches ofcolor on

silk, 111.9 x 53.5 cm.

National Palace

Museum, Taiwan.

FIG. 2 (FAR RIGHT).

Ma Yuan,

Dongshan,

hanging scroll in ink

and slight color on

silk, 77.6 x 33 cm.

Tokyo National

Museum.

fig. 3 .

Ma Yuan,

detail offig. 1,

close view ofpalace.
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Emperor Ningzong’s

Night Banquet

T he late song pai ntin g Night Banquet

(Huadeng shiyan ^ $ ) ,
now in

Taipei’s National Palace Museum, is gen-

erally accepted, despite a lack of signature, as by the

hand of the famous Hangzhou painter Ma Yuan <^b

££.. It depicts in a single skillful hanging scroll a

landscape that embraces both architecture and

human figures—figures, however minuscule, that

suggest an historical event—and thus appears to be

datable close to the second decade of the thirteenth

century (fig. 1). It is both of a specific time in the

early thirteenth century and an implied extension

beyond that time. It reflects an understanding of the

past and implies continuities with the future—both

as to the nature of imperial power and in helping to

define a style different from ordinary academic

painters that, along with a selected few other surviv-

ing works by the artist, echoes as the so-called Ma
style across several centuries.

The proportions of its silk format (1 1 1.9 x 53.5

cm), along with the forms placed upon it, are not

unique to this scroll. They relate to other paintings

by Ma Yuan, specifically three slightly smaller hang-

ing scrolls now in Japan depicting Buddhist Chan

sages of the ninth and tenth centuries in encounters

ofenlightenment. Dimensions on these scrolls range

from 81 * 38.6 cm to 77.6 x 33 cm. One, showing

Dongshan il
5

] ill as he crosses a stream and hence

with the greatest concern for landscape, is repro-

duced here (fig. 2). The others, however, follow a

similar pattern, but with the Chan pupils Yunmen

s H and Fayan '/£:$&. each confronting his teacher.
1

Compositions are subtly anchored to either

right or left. In them, as well as in Night Banquet
,

significant drawn-out vertical space permits an

important block of calligraphy to be brushed above

the scenes below. In all cases the calligraphy, reflect-

ing the same high-level patronage, is considered to

be that of Ma Yuan’s imperial patron, Ningzong’s

-f- as Empress Yang JJ? ÉL fë . In keeping with the

foreground prominence of the figures, it is more

forcefully present in the Buddhist pictures. In Night

Banquet the written characters are less obtrusive in

deference to the atmospheric depths of its land-

scape. The neat block of seven characters in each of

eight ordered lines hangs, not unlike the lingering

edge of a rolled-up bamboo curtain, far above the

earthly scene below. 2

To return more exactly to Night Banquet (figs. 1

and 3), out of an otherwise open sky, definition is

increasingly gathered into the lowi r halfof the scroll

and its tipped level land. While dependence on a

one-sided, or one-cornered, composition is muted

by the horizontal extension ofarchitecture—its open

platform and the rectangular framing of forward

plum tree plantings—the setting refuses to discard

an angular mode. Thus plum trees fade toward a

leftward dark. The architecture is not full-face but

angled to reveal its right wall and part of a covered

corridor extending to that same side. Finally, in the

further rise toward vertical tree ancTmountain peak,

the significance of an oblique anchoring is all the

more apparent. A single pine towers high yet ges-

tures down in benediction, the mountain an echoing

righthand shape to carry the message both higher

and toward dark distance.

In contrast to Ma Yuan’s other figurai subjects,

the numerous figures here, sixteen on the open stage

and ten within, are minuscule. They must defer to the 57

grandeur of a towering palace and the surrounding
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FIG. 5.

Dong Yuan

(attributed),

Xiao and Xiang

(detail),

Song copy (?),

handscroll in ink

and color on silk.

National Palace

Museum, Beijing.

presence of flowering plum and thickets of bamboo

(fig. 3), while beyond is the even greater loftiness of

rising land and extended darkening distance,

nature’s implied embrace.

The exaggerated miniature of these figures,

however, has deeper roots. On the contemporary

level it brings us to another beautifully crafted archi-

tectural study in the same museum, somewhat erro-

neously, even ironically, titled Palace Pleasures

(Gongzhong xingle 's* 't' )• Unsigned, it must be

considered an anonymous painting by a late Song

Academy artist not too far from Ma Yuan’s own time

(fig. 4). Precisely detailed palace architecture both

surrounds and towers over pigmented miniature

human activity placed, not unlike Ma Yuan, on a

smoothly tipped-up courtyard platform before an

extensive horizontal stretch of building. It is also a

scene of night, as two yellow circles of lantern that

guide the action suggest, along with a broader con-

ventional glowing brightness emanating from the pal-

ace interior. While it has an ambitious attribution to

the tenth-century painter Guo Zhongshu $P & ^
(910-77), famous for his detailed architectural stud-

ies classed as “boundary painting” (jiehua the

identification ofGuo’s hand is historically untenable.

The name, however, has the value of suggesting an

important tradition. It helps link the late Song to an

earlier time. In this case the tradition can be more

exactly related to Guo’s southern contemporary, the

painter-hero Dong Yuan jÊt'lfà (937-75) of the same

historical period—Five Dynasties slipping into the

Northern Song. Although apparently an obscure

park official in his own time, Dong Yuan had been

elevated to aesthetic prominence in the late Northern

Song. 3 At least as it currently survives, one important

segment ofDong Yuan’s style was to place such min-

iature pigmented figures, active but dwarfed, upon

an expansive landscape (fig. 5). This can best be

explained as a retention of the carefully drawn and

precisely colored men and women so important in

Tang court painting, this early not to be rejected

despite growing interest in the landscape but to be

directly transferred, along with narrative implica-

tions, to grace open expanses ofmountain and water.

There they inevitably acquired a scale appropriate to

such natural grandeur. The next step, ofcourse, was

to fuse their depiction more harmoniously within the

increasing desire for direct, spatial extension.



EMPEROR NINGZONG’S NIGHT BANQUET

FIG. 4.

Anonymous,

late twelfth

century (?),

Emperor Ming-

huang’s jL

Flight to Shu

(Sichuan), album

leaf roundedfan

in ink and color

on silk, detail of

central portion.

National

Palace Museum,

Taiwan.
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The subject of this carefully detailed fan paint-

ing adds credence to this hypothesis since it is,

indeed, as revealed some years ago by Li Lin-tsan of

the museum staff, a courtly narrative. The tiny pig-

mented figures on the artificially bright night stage

act out the famous Tang dynasty event in 756 with

the emperor’s favorite beauty, Yang Guifei
,

shown mounting a horse to ride with Emperor

Xuanzong X rR on his flight to Sichuan. Two lines

from a poem by the Tang scholar Su Lingzhi If.

^ that once accompanied a now-lost painting of the

subject accurately describe the scene before the

imperial palace. In Li’s translation: “The court

ladies help the Precious Consort mount the horse /

The Emperor still turns back once more to glance at

herjade face.”
4 This scene not only told of a surren-

der of empire but was the tragic prelude to her own

execution. While one can speculate as to its meaning

for a Song China that had similarly surrendered

power to northern barbarians, it is a painting that,

like Ma Yuan’s scroll, makes architecture (here in a

more specifically garden nature with no far distance

and with the definition ofseemingly endless detail) a

visual symbol of power and imperial continuity,

adding as well for late Song viewers a touch of

prophesy. Indeed the Tang dynasty did renew itself

for a span of 150 years.

Ma Yuan’s Night Banquet must in part be con-

sidered in the light of this tradition, but at the same

time a clear transformation has occurred. Color is

present, particularly in its repetition as a seemingly

conventional red on the women, on hangings, col-

umns, and what appear to be other textiles (fig. 6).

Perhaps it was more evident in an earlier condition,

but it is no longer a major component. Color now

simply enlivens the scene with bright and welcome

accents, not, as will be shown, without important

content but allowing brush and ink, line and wash to

become the major technical source of expression,

reflections of Ma Yuan’s unique vitality. Accord-

ingly, appropriate to the musical scene behind them,

hasty linear plum trees dance. Bamboo, its leaves

brief dottings, fan gracefully into the night. Pines,

reduced to two, their needles fused to a kind of

scumbling of rough brush, slant down toward the

celebration. Selected wash outlines of mountain

peak echo such gestures. Even the architecture,

although lofty in scale, is reduced to linear repetition

(fig. 3). Forget the intricacies of extensive bracket

supports. Parallel lines suffice for roof tiles and foun-

dation masonry, while flat squares of lattice work

complement the generous invitation of a thin facade,

its easy openness in which there is still one more lin-

ear detail—a thread-fine pattern of crossing lines

that indicate the building’s tile floor. Finally, sensi-

tive washes infuse Ma Yuan’s characteristic spaces

with their brooding message of night.

Yet a narrative, concealed as it may be in lofty

architecture and night’s embrace, is important—as

in a traditional view ofDong Yuan or an attribution

recalling Guo Zhongshu. Partially screened by

branches of the flowering plum, sixteen tiny slender

women offer reciprocal poses ofdance and music on

the forward terrace. Within are additional figures,

six in the center space and two in each of the two

open wings. The latter are placed left and right, a

tiny but significant figurai order not unlike a framing

balance often found on rare surviving Tang hand-

scroll compositions. 5

Indeed the ordering of interior space provides a

contrast to Ma Yuan’s dominant angularity. This

order is not only set by the flanking attendants but

begins with the two balancing three-step stairways

that present access to the interior. The stairways

lead to furniture, tables, and screens. On each side

these are consciously angled so as to define a parallel

receding perspective aimed not toward a single

point but toward a centered unseen focus some-

where deep within. This, too, is an echo of Tang

forms as they may be seen in the arrangement ofpal-

ace architecture in Buddhist paradises of that time

(fig. 7). Thus an intrusion of architectural stability,

an ordered central arrangement, implies balance and

control toward all around it. In paradise scenes it is

the Buddha who presides at such a focal point. Here

the emperor is implied. That this stability runs

counter to the painting’s dominant impact ofshifting

angularity, including the rightward-facing and bow-

ing guests (fig. 3), only affirms Ma Yuan’s skill at

complexity. He conceals an implied statement oftra-

ditional stability—imperial order—within the sur-

rounding depiction ofwhat can only be described as
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FIG. 7.

Paradise scene,

Amitäyus dhyana

sütra, Tang dynasty,

eighth century.

Dunhuang, Cave

1 72, north wall.

Photo Desmond

Parsons, courtesy

Asian Art

Archives, University

ofMichigan.

a scene infused with temporal vitality. The moment

is far more than a moment.

In her analysis of the painting’s content, Hui-

shu Lee has convincingly suggested a direct relation

to Ningzong’s Empress Yang and her adopted fam-

ily, her brother and nephews: Yang Cishan ih

and his two sons, Yang Gu $j and Yang Shi

A? . She broadens the validity of this argument by

pointing to similar relationships in the courts of the

earlier Hangzhou 'J'1'1 emperors, a pattern in

Southern Song imperial art: “confirmation of the

imperial honor that is specifically directed toward

the clan of the empress.”6

Although older by twenty-four years, Yang

Cishan, with a significant military background,

appears to have been adopted by the gifted beauty to

lend a legitimate family tree to her obscure life ori-

gins. As a result, both Yang Cishan and his sons

became a vital, necessary support for her political

rise from honored consort in 1200 to Ningzong’s

empress in 1202.
7 Their identification in the paint-

ing begins with its inscription, attributable to

Empress Yang. Her calligraphy and its content is, as

often, present to grace—not without a touch ofbom-

bast—the art of her favorite painter:

Back from his dawn audience the Imperial

Commissioner proclaims official summons:

Honor to father and sons to attend

an imperial banquet.

Raise the wine cups—prayers for great blessings

Heard in the Han Hall, music—movement

and joyful sound

The budding plum in precious vases a thousand

branches bloom

Ofjade and coral splendid lanterns,

ten thousand brightly lit.

They say to urge a poem one must await the rain
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A line of cloud, the great hall in the rain

the poetry complete 8

If

ai
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Enough of the poet’s imagery is paralleled by the

painting to draw word and image together. Thus

dark lines ofwash suggest cloud and mist, although

the open-air music and dance deny the actual pres-

ence ofrain. Rather it is the warm embracing damp of

Hangzhou’s spring night, the kind of air you can

touch, still so characteristic of southern China, that

carries the inevitable promise of the poem’s comple-

tion. Similarly, within the hall the straightforward

narrative is both clear and suggestive. Three men, the

foremost larger than the other two, bow reverently

toward long banquet tables and beyond. Behind

them are three women dressed in auspicious red (fig.

6). Thus we see father and sons outlined in imperial

favor before a physical presence yet to be revealed

—

the emperor’s bounty and power, as with the immi-

nence ofpromised rain, the surer, the more powerful

from what takes place around him, from what is about

to be. As James Cahill has neatly suggested, “From

the periphery of an event we infer the event itself.”
9

Anchored to a moment in space and time, meaning

extends into the enduring world of idea.

T he personal identification for the

scene also helps elucidate history. It is log-

ical to place the painting within the time of

the political ascendancy ofYang Cishan as well as

his two sons. Thus it must fall between 1207 and

1219, years that bracket Yang Cishan’s life from the

time when both he and his sons received significant

official promotions until the father’s death in 1219.

For example, Yang Cishan received the title of

taibao Af^ (grand guardian) in 1 2 1 0.
lu This dating

leaves little doubt but that the scroll coincides with

Ma Yuan’s maturity as an artist and his recognized

importance for the Yang family. His twelve Water

studies of 1222, now in Beijing’s Palace Museum,

were directed to the elder son, Yang Gu. In them are

similar effects of sensitive atmospheric wash com-

bined with forward linear play, as exemplified in

Lake Glow, Rain Suffused (fig. 8).
11

Somewhat hidden in Ma Yuan’s integration of

pictorial elements into physically believable archi-

tecture, festival, and night is the fact that plantings

gracing the scene are specific. In order of their

appearance, from foreground into depth, is the pre-

cise presentation of plum, pine, and bamboo. The

pine is the most obvious, appearing to carry out Guo
Xi’s late eleventh-century instructions for its

symbolic meaning: “A tall pine stands erect ... a

noble man dazzling in his time, all lesser men in ser-

vice, no insolence or oppression.” 12 To recognize

the three, however, is to realize further depths of

auspiciousness that pervade the whole. These are

no less than the “Three Friends of the Cold Season”

(Suihan sanyou 1,$^^.), here opening into

spring. To mention the theme in late Song art is to

recall the beauty of its isolated selection on an

album-leaf format by the late Song artist Zhao

Mengjian (1 199-1267). The painting is in

the same Taipei Museum (fig. 9). Zhao was ajinshi

ifidb graduate of 1226 who filled official posts as

well as being intimate with prominent intellectuals

in the Hangzhou area. His lifetime thus overlapped

that ofMa Yuan, and he can be considered a close

contemporary of Ma Yuan’s son, Ma Lin

Zhao, however, was an aristocrat, carrying the name

of die Song royal house along with the social status of

a literatus. Here one need not dwell on stylistic differ-

ence, but it should be noted that both artists, each in

his own way, depend on the subtleties of brush, of

line and wash. Yet there is a clear reversal of tradi-

tionally accepted roles. Maggie Bickford has

described the jewel-like album painting: “Its mono-

chrome, linearity, and significant stylization notwith-

standing, the polished presentation and impeccable

execution ofZhao’s work here exhibit deep affinities

with and affection for the courtly art of flower paint-

ing . . . the same self-possessed, now and forever pic-

torial finality that characterizes the finest work in the

Academy tradition of poetic realism.” In contrast,

the brush ofMa Yuan is here the one that is animated

with suggestive touches that carry intention well

beyond “pictorial finality.” Yet, as subject, the62
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FIG. 8.

Ma Yuan, Lake Glow,

Rain Suffused,

album leaffrom

twelve-leafalbum

Water, now mounted

as a handscroll in ink

and slight color on silk,

dated to 1 222.

National Palace

Museum, Beijing.

FIG. 9.

Zhao Mengjian, Three

Friends of the Cold

Season, album leaf in

ink on paper,first half

of thirteenth century.

National Palace

Museum, Taiwan.

meaning of plum, pine, and bamboo is a constant,

and it is a popular theme, having been found woven

into contemporary textiles. Professor Bickford spec-

ulates on Zhao’s offering: an emblem of virtue, a

token for the New Year or a birthday, for a scholar’s

retirement, a favorite lady, a statesman. The last,

along with the promise of seasonal return, anchors

Ma Yuan’s vision, but there are enough good wishes

here to imagine wider blessings, all stemming from

imperial bounty. 13

With all its complex weight of seasonal auspi-

ciousness and imperial benevolence, its narrative, its

symbols, Ma Yuan’s larger intention will not allow

such content to overbalance the embracing signifi-

cance of a landscape. It is possible that he had in

mind a specific view. Hui-shu Lee suggests a pavil-

ion in the Rear Garden, where some thousand plum

trees were to be found as well as two pavilions called

Meigang (Plum Ridge) and Binghua (Ice

Flower). 14
If this hypothesis is correct, the painting
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is hardly a photograph, which brings us to view-

points.

B
y ma yuan’s time it was clear in the liter-

ature, from writings by Guo Xi (eleventh cen-

tury) and Han Zhuo & (act. ca. 1095-

1 123), that the Chinese passion for order had pro-

duced an attempt to define the complexities ofvisual

perspective in terms of six so-called distances (yuan

ii). Three defined in the later eleventh century were

described as “high” (gao iSj ), “deep” (shen ^ ),
and

“level” (ping d
1

). To these in the early twelfth cen-

tury were added “broad” (kuo F*J ), “hidden” (mi

ill), and “obscure” (you lâlâi ).
15 The first three can be

described as essentially psychological in moving the

observer as on a shifting mental elevator: high, the

better to see mountain peaks; mid-level, the better to

see directly into the scene; and level, the ability to

look down upon flat land or water to be able to exam-

ine such surfaces. In Ma Yuan’s Banquet landscape

all diree are evident. We look down upon the terrace

and the floor ofthe pavilion. We look directly at plum

trees, facade, human figures, bamboo. Pine top and

mountain crests require, in turn, a raised vision, the

clearing away of anything close that might obscure

them. The other three “distances” are significant

because they do not rely on such adjustments but on

what it is possible to see from a stable position in the

physical world. In such an experience, “broad” is

conceived as a spacious sweep toward far mountains;

“hidden” applies to mists and fog that conceal what

might otherwise be seen; and the related “obscure”

designates objects that, though still visible, are

reduced to atmospheric suggestiveness.

In effect, dependence on the physical eye cre-

ates its own limitation. Observation of what is near

suggests surrender of what is far. The mind must

take over. In this, however, there is no contradic-

tion. The eye’s surrender it is not. What happens is

simply continuation of physical fact. Now it is the

observed facts of atmosphere and distance, obscu-

rity and concealment, that must be shown.

What happens when we return to the Banquet

(fig. 1)? First there is compression of the psycholog-

ical distances. We catch all three, but they are

relaxed. They easily run together. Most effective is

the lowering of the implied horizon line, releasing

the top of the scroll to a high sky. Mountain peaks

slip down to enfold the pine. The sense of a coher-

ent direct view is also caught below. Architecture

conceals much ofwhat is behind it. The foreground

plum branches partially screen the view of dance

and music. The look into the palace interior is gen-

erous, even if not complete. The rightward anchor-

ing of visible forms then allows the atmospheric

damp and dark of leftward night to hide what clear

day might have revealed. The corollary to this

focused space is focused time, the setting for a spe-

cific narrative about to unfold.

Here it is necessary to return to the poem callig-

raphy of Empress Yang and its somewhat puzzling

last lines:

They say to urge a poem one must await the rain

A line of cloud, the great hall in the rain

the poetry complete

These are a direct play on the ending of the first of

two poems, spilling over to the second, written by

the Tang poet Du Fu —eight lines ofregulated

verse but in five-character lines as opposed to the

empress’s seven-character extension. He was

inspired by an experience in his early years, also at

the capital, then Chang’an -^.-5: (present-day Xi’an

-3c )• The actual site was some fifteen Chinese

miles (li JL
)
to the south, a summer outing on the

Zhangba Canal . It, too, had its own aura of

elegance, an evening in summer with “young aristo-

crats and courtesans,” an evening ending abruptly in

a rain storm:

With setting sun delights of the untied boat

The light breeze stirs lazy waves

Deep in bamboo a place for guests to linger

Pure lotuses the time now fresh and cool.

Dandies stir iced drinks

Beauties shred the lotus roots

A line of cloud black above our heads

Surely the rain is hastening a poem. 16
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FIG. 10.

ZhaoKui, Deep in Bamboo, detail ofscholar in retreat,

mid-thirteenth century, handscroll in ink on silk.

Shanghai Museum.

°

From what has survived, Du Fu’s poem had

special significance for another late Song painting.

The middle lines, “Deep in bamboo a place for

guests to linger
/
Pure lotuses the time now fresh and

cool,” have been captured in a handscroll now in the

Shanghai Museum. The painting was brushed by

the thirteenth-century military official Zhao Kui ^
H (1 185-1266), like his contemporary Zhao

Mengjian a member of the royal clan, also holder of

official posts with literati tastes and abilities, but lit-

tle known as a painter. Zhao Kui’s interpretation of

the outing is that of an individual, no longer young,

who is hidden in a rustic retreat (fig. 10). He is

waited upon by a fan-protecting servant as he con-

templates, perhaps as a poet, the lotus-dotted waters

before him. Two “guests” leading their mounts (not

shown here) approach distantly on a bright path

through sheltering bamboo groves.
17 Empress Yang

and Ma Yuan had other purposes. The flavor of

assembled aristocracy is, of course, closer to Du
Fu’s original experience. Now, however, it is raised

to the highest social level. Curious the nature of sig-

nificant poetry—for one, a quiet solitary retreat, for

another imperial pleasure, an emperor’s benevolent

reward.

Much of the poet’s imagery—both Du Fu’s and

Empress Yang’s—is paralleled by Ma Yuan’s paint-

ing. While not of summer, bamboo groves behind

the palace are significant for its setting, and the ink

washes of night do not neglect the dark cloud over-

head. It is, however, knowledge of Du Fu’s second

poem that completes the experience, a poem most

certainly known to both the empress and Ma Yuan.

Anyone concerned with the first must also be aware

of the second:

Rain arrives, seating mats are drenched

A sudden wind then strikes boat's bow

The beauties ofYue, their red skirts soaked

The courtesans of Yan, their penciled brows

weep

Mooring ropes tangled in willows

Curtains sprayed by curling foam

The way home faces the soughing of the wind

Embankments in a fifth-month autumn.
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Thus is the summer of the first poem transformed

into an unexpected other season.

At first reading the second poem may appear to

have little importance for Ma Yuan’s painting, espe-

cially as one must substitute a welcoming palace for
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Du Fu’s struggling chilled pleasure boat. That, how-

ever, is exactly what the empress does by placing

“the great hall in the rain.” More exact, however, is

the clarification of one specific point. The tiny fig-

ures dressed in red, especially the three placed

behind the three honored guests (fig. 6), clearly

become identified from the second poem as the red-

skirted “beauties ofYue,” the ancient Yue ^ mean-

ing the South and specifically Zhejiang, now with its

focus on Hangzhou itself (Yan $=, the contrasting

North).

Naturally, Ma Yuan’s auspicious painting is not

one to suggest Du Fu’s troubled outcome. But in a

less specific sense, his poem has further reverbera-

tions. Du Fu takes us to another season. Such exten-

sion is paralleled in Ma Yuan’s painting. An auspi-

cious early spring evening must grow to other times.

It is the very nature of Ma Yuan’s corner or one-

sided compositions to open such a path. By limiting

what the eye may surely grasp, he is asking us to

view what it cannot. The search at hand is linked to

the search without. Itjoins a long-established paint-

ing tradition in which the human figure is important

not because of a looming presence but because of a

close relation to a far wider world. The near view

becomes the far view. Ma Yuan thus presents an

invitation to the mind, a mind not separate from but

continually joined to physical experience. The
moment extends. What is completed in Empress

Yang’s “great hall in the rain” is spring’s welcome

nurturing in the presence, no less, ofplum, pine and

bamboo. It cannot help but augur continuing bless-

ings— all seasons, an embracing imperial gift. As

enfolding night extends, it is appropriate to suggest

yet another line from Du Fu, whose poetry was

noted for going beyond pure description. Written

from Chengdu in China’s southwest, this line

relates to another, though differing, festival time, the

ninth of the ninth lunar month, when it was the cus-

tom to climb to high places, in this case a city wall:

Across distances, seasons run together.
18
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Patrick Young, photographer, both of the Department of the

History of Art, University of Michigan.
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ABSTRACT

When so little survives in the standard biographical documents

about famous artists, scholars hope to generate additional bio-

graphical information from other sources, and any sliver of infor-

mation assumes utmost importance in reconstructing biography.

It is, however, imperative that every seeming source be exhaus-

tively scrutinized to establish its credibility before any such new

data are accepted as valid. Today conjecture about the life of the

sixteenth-century painter Qiu Ying abounds. This study is pri-

marily a critique of the documents used and the conclusions

reached by scholars who have endeavored to shed light on Qiu

Ying’s life. It reveals exactly how fragile and precarious is some

of the biographical detail that has accrued to Qiu Ying’s name as

fact.
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FIG. 1.

Anonymous, Portrait ofQiu Ying, date

uncertain, present location unknown. Photo

after Meishu shenghuo 37 (April 1937).
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Problems in Reconstructing

the Life ofQiu Ting

A long with shen zhou vît, (1427-

1509), Wen Zhengming B
£! (1470-

1559), and Tang Yin W (1470-1524), the

sixteenth-century artist Qiu Ying J/l (fig. 1) was

honored as one of the Four Great Masters of the Ming

dynasty. All four men lived in the Suzhou area of

southeast China, and three ofthem—Shen Zhou, Wen
Zhengming, and Tang Yin—were members of the lite-

rati and gentry classes. In addition to painting, these

three engaged in the usual upper-class literati pursuits:

writing poetry, enjoying wine parties, practicing cal-

ligraphy. Each of the three left a corpus of written ma-

terials; all three are frequently mentioned in the social

writings of their peers; and all three received full bio-

graphical treatment by their contemporaries. These

miscellaneous records are rich in accurate data and

were used by Richard Edwards and Anne Clapp as

primary sources for their biographies of these three

men. 1

In contrast, Qiu Ying remains remarkably enig-

matic.
2 The precise dates ofhis birth and death are un-

known. He left no corpus ofliterary works, and no one

prepared a full biography or a tomb inscription for

him—the normal sources ofinformation about an indi-

vidual in China. Although Qiu must have been ac-

quainted with most of the cultural elite in Suzhou and

its neighboring towns, his name, unlike those of Shen

Zhou, Wen Zhengming, and Tang Yin, never appears

in the social writings of these elites, and, in contrast to

the wealth of information available for the other three

great masters, contemporaneous written documenta-

tion for Qiu Ying is exceedingly sparse.

Two sixteenth-century writings, one by Wang
Shizhen iiï: jüj (1526-90) and one by Wang Zhi-

deng 3L$M-jL (1535-1612), are our most reliable

sources because they were written by men who were

close in time to Qiu Ying, because these men lived in

the Suzhou area, and because they were intimately fa-

miliar with the artistic scene there. They disclose the

minimal facts that Qiu Ying had the alternate names

Shizhou "h î'J'l'] and Shifu "ff was born into a hum-

ble family in Taicang, northeast of Suzhou in present-

day Jiangsu Province, and moved to Suzhou. 3 There

his artistic skills attracted the attention of the painter

Zhou Chen fël Ë (ca. 1500-35), who took him on as a

pupil. Contemporary sixteenth-century documents

also reveal that Qiu Ying lived in the residences of

three patrons: Chen Guan I^TT (d. after 1577), Zhou

Fenglai JU Âîfc- (1523-55), and Xiang Yuanbian

7LVT (1525-90).
4

When so little survives in the standard biographi-

cal documents about famous artists, scholars hope to

generate additional biographical information from

other sources, such as signatures, seals, and colophons

that appear on paintings and on separate, later com-

mentary. Today, conjecture about Qiu Ying’s life

abounds, ranging from speculation about his birth and

death dates, about his birthplace, and about his addi-

tional names to rumors that he was illiterate and unable

even to sign his name on his paintings, asking others to

write it for him. When little is known, any sliver of in-

formation assumes utmost importance in reconstruct-

ing a biography. It is imperative that every source be

exhaustively scrutinized to establish its credibility be-

fore any such new data are accepted as valid. Art his-

torians encounter special problems when attempting

to recover biographical information about artists.

Questionable sources abound among art historical 7 1
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documents. Before the data about the artist that appear

on extant paintings can be accepted, the painting must

first be authenticated. If the painting is determined to

be spurious, then the signature and seals and any in-

scription by the putative artist must also be spurious,

and additional commentary by others that might ap-

pear on the painting must be treated with great cau-

tion. If the painting is lost, but a record of its inscrip-

tions and other ancillary writings is preserved in some

form, such as in a collector’s catalogue, there is no way

to verify the authenticity of the painting, and, given the

vast number of faked and forged scrolls, the data de-

rived from lost paintings must also be considered with

extreme care. Finally, information that first appears in

the record a century or more after the time of the artist

is always suspect. Spurious sources invalidate would-

be fact.

This article is primarily a critique of the docu-

ments used and the conclusions reached by scholars

who have endeavored to shed light on Qiu Ying’s life.

It also addresses questions about Qiu’s family and his

artistic activities. Such a study reveals exactly how

fragile and precarious is some of the biographical de-

tail that has accrued to Qiu Ying’s name as fact.

BIRTH AND DEATH DATES

Qiu Ying’s birth and death dates are nowhere re-

corded, and controversy surrounding these dates en-

gages the attention of present-day Chinese scholars in

particular. A lack of consensus about Qiu’s dates is a

consequence of interpreting the same data in different

ways, ofignoring data cited by others, and ofusing un-

reliable sources. Several sets of alternate dates have

been proposed.

In 1946, Wen Zhaotong began his attempt to pro-

vide reasonable dates for Qiu’s birth and death by not-

ing a comment made by the influential landscapist and

art theorist Dong Qichang 1É % H (1555-1636). 5

Dong claimed that Qiu Ying did not enjoy a long life

and compared him with the Yuan painter Zhao

Mengfu ÄÜ (1254-1322). As Wen points out,

however, Zhao Mengfu in fact lived to the ripe old age

of sixty-nine; consequently, Wen figures, Qiu Ying

must also have lived a similarly long life of about sixty-

nine years. With this as one “fact,” Wen then turns to

an entry for a scroll recorded in a painting collection

catalogue first published in 1904: a collaborative work

by Shen Zhou, Wen Zhengming, Tang Yin, Zhou

Chen, and Qiu Ying designed as a birthday present for

an unidentified recipient.
6 The scroll was dated by in-

scription to the year 1509—the earliest date associated

with the name Qiu Ying. Wen Zhaotong believes that

Qiu Ying was less than twenty years old when he con-

tributed to this scroll and was perhaps about sixteen

when he began to study with Zhou Chen. Wen re-

minds us that extreme youthfulness does not cast

doubt on his hypothesis since Tang Yin, for example,

was already acclaimed for his artistic abilities at the age

of seventeen. On the basis of these interpretations,

Wen Zhaotong estimates that Qiu Ying was born

about the year 1494. A worrisome point, not ad-

dressed by Wen, is the fact that this birthday-present

handscroll is nowhere mentioned prior to its inclusion

in the 1904 catalogue; it thus appears very late in the

written legacy. Today, the 1509 collaborative painting

is lost, and there is no way to validate its authenticity.

Wen Zhaotong’s effort to establish Qiu’s death

date is undermined by conflicting information con-

tained in a colophon by Peng Nian (1505-66).

In his colophon dated 1552/53 inscribed on a Qiu

Ying handscroll representing Tribute Bearers (Palace

Museum, Beijing),
7 Peng made three important state-

ments: first, Qiu Ying stayed with Chen Guan in his

mountain villa; second, after Zhou Chen’s death, Qiu

Ying held forth in South China for twenty years; and

third, one could no longer obtain paintings by Qiu

Ying, implying that Qiu was dead by the time of this

writing (1552/53). Wen Zhaotong was aware of this

colophon but ignored the last part of it. Instead, he en-

deavored to ascertain the year of Qiu Ying’s death by

addressing the question of the death date of Qiu’s

painting teacher, Zhou Chen. Although Zhou’s death

date is unrecorded, Wen argues that Zhou died about

1535; thus, according to Wen Zhaotong’s calcula-

tions, Qiu Ying must have lived another twenty years

or so, dying about the year 1555. Yet, Wen observes,

if one relies on another piece of evidence, a colophon

by Xiang Shengbiao JK ^4%., the grandson of Xiang

Yuanbian, Qiu stayed with Yuanbian for thirty or forty

years.
8
Since Xiang Yuanbian was born in 1525, it is

unlikely that he had contact with Qiu Ying before Qiu

was in his forties—that is, about 1555. Wen estimates
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that if Qiu really stayed with Xiang for three or four

decades, Qiu would have died at the age of about

ninety in 1584. Wen Zhaotong, however, questions

the precision of Xiang Shengbiao’s statement, saying

that since there are twenty-nine years between 1555

and 1584, Xiang simply reduced this to an approxima-

tion, a generalization common in Chinese writing.

Wen Zhaotong ultimately proposes that Qiu Ying died

about the year 1561 at the age of sixty-eight.

In 1957 the eminent scholar and connoisseur Xu

Bangda interpreted some of these same sources differ-

ently.
9 He did not use the data from the 1509 scroll but

did refer to a colophon by Wenjia (1501-83) on

a Qiu Ying painting that is now lost but was recorded

in a book published in 1 7 1 2.
10

In this colophon, Wen

Jia claimed that Qiu Ying died in middle age

(shengnian Èl
,
generally taken to be about thirty to

forty years ofage—certainly not over fifty). Xu coupled

this colophon with Dong Qichang’s assertion that Qiu

Ying had a short life. Xu does not follow through on

the comparison with Zhao Mengfu, which would have

negated the notion ofa short life span for these two art-

ists. Instead he accepts Peng Nian’s comment that by

1552-53 Qiu Ying was dead, and, allotting Qiu a life-

time of fifty years, he proposes that Qiu was born

about 1502 and died about 1552.

In the early 1980s Hu Yi examined dated in-

scriptions written on lost Qiu Ying paintings re-

corded in the catalogue of the Imperial Qing painting

and calligraphy collection. On the basis of these dated

inscriptions, Hu asserts that Qiu was born in 1482

and died in 1559, enjoying a long life.
1

1

The weakness

in Hu’s argument is one that underlies all instances in

which the source of the data is an inscription on a

painting that no longer exists: there is no way to prove

the authenticity of either the painting or its accompa-

nying calligraphy. In addition, many paintings sup-

posedly by famous artists and supplied with false sig-

natures and dates entered the Imperial collection.

Hu’s data remain in limbo, to be accepted only with

great caution.

Zhou Daozhen, also writing in the early 1980s,

turned to another piece ofevidence, a colophon (dated

1517) inscribed by Wen Zhengming in which he refers

to Qiu Ying as a one-time collaborator. (This painting

is discussed below under the heading “Collabora-

tion.”) Zhou suggests that Qiu might have been eigh-

teen years old (seventeen by Western count) in 1517

and thus would have been born in 1 500; he recognized

1552 as Qiu’s death date.
12

In 1993, Shan Guolin reassessed the data and de-

cided that Qiu Ying must have been about twenty

years old when he participated with Shen Zhou, Wen
Zhengming, and the others in creating the 1509 scroll.

Shan proposes that Qiu was born in 1498 and died in

1552.
13

Stephen Litde notes that a colophon by Wu Kuan

zRz jC (1435-1504) appears on a painting attributed to

Qiu Ying now in the Japanese Imperial Household

collection.
14

Since Wu died in 1504, Little submits

that Qiu Ying possibly was already active by that

year.
15 This colophon, however, is inscribed not di-

recdy on the painting but on a separate sheet ofpaper.

Further, Wu Kuan’s colophon omits any mention of

Qiu Ying. An unscrupulous dealer or mounter could

easily have transferred Wu’s colophon to its present

position from a different painting by a different artist.

Wu’s colophon cannot be admitted as evidence for as-

certaining Qiu Ying’s dates.

Although current Western opinion accepts 1494

as the possible year of Qiu Ying’s birth and the year

1552 as that of his deadi, Mette Siggstedt wisely warns

that all ofthe proposed dates are arrived at arbitrarily.
16

BIRTHPLACE

In contrast to all statements in sixteenth-century

sources indicating that Qiu Ying was born in Taicang,

Stephen Litde advances the idea that Qiu Ying’s an-

cestral home may have been Nanyang i^j in Hubei

Province.
17 But the evidence, derived from seals and

signatures, is erratic and inconclusive. It is further ob-

fuscated by questions about the genuineness of some

of the paintings on which the seals and signatures ap-

pear, about whether Nanyang is to be understood as a

place name or an alternate name, and about whether it

should be associated with Qiu Ying or wrth someone

else. A rectangular seal reading “Nanyang” appears on

several scrolls attributed to Qiu Ying, some ofdubious

authenticity, some of quality. One is a hanging scroll,

dated 1540, of ducks on a landspit (Shanghai Mu-

seum), a work that the connoisseur Fu Xinian does not

consider a bona fide scroll by Qiu Ying.
18 A Nanyang
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seal appears beneath Qiu Ying’s name, in the place

usually reserved for seals bearing an artist’s zi ^ or

hao on the handscroll Tribute Bearers (Palace Mu-

seum, Beijing) and in the upper left corner of the beau-

tiful handscroll Picking Lotus (formerly belonging to

C. T. Loo, New York City; present location un-

known). 19 A problem arises from the fact that the iden-

tical seal is also impressed after the name of the Suzhou

landscape painter Lu Zhi PÈ '/a (1496-1576), who

wrote the first in a series ofpoems now attached to Qiu

Ying’s handscroll A Beauty in Spring Thoughts (Na-

tional Palace Museum, Taipei).
20 There is no other

record ofLu Zhi using a Nanyang seal.
21 The presence

of the identical Nanyang seal after Qiu Ying’s name on

the Tribute Bearers and in the upper left corner of the

Picking Lotus raises the possibility that the artist had

other people sign his name for him, a question to be

addressed below.

A signature reading “brushed by Qiu Ying, Nan-

yang” [Nanyang Qiu Ting xie ^) appears

on a fan painting depicting A Scholar and an Attendant

in a Landscape (Asian Art Museum, San Francisco).
22

But again, this is not unimpeachable evidence because

the comparatively large scale of the characters of the

signature and its conspicuous location are incompati-

ble with sixteenth-century artistic practices and are

also unlike Qiu Ying’s usual habits of using small char-

acters suitable for a small format and modestly placing

his signature to one side of the imagery. In addition, in

the painting proper, the brushwork is dry, and the

general execution of the painting is dull, quite unlike

the characteristics of Qiu Ying’s hand in his delicate

style.
23 These observations cast doubt on this fan as a

credible source of documentation. Qiu is credited

with a painting entitled Thatched Cottage at Nan-

yang
,
but nothing more specific is recorded about the

subject.
24

There is, then, no compelling proof confirming

that Qiu’s family homestead was in Hubei Province.

ARTISAN ORIGIN

In the 1960s, the assertion that Qiu Ying started his

career as a lacquer artisan began to appear in articles

on Qiu published by Chinese scholars. Yang Zong-

rong was perhaps the first to mention this assertion,

although he provided no source for it.
25
(As will be dis-

cussed below, the claim was first made by Zhang Chao

$k in his book titled Yu Chu xinzhi J% W 4f\
.)

Unchallenged, the notion that Qiu Ying began as a lac-

quer craftsman spread and in the ensuing decades was

repeated in both Chinese and Western accounts of the

artist. It played a central role in a largely fictional (un-

fortunately posing as a scholarly) account of Qiu

Ying’s life published in 1982.
20

These articles always simply claimed that “Qiu

Ying began as a lacquer craftsman.” Accepted uncriti-

cally, this claim seems to imply that Qiu Ying painted

the decorations on lacquer-ware trays and boxes, or

perhaps designed or even carved scenes on lacquer-

ware objects. It is thus understood by the modern

scholar Zhu Qiqian ? in his magnum opus on

lacquers,
27

as well as by others. Craig Clunas has

pointed out the close connections between paintings

and carved lacquer scenes, noting that in at least two

instances similar images appear in both media and sug-

gesting that they had a similar purpose. Views of a man

on horseback leaving a villa, whether represented in a

painted scroll or on a carved lacquer dish, might be a

suitable present for an official departing to take up his

next assignment; scenes of two men in a pavilion gar-

den, again as either a painted scroll or a carved lacquer

dish, might have been intended as a gift to commemo-

rate a visit from one scholar to another.
28 The latter im-

agery was common among Suzhou painters by Qiu

Ying’s time, so the existence of at least one scroll by

him, Eastern Grove (National Palace Museum,

Taipei),
29

in this mode is insufficient to proclaim his

lacquer origins; he was simply following an estab-

lished painting tradition.

The original comment on Qiu Ying as lacquer

craftsman appeared in Yu Chu’s New Records [Yu Chu

xinzhi

)

by Zhang Chao (1625-94), published in 1683.

A closer look at this comment reveals that it is more

specific. What Zhang actually says, in part, is: “In

Ming painting history there is also QiuYing; he started

as a lacquer craftsman and also did colored decora-

tions in houses (beams and rafters) for people; later he

undertook the profession ofpainter.”
30
Analysis of this

statement suggests something quite different from

casting Qiu Ying as a worker in a lacquer-ware factory.74
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Instead, it is logical to interpret Zhang’s statement as

meaning that Qiu Ying was first in the building trades

as a craftsman who, for example, might have applied

the lacquer to doors or treated exposed wooden mem-

bers ofhouses and pavilions with the multiple layers of

tong oil or lacquer and hemp necessary to help pre-

serve them;31
in addition, he painted beams and rafters

with the colorful geometric and intricate representa-

tional motifs for which Suzhou was famous. 32 The pig-

ments used for these beam and rafter paintings, how-

ever, had as a binder not lacquer but glue, albumen,

peach resin, or tong oil.
33 Glue was the same binder

used by the scroll painter. This interpretation, de-

spite the inaccuracies concerning media, keeps Qiu

Ying in a single physical venue—the building—rather

than moving him from lacquer-ware factory to private

residence.

Since Zhang Chao’s is the earliest statement that

Qiu was a lacquer artisan, and since it first appeared

nearly 150 years after Qiu’s lifetime, the trustworthi-

ness of the source must be established. Born in Anhui

Province, Zhang Chao became ajunior archivist in the

Hanlin Academy;34
he was respected as a poet and es-

pecially as an anthologizer.
35

In the late seventeenth

century Zhang lived in Yangzhou, where he forged a

close friendship with a descendant of Confucius, the

dramatist Kong Shangren fL dh (1648-1718).

Kong had a wide circle of acquaintances: royal

princes, scholars, officials, painters, collectors, actors,

and musicians.
36 Zhang presided over Kong’s first

gathering ofpoets in his official residence in Yangzhou

in 1686 and included two ofKong’s works in one ofhis

huge anthologies.
37

Aside from his anthologies, Zhang Chao was es-

teemed for his maxims on the cultured life. One collec-

tion of his epigrams is entitled Quiet Dream Visions

(Youmengying éh i^IcQ 38 David Roy characterizes

this book as “an entertaining collection of . . . aphoris-

tic remarks on the art of life.”
39 Roy further explains:

“This work was circulated in manuscript among his

friends before it was published, and he solicited their

comments on it. . . their comments on Iris original aph-

orisms as well as on each other’s remarks were in-

cluded in [the publication].”
40 Among the friends who

commented on Zhang’s aphorisms were three artists:

Cha Shibiao isl dr (1615-98), who also hailed from

Anhui; Gong Xian M W (d. 1689), who lived in

nearby Nanjing; and Shitao Nj iSr (1642-1707), who

also had Anhui connections. Zhang was also ac-

quainted with Zhu Da (Bada Shanreri

Av, 1625-1705). 41
Clearly, Quiet Dream Visions was

seen not as a scholarly effort but as a witty pastime

—

perhaps, as David Ralston suggests, sort of a parlor

game. 42 Quiet Dream Visions
,
however, appealed

greatly to the early twentieth-century interpreter of

Chinese cultural ideas for Westerners, Lin Yutang,

who translated almost all of it in his book The Impor-

tance ofLiving: A Personal Guide to Enjoyment .

43 One

important feature of Zhang’s original adages is that

they are more often than not stated in parallel. Here are

two samples. The first: “North, south, east and west

have fixed locations; front, back, right and left are

without fixed locations.”
44 The second, as translated

by Judith Zeitlin, who sees it as an example of seven-

teenth-century appreciation of “obsession”: “Flow-

ers must have butterflies, mountains must have

streams, rocks must have moss, water must have sea-

weed, old trees must have creepers, and people must

have obsessions.”
45

The critical book by Zhang Chao to be scrutinized

here is Yu Chu’s New Records
,
which contains the ref-

erence to Qiu Ying being a lacquer craftsman. The

phrase “New Records” signifies an imitative continua-

tion, a supplement, to an original compilation, known

as Yu Chu’s Records (Yu Chu zhi
), a Ming dy-

nasty collection of stories.
46 The famous Ming dynasty

playwright Tang Xianzu fS- (1550-1616) sup-

posedly composed a preface for Yu Chu’s Records stat-

ing its value: “to read it opens the heart and releases

the soul, stirring the senses to astonishment.”
47 Zhang

Chao, in his preface to his New Records
,
explains why

he made his own anthology: “Reading this book will

make people feel joy and astonishment; it will make

them want to sing and want to cry, all for no reason.”
48

Zhang Chao’s assemblage of the strange and unusual

consists principally of biographies along with a smat-

tering of other types of material all copied from other

sources, to which Zhang appended his own personal

comments. He seems to have selected the biographies

with a special purpose in mind: that of allowing him to

associate strange people or events of the past with

those of his own day or experiences, those that lend 75
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themselves on a personal level to the savoring of an

emotional involvement. For example, after the biogra-

phy ofsomeone noted for strange behavior, he reports:

“there is someone just like this in my district.” The

purpose of Zhang Chao’s New Records is to inspire

sympathetic resonance with the human condition, not

historical scholarship.

One of Zhang’s transcriptions in his New Records

is the biography of the early Ming artist Dai Jin

(1388-1462) composed by Mao Xianshu

(1620-88). Mao’s biography of Dai contains the state-

ment that, when young, Dai was a silversmith and later

became a court artist. To this biography, Zhang ap-

pended the observation, “In Ming painting history

there is also Qiu Ying; he started as a lacquer crafts-

man and also did colored decorations in houses

(beams and rafters) for people; later he followed the

profession of painter.” Zhang goes on to say that he

had seen paintings by Qiu Ying and that they all had a

“craftsmanlike quality” and were not as good as those

by Dai Jin.

Some scholars wonder whether Dai Jin was really

a silversmith, noting that nearly 200 years elapsed be-

tween the lifetime of the painter Dai and that of the bi-

ographer Mao. 49 There is also a long period, roughly

150 years, between the lifetimes of Qiu Ying and

Zhang Chao. Zhang Chao’s predilection for parallels

in Quiet Dream Visions also characterized historians

and biographers, who liked to establish antithetical

pairs. Such a practice might underlie Zhang’s com-

ments on Qiu Ying. The idea that Dai Jin originally

was a silversmith perhaps inspired Zhang to invent a

similar, but different, craft beginning for Qiu Ying,

thereby creating a biographical parallel.

Judith Zeitlin, discussing Zhang in the context of

another of his publication ventures, notes that he “was

unconcerned with the possibility that the edition was a

fraud.”
50
Jonathan Hay sees Zhang Chao’s interests as

being “a sort ofanthropology ofmodern life, academic

and frivolous by turns [his] importance for a future

histoire des mentalités and, more broadly, the social

history of the early Qing period, can hardly be overes-

timated.”
51 Zhang is a gauge of contemporary seven-

teenth-century social and cultural attitudes. He was

neither an antiquarian nor a historian.

The twentieth-century lacquer scholar Zhu Qi-

qian carefully assembled all references to lacquer arti-

sans he could locate and was unable to find another

reference to substantiate Zhang’s claim that Qiu Ying

began his artistic life as a lacquer craftsman.
52 Zhu

claims that Zhang’s statement was probably mere

guesswork. On the basis ofZhu’s opinion, Craig Clu-

nas agrees that the view that Qiu Ying began his ca-

reer as a lacquerer was “a later tradition, probably

apocryphal.”53

It is also possible that Zhang Chao was simply re-

peating a rumor54—which, given his disposition (sug-

gested above), would not be out of character. James

Watt reports that architectural decoration in homes in

the New Territories in the mid-seventies was some-

times based on famous paintings; one house appar-

ently had a copy of the dragon scroll by the thirteenth-

century Chen Rong P4l (Museum of Fine Arts, Bos-

ton) ornamenting a beam. 55 A rendition of the Night

Banquet in the Peach and Plum Garden
,
a theme often

associated with Qiu Ying, was painted in color above

a door of one of the buildings of a private academy in

Guangdong. 56 Such circumstances, in which famous

compositions and themes trickle down to popular lev-

els, Watt suggests, might help explain how such a ru-

mor originated.

More doubt about the authenticity of Zhang

Chao’s assertion is raised by the fact that in the early

Ming period carpenters, sawyers, bricklayers, tong oil

painters, and lacquerers, as well as others in the build-

ing trades, were required to register (originally for cor-

vée labor in the capitals Beijing and Nanjing and later

primarily for tax purposes). Such artisans were not al-

lowed to change their professions, the trades being he-

reditary.
57 Although the system began to disintegrate

in the late fifteenth century, it was not until the late six-

teenth century, after 1562 (that is, nearly ten years af-

ter Qiu’s presumable death in 1552), that artisans were

finally permitted to pay off their service in cash instead

oflabor.
58

Finally, the idea that Qiu Ying was a lacquer

worker or an interior decorator apparently was not

widely known. In 1901, it was suggested that Qiu be-

gan his artistic life as a ceramic artisan in Raozhou, the

location of the famous porcelain kilns atJingdezhen.
59

Since it is even further removed in time from his life-

time, this assertion is even more suspect.
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HOME IN SUZHOU

Evidence from Qiu Ying’s signatures and seals sug-

gests that he lived in the same area of Suzhou as did

Tang Yin: the Peach Blossom Bank (Taohua Wu fyt

), located in the northwest corner of Suzhou,

where Tang built his famous Peach Blossom Cottage.

This testimony comes from signatures and seals on

paintings supposedly by Qiu Ying, but as in the case of

Nanyang discussed above, questions of authenticity

compromise the evidence from such sources.

One extant painting (National History Museum,

Beijing) bears the following signature purporting to be

Qiu Ying’s: “made by Qiu Ying of the Peach Blossom

Bank”
(
Taohua Wu Qiu Ting zhi M ).

Sadly abused, this handscroll preserves the four palace

scenes depicting the story of Su Hui $£,1Ê ,
who com-

posed and embroidered a palindrome to regain her ab-

sent husband’s affections. The Beijing scroll, identi-

fied only as palace scenes, is discussed as a genuine

early work by Qiu Ying despite its weak brushwork

and lackluster appearance.
60

Seals reading “Family at Peach Blossom Bank”

( Taohua Wu li renjia are also affili-

ated with the name Qiu Ying. This seal as impressed

on Hunting in the Shanglin Park is registered in Shigu

tang shuhua huikao -t t by Bian

Yongyu T" published in 1682. This monumen-

tal record ofpaintings and calligraphies is accepted as

one of the most reputable sources for painting.
61 The

same seal legend appears on The Jian Pass
,
as re-

corded in a painting collection catalogue published in

1915. 62 The Shigu tang shuhua huikao entry has a

good chance of being correct. This seal legend is also

impressed on two extant paintings ascribed to Qiu

Ying, neither of top quality: A Scholar Resting on a Qin

under a Willow (Shanghai Museum) and Discussing

Painting by a Pine Stream (Jilin Museum). 63
Bian’s

Shigu tang shuhua huikao was well known to art lovers

and dealers in the nineteenth century. It was the

forger’s friend in two ways. First, a forger could use it

as a source for authentic seal legends. Second, a forger

could refer potential buyers of a forged scroll to Bian’s

compendium to reassure them that a scroll was “genu-

ine” because it bore the same seals as those recorded in

Bian’s book.

It was conjectured that Qiu Ying used the signa-

ture “made by Qiu Ying of the Peach Blossom Bank”

when a young man and that he employed seals with the

Peach Blossom Bank legend after his reputation was

established as a means ofremembering his first years of

success as a painter.
64 This is an entirely logical pro-

posal since Taohua Wu was a commercial and artistic

hub in sixteenth-century Suzhou. But it remains un-

clear whether this is true or whether this phrase is a

fabrication of Suzhou forgers familiar with the city and

its districts.

OTHER NAMES

As QiuYing’s artistic livelihood developed, he took

the alternate names of Shifu and Shizhou (Shizhou

means “Ten Continents,” referring to the ten conti-

nents of Daoist immortals and giving Qiu Ying a mild

Daoist link). These two names are well attested in six-

teenth-century biographical sketches of the artist and

pose no problem. Three Qiu Ying seals bearing the

legend “The Immortal Master of Shizhou”
(
Shizhou

xianshi "h i'Jlj ib Ai) represent an extension ofthe same

Daoist idea. These seal legends, however, did not

come to light until the eighteenth century when re-

corded by the famous collector An Qi.
65

It is possible

that such a seal belonged to Qiu Ying and knowledge

of it was common in Suzhou, where, later, the legend

was impressed upon several leaves of a dubious Qiu

Ying album of figures now in the Palace Museum in

Beijing.
66 Whether Nanyang was another name used

by Qiu Ying was discussed above.

Close examination of seals on Qiu Ying paintings

has led to the discovery that he may have used a seal of

the xianzhang fn\ ^ type. Legends carved on xian-

zhang seals are mottoes or even literary phrases but do

not include the owner’s personal names or other des-

ignations that might be easily associated with him.

Such seals were sometimes impressed at the top right

of an inscription to balance the seals following the sig-

nature at the lower left of the writing. The impression

of a seal reading “Hanzao” appears on several

Qiu Ying paintings, but again there are puzzling cir-

cumstances surrounding the usage of this seal legend.

An oval seal with the legend Hanzao appears in 77
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the lower right corner of a hanging scroll, a close copy

of a Qiu Ying original named A Lady Playing the Harp

in a Pavilion (Museum of Fine Arts, Boston).
67

It also

appears, functioning as a “balancing'” seal, in the up-

per right corner of the handscroll Picking Lotus and in

the same location on the handscroll Illustration to the

Red CliffFu (Liaoning Provincial Museum), balancing

the artist’s signature at the lower left corner of each

scroll.
68 The latter was once in the imperial Qing col-

lection, but this is not an imperial seal legend. The

only other seals on this painting belong to the collector

Liang Qingbiao ^ in'

^

(1620-91), but Hanzao is not

one of Liang Qingbiao’s seals. The experts who exam-

ined this painting for the last installment of the cata-

logue of the Imperial collection accept this seal as be-

longing to Qiu Ying.
6 '

1

Decisive evidence that this seal

was one ofQiu Ying’s is the legend on a seal belonging

to his daughter, who was also a painter (see below).

This seal reads: “father was Hanzao seal” (ye Hanzao

zhang ^ rpQ 70
Strangely, the Hanzao seal ap-

pears impressed after the name of the writer of the sev-

enth poem now attached to Qiu’s A Beauty in Spring

Thoughts (National Palace Museum, Taipei).
71 The

writer of the poem is the unidentified Jinfeng shanren

d-1 Yv, which is nowhere found as another ofQiu

Ying’s names. A Beauty in Spring Thoughts was in-

cluded in the first installment of the imperial painting

catalogue, but the annotators, who were able to iden-

tify some of the other obscure poets whose poems are

attached to A Beauty in Spring Thoughts
,
remain silent

about Jinfeng shanren.
72

If the use of the oval Hanzao

seal after this name at the end of this poem means that

the verse was composed by Qiu Ying, this is significant

evidence overturning the view that he was literate but

unable to compose poetry.

Like many other professional painters, such as his

teacher Zhou Chen, Qiu Ying had few pretensions and

did not assign a special, poetic name to his workplace

or studio
(
zhai lik, tang lou f$:,shi !ÉD

,
an shu-

fang Hi% ). When artists, mostly literati painters, set

aside a special building for painting and study and en-

dowed it with a poetic name, they often had a seal

made with this studio name on it, so that it could be

impressed on their paintings. None of the known Qiu

Ying seals carries the name of such a studio. Martie

Young supports the idea that Qiu Ying had a studio

independent of major collectors because Wen Jia in a

colophon on a scroll by Qiu Ying says he and his

friends Wang Guxiang (1501-68) and Lu Zhi

went to “the dwelling of Qiu Ying.”73 Yet in the origi-

nal Chinese text ofWen Jia’s colophon, the character

used for “dwelling” is chu l^..
74 Chu means simply

“dwelling” or “place” but does not carry the idea of a

studio or a special place; these concepts are usually

designated by one of the series of names listed above.

LITERACY AND SOCIAL STATUS

Like many other professional painters, such as the ear-

lier DaiJin
75 and Qiu’s own teacher Zhou Chen, 76 Qiu

Ying certainly did not have the classical education that

could lead him to officialdom, and, although he was

entirely capable of writing, he was not adept at com-

posing essays or poetry. Instead, his creative talents

were channeled into the visual arts.

No writer questioned Qiu Ying’s literacy until the

year 1804, when Guo Jie commented in a colo-

phon on the Qiu Ying landscape after Li Tang

(now in the Freer Gallery ofArt) that, according to leg-

end, Qiu Ying often asked others to inscribe his signa-

ture for him.
77 This statement may have been based

upon the note by the early eighteenth-century Wu
Sheng that the signature on a Qiu Ying painting of

Wax-plum, Narcissus, and Pine had been written by

Xiang Yuanbian. 78 Guo Jie’s remark apparently

launched the idea that Qiu Ying was illiterate and inca-

pable of even writing his own name—major issues in

twentieth-century Qiu Ying studies.
79

Stephen Litde disproves Qiu’s illiteracy, pointing

to extant examples of Qiu’s handwriting on his pic-

tures and in a personal letter.
80 But there is even fur-

ther evidence that Qiu Ying could write. It must be

noted, for example, that the earliest reference to Zhou

Chen (written in 1519 when Zhou was still alive) re-

marks that Zhou composed poetry.
81 Tang Yin, Zhou

Chen’s pupil and perhaps a good friend of Qiu Ying,

was a well-educated and respected poet who was de-

nied an official career because ofa trumped-up scandal

in the civil-service examinations.
82

It is difficult to be-

lieve that Zhou Chen, as Qiu Ying’s painting mentor,

and Tang Yin, as one ofhis older associates, would not
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have taught Qiu Ying at least the rudiments ofliteracy:

writing and reading. Indeed, in 1873, a certain Yang

Qinglin BlM believed that Qiu wrote a credible

hand and claimed that several lines ofQiu’s script (“el-

egant and having the flavor ofjin calligraphy masters”)

were included among the calligraphy models in the

Huanxiang tangfatie 'È /ir ,

83 Unfortunately,

this claim appears to be inaccurate since neither of the

two available copies of this rare calligraphy model

book contains anything by Qiu Ying.
84 What does ap-

pear in this calligraphy model book is a reproduction

ofan otherwise unrecorded colophon by Chenjiru ft.

\% (1558-1639) claiming that Qiu Ying possessed

literary talent (ya yu wenzao X. â! ). Despite

Chen’s assertion, the current position on this question

is that Qiu could write but could not compose poems

or essays.

It is unnecessary to be as narrow-minded as the

pedant Zhu Tingzhen (1841-1903), who,

discussing the poetry of the Wu school painters,

bluntly asserted of Qiu Ying: “he could not write po-

etry; he was simply a painter and nothing more.”85 In

reality, however, the issue is not so much whether Qiu

was literate but whether he could participate in the so-

cial world of the elite. A major question is: Why does

Qiu Ying’s name not appear in the social writings of

his contemporaries? A study of early Ming Suzhou by

Michael Marmé offers some answers. Marmé discerns

four factors determining acceptance among the elite:

relatives, family, and marriage; cultural level; wealth;

and virtue, demonstrated in recorded acts of filiality

and brotherliness. According to Marmé, every mem-

ber of the elite would ideally possess all four of these

elements, but in reality an individual who possessed

only two could be “recognized as belonging to the

elite—but only marginally and as an individual.” He

continues, “Possessing one and only one of these qual-

ities (be it wealth in the case of a merchant or landlord,

virtue in the case of a chaste widow) appears never to

have been a sufficient basis for inclusion.”
86

Qiu Ying had neither family nor wealth; although

he might have possessed “virtue,” it is nowhere re-

corded, and he lacked the distinctive ingredient of

“cultural level.” Two of Marmé’s keys to “cultural

level” were cultural sophistication and examination

success:

an educated man not only could read the canoni-

cal words, he had them by heart. Ability to hold

one’s own in the poetry-writing parties which

bulked so large in elite social life was unquestion-

ably an asset yet, in practice, a less rigorous stan-

dard seems to have been applied. At a minimum,

“culture” involved an “acquaintance with—and

commitment to—the classical tradition.
87

Inability to compose was a major drawback in the lite-

rati world of sixteenth-century China, where gentle-

men and scholars, in addition to any writings done for

official or personal reasons, were regularly called upon

to formulate all manner ofpublic and semipublic com-

positions, sometimes prose, sometimes poetry: tomb

inscriptions, epitaphs, birthday congratulations, biog-

raphies, book prefaces, farewells, reminiscences.

These men communicated with one another through

prose letters, often of belletristic quality; their social

life often centered on banquets, wine parties, or other

meetings where participants wrote poems, sometimes

formally, sometimes casually. Examples of such com-

positions abound in the collected works of sixteenth-

century Chinese literati. Although Qiu Ying may have

been acquainted with the cultural and social elite, he

simply was incapable ofparticipating in their world on

their terms. Not being recognized as their social equal,

he is not named in their writings. While Shen Zhou,

Wen Zhengming, and Tang Yin are noted for their lit-

erary compositions as well as their painting, Qiu Ying

alone of the Four Masters is known only through his

art, on which he relied exclusively for his living.

PATRONS

Qiu Ying’s reputation brought him commissions from

patrons in Suzhou as well as in Nanjing, Wuxi, Yixing,

and elsewhere in the Jiangnan area. Many individuals

were clients of Qiu Ying on a one-time basis. Some-

times successive generations ofa family supported him

by commissioning occasional pieces. Throughout his

career, Qiu Ying constantly received requests from

these lesser customers, even while, it would seem, liv-

ing in the home of a major patron. Thus, his livelihood

was dependent upon three ranks of patrons: the one-
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time customer, the loyal but intermittent supporter,
88

and “sustaining” patrons who maintained him for long

periods of time as an artist-in-residence in their homes

in exchange for the fruits of his brush.

It was not uncommon in sixteenth-century China

for wealthy individuals to invite artists to live in their

mansions and paint for them. In 1532 Yan Song Ü. M
(1480-1565), who had already risen to high position

in the civil service, was promoted to the office of min-

ister of rites in Nanjing and in 1533 to the position of

minister ofpersonnel, also in Nanjing. Yan and his son

became notorious for their abuse of their positions and

for the “inordinate tribute they exacted for favors.”
89

Yan Song amassed a huge collection ofgoods, includ-

ing paintings and calligraphies. Qiu’s teacher, Zhou

Chen, was unhappily forced by the greedy Yan Song

to stay at Yan’s house in Nanjing to paint.
90

It is un-

known whether Zhou Chen was required to return a

favor in this fashion or Yan simply wanted to acquire

Zhou’s paintings. The relationship between Tang Yin

and his patron HuaYun (1488-1560) was much

more congenial.
91

In these circumstances, presumably

the patron provided work space and materials, as was

done for jade carvers, silversmiths, and cabinet-mak-

ers who worked in clients’ houses.
92

Like his teacher, Qiu Ying was also available for

hire as a painter-in-residence, to paint to the patron’s

specifications. Mid-sixteenth-century documents re-

veal that at least three patrons invited Qiu to live at

their homes: Chen Guan, Zhou Fenglai, and Xiang

Yuanbian. Qiu may have spent most of his adult life

residing in the homes of others.

Another gap in our knowledge ofQiu Ying’s life is

the order in which he stayed with his major patrons.

This is a lamentable lacuna because several of Qiu’s

best scrolls were requested by these patrons or are oth-

erwise associated with their names, and since few of

Qiu’s paintings are specifically dated, knowing the pe-

riods when he stayed with his patrons would help to

establish his stylistic development. Again, there are

differences of opinion about the sequence in which

Qiu Ying was employed by his primary patrons. Xu

Bangda apparently did not know about Zhou Fenglai,

and on the basis of Peng Nian’s colophon of 1552,

which states that Qiu Ying resided with Chen Guan,

believed that Qiu moved there after his stay with Xiang

Yuanbian. Martie Young proposes a different se-

quence: Chen Guan, Xiang Yuanbian, and Zhou

Fenglai.
93

None of the extant QiuYing paintings linked with

Chen Guan are or can be dated; however, they share

the common trait of being impressive pictures exe-

cuted in heavy blue-and-green pigments recalling the

archaic Tang mode: Tribute Bearers (Palace Museum,

Beijing), Emperor Guangwu Fording a Stream (Na-

tional Museum, Ottawa), and Peach Spring in Immor-

tal’s Realms (Tianjin Museum). 94
It is indeed regretta-

ble that these works cannot be fitted into the sequence

of Qiu’s stylistic development.

Two Qiu Ying paintings associated with Zhou

Fenglai are the lovely scroll representing Zhao Mengfu

Writing “The Heart Sutra” in Exchange for Tea

(Cleveland Museum of Art), completed in 1542 at

Zhou’s request, and A Lady Playing the Harp in a Pa-

vilion
,
preserved in a close copy (Museum of Fine

Arts, Boston), a painting owned by Zhou when seen

by Chen Shun (1483-1544) in 1542. These two

paintings suggest that Qiu Ying was with Zhou Fenglai

in the early 1540s.
95

Two excellent Qiu Ying creations, both dated

1547, are connected with Xiang Yuanbian. One is the

only painting in Qiu’s oeuvre dated by him in his own

hand: the hanging scroll Wax Plum and Narcissus
,

dedicated to Xiang Yuanbian; the other is an album of

six leaves of landscapes in Song and Yuan styles, said

to have been executed in 1547.
96 These dates imply

that Qiu was with Xiang in the late 1540s.

No more specific sequencing can be squeezed

from the available data; furthermore, even these con-

clusions might be suspect considering that Qiu Ying

was undoubtedly free to accept requests for paintings

from other people even when he was staying with a

particular benefactor. In addition, it is often assumed

that the presence of Xiang Yuanbian’s seals on a Qiu

Ying painting automatically signifies that the picture

was made by Qiu for Xiang. This is specious reason-

ing. Xiang was a generation younger than Qiu and

lived until 1590; he could easily have acquired addi-

tional works by Qiu after the artist’s demise.

Although Qiu is usually considered a Suzhou

painter, two of the three patrons with whom he spent

substantial amounts of time lived some distance from
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the city. Zhou Fenglai lived in Kunshan, some sixty ki-

lometers northeast of Suzhou; Xiang Yuanbian lived

in Jiaxing, some sixty kilometers south of Suzhou.

Chen Guan, Qiu’s third major patron, housed Qiu in

a “mountain villa,” the location ofwhich is unknown;

it could have been in one of the hills surrounding

Suzhou. When staying with Zhou and Xiang, Qiu

Ying was at least a day’s journey from Suzhou and

could not associate frequently with Suzhou artists. It is

clear that in Jiaxing he had access to ancient paintings

in the Xiang family collection, but basically neither

Kunshan nor Jiaxing was an outstanding center of ar-

tistic endeavor during the sixteenth century, so, for

creative stimulation and motivation, Qiu must have re-

lied largely on his innate intelligence, personal sensi-

bilities, and natural talent.

COLLABORATION

Qiu Ying sometimes collaborated with other artists.

Most often these joint works were portraits or figure

paintings in which Qiu Ying contributed the figure

and any architectural representations, while another

artist provided a suitable background setting. Qiu’s

son-in-law (or nephew; see below) You Qiu dCTz. ,
as

well as Tang Yin, Wen Zhengming, and Lu Zhi, are

mentioned in the records.

A statement that ostensibly documents an artistic

relationship between Wen Zhengming and Qiu Ying

at the beginning of their careers must, for reasons

given below, be accepted with caution. Made by Wang

Zhideng, the statement appears on Wen Zhengming’s

hanging scroll of 1 5 1 7 titled The Princess and the Lady

of the Xiang River (Palace Museum, Beijing).
97 The

scroll is inscribed by Wen Zhengming and also bears a

colophon by his son, Wen Jia. Along the right edge is

an undated colophon by Wang Zhideng in which he

claims that Wen Zhengming originally asked Qiu Ying

to add the color to these figures but was so dissatisfied

with the outcome that he redid it himself. The Beijing

scroll is presumably Wen’s version, with color applied

by him. Unfortunately, there is no hint about why Wen
Zhengming asked Qiu to apply the color or about the

source ofWen’s displeasure with Qiu’s work. Wang’s

evidence that Wen asked Qiu to apply the colors for

his rendition of The Princess and the Lady ofthe Xiang

River is compromised by the fact that on another ver-

sion of this subject by Wen Zhengming (now lost), re-

corded as having the identical inscription by Wen
Zhengming and the same colophon by Wen Jia, Wang
also provided a colophon. 98 Here, the colophon is

shorter and makes no reference to any participation by

Qiu Ying.

The names ofWen Zhengming and Qiu Ying are

often paired as collaborators, but it does not follow

that they accomplished their tasks at the same time,

standing next to each other. Rather, several years

might have intervened between the writing of the cal-

ligraphy and the painting of its accompanying picture,

or vice versa, between the painting of a picture and the

inscribing of the calligraphy. Wen Zhengming, for ex-

ample, states that in 1542 a guest brought Qiu Ying’s

fan depiction of The Orchid Pavilion Gathering and

asked Wen to write out The Orchid Pavilion Preface

Clearly, the two men, Wen and Qiu, need not have

been together in the same room at the same time. They

were linked through the arts of painting and calligra-

phy rather than by physical meeting.

BOOK ILLUSTRATIONS

Illustrated printed books developed into a profitable

business in Ming China, especially in the South. For

the most part, in the early Ming, the illustrations were

designed by men whose names are not on rosters of

fine artists. The exceptions are Du Jin JAJ (mid-fif-

teenth century), Tang Yin, Qian Gu 0

(

1 508-after

1 578),
100 and Qiu Ying. Qiu is listed as the illustrator

of three tides: Biographies of Virtuous Women (Lienii

quan ?'J Ar )
in sixteen chapters, Examples ofthe Fil-

ial and Proper (Xiaozhen lu 'f- in one chapter,

and the drama A Thousand Pieces of Gold (
Qianjinji

'È'ii
)
in two chapters. The Biographies of Virtuous

Women with illustrations said to be by Qiu Ying exists

today in two editions, one a facsimile reprint of the ear-

liest known edition, dated 1 779, supposedly based on

a Wanli era (1573-1619) edition. In this version, the

image occupies a two-page spread.
101 A reduced rendi-

tion, relegating these pictures to the corner of the page,

was printed as recendy as 1978. 102 The depictions, 8l
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featuring figures in elaborate architectural or outdoor

settings, are totally unrelated to any known painted se-

ries by Qiu Ying but are perfectly within his artistic ca-

pabilities. They are uneven in quality, suggesting they

derive from more than one hand, and their style and

drawing make it doubtful that any of these hands was

Qiu Ying’s. The illustrations supposedly by Qiu Ying

for Examples ofthe Filial and Proper were copied by a

Deng Qiongshi W fll and not published until

1870.
103 The illustrated A Thousand Pieces ofGold was

published during the Wanli era.
101 One extant printing

of this drama is illustrated, but there is no indication of

who designed the pictures.
105

EROTICA

By the Ming period, various types of erotica were

thriving in South China. Here, according to Robert

van Gulik, after the government moved north to

Beijing in 1421, “old handbooks ofsex were reprinted

and some new ones written. Aside from the serious lit-

erature on sex matters, there was also a great demand

for erotic literature of a lighter nature, so that erotic

novels, short-stories and poetry flourished as never be-

fore.
5,1 0b The newly popular erotic novels were pro-

vided with appropriate pictures, and picture albums of

erotic scenes accompanied by poems also thrived.

These erotic pictures were known as “intimate play

pictures” (bixi tu ® )
or “spring paintings”

(chunhua i ).

According to tradition, the three great names in

pictorial erotica were Zhao Mengfu, Tang Yin, and

Qiu Ying. Qiu Ying was a major provider of erotic il-

lustrations to sex handbooks, including those entided

Ten Glorious Postures
,

107 Intimate Scenes ofLeisurely

Love
,
and Maiden Embracing Spring.

108 Van Gulik

notes that these pictures do not depict coitus but none-

theless are highly suggestive. Qiu Ying’s follower,

Huang Sheng yi ,
is also credited with erotic pic-

tures, producing, according to van Gulik, an album ti-

tled Leisurely After-dinnerAmusement}09
Qiu’s exper-

tise in the field of erotica was still being proclaimed in

1984. 110 Van Gulik concedes that most erotic paint-

ings under Qiu Ying’s name are crude eighteenth- and

nineteenth-century works. 1 1

1

Pornographic pictures were apparently hawked

on the streets and at popular amusement spots, and

within less than a century of Qiu Ying’s lifetime, his

name was evoked in this context in a play perhaps writ-

ten about 1600, in which the author takes the “hero

and his friends on an excursion to West Lake, where

they . . . make a wide sampling of its pleasures,” in-

cluding an encounter with “a vendor of erotic paint-

ings (by the famous Ming masters, Tang Yin, Qiu Ying

and Zhou Chen!).” 112 While there are no sixteenth-

century records confirming that Qiu engaged in this

sort ofpainting, it is entirely possible that he did. Such

pictures obviously focused on depictions of the human

figure, an area in which Qiu excelled. Furthermore, if

the later examples are any guide, the figures sometimes

were placed in elaborate architectural settings, another

of Qiu’s strengths. After all, Qiu relied solely upon his

painting skills for his living; since there was a demand

for such pictures, in all probability he supplied them

for a fee.

COLLECTING

Associating as he did with wealthy patrons and collec-

tors may have inspired Qiu Ying to acquire some

works of art himself, but in a small way. Two ofhis seal

impressions appear on a calligraphy of The Hall ofthe

Windy Pines Poem by the Song dynasty master Huang

Tingjian yî (1045-1105; National Palace Mu-

seum, Taipei). These two seal impressions may be

taken as genuine Qiu Ying seals; they are ofutmost im-

portance, since an understanding of Qiu’s repertoire

of seals is so garbled by fakes and forgeries. The fa-

mous Hall of the Windy Pines Poem calligraphy was

once owned by the Yuan dynasty princess Sengge

Ragi o (ca. 1283— 133 1).
113 How it came into

Qiu Ying’s hands is unknown. 114 The fact that Qiu

does not use any special ownership seal suggests he

was not a serious collector; and so far this is the only

art work discovered to have been in his possession.

The ownership of one scroll, regardless of its quality

and fame, however, does not indicate that Qiu Ying

was a wealthy man. He need not have purchased the

calligraphy; it could well have been given to him, per-

haps in payment for one of his creations.
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FAMILY

From certain art historical biographical sources it can

be deduced that Qiu Ying was married and had at least

two children: a son and a daughter. The son, whose

personal name is unknown, garnered no celebrity in

the art world, but his grandson Qiu Shixiang ifh^tW

(zi Yuzhou JE.;#]) had a modest reputation. Qiu Shi-

xiang illustrated a verse by the Tang poet Wang Wei

_£.*£,
115 and his rendition of The Peach Blossom

Spring
,
dated by cyclical characters to either 1582 or

1642, is extant.
116

Qiu’s daughter, Qiu Zhu ifcdijQQiu

Shi ifL FQ,
), was an artist in her own right, continuing

her father’s style.
117 There is also a relationship with

the painter named You Qiu, but the exact connection

is unclear; You was either Qiu’s nephew or his son-in-

law. If the latter, then Qiu Ying must have had a sec-

ond daughter, apparently without artistic bent, who

married You Qiu. You Qiu
(
zi Ziqiu •>£-, hao Feng-

qiu JUji) worked in Qiu Ying’s manner and moved

from Suzhou to Taicang, where, among other artistic

activities, he was a muralist for the famous poet Wang

Shizhen,
118 perhaps even living in Wang’s residence

in Taicang. You’s relationship with Wang was close;

Wang repeatedly mentions You in his writings.
119

Sometimes You was asked to produce a painting for

Wang or one of his colleagues; sometimes he was in-

vited on literary parties. You’s son, Daoheng iJL'flL,

was a calligrapher of minor note; one of his fan paint-

ings, Mountain Village and Misty Trees
,
dated 1591, is

extant.
120 You’s daughter (name unrecorded) was also

a painter and a poet; she married Zhou Fengyi ffî JPhiê,

(zi Zhonglai if ^-), who later changed his name to Mu
They both wrote poetry and also painted for a liv-

ing.
121 Thus, Qiu Ying’s family moved quickly into the

lower levels of the literati, where the questions of liter-

acy and ability to compose were moot points.

In China it is a common pattern to have several

generations of painters in one family, whether mem-

bers of the imperial house, of the gentry elite, or of the

professional class. Such famous literati painter families

as the Zhaos (Zhao Mengfu, his younger brother, and

his son) and the Wens (Wen Zhengming, his two sons,

his nephew, and other members of the extended fam-

ily) come to mind. No one would assert that these art-

ists either assisted one another or comprised an atelier.

It might be tempting to think of the Qiu family as a co-

hesive unit and to suggest that Qiu Ying was assisted

in his paintings by members of his immediate family.

When the circumstances are carefully evaluated, this

possibility becomes remote, and in all probability no

further significance should be assigned to the Qiu/You

connection. First, for Qiu’s daughter, the only one of

his children with artistic talent, there is no evidence in

the documents that she helped her father. Further, she

was married, and although the union was an unhappy

one,
122

she presumably followed the strict custom of

leaving her natal family forever, her loyalties and la-

bors ever after devoted to the well-being and fortune of

her husband’s family. Qiu’s grandson, Shixiang,

claimed Cuili as his native place. Cuili is an old name

for Jiaxing, the home of Xiang Yuanbian, with whom
Qiu Ying lived for several years, probably near the end

of his career. If Shixiang were really born in Cuili, his

birth would have taken place in the 1540s and he

would have been a mere infant at the time of his grand-

father’s death, probably in 1552. It is also doubtful

that You Qiu helped Qiu Ying to any great extent be-

cause, as noted above, You and his family moved to

Taicang, where he established his reputation. Al-

though Taicang was Qiu Ying’s birthplace, he never

resided or worked there as an adult.

HEALTH

A bust-length portrait ofQiu Ying (fig. 1 ),
ofunknown

date ofexecution, shows a gentle, mildly pock-marked

visage. Its gaunt features, protruding cheekbones, and

sunken eye sockets suggest Qiu’s health was not ro-

bust, a speculation strengthened by his undated letter

to an unidentified client, in which he says he has “not

yet recovered” and requests a copy of the “Suwen”

fd\ chapter of the medical treatise Neijing ÜL, along

with some special pills.
123

CONCLUSIONS

Except that Qiu Ying resided in the homes of at least

three patrons, his artistic life experiences were not es-

pecially remarkable. Many aspects of his career follow
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the patterns of other professional artists of the period.

As with other professional artists, his limited educa-

tion precluded aspiration to official position. He relied

upon the sale of his art for his living, often working on

commission. He painted in the same genres as did

many other painters, professional and otherwise, espe-

cially those commemorative pictures so sought after in

the Suzhou area, as well as contributing to composite

scrolls of calligraphy, literature, and painting. He, like

other painters, supplied the facsimile copies of older

compositions solicited by collectors. Supplementary

income may have been derived from providing illus-

trations for printed books in addition to erotica.

This fragmentary, but reasoned and prudent,

statement about Qiu Ying is the sum total ofwhat little

is known about his life today. It is a choppy account

with many gaps and much speculation because no

functional biography ofQiu Ying, composed by one of

his contemporaries, exists. Nor does his name appear

in the informal belletristic writings of the period, and

few uncontested dates are associated with him. Conse-

quently, it is impossible to prepare a strictly narrative

account of his life, which perforce must depend upon

a series of firm dates of major events. Further, a true

narrative biography would flesh out this sequence of

dates with full anecdotal details about the individual’s

friends, lovers, family, travels, education, personal

joys and sorrows. Again, unfortunately, nothing like

this can be done for Qiu Ying. Contemporary bio-

graphical information about him is meager, and his life

has to be painstakingly reconstructed on the basis of

pieces of data found in widely scattered sources.

Despite the strenuous combined efforts of mod-

ern scholars to retrieve Qiu Ying’s persona, only one

secure additional fact has come to light: that he once

owned a calligraphic masterpiece. The many lacunae

that remain in Qiu Ying’s biography will probably

never be filled.
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Ganonicity and Control:

The Sociopolitical Underpinnings

oflbn Muqla’s Reform

ABSTRACT

Paleographic studies on Ibn Muqla (886-940) have focused ex-

clusively on the mechanics of his calligraphic reform, disregard-

ing his role as an influential statesman who was directly involved

in the politics of the Abbasid state. In an earlier study, I have at-

tempted to demonstrate that Ibn Muqla’s innovation of the pro-

portioned script for writing the Qur’an reflected a contemporary

belief in the exoteric nature of the word of God. This essay re-

evaluates the political and sociological aspects oflbn Muqla’s re-

form, suggesting that, in addition to its well-established anti-Shic
i

message, the reform was also intended to curtail the power ofeven

Sunni theologians by reformulating the Holy Book as an instru-

ment of Abbasid power. More generally, the essay attempts to

locate Ibn Muqla and his successor Ibn al-Bawwäb (d. 1022)

within the fundamental literate expansion of the tenth and elev-

enth centuries.
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Canonicity and Control:

The Sociopolitical Underpinnings

ofIbn Muqla’s Reform

N early every historical treatise on

Arabic calligraphy begins with a similar his-

tory ofwriting, a historical narrative whose

naivité and repetetiveness veil its heuristic signifi-

cance. Told sequentially as the solitary acts ofsaintly

figures and calligraphers, the history of calligraphy

highlights the role ofindividual calligraphers but pro-

vides minimal cultural context for their accomplish-

ments. The canonical list of calligraphers includes

legendary or near-legendary figures, among whom
are the prophets Seth, Enoch, and Moses and the

caliphs cAli and cUthmän. Calligraphers of the early

Abbasid period tended to be high officials, such as

al-Fadl b. Sahl and al-Ahwal, culminating in the vi-

zier Ibn Muqla. 1 Under the Buyids and later

Abbasids, calligraphers were professional scribes,

such as Ihn al-Bawwäb and Yäqüt, who had demon-

strated a special gift in the art of calligraphy.

This “history” is obligingly, but uncritically, in-

cluded in most modern studies on Arabic calligra-

phy, or it is dismissed as lacking a factual basis. Ap-

proached on its own terms, however, this canonical

narrative potentially raises a number ofimportant is-

sues that bear directly on the changing role of callig-

raphy and calligraphers in an evolving Islamic soci-

ety. The first concerns the descending social status

of calligraphers: the earliest calligraphers were men

ofhigh rank and religious learning; Ibn Muqla was a

patrician who became a vizier; Ihn al-Bawwäb was a

man ofhumble origin who rose to the rank of scribe

and librarian; Yäqüt was a slave. The second has to

do with the decreasing independence ofcalligraphers

concomitant with their increasing reliance on patron-

age. Even disregarding such legendary calligraphers

as the caliphs c
Ali and cUthmän, evidence suggests

that the first calligraphers—those who wrote the ear-

liest Qur’äns—were learned scholars who were not

in the direct employ of sovereigns or princes. 2 Later

calligraphers, on the other hand, particularly after Ibn

al-Bawwäb, relied greatly or even exclusively on

princely patronage, culminating in those calligra-

phers who were employed by the kitäbkhana.3 The

third and most general observation about this hier-

archical tale is that it is not so much a history as a

mythology ofArabic writing, or, more specifically, a

legend of the downward and outward spread of lit-

eracy from the elevated source of prophets and ca-

liphs to the diversity and multiplicity of a complex

multiethnic culture.

Ibn Muqla (886-940) stands in the chronologi-

cal and ideological middle of this process as the first

calligrapher to carry out a comprehensive reform of

Qur’änic calligraphy, conducted, as I have previously

argued, at the behest of the Abbasid state.
4 His calli-

graphic reform entailed the creation ofgeometric tem-

plates for each letter of the alphabet, resulting in a

system ofproportional writing
(
al-khatf al-mansüb)

that was then applied to the six main scripts of his

time. The geometric precision of this process, com-

bined with the systematization of orthographic and

vocalization signs, produced clear and legible scripts

that were deemed worthy ofthe QuEän. Often called

semi-Kuhc, although “new Abbasid Kuhc” is perhaps

more appropriate, these new script(s) were marked

by a clarity and legibility that reflected the AslYari

(or generally Sunni) belief in the exoteric nature of

the word of God and the uncreated nature of the

Qur’an. 93
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But Ibn Muqla’s calligraphic reform also had

social and political dimensions that I did not

sufFicently emphasize in my earlier articles, for his

reform was very likely intended to challenge the au-

thority of the calligraphers of early Kufic Qur’äns

while insisting on the authority of the Abbasids in

controlling this process. Engendered in an increas-

ingly literate Islamic world, Ibn Muqla’s reform ac-

knowledges, even endorses, the inevitability of in-

creased writing (especially of the Qur’an) but places

new limits on this fundamental change. In the fol-

lowing discussion, I would like to turn to these so-

cial and political aspects of the reform by focusing

on Ibn Muqla’s links with the Abbasid state and the

new role created for calligraphy and calligraphers

subsequent to this transformation. I shall therefore

attempt to reconcile my theological interpretation of

this phenomenon with sociological and political in-

formation about Ibn Muqla as calligrapher, reformer

of the QuEänic script, and vizier to three caliphs.

Since no works of Ibn Muqla have survived, I shall

refer to his closest known successor, c
Ali b. Shädhän

al-Räzi (active 972-86), a calligrapher who produced

both secular and QuCänic manuscripts. 5

Despite Ibn Muqla’s well-known influence on

QuCänic writing, it should be made clear from the

start that he was neither a QuCänic calligrapher nor

someone especially noted for his religious knowl-

edge.
6 As a scribe and state official, he stands apart

from early QuEänic calligraphers, who, according to

Ibn Durustüyah, were men knowledgeable in the

Qur’an and other religious matters.
7
Calligraphically

speaking, scribes
(
kuttäb

)
and early QuEänic callig-

raphers
(
khattatün

)
were worlds apart. Whereas the

former were keenly interested in clarity and legibility,

the latter were more concerned with maintaining the

integrity and sanctity ofthe sacred text, concerns that

were better served by using a nearly illegible script.
8
It

follows then that Ibn Muqla’s encroachment on the

world of QuEänic calligraphers and his decisive im-

pact on the development ofQuEänic calligraphy were

not simply internal developments in the craft but ones

necessarily motivated by external factors.

Before we attempt to describe these factors, it

seems necessary to review the situation of writing

around the time of Ibn Muqla’s calligraphic reform.

Concerning QuCänic writing, its great uniformity in

the first three centuries of Islam bespeaks a highly

conservative and restrictive attitude toward the tran-

scription of the Qur’an.9 With ambiguous and often

undifferentiated letter forms and a scattered disposi-

tion on the page, Kufic Qur’äns ofthe ninth and tenth

centuries were practically illegible except to those

who had already memorized the text (i.e., hiiffaz).
10

In other words, these Qur’äns were created not so

much to be read but to validate the act of recitation

and to venerate the word of God. The manuscripts

speak of privilege and a restrictive attitude to the act

of reading: rare materials, exquisite ornament, and a

nearly indecipherable script.
11

In contrast, secular scripts—which can be sub-

divided into scribal scripts and book scripts—were

quite legible, despite their considerable variation.
12

Writing at the end ofthe ninth century, Ibn al-Nadim

listed twenty-six scripts used by the scribes of his

time, ranging from large and angular to small and

cursive.
13 The task of matching these scribal scripts

to extant specimens has proved to be very difficult,

not the least because so few early medieval documents

and letters have survived. 14 Book scripts, on the other

hand, ranging from semi-angular to cursive, were

quite commonly used in literary and scientific manu-

scripts of the ninth and tenth centuries (fig. 1). Al-

though some of these were copied by the author of

the treatise himself, more commonly authors left the

task ofmaking clean copies to professional copyists.
15

Interestingly, these “transitional” book scripts

were also commonly used in a variety ofArabic Chris-

tian texts, including gospels, psalters, and monastic

anthologies (fig. 2). A cursory survey of this little-

known phenomenon suggests that Christian manu-

scripts were written in new Abbasid Kufic scripts as

early as the last quarter of the ninth century, whereas

those written in cursive scripts generally date to the

second half of the tenth century.
16 In other words,

the use ofbook scripts in Christian manuscripts long

predates the transformation in QuCänic writing but

is generally contemporary with their use in Arabic

secular manuscripts. Indeed, the use of these scripts

for Christian texts attests to their popularity and

strengthens the case for their “secular” background,

from an Islamic perspective.

On the eve of the reforms of Ibn Muqla, Arabic

was being written in an ambiguously majestic
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Qui°änic script and in an unwieldy variety ofsecular

scripts, mostly used by scribes
(
kuttäb

)
for writing

documents and letters and by booksellers or copy-

ists
(
warräqün

)
for the copying of various manu-

scripts. Ibn Muqla’s rules for proportional writing

(
al-khatt al-mansüb) did not emerge from Qur’änic

Kufic but were rather based on these multifarious

book scripts, which were also initially the subject of

the reform.
17
In other words, Qur’änic Kufic, which

by the tenth century had reached a very high stan-

dard, was not directly affected by the changes of Ibn

Muqla; the reform was intended for the more mun-

dane scripts used by scribes and copyists rather than

calligraphers. The result of these reforms, therefore,

was not the gradual softening of the angular Kufic

script but its supplantation by the redesigned scripts

of the copyists.

Ibn Muqla thus created order where disorder had

been perceived within scribal writing, a feat that

earned him heroic stature among later Muslim biog-

raphers. Since success is often equated with quality,

the success ofIbn Muqla’s proportional writing made

him the father ofthe new Arabic calligraphy, despite

the fact that he may not have been an especially gifted

calligrapher himself. Indeed, the emphasis by con-

noisseurs from medieval times to the present on find-

ing authentic specimens in the hand of Ibn Muqla

has diverted attention from properly investigating the

recipe and legacy ofhis success, which was certainly

not entirely based on his calligraphic hand.

Although we lack any authentic specimens in Ibn

Muqla’s hand, there is little question that it would

have resembled the earliest examples ofnew Abbasid

Kufic Qui°äns. I have presented this argument pre-

viously
18 and would like here simply to demonstrate

the possible impact of Ibn Muqla’s method on c
Ali

b. Shädhän al-Räzi, who is known to us both as a

copyist of a literary tract and as a Qur’änic calligra-

pher. The secular work is a book entided Kitäb akhbär

al-nahwiyyin al-basriyyin (Tales of the Grammarians
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of Basra), dated 376/986, a period from which we

have several other related manuscripts (fig. 3). Writ-

ten in a reasonably legible, fully vocalized Ahbasid

Kufic script, this manuscript probably represents the

high end ofsecular manuscripts produced in the late

tenth century. cAli b. Shädhän’s Qubân, dated 361/

972, is the earliest dated Qubän manuscript in the

Abbasid Kufic script and also the first Qui°an writ-

ten on paper (fig. 4). Closely related to, if perhaps

more conservative than, the calligrapher’s later secu-

lar manuscript, this Qur’an nevertheless demon-

strates the close linkages between QuCänic and non-

Qur’änic calligraphy in the aftermath ofIbn Muqla’s

reforms. Written about one generation after the death

ofIbn Muqla, this QuCän manuscript represents the

direct influence ofIbn Muqla’s calligraphic method,

the transmission of this method from secular to

QuCänic manuscripts, and the impact ofpaper pro-

duction on both processes.

Indeed, the widespread use of paper after the

tenth century in chancery documents and secular

manuscripts may have contributed to the speed of

execution required by scribes and book copiers.

Cheaper and more widely available than earlier

parchment and papyrus, paper greatly facilitated the

work of these scribes and promoted the expansion

ofliteracy. 19 The growth in the number ofscribes and

the literate population seems to have been accompa-

nied by the relaxation of calligraphic standards and

a general decline in the quality ofwriting. 20 Some sys-

tem was urgently needed for the reform of secular

writing, and this was provided by Ibn Muqla in the

fig. 3.

Al-Siräfi, Kitäb akhbär

al-nahwiyyïn al-

basriyyïn, calligrapher

c
Ali b. Shàdhàn al-Ràzi,

Iraq/Iran, dated 986.

Istanbul, Suleymaniye

Library (SehidAli

1642), fol. 191a.
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form ofal-khatt al-mansïib. The switch from vellum

to paper also led to the transfer of“differentiations in

value from the medium itself to what was put on it,”
21

a point that is addressed below.

Although generally discussed in aesthetic terms,

Ibn Muqla’s innovations were primarily concerned

with clarity and legibility, concerns that seem consis-

tent with his role as a state official.
22 While Ibn Muqla’s

reform grew out of earlier trends toward clarity in

scribal and manuscript writing, his reform was the most

systematic and pervasive. This reform was engendered

within an atmosphere ofincreasing literacy—brought

about by paper—and was intended to remedy a situa-

tion resulting from tliis burgeoning ofthe literate popu-

lation. It resulted in the creation ofa series oftemplates

for the canonical calligraphic scripts, which guaran-

teed quality and consistency. But this standardization

came at a price: a relatively small number of scripts

formed the canon of reformed scripts, while others

were neglected and slipped into oblivion.
21

The power implications of this standardization

and canonicity are, I think, fairly straightforward.

Brinkley Messick in his recent book The Calligraphic

State expatiates on the links between the introduc-

tion of new writing systems in Yemen at the begin-

ning of the twentieth century and the rise of a new

power structure.
24

Specifically, he argues that the

switch that took place from organically formed spi-

ral texts to texts with a standardized linear format

implied enforced changes in the relation between

form and content and between the state and the popu-

lation. Although the change in modern Yemen from

fig. 4.

Qur’an, Iran (other part of

same ms. at the University

Library in Istanbul

[A6758] is dated 361/972),

calligrapher cAli b.

Shädhän al-Räzi. Dublin,

The Chester Beatty

Library, 1434, fol. 164b.
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manuscript to print culture is more abrupt and the

sources on it more ample, both situations describe a

process by which new writing systems are deployed

for affirming power and asserting control. Indeed,

the Abbasid reforms entailed control of the scripts,

control ofthe scribes who had to be retrained in these

scripts, and ultimately control ofthe content, the texts

for which these scripts were to be used.

Although these reforms are attributed by contem-

porary writers directly to the creative genius of Ibn

Muqla
,

25
there is no question that their success and

quick impact resulted from their adoption by the

Abbasid state. As vizier to three successive Abbasid

caliphs—al-Muqtadir, al-Qähir and al-Rädi—Ihn

Muqla was embroiled in the politics and intrigue of

the Abbasid state. I have previously explored his in-

volvement under al-Muqtadir with the creation of a

canonical body ofQur’änic recensions
(
qirä3ät

)
that

were intended to put an end to discord while forever

abolishing the legitimacy ofaberrant recensions, par-

ticularly that ofIbn Mascüd.
2<>
Indeed, Ibn Muqla was

certainly involved in the trials oftwo ofthe variant read-

ers, Ibn Miqsam and Ibn Shanabudh, the latter of

whom was beaten and tortured into acquiescence .

27

In essence, therefore, the Abbasid state used

trusted members of its administration to try, judge,

and punish Qur’änic scholars who were deemed di-

vergent. Although state functionaries with no particu-

lar claim to religious knowledge, Ibn Muqla and his

cohorts were placed in a position to enforce a par-

ticular religious dogma and to punish those who per-

sisted in departing from it. This is a curious situa-

tion, though not the first time that the Abbasid state

had resorted to such repressive measures: the mihna

ofIbn Hanbal presents a similar, though ideologically

opposite, case .

28
In effect, the trials ordered by al-

Muqtadir and conducted by Ibn Muqla demoted tra-

ditional Qur’änic readers and valorized a state version

ofthe Qur’än that was promoted and even copied by

men ofthe administration. The fact that calligraphers

of the Kufic Qur’än were probably drawn from
culama3

circles may have contributed to the ultimate

supplanting of their style and manner of writing by

the newly canonized calligraphic modes.

Thus, Ibn Muqla created a new calligraphic sys-

tem, eventually applied to the Qur’än, and was the

vizier who enforced the caliphal order to establish a

body of canonical Qur’änic readings. The two roles

are undoubtedly related: the adoption ofal-khatf al-

mansïib for copying the Qur’än was inspired by the

canonization of the text of the Qur’än. The new

script, with its improved orthography and the cor-

rect numeration, would have left no doubt in the mind

of Muslims that they were reading one of the new

orthodox recensions, certainly not a Qur’än with an

aberrant reading. The canonization ofthe text is made

clear and visible by the new canonical script, and the

two processes conjoin to reaffirm the absolute con-

trol of the content and the form of the Sacred Book

by the Abbasid state.

Control is therefore essential to the creation of

proportional writing and its application to the

Qur’än, thereby ending three centuries ofKufic writ-

ing. Although exactly how scripts were transferred

from the secular to the religious domain remains in-

completely known, the highlights are fairly clear.

Three main processes were at work: the reform of

scribal writing, the canonization ofthe Qur'änic text,

and the application of proportional writing to the

Qur’än. Linked together by webs of power, these

processes led to the transformation ofthe form ofthe

Qur’än. Although little discussed by most modern

writers, this was perhaps the most significant “artis-

tic” innovation of the middle Abbasid period, insti-

gated by the Abbasid state.

Finally, it is curious that the rise of calligraphy

as an art form, one that becomes the object of criti-

cism and collecting, only begins after the reforms of

Ibn Muqla and the creation of the new Abbasid

scripts. Oleg Grabar has proposed two explanations

for this curious phenomenon, which in fact goes

counter to contemporary preference for the Kufic

script over later cursive scripts. The first is that as

paper replaced vellum in the tenth century, there was

a shift in value from the medium to what was written

upon it, hence to calligraphy. The second is that the

spread of literacy, also related to the availability of

paper, would have created a market in which calli-

graphic products circulated as objects of cultural

value .

29 To these, I can add a third factor: name rec-

ognition. Ibn Muqla and Ibn al-Bawwäb are not sim-

ply the first calligraphers known to us by name, but
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their names were also associated with the caliphs and

princes forwhom they worked. They become rubrics

of recognition: later calligraphers imitate their style,

and even forgers attribute works to their names. The

two initiate the genealogy ofcalligraphers with whom
I began this paper, but they were not the lone actors

impied by the sources. They were rather part of an

intricate social, political, and theological construc-

tion that shaped their careers and gave meaning to

their creative efforts.
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A Sogdian Silver Bowl

in the Freer Gallery ofArt

ABSTRACT

A polylobed silver bowl recently acquired by the Freer Gallery of

Art is a typical example of Sogdian metalwork produced in the

late sixth or early seventh century. It is said to have been found in

China (Loyang). The bowl bears two Sogdian inscriptions with

the personal names and/or nicknames of its owners: one on the

bottom and the other on the wall. The lion’s figure in the central

medallion might be a symbol of the goddess Nana (Nanaia). The

Freer bowl is the only Sogdian metal vessel in a United States

museum, whereas Sogdian metalwork is present in several art col-

lections ofthe former Soviet Union, including the Hermitage Mu-

seum (St. Petersburg), the Historical Museum (Moscow), and the

museums of Nizhni Novgorod, Samarkand, Tashkent, and

Almata.
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A Sogdian Silver Bowl

in the Freer Gallery ofArt

A silver bowl recently acquired by the

Freer Gallery of Art from the Carl Kempe

Collection in Stockholm is a typical example

of Sogdian metalwork (fig. I).
1 Such objects are rare

in Western museums and private collections, whereas

the Hermitage and some other Russian museums

house many vessels made by Sogdian silversmiths in

Sogdia proper and in the neighboring regions of

Ustrushana and Chach. All these vessels belong to sev-

eral interrelated groups that are obviously different

from the Sasanian production, although in older pub-

lications they are intermingled with Sasanian silver.

Sogdian vessels are usually less massive than

Sasanian ones. Accordingly, Iranian silversmiths cut

away the background in order to emboss the figures

on their plates and bowls, while the Sogdians pre-

ferred hammering and chasing. The shapes are dif-

ferent too. Thus, the typically Sasanian small bottles,

ewers with loop handles, and oblong bowls are ab-

sent in Sogdia, which produced ewers with handles

shaped like a question mark, cups with handles, and

circular polylobed bowls, sometimes similar to

Parthian bowls. The stylistic difference is also great:

their static character, calm grandeur, and spirit of

courtly etiquette distinguish Sasanian images from

those ofSogdia, which are more dynamic and elastic

in their forms and outlines. Figures of ruling kings,

so typical on Sasanian silver, were not known in

FIG. 1.

Silver bowl, height 4.8 cm, rim diameter 15 cm.

Courtesy Freer Gallery ofArt, Smithsonian

Institution, Washington, DC, F1997.13.

a) interior view

b) profile view

Sogdia until at least the end of the eighth century,

while the preferred motif of Sogdian craftsmen was

the medallion with a single animal: ibex, deer, wild

ram, or lion. A flat ring-matted background is charac-

teristic of Sogdian decoration, whereas the Iranians

filled some details of their figures with little punched

rings. According to my classification, three related

schools of Sogdian silver were prevalent in the sev-

enth through ninth centuries.
2 School A was more

closely connected with Iran and School C with

China, while School B was independent.

I had occasion to examine the Freer bowl twice:

in Stockholm in 1969 and in Washington in 1998.

Bo Gyllensvärd, who published the first drawings of

this important work of art, mentions that it was said

to have been found in Loyang in China and calls it

Sasanian or post-Sasanian. 3 With his kind permis-

sion I published the photograph of this bowl and

wrote about it in 1971,
4 concluding that it was sev-

enth-century Sogdian. At that time I mistakenly

thought, following Gyllensvärd,5
that the outer in-

scription was Turkic because one ofits letters seemed

similar to the runic B. Now, thanks to Dr. Ann Gunter

and Dr. Paul Jett of the Freer Gallery of Art, I have

been able to study the bowl more carefully and see

that it bears no Turkic inscriptions. But two Sogdian

inscriptions that are lightly scratched on the vessel

will be discussed in detail in the last paragraphs of

this essay (figs. 7-8).

These inscriptions confirm the Sogdian attribu-

tion of this polylobed bowl, which was executed by

hammering, with reliefs in repoussé and a low ring-

foot made separately and then soldered to the body.

The oudines and details of the refiefs, which show a

lion and a bush behind it, as well as the starfike border
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around the central medallion, were finally chased

from the front. The thin sheet of silver from which

the bowl was made demonstrates the need to save

metal that characterized early (sixth through seventh

centuries) Sogdian and all Chorasmian silver vessels,

whereas the iconography and style are Sogdian. An-

other detail ofthe vessel, the ornamental motifofthe

ring of little convex dots in repoussé, is common in

Sogdian silver from the sixth through the early ninth

century.
6 This ring is more typical of the central

Sogdian school than of its periphery. The twelve-

lobed shape is similar to that ofthe sixth-century bowl

from the Chilek hoard found near Samarkand, but

the Freer vessel shares the starlike border and the fig-

ure ofa sitting lion with the later Sogdian bowl found

in Shud’iakar in the northern Urals area (figs. 2a, 3).
7

Generally speaking, Sogdian silver vessels were

found in northern and southern Russia, Middle Asia,

and China, often together with Sasanian ones, but

never in Iran. The government of Iran was hostile to

Sogdian merchants, who were the main competitors

of Iranian traders, and consequently no Sogdian in-

scriptions occur on vessels ofany origin found in Iran

itself. Similarly, almost no Sogdian silverware in the

Western art market is supplied by clandestine exca-

vations and accidental finds in Iran. Rather, Sogdian

silver vessels come from the lands that lie along the

silk and fur routes.
8

The single animal turning its head back toward

the large leaves or stylized flowers ofa plant is known

only on bowls and platters of the Central Sogdian

School B (fig. 4).
9 The pose and proportions of the

lion are similar to those of the lion depicted on the

Panjikent mural. 10

Whereas it is obvious that the Freer bowl is

Sogdian, without Persian Sasanian or post-Sasanian

decorative elements, its dating is a more difficult

problem. The two known hoards of Sogdian silver

of the fifth and sixth centuries contain only vessels

displaying no animal figures (fig. 2a-c), whereas later

examples with rich figurai and/or floral decoration

are datable by comparison with Chinese silverware

of the High and Middle Tang periods of the late

seventh or eighth century. The decoration of the

Freer bowl, with no Chinese parallels in spite of

its probable provenance from Loyang and its

simple figurai composition, may be approximately

Twelve-lobed silver bowlfrom the Chilek hoard, sixth

century, diameter 1 6 cm. Museum ofHistory and

Culture ofthe Peoples ofthe Republic of Uzbekistan,

Samarkand.

FIG. 2B.

Fragments ofa silver

bowlfrom the Munchak-

tepe hoard, Uzbekistan,

sixth century. State

Hermitage Museum, St.

Petersburg, Russia.

FIG. 2C.

Graphic reconstruction of

silver boldfi'agmentfrom

the Munchak-tepe hoard,

diameter 16 cm. State

Hermitage Museum.
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FIG. 3.

Silver bowlfrom Shud’iakar, eighth century, diameter

26 cm. Udmurt Museum ofLocal Lore, Izhevsk, Russia.

fig. 4.

Silver bowlfrom Cherdyn (Perm’ District), seventh

century, diameter 19 cm. State Hermitage Museum.

dated to the period between the mid-sixth and mid-

seventh centuries.

The Freer bowl was reportedly found together

with a handled cup, which is also Sogdian but

produced by a master of the more eastern School C
of Chach (Tashkent) or a neighboring area.

11 The

4
f

?

FIG. 5.

Silver bowlfrom Sapo, near Xian. After Tang dai jin

yin qi (Beijing, 1985).

floral ornament of this school is mostly original: its

most easily recognizable element is a stem ending

with the trefoil. The ring-matted background was

more popular in School C and China than in the other

Sogdian schools. The shape of the Loyang cup is

typical ofSchool C as well as ofTang silver, although

it has a Graeco-Roman origin. Chinese analogues are

from the seventh and eighth centuries, and the date

of this cup also cannot be earlier than the mid-sev-

enth century.
12 The two elephant heads on the thumb

piece of the handle are comparable to a similar com-

position on the handle of an early Tibetan (eighth-

ninth centuries) bowl with handle found in Afanas’evo

in the northern Urals area.
13 Sogdian silver vessels with

figures or ornaments found in China include: another

cup with handle from Shapo, near the Tang capital

Xian; 14
a twelve-lobed bowl showing a deer from the

same find,
15 with a starlike medallion and a short

Sogdian inscription outside—a vessel closely resem-

bling the Freer one (fig. 5); another polylobed bowl

from Xijiao, near Xian, covered with typically

Sogdian (of School C) ornaments with the simple
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FIG. 6.

Silver bowlfrom

Xijiao, near Xian.

After Tang dai

jin yin qi

(Beijing, 1985).

symmetrical three-lobed palmettes that are absent in

Chinese ornamental compositions (fig. 6);
16

a ewer

from Aohan Qi (Inner Mongolia), with a handle

crowned by the head ofa youth with shaven temples

(such a hairstyle was the Sogdian fashion of the sev-

enth and eighth centuries).
1

' The earliest possible

date ofthese four items is the mid-seventh century. 18

Ifthe bowl and the cup with handle from Loyang

were really found together, we can consider them

relatively synchronous; therefore, a seventh-century

date for the bowl seems most probable, though its

decoration is more archaic. In particular, the large,

rather naturalisdcally rendered leaves of the trefoil

and the gently curved plant are similar to fourth-cen-

tury Kushano-Sasanian motifs, which themselves

stemmed from Hellenistic models. 19 (Plants on

Sogdian silver vessels, including the trefoils so popu-

lar in Sogdia, are usually much more stylized.) Al-

though the Sogdian wall painting of the late fifth or

early sixth century in the Panjikent Temple II (room

5/6) is closely related to the reverse of Kushano-Sasa-

nian coins ofthe fourth century,
20

the interval between

the fourth and seventh centuries seems too long for

the contact between the Kushano-Sasanian and

Sogdian artistic traditions attested by the plant on

the Freer bowl. Even if the contact was indirect, the

bowl must be the earliest in its group; other vessels

in this group show no details executed in such a man-

ner. A dating of the bowl cannot, however, exclude

the sixth century because, notwithstanding the afore-

mentioned stylization of floral forms common in

Sogdian art of this period, other Hellenistic images

are well known in the art of Sogdia and Tokharistan

(Bactria) as late as the sixth century—for example,

the clay relief from Temple II in Panjikent
21 and the

silver ewer from China found in the tomb of a gen-

eral who died in a.d. 569 22
or ca. a.d. 600 (the

Heracles bowl in the Hermitage Museum). 23 The

dynamic and minimal composition in the medallion

is typically Sogdian, whereas Sasanian medallions are

much more static and detailed. On the Freer bowl

the complex movements of the animal and the plant

are slow, but the images are full of latent energy, al-

though the curved outlines are not as elastic as they

are in mature Sogdian art from the seventh century

onward. Thus, a more detailed study provides no

argument against the dating from the mid-sixth to the

mid-seventh century proposed above.

The excavations in Panjikent indicate that art pa-

trons in Sogdia consisted mostly of the relatively

wealthy citizens of small city-states, who had consid-

erable self-confidence but modest means. 24 The pur-

chasers of the Freer bowl and similar articles, made of

thin sheets ofsilver and decorated with technical sim-

plicity, were probably of the same social class. There-

fore, the lion on the bowl is hardly a symbol ofroyalty.

Bowls of this type were used not only for drinking but

also as gifts to the temple. Among the donors depicted
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FIG. 7.

Bottom ofFreer bowl with Sogdian inscription (enlarged). Courtesy

Freer Gallery ofArt, Smithsonian Instituion, Washington, DC.
fig. 8.

on the wall of the fifth-/early sixth-century Sogdian

temple injar-tepe (between Samarkand and Panjikent)

is a man with such a bowl in his hand. 25

The motifofa lion and a plant appeared not only

in Sogdian but also in Sasanian art, where it was one

ofthe “visual benedictions”: the plant, growing from

the earth or the waters, and the noble animal both

symbolized the Universe, in harmony with which the

owner ofthe vessel, as a noble representative ofman-

kind, should prosper.
26

In Sogdia a lion was consid-

ered the animal of Nanaia, the most important god-

dess in the local pantheon. It is quite probable that

the master craftsman and the purchaser of the bowl

had in mind one or both of these meanings.

T he two inscriptions on the bowl

were incised by its later owners. One of

these was written on the outer side of the

bottom among many apparently unintelligible

scratches (fig. 7). The five letters of one word were

written across the belly of the lion. The script is the

later Sogdian cursive of the seventh or eighth centu-

ries. The third letter, defective because it crosses an

embossed detail of the relief, Professor Vladimir

Livshits reads asj. The inscription can be transliter-

ated p'y'n
,
which may be a proper name although,

Outer wall ofFreer bowl with Sogdian inscrip-

tion (enlarged). Courtesy Freer Gallery ofArt,

Smithsonian Institution, Washington, DC.

like many other Sogdian personal names, it has no

satisfactory etymology. 27

Professor Livshits assumes the readingp 'y 'k (paye,

päyäk) from the verbal stem p'y- “(to) protect, (to)

care.”
28 The meaning ofp'y'k is “watcher, watchful,”

which as a name according to Livshits may be part ofa

composite word meaning “protector ofsomething or

somebody” or a one-stem word like “protector” or

“watcher.” But I continue to think that the last letter is

not likely to be k and prefer the reading p'y'n. In any

case, the inscription is certainly Sogdian.

The other scratches on the bottom seem to be

random, but it is at least possible that some of them

may be meaningful. Thus three thick, short lines in-

cised in parallel by a tool different from that used for

the Sogdian inscription might indicate three units of

some kind of weight measure. This sign resembles

the Chinese number 3 .

29 On the Sogdian stone

weights from Panjikent there are cursive inscriptions

with Sogdian numbers and/or simple short incisions

grouped in parallel, but on silver vessels weight was

indicated only by inscriptions.
30 Thus, among the

many incisions on the bottom of the bowl, the
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FIG. 9.

Silver bowlfrom Suixi, near Canton.

After Kaogu 1986.3.

Sogdian letters are indisputable, whereas it is doubt-

ful that the group of incisions similar to a Chinese

number can be interpreted as such.

The other incised Sogdian inscription was written

vertically on the outer wall of the bowl (fig. 8). The

letters are separated from each other, which is an ar-

chaic feature,
31 but their shapes are not ancient. The

most probable reading is cyzh r'y-cyz r'yh
(
cyz-räy).

This composite word means “marsh land” (“frogs’

plain”).
32 Here it may be a nickname ofthe owner. The

fourth letter was read as h by Vladimir Livshits, who

also thinks that the third letter is more likely n and,

therefore, the first part of the composite word can be

read cynh, “silk.” Moreover it is possible to read s in-

stead of y, but such a reading does not provide any

meaningful variant. The third letter, together with an

accidental scratch, seems similar to the Turkic b, which

in 1969 served as the basis for my erroneous interpre-

tation of the script, mentioned above.

There are many incised Sogdian inscriptions on

Sogdian, Sasanian (but only those found outside

Iran), and Byzantine silver vessels of the fourth

through eighth centuries.
33 The above-mentioned

Sogdian twelve-lobed bowl from Shapo, near Xian,

which is so similar to the Freer bowl, also bears a

short incised Sogdian inscription. N. Sims-Williams

reads it Zrwmßntk
,
“Slave ofZurvan,”34

the name of

a worshiper of the great god identified with Brahma

in the Sogdian Buddhist texts. A long Sogdian in-

108 scription was written on the rim ofanother silver bowl

from Qarashahr (Xinjiang). Even in Suixi, near Can-

ton, a sixth-century hoard was found containing a

lobed Sogdian silver bowl with another long Sogdian

inscription (fig. 9).
35

The Freer bowl is a good specimen of the art of

Sogdia, as yet almost unknown in the West. Its ac-

quisition by the Freer Gallery ofArt opens a new page

in the history of the collecting of Oriental silver in

the United States.
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Appendix: Analysis by X-Ray Fluorescence Spectrometry

METALLIC COMPOSITION (IN WEIGHT PERCENT) OF FREER BOWL FI997.I3*

silver gold copper zinc lead

Body ofbowl

1. bottom, center 92 0.86 5.3 0.73 0.63

2. lobe near animal’s tail 93 0.78 3.8 0.98 1.15

3. lobe near animal’s head 91 0.76 6.5 0.94 1.13

4. lobe near animal’s front paw 92 0.83 5.2 0.95 1.11

Average 92 0.81 5.2 0.90 1.01

Foot ofbowl

1. foot near animal’s head 88 1.07 7.9 1.55 1.03

2. foot near animal’s feet 90 1.10 6.3 1.62 0.77

Average 89 1.09 7.1 1.59 0.90

*The foot appears to have a slightly different composition from the body, but it is difficult to say that it is

a different metal based on this analysis. The analysis of the foot may not be as accurate as that of the body

because it was done on a very small, nonflat area in both cases. A small collimator was used to allow the X-

ray fluorescence spectrometry analysis ofsmaller spots on the foot and therefore avoid the soldering where

the foot meets the body, but an unfortunate consequence is that the X-ray signal is diminished. It seems

safe to conclude that the metal compositions of the body and foot are very similar, and both may have been

made with the same metal.

JANET DOUGLAS AND PAUL JETT

Department ofConservation and Scientific Research

Freer Gallery of Art and Arthur M. Sackler Gallery
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Bes in the Achaemenid Empire

ABSTRACT

The image of the Egyptian deity Bes appears on a wide and di-

verse array of objects dating to the time of the Achaemenid Em-

pire. Some of these objects may have been brought to Western

Asia by Egyptians, but some examples seem to demonstrate ap-

propriation of the Bes-image into the Achaemenid repertoire. It

has been argued that this appropriation may have had some cul-

tural connotation. In other words, other nations of the Achae-

menid Empire may have found a resonance with the protective

capacity of the Bes-image and adopted Bes as a counterpart for

local deities. In the case of the Iranians, in particular, it has been

suggested that Bes may have been assimilated to the Iranian deity

Mithra.

m
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Bes in the Achaemenid Empire

T he achaemenid Persian Empire (559-

330 B.C.E.) ushered in a new era in the his-

tory of the ancient Near East. For the first

time, nations from the Nile to the Indus with differ-

ent sociopolitical organizations and cultural back-

grounds were unified under a single political hege-

mony led by the Achaemenid Persians. The Achae-

menids, a previously little-known Indo-European-

speaking people from the highlands of Fars in south-

ern Iran, rapidly rose to power and, through a series

ofsuccessful military campaigns, brought lands as far

away as North Africa and Central Asia under their con-

trol in less than two generations. After initial conquests

under Cyrus and Cambyses, the empire was reorga-

nized and consolidated under Darius I. Although the

rest ofAchaemenid history is punctuated by many in-

ternal feuds and constant skirmishes with the Greeks,

the Achaemenid Empire maintained its hegemony for

nearly two hundred more years. The Achaemenids

practiced a novel policy of tolerance toward subject

nations, allowing and even encouraging them to carry

on with their own customs and traditions. Despite the

occasional turmoil that sometimes shook the empire,

the Achaemenid period was a time ofrelative prosper-

ity and tranquility for the Near East. Under pax

Persica
,
arts and crafts flourished, interregional con-

tacts expanded, and people from distant corners of

the empire came into close cultural contact.

Egypt, a major power in the ancient Near East,

was conquered by Cambyses in 525 B.C.E. and, ex-

cept for an interval from 404 to 336 B.C.E., remained

a satrapy ofthe empire, ruled by Persian nobles with

close ties to the King of Kings. The annexation and

incorporation of Egypt put an end to its indepen-

dence but brought the Egyptian culture into close

contact with cultures of Western Asia, including

those of the Mesopotamians and Iranians. People

from Egypt and Western Asia were now traveling

back and forth and exchanging ideas in a socially hos-

pitable environment. There are some comprehensive

studies of Egypt’s contribution to Achaemenid civi-

lization, especially its architectural and artistic mani-

festations,
1 but very few attempts have been made to

explore cultural interaction between Egyptians and

other peoples of the empire on a grass-roots level.

While considerable epigraphic and archaeological

evidence points to the presence of Egyptians in

Mesopotamia and Iran,
2 and some evidence suggests

the presence of Mesopotamians and Iranians in

Egypt, 3
the cultural ramifications of encounters be-

tween Egyptians and peoples ofWestern Asia as well

as the dynamics ofacculturation remain to be studied.

This essay is a first step toward a more compre-

hensive study of cultural interaction among Egyp-

tians, Iranians, and other peoples ofthe Achaemenid

Empire. It focuses on the distinctive Egyptian deity

Bes and his fascinating career in the Achaemenid

Empire. What makes Bes particularly interesting in

a study concerned with cultural interaction among

commoners are the idiosyncratic features that set him

apart from the rest ofthe Egyptian pantheon, in both

appearance and function. Unlike the majority of

Egyptian deities, who were closely associated with

royalty, Bes was primarily responsible for the wel-

fare ofcommoners. Therefore, it is not surprising that

in Western Asia it was Bes more than any other Egyp-

tian deity who gained an unprecedented popularity.

What makes this study important is the fact that Bes’s
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popularity outside the borders ofEgypt seems to have

crosscut social classes, appealing to both common
folk and nobles alike.

This essay began as a catalogue of objects de-

picting the Bes-image in the Achaemenid Empire (see

appendix). But as my work progressed, I began to

see the cultural ramifications of this corpus, which

demonstrates the range of penetration and varied

functions of the Bes-image outside Egypt at the time

of the Achaemenids. The present corpus of the Bes-

image, however, has a unique characteristic: it in-

cludes a large number of artifact types, from simple

amulets to highly prestigious metal objects, each as-

sociated with and belonging to different classes of

Achaemenid society. Such widespread distribution

and diversity suggest that in the Achaemenid Em-

pire Bes served a variety offunctions and roles, many

ofwhich may have crossed class lines. The wide dis-

tribution ofthe Bes-image throughout the empire and

into the iconography ofcommoners and nobles illus-

trates how deep and broad cultural interaction under

pax Persica could be.

WHO IS BES?

Ancient Egyptians had a number of dwarf deities

collectively known as Bes.
4 This deity is usually de-

picted with a broad muscular face surrounded by a

lion’s mane and ears, with his tongue protruding out

of his mouth. Normally, he is shown with a plumed

crown. The body of Bes is represented as that of a

bow-legged dwarf—with a stocky torso, distended

abdomen, protruding buttocks, and lion’s tail—wear-

ing a panther skin or a kilt.

Bes can be described as a protector deity. He

protected pregnant women during childbirth, and in

this capacity he was sometimes depicted in scenes of

royal birth. Furthermore, it was thought that Bes

could bring good luck and prosperity to couples and

their children and protect them from harm. In the

latter function, Bes was occasionally represented with

a dagger to ward offevil spirits and noxious creatures,

a role he also played when associated with Horus on

a type ofmagical stele known as the cippîis of Horus

(see below, Group 7).

The Bes-image was used in ancient Egypt to

decorate a large number ofpersonal belongings and

furniture. For example, the Bes-image was carved on

beds or headrests, mirrors and spoon handles, amu-

lets, and cosmetic containers. In addition, Bes can

be seen on a wide variety ofstone and wooden stelae,

as well as some temple walls and column capitals.

The origin of Bes has been the subject of pro-

longed scholarly debate. His un-Egyptian appear-

ance—frontal instead ofprofile view, grotesque rather

than dignified shape, comical versus majestic atti-

tude—contrasts with typical Egyptian deities, thus

suggesting to some scholars that his origins should

be sought beyond the borders of Egypt, perhaps in

Western Asia or sub-Saharan Africa. But Romano

forcefully argues that Bes is a deity native to Egypt,

where the origins and metamorphoses of the Bes-

image can be traced and documented from the Old

Kingdom to Roman times.
5

BES IN WESTERN ASIA PRIOR TO

THE RISE OF THE ACHAEMENIDS

The Bes-image became particularly common in New
Kingdom times, and his special popularity in Egypt

continued through the Persian and Greek occupa-

tion into the Roman period, when he sometimes ap-

peared dressed as a Roman legionnaire.
6 From New

Kingdom times the representation of Bes began to

proliferate in the eastern Mediterranean and West-

ern Asia along with other objects of Egyptian origin

or local imitations.
7 From the mid to late second mil-

lennium B.C.E. onward, not only had Egyptian-made

Bes-images found their way to Sardinia, Italy, Malta,

Greece, coastal Anatolia, Carthage, Syria-Palestine,

and Cyprus,8 but also some objects decorated with

the Bes-image were produced locally for use in these

regions.
9 The Bes-image was especially common in

Phoenicia in the early first millennium and was used

to decorate ivory pieces carved and exported by the

Phoenicians. 10
Interestingly, however, only a few

Phoenician Bes-images reached as far east as Assyria

(e.g., Fort Shalmaneser). 11

Although widely distributed in the eastern Medi-

terranean through contact with Egypt, the Bes-im-

age did not apparently gain much popularity in

Mesopotamia and Iran prior to the formation of the
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Achaemenid Empire. Examples of the Bes-image

predating the Achaemenid period in Mesopotamia

proper are few, no more than a handful. I know of

only a statuette from the city ofAshur 12 and the stand-

ing bronze statuette from Fort Shalmaneser, Nim-

rud,
13 both ofwhich may have been brought back as

booty from Egypt by the Assyrians. In central and

southern Mesopotamia and the Iranian Plateau, the

Bes-image is practically absent from the archaeologi-

cal record before the Achaemenid period.
14

BES IN THE ACHAEMENID EMPIRE:

TYPOLOGY AND DISTRIBUTION

With the rise of the Achaemenid Empire the geo-

graphical distribution and number of Bes-images in

Western Asia, especially in Mesopotamia and Iran,

underwent a veritable explosion, as images of this

Egyptian deity reached distant corners of the empire.

I have been able to document a total of 1 15 Bes-im-

ages dating to the Achaemenid period. An appendix

to the present article provides a catalogue of these

images, presented as tables 1-11 and figures 1-11.

This corpus documents a wide array ofartifacts, from

objects surfacing in the antiquities market with no

reliable provenience to specimens discovered in se-

cure archaeological contexts. Despite my attempt to

be thorough, I would not be surprised ifthere are other

published examples that I have overlooked, as well as

additional unpublished examples in museums, private

collections, or excavation notes. I have divided these

115 examples ofthe Bes-image into eleven categories

based on the media on which they are exhibited (see

appendix). This corpus does not include examples

found in Egypt proper, where the Bes-image appears

on many objects of daily use.
15

Group 1: Cylinder Seals (table l,fig. 1)• So far, I

have recorded eight cylinder seals with the Bes-im-

age. Except for no. 1.2, which comes from Babylon,

all are unprovenanced and were acquired in the an-

tiquities market. These cylinder seals are all carved

in styles readily associated with art production dur-

ing the Achaemenid period. Bes appears on them in

various postures:

(1)

No. 1.1: On both sides of the Royal Hero,

who grasps two horned lion-griffins, Bes appears in

frontal position with his characteristic headdress, kilt,

and bent legs.

(2) No. 1 .2: The Royal Hero stands beneath the

winged disc and grasping two winged lions with the

Bes head. The head is poorly executed and hard to

recognize, but the typical headdress leaves little doubt

that the creature is Bes, not a lion. Standing winged

lions with Bes head also appear as gold appliqués on

a silver vessel in the British Museum (no. 8.1).

(3) On nos. 1.3, 1.5, 1.6, and 1.8 Bes is shown

with other creatures. All four seals are carved ofchal-

cedony—one of the most popular kinds of stone for

Achaemenid seals—and in all of them Bes is in fron-

tal position with his characteristic headdress, kilt, and

bent legs. On no. 1.5 he stands behind the Royal

Hero with a quadruped animal on his shoulders. On
no. 1.6, next to the main scene showing a man in

Persian attire ofprobable royal status before the sym-

bol of Ahuramazda, Bes stands on two opposed

crowned sphinxes and grasps a pair ofstags. On nos.

1 .3 and 1 .8, Bes appears in a posture reminiscent of

the Royal Hero, grasping two horned and winged

creatures. In both cases this scene is associated with

a short Aramaic inscription.
16

(4) No. 1.4 is the most interesting of the cylinder

seals. It shows Bes with his typical appearance, stand-

ing frontally between two men in Persian robes, to-

gether upholding the winged disc. Bes holds objects

in both hands, interpreted by Ward as barsams
,
a com-

mon element in ancient Iranian religious ceremonies.
17

The scene is associated with an Old Persian inscrip-

tion that reads “Arsaka, son of Ath(a)iyab(a)sata.
,,ks

Both personal names are Iranian, and their occurrence

in Old Persian script strongly suggests that this seal

belonged to an individual ofIranian origin.

Group 2: Stamp Seals, Including Scarabs (table 2,

fig. 2). Among the twelve stamp seals and scarabs I

have recorded so far, only two (nos. 2.1 1 and 2.12)

have reliable archaeological provenience; one (no.

2.5) is presumably from Cyprus and the rest from

the antiquities market. Stamp seals with the Bes-im-

age can be divided into four categories:

(1) Bes as sphinx (nos. 2.1, 2.2, 2.6), a creature

with the body ofa Hon, wings ofan eagle, and head of

Bes. In two examples (nos. 2.1 and 2.2) the creature
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is in a crouching position, and only one of his wings

is visible. In one example (no. 2.6), he is squatting

with both wings outstretched. The latter image is of

particular interest, since each wing terminates in the

head of a bird of prey with horns. Furthermore, a

uraens can be seen in front ofthe creature on a ground

line. No. 2.2 is peculiar, shown as a lion head seen

from above, attached to the creature’s chest.

Boardman suggests that this is an imitation of

sphinxes with lion heads at their chests from North

Syria.
19 Bes as sphinx, with the body ofa winged lion,

can also be seen on cylinder seal no. 1 .2 and as gold

appliqués on no. 8.1.

(2) Stylized head and torso of Bes above griffin

(no. 2.3) and sphinx (nos. 2.4 and 2.5).

(3) Bes on Phoenician scarabs (nos. 2.7, 2.8, 2.10,

2.1 1, and 2.12). These scarabs, also called “Tharros

gems,” 20 were adapted by Phoenicians from their

Egyptian counterparts. This explains the popularity

of Egyptian motifs, such as Bes, and the common use

of green jasper for their manufacture. On these scar-

abs Bes usually appears in his typical frontal position

holding animals on either side: on nos. 2.7 and 2.8, he

is holding two inverted scorpions, on 2.10 two lions,

and on 2.11 and 2.12 two horses. No. 2.10 is remi-

niscent of the Royal Hero holding lions; remains of a

winged disc can also be seen above the scene.

(4) A conical stamp seal (no. 2.9) with a scene

comparable to the ones on Phoenician scarabs

(above), showing a frontal Bes holding two lions.

Group 3: Seal Impressions (table 3,fig. 3). Nos. 3.1-

3.7 in this category are part of a hoard of some 200

impressions of seals, coins, and ornaments discov-

ered at Ur in 1932 at the bottom of a clay coffin of

the Achaemenid period in the southwest area of the

temple between the terrace edge of the Kurigalzu

Temple and the inner side of the city wall.
21
Associ-

ated with this hoard are amulets no. 5.25 from Per-

sian Grave 60 and no. 5.24 from Persian Grave 255

(see Group 5: Amulets). 22

Four seal impressions from this hoard (nos. 3.1-

3.4) show the Bes head in frontal position. On no.

3.1, great emphasis has been placed on the facial fea-

tures of Bes, whereas in nos. 3.2 and 3.3 his face is

simpler and surmounted by his characteristic feather

crest. On no. 3.3, his headgear is typically Egyptian

but on no. 3.2 seems to be more Western Asian in

style. On no. 3.4 the Bes head is associated with two

motifs on either side, interpreted by Legrain as “two

protomes of animals like crocodiles which seem to

bite his [Bes’s] ears.”
23 To me these two motifs seem

to be a pair of uiadjet eyes. The whole scene is sur-

rounded by a line of sixteen dots.

On two of the three remaining examples from

the Ur collection (nos. 3.5 and 3.6), a complete fig-

ure of Bes is shown standing in his typical posture.

On 3.5, he seems to be naked; in no. 3.6 he wears a

kilt. No. 3.7 is the familiar Royal Hero grasping two

winged lions with the Bes head, which also occurs

on nos. 1.2 and 8.1.

A fragment of a clay ball from the Persepolis

Treasury (no. 3.8) has three impressions of a round

stamp seal showing Bes standing and holding a

griffin with his left hand, while another griffin

crouches at right.

Another set ofseal impressions with the Bes-im-

age comes from the MuraSû Archive from Nippur.

Four ofthem (3.9, 3. 1 0, 3. 1 4, and 3.15) are cylinder

seal impressions, and the other two (nos. 3.11 and

3.12) stamp seal impressions.

Group 4: Pottery Vessels (table 4,fig. 4). The so-called

Bes vessels form a homogeneous category. Except for

one example from Syria (no. 4.1) and another from

the Persepolis Fortification on Kuh-i Rahmat (no.

4. 1 1), all the vessels come from Palestine. They can

be linked to an older tradition of vessels of this type

from Egypt. Stern has presented more information

on these vessels, so I will discuss them only briefly.
24

These vessels are usually 15 to 25 cm tall. They

are made ofordinary clay, with the Bes face appliquéd

or incised on them. Chronologically, they are divided

into two groups: The earlier group, probably dating

to the first halfof the Achaemenid period, resembles

the Phoenician and Palestinian decanters of the late

Iron Age. Vessels of this group have a tall neck, low

ring base, piriform body, and angular shoulder. The

later group, dating to the late Achaemenid period,

has a rounded, globular body and sloping shoul-

ders.
25 Thus, of the examples I have recorded, nos.

4.1, 4.3, 4.5, 4.8, and 4.10 can be considered early.

Stern suggests an apotropaic significance for these

vessels.
26
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Tuplin, following the excavators ofTell el-Hesi,

seems to subscribe to the idea that the Bes vessels

from Deve Hiiyiik (no. 4.1) and Tell el-Hesi (no.

4.10) were made by the same potter, suggesting a

possible movement of the Achaemenid troops be-

tween the two garrisons
27

(for the significance of this

proposition see “Discussion” below).

Group 5: Amulets (table 5, fig. 5). The objects that

I, following traditional Egyptological classification,
28

have categorized here as “amulets” need to be

checked critically against ethnographic studies be-

fore we ascribe a magical function to them. For the

purpose of the present study, we can define an amu-

let as a material symbol designed to be suspended

from or worn on the body in a visible way to provide

protection from evil forces.
29 Amulets in the form of

Bes were common in Egypt. In terms offunction, they

are comparable to cippi (see Group 7), which, how-

ever, were usually erected in temples or houses and

carved with texts of magic spells. In contrast, amu-

lets were carried by people to protect them from harm

and vicious creatures, especially snakes and scorpi-

ons. With 27 examples recorded so far, amulets con-

stitute the largest category of objects displaying the

Bes-image. They are generally small, ranging in size

from ca. 1.5 to 8 cm.

Surprisingly, most of the amulets come from

Iran, especially from Susa and Persepolis. There are

three examples from Dor in Palestine (nos. 5. 1-5.3)

and one from the necropolis of cAin el-Helwe in

Lebanon (no. 5.19). The group from Susa, with some

quite splendid examples, is ofparticular interest (see

“Discussion” below). Unfortunately, their exact ar-

chaeological context is unknown, but reports indi-

cate that they were primarily discovered at the

Apadana mound, where most Achaemenid remains

are located.
30

Group 6: Personal Ornaments (table 6, fig. 6). Al-

though I have classified this group as “Personal Or-

naments,” I would not dismiss the possibility that,

like amulets and cippi
,
they may have had magical

functions. This is especially the case for no. 6.1, a

necklace with a set of 16 faience Egyptian amulets

and two semiprecious beads with a Bes head as the

central piece. This ornament is clearly Egyptian in

style, and its place of discovery (Dor in Palestine)

strongly suggests that it came from Egypt. No. 6.2 is

also of interest. Here the Bes head serves as the cen-

tral piece in a compartmental gold necklace that de-

picts riders in an Iranian style.

The gold medallion from the “Oxus Trea-

sure” (no. 6.3) shows a full Bes face. It is sur-

rounded by guilloche border designs with a few

holes, which suggest that this medallion was origi-

nally sewn to clothing.

Group 7: Cippi (table 7, fig. 7). Ancient Egyptians

believed that Horus-the-child (Harpocrates) had

been protected from vicious creatures, especially

snakes, scorpions, and crocodiles, by means of

spells.
31 Therefore, the cippus ofHorns was designed

to protect its owner from such creatures by means of

figures and magical spells carved on it.
32 Cippi were

usually set up in temples or private houses, depend-

ing on size and whether or not they were incorpo-

rated into the statue of a private person. Very small

examples, actually pierced for suspension, must have

been worn on the body. Water poured over a cippus

was considered to be imbued with its magical pow-

ers. It was believed that this water magically absorbed

the power ofthe spells inscribed upon the cippus and,

when drunk, cured the one suffering from an attack

by noxious beasts, just as Horus himself, stung by a

scorpion, had been cured. The magical water could

also have been taken away by the faithful for possible

emergencies or given as medicine by physicians when

they were called to attend a patient.
33

Cippi were used for a relatively long time. The

earliest known examples date to the New Kingdom.

They became very common in the Late Period and

continued well into Roman times.

Of the two cippi studied here, the first (no. 7.1)

was discovered against the northeast wall in the main

room of the “Achaemenid Chapel” in Level II, Area

WA at Nippur.34
I located the second example (no.

7.2) in the Department of Lurestan and Historical

Antiquities ofthe Iran National Museum in Tehran.35

The only piece of information on its provenience

comes from records kept in the Museum Library,

which state that this piece was discovered at Susa and

registered into the museum in 1931. Except for the

dating of this piece to the Saite period, no further
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information is available in the museum’s files. Ac-

cording to a general posthumous account on exca-

vations at Susa by de Mecquenem, the French del-

egation discovered a fragment of a stone Egyptian

stele at Donjon in 1930. 36 Since I know of no other

stone Egyptian stelae from Susa, I believe this brief

statement refers to this cippus. But an attempt to find

any other mention of this piece in the original exca-

vation reports proved to be futile.
37

It should be re-

membered that 1930 was shortly after the French mo-

nopoly on Iranian archaeology was nullified, and

the French delegation was obliged to leave be-

hind half of the finds for the newly founded Iran

Bästän Museum (now the Iran National Museum).

Therefore, it is conceivable that the French failed

to publish objects not in their share, including this

cippus.

Group 8: Metalware and Other Metal Artifacts

(table 8, fig. 8). This category includes gold

appliqués in the form ofa winged lion with Bes head

on a silver bowl (no. 8.1) as well as the Bes head as a

handle stand, appearing in relatively simple (no. 8.2)

and quite elaborate forms (no. 8.3). The Bes appliqué

on no. 8.1 closely resembles the figure on cylinder

seal no. 1.2 and stamp seals nos. 3.7 and 3.10. Bes

handle stands, on the other hand, have no close paral-

lels among other groups; but in both cases, the artist

has tried to show Bes’s features accurately, especially

the headgear, which is incised on the handle in no.

8.2 but pronounced and three-dimensional in no. 8.3.

The next item (no. 8.4) is a shieldlike object in

the form of a Bes face attached to the front panel of a

miniature chariot from the
U0xus Treasure.”

Whether this was a model of a real life-size chariot

with a Bes attachment or simply a toy I do not know,

but, interestingly enough, the two individuals seen

in this chariot both wear Iranian attire.

Group 9: Coins (table 9, fig. 9). Most of the known

coins bearing the Bes-image have recently been stud-

ied by Mildenberg,38 and there is no need to discuss

them in detail here. These coins, usually called

Philisto-Arabian,
39 come from a wide area from Si-

cilian Syracuse to the Arabian desert, but there are

more of them at southern Levantine cities on the

Mediterranean coast and the neighboring desert re-

gion. Mildenberg argues that the Bes-image on

Philisto-Arabian coins is not a direct influence from

Egypt but rather a result of Bes’s popularity in the

Levant, especially the Achaemenid province of

Samaria, where these coins seem to have been par-

ticularly common. 40 The weight standard of these

coins, however, seems to be Attic.

Group 10: Statuettes (table 10, fig. 10). The first

object in this group, an alabaster Bes head that ends in

a broken tubular footing (no. 10.1), was discovered

at the Persepolis Treasury. I do not know why
Schmidt calls this object a pot stand41 because it could

be a statuette.

The second object, a Bes statuette (no. 10.2), is

also from the Persepolis Treasury. Unfortunately, the

head and part ofthe chest, as well as the feet, are bro-

ken off, but the remaining parts of the body suggest

that our identification of this statuette as depicting

Bes is correct.

The last object in this category (no. 10.3) is a

terracotta statuette found at Nippur. He wears a short

loincloth with a belt that looks somewhat Persian.
42

Group 1 1: ArchitecturalElements (table 1 1,fig. 11).

The first item in this category (no. 1 1 .
1 )

is of special

importance. Here, in a heroon built most probably

by an Achaemenid official in Trysa in Lycia around

370 B.C.E., eight Bes figures can be seen above the

doorway. 43 Of these, one is naked and in a squatting

frontal position. The rest are either seated and play-

ing pipes or harp, or dancing as calathos dancers por-

trayed on the doorposts. 44 The occurrence ofBes fig-

ures behaving like Greek satyrs—that is, dancing,

playing musical instruments, and sitting in a relaxed

manner—suggests the Hellenization of Bes in this

western satrapy of the Achaemenid Empire, which

is not unusual in the classical eclecticism of Lycian

art.
45

The next two items in this category (nos. 11.2

and 1 1 .3) seem to be fragments ofstone reliefs show-

ing the Bes face. No. 11.2 was discovered by Ann

Britt Tilia in the plain west ofthe Persepolis Terrace

in 1974. 46 According to Romano, this piece may have

been joined with another unpublished piece (no.

1 1 .3?) also found in Persepolis, and these two pieces

may have formed a complete Bes-image used as
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architectural decoration at Persepolis.
47

IfRomano’s

suggestion proves correct, this would be the only

known use of the Bes-image in a monumental royal

Achaemenid context so far.

DISCUSSION

Iconographically, the Bes-images collected here can

be divided into two general groups: Egyptian and

“Iranicized.”

(1) Purely Egyptian Examples Discovered in the

Achaemenid Empire. As already mentioned, objects

with the Bes-image were not unknown in the Near

East before the rise of the Achaemenid Empire. Bes

was in fact a relatively common motif in Phoenician

art from the eastern Mediterranean.
48

After the es-

tablishment ofthe Achaemenid Empire and the Per-

sian conquest of the Levant and Egypt, the Bes-im-

age reached Mesopotamia proper and the Iranian

Plateau. The discovery ofpurely Egyptian examples

ofthe Bes-image in the Achaemenid Empire can per-

haps be explained in terms ofextensive interregional

contact during the Achaemenid period, when people

of various ethnic backgrounds, including Egyp-

tians,
49 were traveling back and forth and visiting or

settling in the heartland of the empire— that is, in

Mesopotamia and southern Iran.

Such contact and traveling might explain the Bes-

images from Susa, including the amulets (nos. 5.6-

5.18) and the cippus (no. 7.2). People of Egyptian

origin are attested at Susa during the Achaemenid

period. In fact, in his foundation charter, Darius I

states that “the men who adorned the walls, those

were Medes and Egyptians.”50
1 think it is safe to as-

sume that upon their departure from Egypt, these

pious Egyptian craftsmen took these amulets and the

one cippus to Susa to protect them against unex-

pected menaces during travel and their stay in a

strange land. These talismans, then, may have been

discarded, lost, left behind, or buried with their own-

ers at Susa.

Egyptians are also attested at Persepolis,
51 but

the discovery of two Bes-images (i.e., nos. 10.1 and

10.2) in the Persepolis Treasury suggests that some

Bes-images might have been brought from Egypt by

the Achaemenids as booty or presented to the King

of Kings by Egyptian delegations.

The discovery of a cippiis in the “Achaemenid

Chapel” at Nippur (no. 7.1)
52

is ofparticular impor-

tance. Egyptians are attested in Nippur and elsewhere

in Babylonia.
53

In fact, a Mursû Archive tablet sealed

with a stamp seal depicting Bes (no. 3.12) bears the

Egyptian name Si 'a '.
54

(2) Bes-images Incorporated into Western Asian

Contexts and “Iranicized” Bes-images. These ex-

amples, I believe, are particularly important in a study

of cultural interaction in the Achaemenid period.

This category includes the representation ofBes

in association with Iranian motifs. The best examples

appear on cylinder seals, where six out of seven re-

corded instances (nos. 1.1, 1.3-1. 7) show the Bes-

image in scenes that are otherwise Iranian. Egyptian

motifs are not uncommon on Achaemenid seals, and

one may consider these Bes-images as decorative

motifs (e.g., nos. 1 . 1 , 1 .5- 1 .7), but in some cases they

do seem to be included in a meaningful way into the

main theme of the scene. In a few examples (nos. 1 .3

and 1.4) Bes is in fact the pivotal figure in the scene,

especially in no. 1.4, where he stands between two

men in Iranian attire holding the winged disc. Bes

occurs in similar representations in Egypt—that is,

holding religious or divine symbols. But this seal

bears an Old Persian inscription with Iranian names

(see above). This, I believe, is one of the few indis-

putable examples of the appropriation of the Bes-

image by an Iranian individual. Was this adoption

simply an artistic innovation? Or did it have religious

connotations? We will return to this question later.

Also in this category are what I would call

“Iranicized” Bes-images. 55 The best example is the

Bes-lion or Bes-griffin, a hybrid of a typical Achae-

menid lion or griffin and a Bes head. These hybrid

creatures especially appear on cylinder seals (no. 1.2),

some stamp seals (nos. 2. 1-2.2, 2.6), seal impressions

(nos. 3.7, 3.9-3. 1 1), and gold appliqués on a silver

vessel (no. 8.1).

Unfortunately, we are not yet in a position to

produce a chronological sequence of the process

of the “Iranicization” of Bes—that is, the gradual

incorporation ofBes into the Achaemenid repertoire

ofmotifs. But it would be interesting to know whether
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there is a gradual progression from:
( 1 )

purely Egyp-

tian pieces imported into the empire (e.g., most of

the amulets and both cippi) to (2) purely Egyptian

Bes-images incorporated into otherwise Achaemenid

contexts (e.g., nos. 6.2, 8.3) to (3) reinterpretation

and appropriation of Bes into an Achaemenid con-

text (e.g., nos. 1.4, 9.3) to (4) hybridization and in-

corporation of the Bes-image into the Achaemenid

repertoire (e.g., nos. 1.2, 3.10, 8.1). This topic will

be explored further in another paper. 56

Chronologically, there are very few fixed points

for dating the introduction and distribution of the

Bes-image in the Achaemenid Empire. Bes may pos-

sibly have been introduced into the empire after the

annexation ofthe Levant or shortly after the conquest

of Egypt—that is, around 525 B.C.E. But it was prob-

ably after the consolidation ofthe empire under Darius

I that Bes gained popularity and entered the Achae-

menid design repertoire. In the meantime, we should

bear in mind that not a single Bes-image is included in

the approximately 1,500 distinct seals preserved

through multiple impressions on the 2,087 adminis-

trative documents from the larger and earlier Perse-

polis Fortification corpus (509-494 b.c.e.).
5/ This

is particularly notable since the documents them-

selves record significant movement of Egyptians

across the empire. Yet there is one example of the

Bes-image from the smaller and later Persepolis Trea-

sury corpus (492-460 B.C.E.): The seal impressions

on a clay ball from the Persepolis Treasury (no. 3.8)

suggest that by this time the Bes-image had entered

the repertoire ofmotifs accessible to people working

in high-level posts in the royal treasury. These ob-

servations may provide a rough terminus post quern

for the introduction ofthe Bes-image into the Achae-

menid heartland sometime in the late 490s B.C.E. The

rest ofthe datable Bes-images all date to the later fifth

and fourth centuries B.C.E. Based on present evi-

dence, it is difficult to set a terminus ante quern for

the end ofthe use ofthe Bes-image in the Achaemenid

period, but in the absence of any contradictory evi-

dence it seems safe to assume that its use continued

until the collapse of the empire, as I am as yet un-

aware ofany Bes-images from secure Seleucid or later

Parthian contexts.
58

Geographically, disregarding genuine but

archaeologically unreliable examples from the “Oxus

Treasure” (nos. 6.3 and 8.4) and examples from the

antiquities market, Mespotamia and the Levant seem

to have a concentration ofBes-images. The only other

major collections come from Susa and Persepolis,

both important Achaemenid centers and subject to

extensive excavations. While this geographical dis-

tribution favoring the western parts ofthe empire may

simply be a sampling bias, it may nonetheless offer a

hint of the cultural patterns in the Achaemenid Em-

pire. The evidence from Anatolia is rather ambigu-

ous. The Bes-images from the heroon at Trysa in

Lycia (no. 11.1) are among the very few in situ ex-

amples (see below), and Bes appears on a number of

pyramidal stamp seals (nos. 2. 1-2.4) attributed by

Boardman to Lydia. 59 Yet preliminary assessment of

the corpus of Achaemenid seal impressions from

Daskyleion in the Phrygian Satrapy of the empire in

western Anatolia suggests that this corpus (dating to

the reign of Xerxes to Artaxerxes I) reveals no Bes-

images.
60 Whether the absence of the Bes-image in

Daskyleion was a result ofa conscious decision or an

accident ofdiscovery is hard to say, but in the case of

another notable “Besless” corpus, this one from Wadi

Daliyeh, Leith argues for the Samarians’ conscious

rejection ofsome images, including that of Bes, pre-

sumably for religious or national reasons.
61

L
ast, but not least, is the important

question of why Bes was incorporated into

the Achaemenid repertoire and the role this

Egyptian deity played in the Achaemenid Empire

after his appropriation. Below I present some provi-

sional thoughts in a heuristic attempt to further the

argument; a more substantial argument will be pre-

sented elsewhere. 62

The “Iranicized” Bes, I believe, best represents

the cultural interaction among Egyptians, Iranians,

and other nations in the Achaemenid period. Regard-

ing this cultural interaction, it is interesting to note

that despite a great deal of Egyptianizing evident in

the architecture of Persepolis, right from the begin-

ning ofconstructions at the site under Darius I,
63 and

the documented presence of Egyptians at Perse-

polis,
64

there is no Bes-image in the large sample of

the Fortification corpus of seal impressions and tab-

lets from no. 1 to no. 2087, and only one from the

Treasury corpus. This observation, I think, is
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particularly intriguing since the Fortification corpus

documents a wider range of types and statuses of

people and cultural activities. Yet, even in this

multicultural context,
65 where one might expect to

see Egyptianizing images, the Bes figure is absent.

Significant questions remain about what factors ex-

plain the absence ofBes in the large sample of Forti-

fication tablets studied by Garrison and Root.
66

Ideologically, as already mentioned, an impor-

tant function ofBes was protection against harm, es-

pecially physical harm from evil spirits and noxious

creatures. During his career outside Egypt, Bes seems

to have been assimilated to other deities, some also

with protective functions.
67 The religious significance

of Bes in Iranian contexts, however, is not entirely

clear. Graziani argues that Iranians of the Achae-

menid period may have assimilated Bes to the Ira-

nian deity Mithra.
68 This is a plausible proposition,

which I would endorse. In fact, the protective prop-

erties ofBes may have made him into an appropriate

substitute or counterpart for Mithra.
69

In the course ofmy study, I noticed a number of

Bes-images in association with the Achaemenid mili-

tary. For example, Bes jugs nos. 4.1 and 4.10 come

from Achaemenid military contexts and, as already

mentioned, Tuplin argues that thesejugs were made

by the same potter, thus suggesting movement of

Achaemenid troops between the two garrisons.
70 A

piece of another Bes jug (no. 4.1 1) comes from the

Persepolis Fortification on the slope of Kuh-i

Rahmat, also considered part ofthe Achaemenid gar-

rison at Persepolis.
71

Scarab no. 2.12 and amulets nos. 5. 1-5.3, 5.27

are also from Achaemenid military contexts. As ad-

ditional support for the military use of the Bes-im-

age, we may cite indirect evidence in the form of a

Bes head attached to the front panel of the miniature

chariot from the “Oxus Treasure” (no. 8.4), which

may have been a model of an actual chariot in the

Achaemenid army, with details copied right down

to the Bes attachment.

The divine protection of army units is well at-

tested in Egypt,
72
but I know ofno units under Bes’s

protection. One may speculate that Achaemenids

adopted this tradition from the Egyptians 73 and that

certain units of the Achaemenid army (e.g., chari-

oteers?) adopted Bes as their protective deity. While

I am unaware of the military patronage of Mithra in

the Achaemenid period, it is well known that he had

been a respected deity since Achaemenid times
74 and

later became a god of the Roman army.
75

More indirect evidence for the connection be-

tween Bes and Mithra may be gleaned from the

heroon at Trysa in Lycia. This is a fascinating ex-

ample of the adoption of Bes into the Achaemenid

repertoire, in this case with some Hellenizing flavor.

As already mentioned, on this Achaemenid-Lycian

monument, eight Bes-images are carved above the

inner face of the southern doorway (no. 11.1). Of

these Bes-images, one is naked and in a squatting

frontal position. The rest are either seated and play-

ing pipes or harp, or dancing as calathos dancers por-

trayed on the doorposts.
76 Recent studies date the

heroon at Trysa to between 380 and 370 B.c.E .

77

Historical information on Lycia in the early fourth

century B.C.E. is scarce, but we know that sometime

around 370 B.c.E. two Achaemenids, namely Mith-

rapta and Artumpara, were appointed satraps ofeast-

ern and western Lycia, respectively.
78 Mithrapata

probably took control of all ofLycia after Artumpara

departed for Pamphylia to assist Autophradates, the

satrap of Lydia, in suppressing Datâmes’ revolt. In-

formation on Mithrapata is limited,
79

but we know

that he was minting coins on a Persian standard.
80 At

about the same time the Lycian tradition ofbuilding

sculptured monuments, which had faded under

Athenian control, was revived.
81 While there is no

direct evidence, one may propose that the heroon at

Trysa was built by no other than Mithrapata, a sug-

gestion also supported by Borchhardt. 82 Assuming

that this proposition is correct, one may ask whether

the Bes-images carved on the doorway were signifi-

cant for the presumed builder of the heroon, who,

coincidentally, bears the name of Mithrapata (“with

Mithra’s protection”).
83

This paper poses more questions than it attempts to

answer. Obviously, the wide distribution ofthe Bes-

image in the Achaemenid Empire had important

cultural connotations that we are not in a position to

fully appreciate. It can be reasonably argued that the

CONCLUDING REMARKS
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Bes-image owes its distribution in the Achaemenid

Empire to the policy ofcultural tolerance and encour-

agement practiced by the Achaemenids. Yet we do

not know whether through his adventures beyond

the borders ofEgypt in the Achaemenid Empire Bes

acquired some religious functions. In his homeland,

Bes was the focus of a protective cult for ordinary

people. He may have had a similar role for some

Levantine people and perhaps in certain army units.

But when Bes was adopted by other peoples in the

empire, what was implied? If it was a subversive cult

(similar to the way the Romans viewed Christianity),

we would expect it to spread horizontally from com-

moners in one area to those in another area. But if it

was a means ofcoopting local symbols into a broader,

more cosmopolitan ideology, we might expect to see

a vertical movement—adoption ofthe image and pre-

sumably the underlying ideology by the elites from the

commoners. Ordinary people, including the Iranians

and the subject people, and the imperial elite, how-

ever, led separate lives, and it is in this context that

our study of the Bes imagery and its distribution in

the Achaemenid Empire might have a broader signifi-

cance. When the cults ofcommoners began to spread,

and even to be utilized by the elites, did this appro-

priation help create a unifying ideology and thus lead

to a better integrated empire? Or did it tend to under-

mine the imperial strategies ofcompartmentalization—

such as that practiced by the Achaemenids through

their policy of tolerance and encouragement? These

questions remain to be explored.
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Appendix: Catalogue ofBes-Images

Full citationsfor the references in the tables andfigures below appear in the “References” section at the end of

this appendix.

In the figures, illustration numbers are keyed to object numbers in the corresponding tables. Figures do not

illustrate every item mentioned in the tables but rather are limited to images that were available to me. No
attempt has been made to scale the images that appear in thefigures to the actual size ofthe originals.

TABLE 1. CYLINDER SEALS

No. Category Material Dimensions Place of discovery Repository Reference no. Bibliography

1.1 cylinder seal red-brown

agate breccia

32 * 16 mm bought in

Lebanon, 1889

Ashmolean

Museum
1889.360 Buchanan 1966:

121, no. 675

1.2 cylinder seal limestone 32 x 16 mm Babylon,

find no. 29 278

Berlin Museum VA 6972 Moortgat 1940:

no. 758

1.3 cylinder seal chalcedony 21 x 10.5 mm antiquities

market, 1907

Berlin Museum VA 3387 Moortgat 1940:

no. 764

1.4 cylinder seal carnelian 28 x 12 mm antiquities market;

J. R. Steuart

Coll., 1849

British Museum BM 89133 Wiseman 1959:

no. 103

1.5 cylinder seal blue

chalcedony

24 x 12 mm antiquities market;

Southesk Coll.

British Museum BM 129571 Carnegie 1908:

108, no. 34, pi. 8

1.6 cylinder seal chalcedony British Museum BM 89352 Wiseman 1959:

no. 106

1.7 cylinder seal Nayyeri Coll. Graziani 1978

1.8 cylinder seal agate 23 x 8 mm Bibliothèque

Nationale, Paris

Delaporte 1910:

no. 502

126
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1 . 1 . Ashmolean Museum

1 . 2 . Drawn by Anne Marie L. Lapitan, afterMoortgat 1940: no.

758

1 .3 . Drawn by Jenny H. Lee, after Moortgat 1940: no. 764

1 .4 . British Museum

1 . 6 . British Museum

1 .8 . Drawn by Jenny H. Lee, after Delaporte 191 0: no. 502

1 .5 . British Museum

1 .7 . Drawn by Anne Marie L. Lapitan, after Graziani

1978: T. I.

FIG. 1. CYLINDER SEALS
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TABLE 2. STAMP SEALS

No. Category Material Dimensions Place ofdiscovery Repository Reference no. Bibliography

2.1 stamp seal chalcedony 16 mm Bibliothèque

Nationale, Paris

1085a Boardman 1970:

no. 164

2.2 stamp seal chalcedony 15 mm Museum of Fine

Arts, Boston

27.665 Boardman 1970:

no. 165

2.3 stamp seal rock crystal 15 mm British Museum BM 115596 Boardman 1970:

no. 166

2.4 stamp seal 1 7 mm Boardman 1970:

no. 167

2.5 stamp seal “green

agate-jasper”

Cyprus (?) once Southesk Coll. Boardman 1970:

no. 168

2.6 stamp seal blue

chalcedony

19 x 13 x 8 mm bought in Beirut Ashmolean Museum 1889.429 Buchanan 8c Moorey

1988: no. 468

2.7 scarab greenjasper 1 4 x 1 0 x 8 mm Ashmolean Museum 1941.1130 Buchanan 8c Moorey

1988: no. 494

2.8 scarab brownish-

greenjasper

17 x 13 x 9 mm Ashmolean Museum 1938.875 Buchanan & Moorey

1988: no. 495

2.9 stamp seal white quartz 23 x 15 x 18 mm Kenna Coll.,

Geneva

Musée d’art et

d’histoire de Geneve

20563 Vollenweider

1983: no. 31

2.10 scarab dark green

jasper

18 x 15x 10 mm Kenna Coll.,

Geneva

Musée d’art et

d’histoire de Geneve

20427 Vollenweider

1983: no. 126

2.11 scarab greenjasper Tomb L 24
c
Atlit, Palestine

Johns 1933: no.

935 99,fig. 85

2.12 scarab jasper 16x12x8 mm Grave No. 7,

Kamid el-Loz

KL 64:116g Poppa 1978: 63,

table 8:7, 17

2.7. Ashmolean Museum 2.8. Ashmolean Museum 2.11. AfterJohns

1933:fig. 85

2.12. After Poppa

1978: T. 8:17

FIG. 2. STAMP SEALS
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TABLE 3. SEAL IMPRESSIONS

No. Category Material Dimensions Place ofdiscovery Repository Reference no. Bibliography

3.1 stamp seal

impression

clay Ur British Museum Legrain 1951: no. 727;

Collon 1996: 5b

3.2 stamp seal

impression

clay Ur British Museum BM 212 Legrain 1951: no. 728;

Collon 1996: 5d

3.3 stamp seal

impression

clay Ur British Museum Legrain 1951: no. 729;

Collon 1996: 5c

3.4 stamp seal

impression

clay Ur British Museum BM 346 Legrain 1951: no. 730;

Collon 1996: 5a

3.5 stamp seal

impression

clay Ur British Museum Legrain 1951: no. 731;

Collon 1996: 5f

3.6 stamp seal

impression

clay Ur British Museum BM 322 Legrain 1951: no. 732;

Collon 1996: 5g

3.7 stamp seal

impression

clay Ur British Museum BM 198 Legrain 1951: no. 757;

Collon 1996: 3c-d

3.8 clay ball with

3 impressions

of the same

stamp seal

clay Persepolis

Treasury

PT 4 950;

Seal no. 64

Schmidt 1939: 43, fig.

25; Schmidt 1957:

pi. 2, 13

3.9 cylinder seal

impression

on tablet

clay 29 x 1 1 mm Murasû

Archive,

Nippur

Ancient Orient

Museum, Istanbul

TuM 202 Kriickmann 1933: no.

LXXVIII; Bregstein

1993: no. 208

3.10 impressions

of 3 similar

cylinder seals

on 6 tablets

clay 24 x 16 mm Muraäü

Archive,

Nippur

Ancient Orient

Museum, Istanbul

5265,5137,

12857,

12826,

12839

Legrain 1925: no. 925;

Bregstein 1993:

no. 207

3.11 stamp seal

impression

on tablet

clay 1 9 x 1 6 mm Muragû

Archive,

Nippur

Ancient Orient

Museum, Istanbul

Const. 552 Bregstein 1993: no.

211; Donbaz &
Stolper 1997: no. 18

3.12 stamp seal

impression

on tablet

clay 22 x 18 mm Muraäü

Archive,

Nippur

Ancient Orient

Museum, Istanbul

Const. 598 Bregstein 1993: no.

206; Donbaz &
Stolper 1997: no. 58

3.13 cylinder seal

impression

on tablet

clay 1 5 x 1 1 mm Muraäü

Archive,

Nippur

Ancient Orient

Museum, Istanbul

12836 Bregstein 1993:

no. 209

3.14 cylinder seal

impression

on tablet

clay 21 x 16 mm Muraäü

Archive,

Nippur

Ancient Orient

Museum, Istanbul

6129 Bregstein 1993:

no. 210

3.15 seal

impression

clay Muraäü

Archive,

Nippur

CBS 4020 Legrain 1925: no. 775

3.16 seal

impression

clay Persepolis

Fortification

Iran National

Museum

Tajvidi 1976: fig. 147
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3.1. British Museum 3.3. British Museum 3.4. British Museum

3.5. British Museum 3.7. British Museum 3.8. The Omental Institute ofthe University ofChicago

3.9. After Kruckman 1933 : no. LXXVIII

3.11. After Donbaz and Stolper 1997: no. 18 3.12. After Donbaz and Stolper 1997: no. 58

FIG. 3. SEAL IMPRESSIONS
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TABLE 4. POTTERY VESSELS

No. Category Material Dimensions Place ofdiscovery Repository Reference no. Bibliography

4.1 j ar pottery 240 * 145 mm Deve Hüyük (C) 1913.640 Moorey 1980: 20, no. 28

4.2 vase pottery Tel Mevorakh Reg. no. 484,

loc. 125

Stern 1976:pl.32A

4.3 jug pottery TellJemmeh Jemmeh no. 78C Stern 1976: pi. 32C

4.4 juglet pottery TellJemmeh Jemmeh no. 78F Stern 1976: pi. 32F, 1984:

fig. 211

4.5 jug pottery TellJemmeh Jemmeh no. 78M Stern 1976:pl.33B, 1984:

fig. 210

4.6 fragmen-

tary vase

pottery Telljemmeh Jemmeh E

XXXVI 25/14

Stern 1976: pi. 32B

4.7 fragmen-

tary vase

pottery TellJemmeh Jemmeh E

XXXVI 26/8

Stern 1976: pi. 32E

4.8 jug pottery Samaria region Coll, of

Carmen

8c Louis

Warschaw

Stern 1976: pi. 33A

4.9 jug pottery Coll, of

M. Dayan

Stern 1976:pl.32D

4.10 jug pottery Tell el-Hesi,

Substartum

Vd, Pit 1.12.249

H 81-20668 Bennett 8c Blakely 1989:

figs. 177-78

4.11 pot sherd pottery Persepolis

Fortification

Iran National

Museum

Tajvidi 1976: fig. 137

4.1. Ashmolean Museum

4.11. Drawn by Anne Marie L. Lapitan,

after Tajvidi 1976:fig. 137

FIG. 4. POTTERY VESSELS
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TABLE 5. AMULETS

No. Category Material Dimensions Place ofdiscovery Repository Reference no. Bibliography

5.1 amulet faience Dor, Palestine Stern 1995: fig. 7.6.3

5.2 amulet faience Dor, Palestine Stern 1995: fig. 7.6.4

5.3 amulet faience Dor, Palestine Stern 1995: fig. 7.6.5

5.4 amulet/

inlay

light greenish-

blue frit

Persepolis Treasury,

Room 64, plot HG 91

Iran National

Museum

PT6 359 Schmidt 1957: pi. 41:7

5.5 amulet faience 70 x 45 x 14 mm Masjid-i Soleiman Iran National

Museum

GMIS.701 Ghirshman 1976:

pi. CX3

5.6 amulet faience h. 41 mm Susa Louvre Sb 3565 Romano 1989: no. 277

5.7 amulet faience h. 42 mm Susa Louvre Sb 10170 Romano 1989: no. 278

5.8 amulet faience h. 42 mm Susa Louvre Sb 2954 Romano 1989: no. 279

5.9 amulet faience h. 22 mm Susa Louvre Sb 10148 Romano 1989: no. 280

5.10 amulet faience h. 14 mm Susa Louvre Sb 10174 Romano 1989: no. 281

5.11 amulet faience h. 25 mm Susa Louvre Sb 10175 Romano 1989: no. 282

5.12 amulet faience h. 18 mm Susa Louvre Sb 10176 Romano 1989: no. 283

5.13 amulet faience h. 37 mm Susa Louvre Sb 10149 Romano 1989: no. 284

5.14 amulet faience h. 31 mm Susa Louvre Sb 10150 Romano 1989: no. 285

5.15 amulet faience h. 35 mm Susa Louvre Sb 10151 Romano 1989: no. 286

5.16 amulet faience h. 29 mm Susa Louvre Sb 10172 Romano 1989: no. 287

5.17 amulet faience Susa, Village

perse-achéménide

Louvre G. S. 2042 Ghirshman 1954: 37,

pi. XVII: 1

5.18 amulet faience Susa, Village

perse-achéménide

Louvre G. S. 2123 Ghirshman 1954: 37,

pi. XVIL5

5.19 amulet faience Necropolis of cAin

el-Helwe, Lebanon

Romano 1989: no. 288

5.20 amulet lapis lazuli Iran National

Museum

Unpublished

5.21 amulet ? Persepolis Iran National

Museum

2024 Unpublished

5.22 amulet faience Persepolis Iran National

Museum

2064 Unpublished

5.23 amulet faience Persepolis Iran National

Museum

7631 Unpublished

5.24 amulet glazed frit h. 14 mm Grave P. 255, Ur British

Museum

U. 12797 Woolley 1962: 115

5.25 amulet glazed

pottery

h. 24 mm Grave P. 60, Ur British

Museum

U. 16798 Woolley 1962: 122

5.26 amulet faience 24.5 x 18 mm Grave no. 34,

Kamid el-Loz

KL 64:314b Poppa 1978: 100,

table 16: 34,6

5.27 amulet faience 24 x 25 x 9 mm Babylon British

Museum

Reade 1986: 83,

no. 43, pi. IVf
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5.4. Iran National Museum

5.8. The Louvre

5.13. The Louvre

5.17. After Ghirshman

1954
.
pl. XVII: 1

5.23. Iran

National

Museum

5.16. The Louvre

5.18. After

Ghirsh-

man 1 954 :

pl. XVII.-5

5.9. The Louvre

5.6. The Louvre

5.7. The Louvre

5.11. The Louvre

5.12. The Louvre

5.15. The Louvre

5.14. The Louvre

5.21. Iran National

Museum

5.22.

Iran

National

Museum

5.26. After Poppa 1978 :

table 16: 34,6

5.5. The Louvre

5.10. The

Louvre

FIG. 5. AMULETS
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TABLE 6. PERSONAL ORNAMENTS

No. Category Material Dimensions Place ofdiscovery Repository Reference no. Bibliography

6.1 necklace faience Dor, Area B1 ? Stem and Sharon 1987: pi. 27B

6.2 necklace gold h. 40 mm antiquities market Metropolitan

Museum ofArt

65.169 Porter 1984: no. 65

6.3 medallion gold d. 43.5 mm “The Oxus Treasure” British Museum Dalton 1964: no. 32, pi. XIL32

6.4 medallions gold Pasargadae Iran National

Museum

Stronach 1978: fig. 86:1,

pi. 154 a-c

6.5 earring gold d. 50 mm Susa, Grave no. Sb 2764 Louvre AO 3171 Ghirshman 1962: pi. 323

6.6 medallions gold ? Rehm 1992: fig. 36

6.7 medallion gold h. 27 mm Talesh, Gilan Iran National

Museum

INM 2206 Unpublished

6.8 medallion gold 24 x 17 mm Grave no. 2, Dosaran

Cemetery, Zanjan

Zanjan Rahbar 1997: 24,

fig. 2, fig. 3:18

6 .2 . Metropolitan Museum ofArt

6 .3 . British

Museum

6 .4 . After

Stronach 1978:

fig. 86

A

6 .6 . Drawn by Anne

Marie L. Lapitan,

after Rehm 1 992:

fig. 36.
6 .7 . Iran

National

Museum

FIG. 6. PERSONAL ORNAMENTS
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TABLE 7. CIPPI

No. Category Material Dimensions Place ofdiscovery Repository Reference no. Bibliography

7.1 cippm white stone 88 x 83 x 31 mm Nippur, Area WA 13, Level

II 1 ,
the “Achaemenid Chapel”

Baghdad 11 N61 Johnson 1975

7.2 cippus black stone 94 x 91 x 18 mm Susa Iran National Museum 2103/103 Abdi n.d.

FIG. 7. CIPPI

7.1. Drawn by

Jenny H. Lee,

after Gibson

1975:fir. 34:

3 up

7.2. Drawn

from the

original by

Kamyar Abdi

TABLE 8. METALWARE AND OTHER METAL ARTIFACTS

No. Category Material Dimensions Place ofdiscovery Repository Reference no. Bibliography

8.1 phiale with gold

Bes-sphinx appliqués

gilded

silver

d. 172 mm
h. 18 mm

British

Museum

BM135571 Curtis 1989: fig. 58

8.2 jug with Bes head

below the handle

silver antiquities

market

Uçak

Museum

1.14.96 Ozgen & Oztiirk

1996: no. 12, p. 75

8.3 handle in the shape

of a winged ibex

on a Bes head

gilded

silver

Louvre Amandry 1959: pi. 27:

2- 3; Porada 1965:

168, fig. 86

8.4 head of Bes attached

to the front of a

miniature chariot

gold “The Oxus

Treasure”

British

Museum

Dalton 1964: no. 7,

pi. IV

FIG. 8. METALWARE AND

OTHER METAL ARTIFACTS

8.1. British

Museum

8.3. Draxon by

Anne Marie L.

Lapitan, after

Amandry

1959: pi, 27:2.

8.4. British Museum
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TABLE 9. COINS

No. Category Material Dimensions Place ofdiscovery Repository Reference no. Bibliography

9.1 drachm silver private coll., Paris Mildenberg 1995: pi. 1:1

9.2 hemiobol silver private coll.,

Los Angeles

Mildenberg 1995: pi. 1:2

9.3 drachm silver Museum of

Fine Arts, Boston

5.220 Mildenberg 1995: pi. 1:3

9.4 obol silver private coll.,

Los Angeles

Mildenberg 1995: pi. 1:4

9.5 drachm silver private coll.,

Los Angeles

Mildenberg 1995: pi. 1:5

9.6 obol silver private coll., Jerusalem Mildenburg 1995: pi. 1:6

9.7 obol silver private coll.,

Los Angeles

Mildenburg 1995: pi. 1:7

9.8 obol silver American Numismatic

Society, New York

Mildenburg 1995: pi. 1:8

9.9 tetrate-

morion

silver private coll.,

Los Angeles

Mildenburg 1995: pi. 1:9

9.10 obol silver Abu Shusheh

hoard

Department of

Antiquities, Jerusalem

IGCH 1507 Mildenburg 1995: pi. 1:10

9.11 hemiobol silver Samaria (?) private coll.,

Los Angeles

Mildenburg 1995: pi. 1:1

1

9. 12 drachm silver Cabinet des

Médailles, Paris

1071 Mildenburg 1995: pi. 1:12

9.13 drachm silver Cabinet des

Médailles, Paris

Mildenburg 1995: pi. 1:13

9.14 obol silver Cabinet des

Médailles, Paris

2999 Mildenburg 1995: pi. 1:14

9. 15 obol silver private coll.,

Los Angeles

Mildenburg 1995: pi. 1: 15

9.16 drachm silver private coll., Jerusalem Mildenburg 1995: pi. 1:16

9.17 drachm silver American Numismatic

Society, New York

ANS 39 Mildenburg 1995: pi. 1:17

9.18 obol silver British Museum Mildenburg 1995: pi. 1:18

9.19 drachm silver Mildenburg 1995: pi. 1:19

9.20 obol silver d. 9.5 mm Cilicia H. Sirri Göktürk

Coll., Turkey

Göktürk 1997: no. 44

9.21 tetrate-

morion

silver d. 6 mm Cilicia H. Sirri Göktürk

Coll., Turkey

Göktürk 1997: no. 45

9.8

American

Numismatic

Society

9-17-

American

Numismatic

Society

FIG. 9. COINS
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TABLE 10. STATUETTES

No. Category Material Dimensions Place ofdiscovery Repository Reference no. Bibliography

10.1 pot stand (?) alabaster Persepolis Treasury,

Hall 38, Plot HG 31

Iran National

Museum

PT4 1062

INM 2050

Schmidt 1939: 43, fig.

48 left; 1957: pi. 31:4

10.2 statuette lapis lazuli

composition

Persepolis Treasury,

Hall 38, Plot HG 22

PT5 299 Schmidt 1939: 43, fig.

48 right; 1957: pi. 31:6

10.3 statuette terracotta 105 * 55 mm Nippur University

Museum,

Philadelphia

CBS 9454 Legrain 1930: no. 221

10 . 1 . The

Oriental

Institute

ofthe

University

ofChicago

10 .3 . Drawn by Anne

Marie L. Lapitan,

after Legrain 1930:

no. 221

FIG. 10. STATUETTES
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TABLE 11. ARCHITECTURAL ELEMENTS

No. Category Material Place ofdiscovery Repository Reference no. Bibliography

11.1 8 figures of Bes in

relief above the

southern doorway

stone Heroon of Golbaçi-

Trysa, Lycia

same Benndorf 1889: 34, fig. 34;

Eichler 1950: 48, pi. 1 below

Oberleitner 1994: fig. 30

11.2 relief fragment (?) stone plain west of

Persepolis

Iran National

Museum

Romano 1989: no. 271

11.3 relief fragment (?) stone Persepolis (?) Iran National

Museum

P-810 Schneider 1976: 34,

microfische no. 7G4

FIG. 11. ARCHITECTURAL ELEMENTS
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ELIZABETH S. ETTINGHAUSEN BRIEF COMMENT

Hidden Messages and Meanings:

The Case o/The Infant Witness

Testifies to YüsuPs Innocence

ABSTRACT

This miniature depicts the handsome and saintly slave Yüsuf be-

ing accused by the
c
aziz

,
Egypt’s grand vizier, of having seduced

his wife Zulaykhä. As the guards are about to lead Yüsuf off to

prison, a baby in its mother’s arms to the left of the c
aziz pro-

claims the slave’s innocence. The following reversal of innocent

and guilty players is expressed by their turn to their right or their

left, respectively. Those who had assumed Yüsufs guilt until the

baby revealed the truth turn their bodies to their right but their

heads to their left, while those truthful from the outset, like Yüsuf

and the baby, face entirely to their right. Each figure’s role is also

indicated by its location, movement, and expression. Such remark-

able psychological insight jibes perfectly with the hidden signa-

ture of Shaykh-Muhammad as the painter.
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ELIZABETH S. ETTINGHAUSEN

Hidden Messages and Meanings:

The Case ofThe Infant Witness

Testifies to YüsuPs Innocence

A s i read Marianna Shreve Simpson’s ad-

mirable publication of Sultan Ibrâhîm

Mirzä’s Haft awrang manuscript in the Freer

Gallery ofArt, the miniature offob 120a (fig. 1) from

Jâmï’s story of Yüsuf u Zulaykhä seemed to me of

special interest and worthy of a more detailed analy-

sis.
1 This smalljewel of a painting depicts the scene

of the beautiful young Yüsuf being accused by the

c
aziz

,
the title of Egypt’s grand vizier, of having se-

duced his wife Zulaykhä. Actually, as we find out else-

where in the story, it was she who, after having tried

unsuccessfully to seduce Yüsuf, blamed him for this

crime while insisting upon her own innocence. As a

result of the accusations against him, Yüsuf—repre-

sented as an angelic-looking young gentleman now

reduced to slavery—is about to be led away by two

guards. Thejuxtaposition ofthe innocent and saintly-

appearing slave Yüsuf to one side in front of the cen-

tral ivän and the forbidding-looking c
aziz near the

other side clearly defines the role of two of the main

players in this drama.

To Yüsufs right are the guards who, following

the orders ofthe c
aziz

,
believe that they are acting cor-

recdy by laying hands on Yüsufin order to deliver him

to prison. Yet these guards, whose bodies face toward

their right, appear to stop in their tracks, turning their

heads in the other direction, toward the baby pro-

nouncing Yüsufs innocence. 2
In the story Yüsufs in-

nocence is also proven by his shirt, ripped in the back

FIG. 1.

The Infant Witness Testifies to Yüsufs Innocence,

from the Haft awrang ofjàmi. Courtesy Freer Gallery

ofArt, Smithsonian Institution, Washington, DC,

46.12,fol. 120a.

as a result of his escape from the grip of his female at-

tacker. The heads of the guards arresting Yüsuf, in

contrast to their bodies, are directed to their left be-

cause their role has suddenly changed from that of

administeringjustice to that ofcommitting a wrongful

act—namely, seizing Yüsuf, who is now proven to be

blameless. The guards’ supreme commander, the large

and impressive-looking c
aziz, convinced ofthe accusa-

tion’s veracity, is turned to his right. But the situation

is completely reversed by the utterances of the tiny

baby in the arms of his mother, who is followed by a

female attendant. This reversal is also reflected in the

c
aziz'

l

s facial expression, in which bewilderment and

embarrassment seem to mingle with a rising rage. The

juxtaposition ofthe large
c
aziz avowing what turns out

to be a lie and the small baby proclaiming the truth is

rendered very effectively. This difference is visualized

through the painter’s use of the left-right dichotomy:

while the
c
aziz'

,

s head, in contrast to his body, is turned

toward the baby to his left, that of the baby and his

entourage face toward Yüsuf and thus to their right.

Moreover, the imperious-looking c
aziz is contrasted

to the tiny baby, indicating that big and weighty do

not have to be synonymous with right.

Also present are such secondary players as the

standard bearer in the center front, whose stance is

related to that of the guard arresting Yüsufand whose

social status, like that ofboth guards, is indicated by his

small size and simple turban. The lead guard wears simi-

lar headgear, which contrasts sharply with the attire-

including turbans—of the gentleman class represented

by Yüsuf, the
c
aziz (with whom the standard bearer is

also aligned), and two figures in the foreground.

The two male figures to the right appear to be not

active participants but rather observers or perhaps
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commentators on the dramatic event. The one near

the right picture frame is turned to his right, ex-

pressing his astonishment with his right index finger

at his mouth, while the other, tugging at the former’s

sleeve and turning to his left, seems dubious about the

turn ofevents. Actually, in these two figures the whole

leftward- and rightward-turning drama seems sum-

marized. It becomes clear that all figures who pro-

claim the truth or believe in it are turned entirely or

partially toward their right

—

Yüsuf, the baby, and

others—whereas all those proclaiming or believing

in what turns out to be untrue face toward their left

—

the
c
aziz and the guards.

Two women are partially visible in the two win-

dows to either side of the central ivän. The one on

the right with her head turned toward her right, her

surprise indicated by her right index finger at her

mouth, echoes the onlooker in front. On the other

hand, the female figure at the left window looking

down toward her left with her eyes fixed on Yüsuf

and her left hand over her mouth appears to have her

left thumb in her mouth, as if inadvertently biting it.

As a visual admission of wrongdoing, this gesture

might refer to the Qur’an 25.25, which reads (albeit

in connection with the Day ofJudgment), “the evil

doer shall bite his hands.” Moreover, this gesture

could also allude to an episode further on in the story

in which Zulaykhä’s lady guests, overwhelmed by

YüsuPs beauty, cut their fingers with the knives meant

for peeling the fruit in their hands. Thus, this scene

at the window seems a drastic expression of this

woman’s feelings of guilt and anxiety as well as her

consuming lovesickness. In contrast to the thumb in

the mouth of this onlooker, the gesture of the rest of

her hand in front of her mouth might well indicate

her utter consternation over the sudden turn ofevents

below. The turn of this woman’s head toward her

left and her conspicuous use ofher left hand suggest

that this is a person in the wrong. Thus, it seems

reasonable to assume that it is indeed Zulaykhä who

is represented here, as Shreve Simpson has tenta-

tively proposed. 3 Naturally, Zulaykhä would be em-

barrassed and distraught that the falseness ofher tes-

timony had been uncovered.

The whole scene is built up around its three main
144

players

—

Yüsuf, Zulaykhä, and the c
aziz—with each

of them positioned in the corner of a triangle. The
pivotal role, however, falls to Yüsuf(with the halo of

a saindy person), who as the fulcrum ofevents occu-

pies the bottom angle, indicating the initial precari-

ousness ofhis position and the volatility of the situa-

tion, with Zulaykhä and the
c
aziz in the balance. By

depicting the bodies and heads of the players in this

drama turned appropriately leftward or rightward,

the painter has not only ingeniously conveyed one

significant moment of the story; he has also unfurled

a whole sequence of events, even alluding to other

features and incidents not direcdy represented in this

miniature. Instead ofbeing rendered in conventional

narrative form, the most dramatic moment in the

highly emotional story ofYüsufand Zulaykhä is pre-

sented as a tableau but at the same time alludes to a

broader spectrum ofevents, expressed in the turn of

body or head, in gestures, and in facial expressions

—

mainly the special rendition of the eyebrows and the

particular depiction of the eyes, as in the case of the

c
aziz and the arresting guard. The mise-en-scène is

accomplished masterfully in both the relation of the

figures to each other and their placement within the

architectural setting and, further in the background,

within nature. Although echoed in the setting, it is

the bold or subtle expressions of the human figures

that mainly create the feeling of high drama and re-

veal the psychological and emotional state ofthe play-

ers as an important undercurrent of a highly devel-

oped pictorial language.

In a searching article Shreve Simpson has re-

cently argued that Shaykh-Muhammad may have

painted this folio.
4 According to Martin Dickson and

Cary Welch, early accounts repeatedly mention

Shaykh-Muhammad’s reputation for fine portrai-

ture,
5 which might very well imply the kinds ofpsy-

chological undertones, emotionally expressive ren-

ditions, and dramatically charged atmosphere that I

am suggesting are characteristic of this miniature.
6

Thus an attribution to Shaykh-Muhammad, indi-

cated by the almost hidden signature of the artist,
7
is

confirmed by the quality of the painting in The In-

fant Witness Testifies to Yûsufs Innocence.
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Notes

1. For a color reproduction of this miniature and Shreve

Simpson’s discussion of it see Marianna Shreve Simpson, with

contributions by Massumeh Farhad, Sultân Ibrahim Mina’s

“Haft awrang”: A Princely Manuscriptfrom Sixteenth-Century

Iran (New Haven and London: Yale University Press, 1997),

138-41.

2. The fact that the baby can speak, expressing itself well and

truthfully and thus fulfilling a mission, is reminiscent of the pas-

sages in the Qur’an (19.29-34) about the baby Jesus speaking

for himself. I am grateful toj. Christoph Bürgel for drawing my
attention to this parallel.

3. See Simpson, Haft awrang, 140.

4. Marianna Shreve Simpson, “Discovering Shaykh-Muhanunad

in the FreerJämi,” Ars Orientalis 28 (1998): 105-14.

5. See Martin Bernard Dickson and Stuart Cary Welch, The

Houghton Shahnameh, 2 vols. (Cambridge: Harvard University

Press, 1981), esp. 1:165-77 and 251ff. nn. 1-16.

6. These features can also be found in the single miniature, The

Camel and Its Keeper in the Freer Gallery ofArt, which is signed

and dated by Shaykh-Muhammad. Fora discussion ofthis paint-

ing see especially Simpson, “Discovering Shaykh-Muhammad,”

112, fig. 5; and Dickson and Welch, Houghton Shahnameh

,

1:168.

7. Simpson, “Discovering Shaykh-Muhammad,” 109f. The sig-

nature was first discovered by Priscilla Soucek.
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ANGELA SHENG REVIEW ARTICLE

Why Ancient Silk Is Still Gold:

Issues in Chinese Textile

History

ABSTRACT

This essay reviews the 1997 catalogue When Silk Was Gold: Cen-

tral Asian and Chinese Textiles
,
which accompanied the exhibi-

tion of sixty-four rare silks at both the Cleveland Museum of Art

and the Metropolitan Museum ofArt in New York. Analyzing the

relationship between artistic and technological aspects of these

artifacts, the reviewer assesses both the strengths and weaknesses

of this sumptuously illustrated catalogue. By realigning these

silks in a logical technical sequence, she shows how and why

Central Asian and Chinese weavers differed in both stylistic and

technological development from the eighth to the fifteenth centu-

ries. The article further points out why studies ofancient Chinese

textiles have been largely fragmentary both outside and inside

China, though for different reasons. Finally, it suggests that

adopting an integrated interdisciplinary approach would enable

students ofChinese textile history to shed light on the meaning of

ancient Chinese textiles both as material evidence of historical

change as well as a medium of artistic expression and technolog-

ical progress.
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a

b

FIG. 1.

Drawing of the stylized peony (a)

woven in smoky-colored gauze

to make women’s pants (b),

pants length 87 cm * width 74 cm,

Fuzhou, thirteenth century.

The Museum ofFuzhou, 38-6.

After Fujian Sheng Bowuguan, [edf,

Fuzhou Nan Song Huang Sheng Mu
(Beijing, 1982), fig. 35 and color pi. 7.
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Why Ancient Silk Is Still Gold:

Issues in Chinese Textile

History

When Silk Was Gold: Central Asian and Chinese

Textiles. ByJames C. Y. Watt and Anne E. Ward-

well, with an essay by Morris Rossabi. 238 + x

pp., 90 figures, 64 plates. Catalogue accompany-

ing an exhibition at The Cleveland Museum of

Art, 10-26-97-1-4-98 and at The Metropolitan

Museum of Art, 3-3-98-5-17-98. New York: The

Metropolitan Museum of Art, 1997. $65.00

hardcover.

A ppearing one century after the dis-

coveries of ancient artifacts in Central Asia

that led to the study of Chinese textile his-

tory, both the exhibition and catalogue of When Silk

Was Gold: Central Asian and Chinese Textiles sig-

nify a major landmark in the development of the

field. Sixty-four pieces of silk are assembled to rep-

resent eight centuries (mid 700-early 1400 C.E.) of

textile development from eastern China to eastern

Iran. Above all, the exhibition and catalogue show

that Han Chinese' textile art and technology of this

period had absorbed a multitude of cultural influ-

ences: Sogdian, Turkish, Uighur, Jurchen, Khitan,

Tangut, Tibetan, and Mongol. Vast resources were

commandeered to make an elite selection of textiles

accessible to the general public. Even though more

people than ever before can travel widely to satisfy

their intellectual curiosity, this single volume brings

together more diverse knowledge about ancient tex-

tiles than anyone could ever hope to gather alone.

Yet the wealth of information contained in the cata-

logue also raises more questions than it answers.

In three pages ofintroduction to When Silk Was

Gold, James C. Y. Watt and Anne E. Wardwell, the

two senior curators responsible for this achievement

at the Metropolitan Museum of Art and the Cleve-

land Museum of Art respectively, lament that,

despite many years of preparation for this exhibit

and catalogue, the combined collection of early Chi-

nese and Central Asian silks still falls far short of

being complete. Even so, they have formed a core

group of outstanding specimens unrivaled else-

where outside China. They also list their problems

with dating, sources, and textile terms, largely

resolving these methodological snags as they see

them. Finally, they state two clear goals: first, that

“the material will expand what has been known of

Asian textiles produced between the Tang and the

early Ming period, especially those dating from the

tenth to the fourteenth century” and, second, that

“there will be greater recognition among art histori-

ans of the importance ofluxury textiles to the history

ofAsian art” (p. 4). This review will first assess the

catalogue on these terms and then relate the

strengths and weaknesses of the catalogue to issues

in Chinese textile history. To avoid repetition, I will

merely signal areas where the authors have excelled

and refer readers to the original text; but supple-

mentary information will be added for areas where it

might facilitate readers’ understanding.

To shed light on the many cultures represented by

the sixty-four artifacts, Morris Rossabi, professor of

Chinese and Central Asian history at Columbia Uni-

versity and at Queens College of the City University M9

ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURE
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ofNew York, was enlisted to provide a succinct sum-

mary entitled “The Silk Trade in China and Central

Asia” (pp. 7-19). Following this historical survey,

When Silk Was Gold is divided into five chapters.

Whereas chapter 1 groups twelve silks of various

weaves because of their early dates, chapters 2 and 5

are classified by method of ornamentation—fifteen

silk tapestries and seventeen embroideries, respec-

tively. The artifacts of chapters 3 and 4 are divided

by both chronology and weave structure: seven “bro-

cades”
2 ofthejurchenjin (gold) and Mongol periods

and thirteen examples of“luxury-silk weaving” ofdie

Mongol period. Some inconsistencies arise from

these chapter divisions, as noted below.

Within each chapter, an introductory essay

elaborates on the background, emphasizing salient

points, whether historical or art historical, to attain

the two principal goals. Next come detailed descrip-

tion and technical analysis of each artifact, with foot-

notes and publications laid out conveniently on the

same page or close by. The presentation of each arti-

fact is supplemented by illustrations of comparative

material and sometimes further accompanied by

micrographie photographs to show technical details.

Particularly noteworthy is the economy with

which dimensions are stated for warp and weft

rather than more conventionally for length and

width. In the latter case, additional reference to the

direction of the warp would be necessary to clarify

how the pattern repeats were executed. Although

not stated anywhere in the catalogue, pattern repeats

suggest type and level of loom technology, an issue

hotly debated among textile historians.

The exhibition is made up almost entirely of

artifacts from museum collections outside China

and Central Asia. In contrast, therefore, to material

evidence archaeologically excavated in the region,

provenance is not available for most artifacts in the

catalogue. This exacerbates the difficulty of identifi-

cation, but the authors have solved this problem in

many instances.

HISTORICAL BACKGROUND

In the historical survey four maps produced by

Joyce Denney with cartographer Wilhelmina Rey-

inga-Amrhein clearly illustrate the boundaries of

Chinese dynasties and non-Han ethnic domination

(pp. 8, 1 1, 13, and 16-17). They show unmistak-

ably how ethnic Han Chinese territory shrank

between the eighth and the fifteenth centuries. By

inference, conflicts between ethnic Han Chinese

and non-Han peoples could only have escalated,

favoring the latter. The ransom for peace usually

required, among other things, luxury and other silk

in vast quantities.

Although Rossabi refers to this issue, in the

overview below I wish to emphasize further that

when China was unified and expanded northward

and westward, as in the Han (206 B.C.E.-220 C.E.),

Sui-Tang (581-618-907), and Yuan (1279-1368)

dynasties, Chinese silk production also intensified,

resulting in a prosperous silk trade. But when China

was divided between the north and south and Han

Chinese territory shrank south, as in the period of

disunity from the fourth to the sixth century and in

the Northern and Southern Song (960-1127-1279)

dynasties, then silk manufacture suffered setbacks in

war-torn areas; afterward it resumed with new prod-

ucts to meet the demands of a different clientele. In

the second century the Han Chinese maintained a

preemptive stance (at least in formal terms) in peace

negotiations vis-à-vis the non-Han ethnic groups,

who exacted heavy war indemnities from them.

This change in the balance ofpower affected Han

Chinese culture in general and textile production in

particular.

Far from deterring trade, complex political

intrigues and frequent military campaigns on the

northern and northwestern Chinese frontier actu-

ally encouraged the outward flow of precious com-

modities, especially luxury silks. Woven or

embroidered with intricate patterns, luxury silks

were rare, valuable, easy to transport, and hence

abundantly exchanged. As far back as 198 B.C.E.,

Han rulers had adopted a policy of “harmonious

relations” (heqin or marriage alliance, with

the Xiongnu confederacy to maintain peace. Silks

figured prominently among Chinese imperial dow-

ries and other rich offerings to buy friendship.

After 126 B.C.E., when the Chinese envoy Zhang

Qian %. ^ brought back intelligence that he had

gathered on Central and West Asia, the Chinese
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state turned more aggressive in its frontier cam-

paigns and began to covet the fast and strong

“blood-sweating celestial horses” of Kokand in the

valley of Ferghana. 3 This posture led to the

exchange of silk for horses along the Silk Road.

Some museums outside China hold silks of this

period excavated from Noin Ula, Mongolia (for

example, the Philadelphia Museum of Art).
4
If

examples had been included in When Silk Was

Gold
,
it would have enhanced our understanding of

the silk trade in the pre-Tang period. Likewise,

readers would have benefited from the inclusion of

woolen textiles woven and traded by nomads and

seminomads from the third to the second century

B.C.E. The importance of comparing weaves of dif-

ferent fibers becomes apparent in the discussion of

the lampas below and in the final section.

Trade in silk for horses and other exotica con-

tinued in the subsequent Three Kingdoms period

(220-65), Jin dynasty (265-420), and the period of

disunity from the fourth to the sixth century, during

which China was split in two. Whereas Han Chinese

ruled southern China through the Southern Dynas-

ties (317-598), northern China was dominated by

the so-called barbarians who formed the Northern

Dynasties (386-581). This political division also led

to diverse and distinct artistic developments in

northern and southern China. In particular, the

Tuoba (Tabgatch) people, who founded the North-

ern Wei dynasty (386-535), left major Buddhist

monuments showing considerable Central Asian

influence.
5 Also during this period of great turmoil,

many Han Chinese fled from northern China to safer

oases along the Silk Road. For example, Chinese

migrants arrived in Turfan en masse in the fifth cen-

tury. After settling there, they integrated with the

locals and later with other Central Asian immi-

grants. The extraordinary and unprecedented

crosscultural integration in Turfan resulted in artis-

tic and technological innovation. 6 In his overview,

Rossabi fails to discuss relations between ethnic

Han Chinese and nomadic peoples during the ear-

lier Northern Dynasties (386-581). This oversight

reflects a Sinocentric view of Chinese history, as

does the “Chronology” (p. 6), which lists only Chi-

nese dynasties. To render justice to the history of

Central Asia, an equivalent listing of dynasties or

nomadic confederacies would have been in order,

not to say extremely helpful.

While frontier areas such as Turfan experienced

crosscultural integration, China proper was once

again unified under the Sui dynasty (581-618), lead-

ing to the prosperous and cosmopolitan Tang
dynasty (618-907). But the An Lushan -9c^ dr

Rebellion from 755 to 763 pushed a further wave of

Han Chinese toward the frontier. Archaeological evi-

dence shows that most chose to settle in Dunhuang,

another oasis along the Silk Road. 7 Here, relations

between Han Chinese and Uighurs greatly intensi-

fied, as they did along the northern border between

China and Mongolia after the Uighur empire col-

lapsed there in 840. Rossabi attributes to Uighurs a

significant role as “intermediaries and cultural trans-

mitters in Central and East Asia,” particularly evident

in kesi t'\ $$ [ J silk tapestry (pp. 9 and 61-62).

Beginning in the tenth century, tea from the Red

Basin of Sichuan became an extremely important

commodity in addition to silk. In exchange, Tibet-

ans also joined Central Asians in offering horses to

the Han Chinese. 8 Unquestionably, the addition of

tea from Sichuan further enhanced the appeal of that

region’s figured “Shujm” Jç silks, famous since

the Han dynasty. During the period ofdisunity from

the fourth to the sixth century, only Sichuan in

China proper enjoyed a level of stability sufficient to

permit imperial workshops in Chengdu, the

regional center of Sichuan, to continue the produc-

tion of these figured silks. Astana tombs in Turfan

have yielded many examples brought there by roy-

alty who had fled from China proper. 9 Both the

child’s white damask pants and the fragment offloral

medallions (cat. nos. 5 and 6), attributed to the

Tang dynasty, are prime examples of Shujm. The

failure to identify them as such may be due to pru-

dence, insufficient understanding of the vital trade

in horses for tea and silk from Sichuan, or inade-

quate analysis ofhow weaves are technically related.

After the end of the Tang dynasty in 907, China

again suffered disunity. The Han Chinese in the

north were ruled by Five Dynasties (907-60), while

still further north the Khitans established their own

Chinese-styled Liao dynasty (907-1127). In the

south, China was divided among Ten Kingdoms

(907-79) until south China was united with the
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north under the Northern Song dynasty (960-

1 127). But northern and northwestern territories

previously controlled by the Tang were now dis-

persed among the Khitans (Liao dynasty), Tanguts

(Xia dynasty, 1032-1227), Uighurs (Xizhou Srj'H
,

803-1283), 10 and Tibetans (Tibet, after late seventh

century). Meanwhile, the Jurchens in Manchuria

also formed their own Chinese-styled Jin dynasty in

1115 (until 1234), replacing the Khitans as rulers

there. Two years later, they pushed southward,

overthrowing the Northern Song, greatly reducing

the Han Chinese territory to an area of southern

China now known as Southern Song (1127-1279).

Territorial negotiations associated with these

political changes in the eleventh century marked a

turning point for the Han Chinese. For the first time

in Chinese history, under the Treaty of Shanyuan

'/È in 1004, the Han Chinese state of the Northern

Song dynasty was forced to pay a war indemnity to

the Khitans, in silk and silver and on an annual basis.

This requirement contrasted sharply with earlier

offerings of silk and other gifts under the Han
dynasty, which were voluntary. It also set a prece-

dent for the peace settlements of the Tanguts in

1044 and thejurchens in 1 127.
11

In addition to these payments in silk, both plain

and luxury, the Han Chinese of the Song dynasty

also had to supply its huge armies with clothing. Sol-

diers stationed in the cold north were provided with

both regular uniforms and silk floss to pad theirjack-

ets for warmth, 12
further depleting the state treasury.

The increasing amounts of raw silk used for pur-

poses other than supplying the court inevitably led

to a decline in the production ofjin $4* silks, which

required a proportionately much larger amount of

raw silk to weave due to their compound warp and

weft. In contrast, the lightweight and nearly trans-

parent luo H ,
silk gauze, consumed proportionately

much less raw material. Moreover, with the capital

moved south to Lin’an 4c (Hangzhou), which is

already hot, humid, and sultry by late spring and

throughout the long summer, silk gauzes suited the

Southern Song court elite far more than the heavy

jin silks. Not surprisingly, then, in the excavated

Southern Song tomb of Huang Sheng wife of

an imperial clansman, who died in 1243 at age sev-

enteen, 13 most of the buried textiles were extrava-

gant, complex silk gauze weaves. Clearly, the ener-

gies employed to create fancy motifs in compound

weaves were diverted into inventing complex silk

gauze weaves with even more intricate patterns,

mostly floral (see fig. 1).

It is a pity that only a single silk gauze of the

Southern Song is featured in When Silk Was Gold

(cat. no. 7). But it is clearly chosen for the painted

motifof“Boys in Pomegranates” and not for the silk

gauze weave, which is simple rather than complex.

The lack of silk gauzes in the catalogue could be

explained either by their scarcity in museum collec-

tions or by a failure to recognize their importance

among historians, art historians, and textile histori-

ans, who differ in disciplinary focus.

The relative paucity of silks attributed to the

Song dynasty (cat. nos. 11, 20-23) contrasts sharply

with the abundance of those attributed to the Khitan

Liao dynasty (907-1125) (cat. nos. 8, 9, 10, 23, 51,

52) and the JurchenJin dynasty (1 1 15-1234) (cat.

nos. 28-32). But by far the best-represented exam-

ples are those of the Mongol period (1207-1368),
14

reflecting the empire’s expansive reach (cat. nos. 14-

19, 24-27, 33-47, 50, and 53-61).

In contrast to the incomplete coverage of the

earlier periods, the catalogue is a much more satis-

factory guide for the Mongol period. Drawing from

his area of expertise, Rossabi presents a clear

account of how, beginning with Chinggis, Mongol

rulers exempted artisans from corvée labor and

taxes so that they could concentrate on producing

luxury goods such as textiles. Peace under unified

Mongol rule from China through Central to West

Asia allowed long-distance trade to prosper and,

even more importantly, facilitated the transfer of

artisans and their techniques, which in turn fostered

the mixing of Han Chinese traditions with those of

the Uighurs and Tibetans.

The resultant hybrid development in textile art

and technology is easily visible in all samples attrib-

uted to the Mongol period (1206-1368). The com-

prehensive selection of artifacts and the crisp con-

densation of complex Mongol history meet the

catalogue’s first goal of making Asian textiles of this

period better known to the world.152
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CHAPTER DIVISIONS

At first glance, the division ofthe five chapters based

partially on chronology and partially on weave

structure seems logical. Yet, when one starts to

examine the relations among chapters and the rela-

tions among artifacts, the division raises doubts.

What does the grouping by early dates provide

beyond their dates? How are these various weaves

related to one another, in the order of their appear-

ance in the catalogue: weft-faced compound twill,

gauze, twill damask, tabby with supplementary weft,

kesi
,
brocades, and lampas? How are the weaves

related to embroidery and painting? How are the

methods of ornamentation related to the motifs and

the motifs to the various cultures? While each arti-

fact has been presented with detailed connoisseur-

ship, how artifacts are connected together beyond

the general historical context remains elusive. To
tease out their connections, we need to examine the

relation between the art and technology of orna-

menting textiles.

ORNAMENTING TEXTILES: ART AND TECHNOLOGY

Textiles can be ornamented by four major methods:

dyeing, weaving, painting, and embroidery, as well

as by any combination of these methods. The pro-

cess of ornamentation can occur before, during, or

after the process of textile-making (woven or non-

woven, such as felt). Each ornamentation method

and its moment of process bring both advantages

and drawbacks. In the days before machine power,

all methods and processes depended on manual

labor. Many technical improvements were sought to

render the task of repeating patterns more effective.

Such progress is most visible in the evolution ofvar-

ious kinds of looms and, to a lesser extent, in the

evolution of printing.

I will discuss each method represented in When

Silk Was Gold in order of decreasing manual flexi-

bility for design and suggest how some artifacts

might have benefited from a different classification

from the one determined by the catalogue’s chapter

divisions.

Painting. Of the four methods listed above, paint-

ing on textiles allows the artisan or artist the most

freedom of expression. Silks, even ramie cloths,

were often painted for religious worship and medita-

tion. Many examples from the ninth century have

been found in Turfan and Dunhuang. 15 More dura-

ble than paintings on paper, painted textiles of reli-

gious themes are easier to transport for purposes of

travel and preaching.
11

’ Unless treated for protection

against light, water, dust, and the wear and tear of

daily use, however, painted textiles are not practical

for clothing or furnishing. Ifpainted textiles are used

functionally at all, they often serve as shrouds envel-

oping the corpse or coffin in funerary rituals. The

most famous Chinese example is Lady Dai’s

A name banner excavated from Number One Han

Tomb (168 B.C.E.) at Mawangdui in Changsha. 17

The only example of painted textile in When

Silk Was Gold is “Boys in Pomegranates” (cat. no. 7

in chap. I). On this fragment, boys or birds inside

pomegranates with foliage are outlined freely in ink.

Additional blue and brown strokes add depth and

volume. Due to its hidden meaning of wishing for

many sons, I surmise that the authors intended to

group it with the “Purse” and “Boys in a Floral

Scroll” (cat. nos. 8, 1 1 ,
and pp. 26-27), not with

bird motifs (cat. nos. 3, 5, 9, 10, 15, 16, 20, 21, 22,

28, 31, and 32). Indeed, the theme of naked baby

boys is derived from depictions of Buddhist souls

reborn in a process known as transformation
(
hua

-

sheng it !k. [ -à. 1 ,
which can also be read pho-

netically as “flower-birth,” hence “baby” in lotus,

the exemplary Buddhist flower). This literal repre-

sentation can be traced to monks in the fifth century,

who, in accordance with their sütras for meditation,

painted such images on the walls ofToyok Cave 42

in Turfan. 18 Thus, the specific Buddhist context

eliminates the catalogue’s comparison with the

“Purse” and “Boys in a Floral Scroll” (cat. nos. 8

and 11), for which I will suggest separate classifica-

tion below.

Also, the painted silk gauze does not fit with any

other method of ornamentation in the catalogue.

And, as discussed above (“Historical Back-

ground”), the technical aspect of silk gauze is

entirely ignored. Had the authors first highlighted
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the silk gauze as the most fashionable weave in

Southern Song and then discussed the seculariza-

tion of a Buddhist motif through the Tang-Song

period, the value of “Boys in Pomegranates,” a rare

example of its kind, could have been more properly

understood.

Embroidery. Though less than painting, embroi-

dery still affords the artisan considerable freedom of

expression. All seventeen examples are grouped

together in chapter 5. Predictably, subjects are often

complex and religious—for instance, “Thangka

with Garuda,” “Thangka with Yamantaka,”

“Thangka with the Seventh Bodhisattva,” and

“Celestial Musician” (cat. nos. 58, 62, 63, and 61).

The discussion on the Tantric Buddhist iconogra-

phy of Tibet accompanying each artifact is

extremely informative. The close link between

painting and embroidery is apparent in the shading

of bird plumage, petals, and leaves (cat. nos. 48 and

49), which recalls a popular Tang painter’s tech-

nique ofyunjian (spaced clouds). That

embroidery is used to imitate painting is even more

evident in “Welcoming Spring” (cat. no. 59), specif-

ically the obligatory Taihu M rocks in a garden

and the “three friends of winter”: plum, bamboo,

and pine. “Welcoming Spring” conveys a general

auspicious greeting. Under the red clouds shining

above (hongyun gaozhao S' [i&iü] f§j :

“[with] great destiny shining from high above”), a

boy rides a goat by the ruyi -kv ^ -shaped artemisia

(lingzhi $ )
(tongzi qiyang /

jixiang] ruyi i
T [ o' ] -iter

:
youth [in the spring of his life],

[can look to a future] always auspicious [ahead]).

But several factors raise doubts about its attribution

to the Yuan: the extensive use of Chinese rebuses,

Han Chinese stylistic vocabulary, and silk tapestries

of comparable subject dated to the Qing dynasty

(
1 644- 1 9 1

1 ).
19 The issue ofdating aside, the “Glos-

sary ofEmbroidery Stitches” (pp. 215-16) provides

helpful diagrams for a detailed appreciation of the

various stitches used to achieve texture and bas-

relief. Regrettably, no terms are given their Chinese

or Japanese translations. Although readers can con-

sult both the English and Chinese edition ofWang
Yarong’s Chinese Folk Embroidery (Hong Kong:

Commençai Press, 1 987), they should note that most

terms refer to nomenclature practiced in late imperial

China, mostly of the nineteenth century.

Ofmore recent interest is the detached looping

stitch,
20 represented by four items that all feature

peonies with either birds or rocks (cat. nos. 54-57).

The strong association of this stitch with Buddhist

usage in the Lower Yangzi region21—including the

fact that nuns of special sects were famous for their

secret embroideries, which they sold in markets22—
deserves further study.

Kesi, Silk Tapestry. Next to embroidery, because of

the relatively simple weft-patterning technique, kesi
,

or silk tapestry, offers more flexibility in design than

all other weave structures.
23 Thus, not surprisingly,

a liveliness and fine detailing characterize stylized

representations of flowers, birds, deer, tigers, lions,

and dragons on the early examples designated as

Eastern Central Asian or Central Asian (cat. nos.

13-19). Similarly, intricate patterns and small

curves, which are difficult to execute, can be seen in

complex tapestry-woven Tantric Buddhist man-

datas ofthe later Mongol period (cat. nos. 24-27). In

the only clearly datable “Yamantaka Mandata with

Imperial Portraits” (cat. no. 25), the delicate facial

features of the donors—Tugh Temiir (Emperor

Wenzong X. ^ ,
r. 1328-32), his elder brother

Khoshila (Emperor Mingzong ^ ,
r. 1329), and

their respective spouses, Budashiri and Babusha

—

as well as their fine Tibetan inscriptions—would

have been nearly impossible to produce without

using kesi (p. 95). In this instance, the silk tapestry

technique proved the more expedient. In that the

principal advantage of the drawloom is to facilitate

pattern repeats, its use here would have been wasted

since only one sample was commissioned.

The outstanding connoisseurship exhibited in

this chapter highlights some technical details that

will permit more precise identification in the future.

For example, non-Han weavers usually used animal

substrate as the base for gold weft, whereas Han Chi-

nese preferred gilded paper. Yet it remains unclear

why some silk tapestry-woven examples feature mas-

sive tangles of long weft floats on the reverse while

others do not. The authors suspect that “ethnic
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diversity of the populations in both the Tangut Xia

and the Yuan territories” contributed to the techni-

cal variation (p. 60). They also believe that the

Uighurs were the carriers of the technique (pp. 61-

62). They point to a thin silk tapestry-woven belt (L:

9.3 cm x W: 1 cm) made for a wooden figure discov-

ered in Turfan and dated to the seventh century as

an early example (p. 62 and n. 28). In fact, an even

earlier example of silk tapestry-woven shoes with

Chinese words ofgood wishes has been discovered

at Astana Tomb 39 in Turfan. 24

Casting doubt on my earlier hypothesis that the

Chinese might have independently invented the silk

tapestry weave in the third century B.c.E .,
25 my more

recent work on Turfan textiles is leading me to

search elsewhere. A thorough comparison with the

development of tapestry in both wool and cotton

since antiquity in Egypt and West Asia could clear

the confusion that surrounds the transmission of the

art and technology of silk tapestry. It could also help

determine whether and how the Chinese perfected

pictorial likeness in silk tapestry.

Unfortunately, the catalogue does not contain a

glossary showing the various ways in which small

areas of different colors are joined. Instead, readers

can consult Dorothy Burnham’s diagrams for slit,

toothed, interlocked, and dovetailed tapestry.
26

Weaving and Dyeing. Unlike painting, which can

be removed from a textile by bleaching, or embroi-

dery, which can be physically cut off, woven motifs

cannot be destroyed without destroying the textile

itself. They are permanent. That both painting and

embroidery require no technology but imagination,

skill, and dexterity means that anyone could try

them, though only those with talent and financial

support would succeed. In contrast, complex pat-

terns simply cannot be woven without raw silk, as

well as an expensive loom and equipment. Thus, the

technical aspect of complex weaves enhances their

luxury appeal. In this sense, they embody “the

enchantment of technology.”27 More on this in the

final section.

Whereas the tapestry weave structure is simple,

with all its patterns woven manually in the weft, it

requires more technical ingenuity to make patterns

in the warp. Still, ifwarp and weft threads are dyed

before weaving, even with a simple loom one can

weave patterns in stripes (with colorful warp), bands

(with colorful weft), checks (with colorful warp and

weft), or ikat (with warp or weft or both dyed in

intricate patterns). If dyeing is done after weaving,

the textile can still be woven on a simple loom and

feature complex patterns by using various resist-

dyeing techniques: hand-painting, tie-dyeing (jiao

xie tx
), or stamping [and clamping] with wood-

blocks (jia xie &$$). None of the above is featured

in When Silk Was Gold. Instead, the catalogue pre-

sents only complex weave structures, but not consis-

tently. In my view, grouping similar weaves together

before examining their content would better illumi-

nate their relationship and, hence, both their artistic

and technical development.

1. The Weft-faced Compound Twill ([1/2] wei-

mian xiewen Zip Æj 4]- &c).
28 The first group would

comprise all samples of the weft-faced compound

twill. These include the obvious Sogdian textiles

(cat. nos. 1-5), the “Floral Medallions” (cat. no. 6),

and the three examples dated to the Khitan Liao

dynasty: a purse, a fragment, and a pair of short

boots (cat. nos. 8-10).

The weft-faced compound twill is a complex

weave that derives from other simpler weaves. It

requires the equipment for and knowledge of both

weaving the twill binding, which requires more

shafts than the simple tabby binding,29 and weaving

more than one series ofweft (the compound aspect).

My own recent research on Turfan textiles shows

that sometime during the sixth and seventh centu-

ries, due to the migration and mingling ofpeoples of

different cultures (see “Historical Background”

above), Chinese and Sogdians worked together and

developed new weaves.
30 They progressed from the

traditional Chinese warp-faced compound tabby

(A) (jingxianhuajiaiveijmg’erchongjingmian ping-

wen £JL 03 jtû A.$ M.— ~ÿ[ ML fit ^Ü ), which the

Chinese had perfected since the Warring States

period (475-221 B.c.E .)
31— its secrets being

unknown to non-Han ethnic groups—to weaving

the warp-faced compound twill (B) (jingxianhua

jiaweijing’erchongM 03 fâ Â. M— lif [2/1] jing-

mian xiewen &£ lSj&Mx.), the weft-faced compound
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FIG. 2.

Silkfragment with

starlikeflower and

elliptic loops,

weft-faced compound

tabby (C),

length 27.5 cm *

width 6.4 cm, Turfan,

seventh century.

The Tokyo National

Museum, T. I. 505.

tabby (C) (jingwei er’chong weimian ping wen M
— If: Æj -f-

), and finally the weft-faced com-

pound twill (D)
(
weixianhua hanxinjing wei’erchong

-fb & 'Ck .£§. — 1|f )
—the weave in question

here. All four compound structures are loosely

referred to asjin in Chinese historical texts, causing

great confusion in deciphering their meaning.

In the meantime, ancient Iranians under Sasa-

nian rule (224-651) had also started to weave weft-

faced compound tabby and twill (C and D). The

question ofwhether these two weft-faced compound

weaves were independently invented requires more

research. Nevertheless, Sogdians during this period

played an important role in transmitting art and

technology between Chinese and Iranians. Anna

Ierusalimskaia confirms my own hypothesis that

Sogdians abstracted motifs from other cultures and

then integrated them into their own in unique

ways. 32 Thus, in “Hunter” (cat. no. 1), both the

hunter on a horse with his backward glance as in the

“Parthian shot” and the fleeing ibex, the prey, are

given equal space and disposition. This equal

weighting contrasts with the Sasanian representa-

tion of the boar hunt, in rock-relief at Taq-i-Bustan,

where the hunter dominates.33
In another example,

the child’s coat (cat. no. 5), the paired ducks feature

ribbons of royal glory (farn and not, as indicated on

p. 21, patifl which has a religious connotation).

These ribbons can be traced to early Sasanian depic-

tion of the long floating ends of the taenia that encir-

cled the crown worn by royals.
34

Sogdians abstracted motifs not only from the

Sasanian but from the Chinese culture. Although

the “Textile with Geometric Design” (cat. no. 4) in

itselfis oflittle interest, it foreshadows more intrigu-

ing designs, specifically “Floral Medallions” (cat.

no. 6). The role of “Textile with Geometric

Design” (cat. no. 4) as an intermediary becomes

apparent when aligned with earlier Sino-Sogdian

designs. 35

Three types of motifs found on silk fragments

from Turfan predate it. The first is the “chess-

board,” an example of which was excavated with a

document dated to the early seventh century from

Astana Tomb 139 in 1969. 36 Woven in the warp-

faced compound 2/1 twill (C), it is structurally and

stylistically related to two other motifs. One com-

bines the Chinese pictogram^ï c? (auspicious) with

elliptic loops that hint at a non-Chinese script on a

fragment that was found together with a tomb epi-
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taph dated 558 in 1972.
37 The other shows similar

elliptic loops but with a starlike flower, as evident in

a fragment (see fig. 2), dated to the seventh century,

that was brought to Japan by the Ötani Mission ear-

lier in this century.
38 Both are woven in the weft-

faced compound tabby (C).

My hypothesis is twofold. 39
First, weavers in

Turfan experimented with the geometric designs,

first in weave (C), then in weave (D) (cat. no. 4). Sec-

ond, whereas in ancient Iran the chessboard motif

evolved into other patterns, 40
artisans in China

developed the much more complex, curvilinear flo-

ral-treasure roundel (baoxiang tuanhua jin ^ Jg 8]

^ ). An example has been discovered in Astana

Tomb 20, Turfan, in 1964 and dated to 706 (p. 24,

fig. 4).
41

After some years ofperfecting in the eighth

century, weavers wove an even more complex floral

roundel with many minute details, such as in “Flora

Medallions” (cat. no. 6). The same floral-treasure

roundel is seen in the boy’s pants (cat. no. 5),

though this is woven in a simple damask (ground: 2/

1 s twill; pattern: 1/4 s twill; p. 37).

Both examples (cat. nos. 5 and 6) are woven of

warp and weft with little twist and of a density com-

parable to typical Chinese Shu jin weaves. 42 Thus,

these additional technical details strongly suggest

they were manufactured in China, probably

Sichuan, where textile makers had centuries of

experience in reeling silk offboiled cocoons directly

and did not necessarily need to twist or spin their

silk warp. 43 And if they spun their silk yarn, they

tended to spin it in the “s” direction. In contrast,

textile makers in Central Asia today still do not reel

directly after they have boiled the cocoons. 44 Also,

due to their wool weaving tradition, they tend to

twist their warp and weft in the “z” direction.

Exceptions do occur, as for example with left-

handed workers. Thus, the “s” or “z” direction can-

not suffice on its own as evidence for either Chinese

or non-Chinese cultural identification.

While I agree with Watt and Wardwell that ves-

tiges of the “Floral Medallion” (cat. no. 6) can be

seen in a smaller, more dispersed version in the Liao

examples (cat. nos. 8 and 9, p. 39), I would add that

the design underwent a major change during the

Southern Song. Excavated samples of both embroi-

dered and woven floral compositions in silk gauze

from Huang Sheng’s tomb show a much freer and

more naturalistic rendition (see fig. 1). The early

tendencies toward this more relaxed style can

already be detected in “Boys in a Floral Scroll” (cat.

no. 11), dated to the Northern Song, which, how-

ever, is woven in the technically more demanding

damask (ground 1/5 s twill; pattern: 5/1 s twill, p.

48). Before I comment on the damask weave in con-

nection with the lampas, I would like briefly to dis-

cuss the brocaded tabby.

2. The Brocaded Tabby .

45 All seven pieces in

chapter 3 are woven in the brocaded tabby, with the

first five attributed to the Jurchen Jin dynasty and

the last two to North China, Mongol period (cat.

nos. 28-34). Although individual motifs range from

the swan, djeiran (Central Asian antelope), dragon,

phoenix, and hare to the lotus, together they show a

coherent uniformity in their stamplike disposition.

Also immediately apparent is the common use of

gold to render these compact designs, woven with

gilded parchment, animal substrate, or paper.

In addition to the authors’ meticulous analysis

of technical details, I would like to point out that

brocading can be compared to tapestry weaving.

Both methods require the weaver to use a small bob-

bin (holding the gilded weft) to fill in the area of the

designated motif, back and forth and between sheds

(of tabby) until completion. Whereas in the tapestry

the weft used for patterning is also part ofthe ground

itself (no supplementary weft), in brocaded tabby

the weft used for the patterning is supplementary.

Thus, brocading shows off the gold weft to advan-

tage. Granted, the weft floats on the reverse are

invisible. But this apparent waste only reinforced

the users’ resources for conspicuous consumption,

adding to these silks’ luxury appeal.

To the thorough analysis of iconography might

be added one other note. The moon in the ‘‘''Djeiran

with Floral Branches and Moon” (cat. no. 29) is

related to Sogdian religious beliefs.
46 While the

combination of the moon and the antelope might be

an eleventh-century idea, the moon with script was

woven at an earlier time, possibly in the ninth to

tenth century, evidenced in a fragment excavated

from Turfan (not Astana).
47
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3. Tabby with Supplementary Weft.
iS How does

brocaded tabby (chap. 3) differ from the tabby with

supplementary weft represented by three fragments

in the catalogue (cat. nos. 12, 38, 46)? Buried in the

technical analysis is the French word lancé (p. 50),

which means the supplementary weft having been

thrown across the width from selvage to selvage.
49 In

Chinese, it is called paosuo MFê. In contrast to the

manual insertion of a brocading weft for each indi-

vidual motif in the seven pieces of chapter 3, here

the weavers were experimenting with greater mech-

anization for purposes of patterning. Viewed chro-

nologically, the technological progression is strik-

ing: from simple geometric motifs in “Textile with

Diamonds” (cat. no. 12, Central Asia, eleventh cen-

tury), to slightly more rounded but still small pat-

terns in “Textile with Tiny Leaves” (cat. no. 38,

Central Asia, Mongol period, late thirteenth to mid-

fourteenth century), and Finally to the larger,

smooth, curlicued overall motifs in “Textile with

Palmettes” (cat. no. 46, Central Asia [?], Mongol

period, thirteenth-fourteenth century).

I would argue that in design, this type of pal-

mette leads directly into Italian silks ofthe thirteenth

to the fifteenth century.
59 Technically, the tabby

with supplementary weft precedes the lampas.

4. The Lampas and the Damask. 51 Except for

the two pieces mentioned above, “Textile with Tiny

Leaves” and “Textile with Palmettes” (cat. nos. 38

and 46), the other eleven artifacts in chapter 4 are all

woven in lampas (cat. nos. 35-37, 39-46, and 47).

Winged lions and griffins, displayed and double-

headed falcons, felines, eagles, and hares point to

eastern Iranian culture. Even stylized phoenixes,

dragons, and lotus have been transformed so as to be

no longer Chinese but rather Central Asian. Armed

with her many years ofresearch on medieval textiles,

Wardwell presents a coherent and exhaustive dis-

cussion on the iconography. She has linked materi-

als that have long fascinated textile historians, for

example, “Textile with Tiny Leaves” (cat. no. 38),

not woven in the lampas, with those showing similar

motifs that are woven in the lampas: “Textiles with

Floral Design” (cat. no. 37) and with the fragment

from Cangrande della Scala (p. 129, fig. 54). Here I

would merely add a note on technical comparison.

Following the “Textile with Diamonds” (cat.

no. 11), the three examples mentioned above show a

clear progression: stylistically, from geometric

motifs that are easier to achieve to more elaborate

and curvilinear floral designs that require more

refined patterning devices on the loom; and techni-

cally, from the tabby with supplementary weft to the

more complex lampas. As discussed in the previous

section, in weaving the tabby with supplementary

weft, artisans had moved from manual brocading to

more mechanized pattern repeats across the width of

the loom. Because the salient feature of the lampas

weave is the secondary or binding warp, the lampas

is also clearly derived from weft-faced compound

tabby and twill, which, as we have seen above, were

perfected in the eighth century. In addition, the lam-

pas is also related to the true “double cloth” or “dou-

ble weave,” which is in fact two separate layers of

tabby woven simultaneously and joined at the sel-

vages.
52 But in the lampas structure, whereas only

the main weave can be double-woven, the essential

defining binding warp with the pattern weft is always

tighdy woven together with the main weave.53

This last connection with the double cloth

brings us back to Turfan, where in 1972 an example

in silk was excavated from AstanaTomb 187. Dated

to 702, it features uniformly distributed brown floral

roundels on faded white tabby ground (see fig. 3).

The motif derives from the earlier chessboard

design, as discussed above. In Chinese, the double-

cloth is calledfongtong JSIÜL, “wind passage,”or

shuangmianyuan ^ Ô ,
“double-faced yuan

(silk tabby),” or shuangmianjin ^ ,
“double-

facedjin (polychrome silk). Another fragment ofsilk

double cloth was dated to 689.
54

But the double cloth weave did not gain much

popularity in China. Instead, I argue, because of a

tradition in weaving qi (warp-faced tabby with 3/

1 twill) going back to antiquity, Chinese weavers

were more interested in developing silk damask, as

in the boy’s white pants and “Boys in a Floral

Scroll” (cat. nos. 5 and 11). Between these two

examples should be inserted another archaeological

find of the same damask twill (ground: 5/1 twill; pat-

tern: 1/5 twill) that features flying phoenix, butter-

fly, and the floral roundel. Dated to the late ninth or
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FIG. 3.

Silkfragment withfloral

roundels on white

(faded) ground,

double cloth

(shuangmian jin),

length 28 cm *

width 10.5 cm,

Turfan, early eighth

century. The Museum of

the Uighur Autonomous

Region ofXinjiang,

72TAM187: 150.

After Wu Min, Zhixiu

(Taipei, 1992), 132,

color pi. 96.

early tenth century, it was found in a Buddhist site at

Sangim in Turfan.55 The relationship among the qi
,

the weft-faced compound tabby and twill, and the

damask twill awaits further analysis.

In contrast to Han Chinese indifference to the

double cloth, non-Chinese weavers not only wove it

much earlier in wool but also experimented with it.

This eventually led to the lampas. The discovery in

1984 of a wool fragment in double cloth with grape

vine design at Shanpula Tomb 2 of Luopu in Xin-

jiang shows that non-Han peoples had already mas-

tered that weave structure sometime between the

second century B.C.E. and second century C.E. But

no transfer of technology between non-Han wool

weaving and Han Chinese silk weaving occurred

then.
56 Regrettably, When Silk Was Gold is limited

to the eighth through the fifteenth centuries and to

luxury silks only. Otherwise, it would have been

more readily apparent why all eleven examples of

lampas in the catalogue feature Central Asian or

eastern Iranian motifs.

In summary, the above correlation between the

art and technology of ornamenting textiles helps to

shed light on the relationship among all the weft-pat-

terned weaves represented in When Silk Was Gold :

tapestry, warp-faced compound twill (D), brocaded

tabby, tabby with supplementary weft, damask, and

lampas.

There are a “Glossary of Chinese and Japanese

Names and Terms” (pp. 217-22) and “Glossary of

Weaving Terms” (pp. 213-14), but it would have

been useful for readers to have had the latter with

both English and Japanese translations and dia-

grams. The authors state in their introduction that

“a standard terminology is being established” (p. 3).

Three texts that Chinese textile historians most

often refer to remain inaccessible to those who can-

not read Chinese. 57 Also, these texts do not suffi-

ciently distinguish modern from historical usage. A
Chinese terminology consistent with archaeological

finds and the vocabulary developed by Dorothy

Burnham and the Centre International d’Etudes des

Textiles Anciens (CIETA), and perhaps modeled

after the Japanese dictionary of dyeing and weaving

terms,
58 would be immensely useful. This lacuna is

illustrative of the many problems affecting the field

of Chinese textile history, both outside and inside

China.

THE FIELD OF CHINESE TEXTILE HISTORY:

PROBLEMS AND ISSUES

The field of Chinese textile history outside China

owes its inception largely to the European discovery

of Central Asia a century ago. Motivated to protect 159
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its colonial interest in the Indian subcontinent from

Russian expansion, Britain began to dispatch mili-

tary officers to map out the area in the 1860s. Con-

certed efforts to survey the borders ofChina, Russia,

and India led to an international race among archae-

ologists to investigate the ancient ruins uncovered

by these surveys. The Swede Sven Hedin started

the chase in 1895, followed by the Hungarian-born

Briton Marc Aurel Stein in 1900, the Russians Dmi-

tri Klementz and the Beresovsky brothers in 1902,

the French Paul Pelliot, the American Langdon

Warner, the Japanese Ötani mission, and the Ger-

mans Albert Grünwedel and Albert von Le Coq.59

All brought home treasures, among which figured

unusual textiles. Fascination with their exotic pat-

terns provided the initial impulse for their study.

Even without the use of such scientific equip-

ment as the microscope, the first publications on

these textile finds were detailed, often precise, and

full of insight.
60 The initial focus was on motifs. 61

This aesthetic approach followed the principles of

inquiry into the function and life offorms and motifs

set by Alois Riegl (1858-1 905) for decorative art. At

a time when the field ofart history wasjust emerging

as a separate discipline from history in the West,

only Riegl wrote about textiles. Other prominent

German art historians of the time, such as Heinrich

Wölfllin (1864-1945), were busy hammering out

the methodologies, mostly formal analysis, for the

new field of art history.
62 The aesthetic approach is

clearly the one adopted and applied to the analysis

of individual artifacts in When Silk Was Gold.

In addition to the archaeological expeditions

that provided the first database for Chinese textile

studies abroad, another major impetus came in 1935

when the first “block-buster” Chinese art exhibition

in the West opened in Burlington House, London.

Among the 1,022 choice artifacts on loan from the

National Palace Museum in then-nationalist Beijing

(moved to Taipei in 1949), textiles numbered only

29 pieces.
65

Still, the overwhelmingly enthusiastic

response to the splendors ofChinese bronzes,jades,

paintings, and ceramics spilled over to costumes

and textiles. As a result, many museums in the West

rushed to publish their oriental textile holdings.

Generally descriptive of motifs and often with mis-

takes in interpretation, most of these early writings

lack historical support and analysis.
64

Thanks to the rapid development of China

studies during and after the Cold War, especially in

the United States, the field ofChinese art history has

now advanced to the point that no serious graduate

student would dare study Chinese art and archaeol-

ogy without first acquiring linguistic competence in

both Chinese andjapanese as well as rigorous disci-

plinary training.
65 For those specializing in Bud-

dhism, expert knowledge in Sanskrit, Mongolian,

Tibetan, and Manchurian have now also become

increasingly mandatory. Sophisticated analysis of

iconography in When Silk Was Gold bears witness to

this advancement.

Not satisfied with just the interpretation of

motifs, textile historians have also analyzed weave

structures. For this task, access to artifacts is indis-

pensable. Many researchers have worked on collec-

tions brought back by the early archaeological expe-

ditions—for example, Sylwan on Hedin’s finds,

Riboud and Vial on the Pelliot collection.
66 But oth-

ers also worked on museum collections that were

legacies of earlier China Trade or otherwise pur-

chased by or donated to museums.67

Beyond the fascination with the complexity of

weave structures,
68

textile historians also searched

for the origin of the Chinese drawloom with a tower

(hualou ^ )
as depicted in the Tiengong kaiwu

3- Hr] 4^7 (The Exploitation of the Works of

Nature), written by Song Yingxing jfS JL around

1637 in the Ming dynasty. A debate developed con-

cerning whether the Chinese invented it early in the

Han dynasty or learned it later from the West, pos-

sibly Syria. The argument pivots around weft-faced

versus warp-faced patterning methods. Construc-

tive experimentation by Ota Eizö and Becker69 has

shed much light where speculation on material evi-

dence has remained vague. Of these efforts,

Becker’s work is particularly useful, but it is not

cited.

Although the technical analysis for each artifact

in When Silk Was Gold meticulously follows the

standards set by CIETA in Lyon, France, a system-

atic discussion of the relationship between textile art

and technology is lacking. This lacuna reflects a
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seeming lack ofinterest on the part ofmost art histo-

rians and textile historians in paradigms of social

and technological change.
70

Or if historians have been interested in textile

technology, they have often begun with the analysis

of fiber—usually restricted to silk.
71
Rarely do histo-

rians combine in-depth analysis ofthe production of

fiber with that oftextile-making, and still more rarely

do they connect these findings with the pictorial

likeness of textile motifs. Dieter Kuhn’s works are

important exceptions, but they are not cited.
72

To summarize, efforts to understand Chinese

textile history outside China have followed individ-

ual inclination, been limited by disciplinary focus,

and depended much on access, or lack thereof, to

the original artifacts. Consequently, early museum

curators who could work on textile collections usu-

ally lacked interest or training in linguistic tools and

historical methodology. Art historians, who were

more interested in the development of motifs, have

not been able to understand, let alone discuss, tex-

tile technology. Historians of textile technology

have largely focused on the evolution of the loom,

with little regard to broader issues oftechnology and

social change. Historians interested in political

economy have failed to see textiles except as a com-

modity for trade or barter for peace. The result is

that each has presented a fragmented view. A com-

plete picture of the role of textiles in historical devel-

opment has yet to emerge.

Similar problems have arisen in the field of Chi-

nese textile history in China, though for somewhat

different reasons. Most Chinese historians, if inter-

ested in textiles at all, have sought to analyze textile

production as an illustration of economic progress

to explain whether (and if so when) an industrial

revolution occurred in China. Most have been eager

to confirm or refute Marxist theories of the roots of

capitalism.
73 While they offer a macro view of the

supply and demand ofcapital, land, labor, and tech-

nology (as controlled by the state), they have not

concerned themselves with the role of art. Further-

more, they have worked mostly on primary textual

sources, often ignoring the artifacts themselves.

In contrast, Chinese textile historians have read

archaeological reports carefully. Yet, like their non-

Chinese counterparts, many have also been

obsessed with the evolution ofinventions, especially

that of the drawloom. National pride seems at stake

here, sweeping aside considerations ofartistic devel-

opment and social change.

Xia Nai was a notable exception. Trained as an

archaeologist in Britain with digging experience in

Egypt prior to his return to China to head the Insti-

tute of Archaeology in Beijing, Xia Nai paid close

attention to the early finds in the Autonomous

Uighur Region ofXinjiang (hereafter abbreviated as

Xinjiang) from 1959. Ironically, these finds also led

him to found the field of Chinese textile history in

China. Personally interested in textile technology as

evidence of technological transfer, Xia Nai wrote

pioneering articles and promoted the study of Chi-

nese textile history. Careful to avoid xenophobia, he

had already signaled the need to study Sasanian tex-

tiles for comparison as early as several decades

ago.
74 Only recently has his idea been taken up by

Bo Xiaoying. 75 Despite a thorough comparison of

motifs, Bo Xiaoying’s useful analysis suffers from an

insufficient database and, more seriously, a lack of

technical understanding.

Wu Min, curator of textiles in the Museum of

Xinjiang, has benefited from an intimate knowledge

of these archaeological finds and published prolifi-

cally. Discussing both motifs and technology, she

has bridged the gap considerably.
7,1

Jia Yingyi also

writes on Xinjiang textile finds, incorporating Wu
Min’s textile analysis, archaeological reports, and

historical sources.
77 But none of the above authors is

cited in When Silk Was Gold. Given the emphasis on

Central Asia in the catalogue, such absences are curi-

ous, especially that ofWu Min’s important works,

even though she appears in the acknowledgments.

In contrast, Zhao Feng, vice-director of the

China National Silk Museum in Hangzhou, is cited.

Largely basing his investigations on textile finds in

Dulan of Qinghai Province, 78 he has written exten-

sively on the history of silk in China. 79
But, in gen-

eral, textile art has yet to be analyzed with rigorous

art historical methodology and in relation to other

decorative media in China.

Traditionally, textiles in China were prized less

for their beauty than for their designation of status,
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rank, authority, and wealth. They first caught art

collectors’ attention in the Tang dynasty as the nec-

essary wrapping or framing material for paintings

and calligraphy—that is, as accouterments accompa-

nying real art.
80 Embroideries from Dunhuang, for

example “Sakyamuni Preaching in the Vulture

Peak,” 81 and from Turfan, for example “Seated

Bodhissatva,” 82 show that from the eighth century

on, people began to embellish Buddhist temples

with textile art. Later, the format of embroidered

religious icons was secularized first to portray non-

Han royalty—for example, an Uighur princess with

child 83—and then extended to the Han Chinese

elite, going down the social hierarchy. Subse-

quently, during the Song dynasty, silk tapestries

were woven to resemble paintings to be offered on

auspicious occasions. 84 From this time on, entries

on embroideries and silk tapestries are found in var-

ious collectors’ appraisals. Superb examples were

also stamped with imperial seals of approval and

appreciation in later dynasties. For instance, the

embroidered silk gauze “Welcoming Spring” (cat.

no. 59, also on the cover of When Silk Was Gold) fea-

tures five seals of the Qing emperor Qianlong

(r. 1736-95) and two seals of his successor,

Emperor Jiaqing JrJi; (r. 1796-1820). 85

Emperors’ seals on rare silk tapestries notwith-

standing, it should be obvious from the above sum-

mary that the traditional Chinese elite ranked tex-

tiles at the bottom of the hierarchy of Chinese art,

even decorative art. It is worth noting the impor-

tance accorded textiles in Possessing the Past: Trea-

suresfrom the National Palace Museum
,
Taipei

,

published in conjunction with the 1996 exhibition

“Splendors of Imperial China: Treasures from the

National Palace Museum, Taipei.” 86 This thick

tome of 648 pages on Chinese art, illustrated with

357 plates, features but 8 pages (248-55) of discus-

sion on textiles, supported by 5 plates (nos. 127-

31). All textile artifacts are silk tapestries— that is,

those that come closest to paintings. Of course, the

National Palace Museum collection in Taipei (like

that in Beijing) reflects imperial Chinese taste and

selection criteria. This elementary content analysis

clearly reveals where costumes and textiles stand in

relation to all other media in Chinese art. Having

recently toured four major American museums in

great pomp and style and resonant with national

symbolism,“Splendors of Imperial China” served in

a very real sense to “constitute a nation ... as a work

of art,”
87 much like the 1935 exhibition at Burling-

ton House in London.

Because When Silk Was Gold focuses uniquely

on luxury silks, it does not claim a similarly compre-

hensive role. Instead, to a large extent, it rides on the

awe that the grander collection has inspired. As both

the exhibition and catalogue of When Silk Was Gold

cannot but impress any viewer with the importance

of early luxury silks produced in China and Central

Asia, they succeed impressively in redressing an old

bias toward textiles as a lowly art. Congratulations

to Watt and Wardwell for this laudable feat. More-

over, by including Central Asia, When Silk Was

Gold has also broken new ground for a multicultural

approach.

WHY ANCIENT SILK IS STILL GOLD

In his essay, “The Silk Trade in China and Central

Asia,” Rossabi writes of silk from the eighth to the

fourteenth centuries without once referring to its

actual worth as a currency. For silk was much more

than a prestigious, often exclusive, luxury commod-

ity; it was also used as a currency for taxation. Yet

most taxed silks were plain silk weave (juan) and not

luxury silks, as might be inferred from the associa-

tion with gold. The latter were mostly produced in

imperial workshops for court use but became widely

available with increased urbanization and the rapid

development ofextensive market systems during the

Tang-Song social transformation.
88

Clearly, we are to understand the reference “a

new gold in the form of silk” (p. 7) as a metaphor.

The implicit assumption is that the weave complex-

ity acts as a measure of its worth (see section on

“Ornamenting Textiles” above). We are mesmer-

ized by what anthropologist Alfred Gell calls “the

enchantment of technology.”89 Watt and Wardwell

have focused only on luxury silks and labor-inten-

sive embroideries of artistic interest, rarity, or com-

plex theme. Just like ancient bronze artifacts, which
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are valued for their complex technology and iconog-

raphy, ancient luxury silks also embody similar ele-

ments of “magic.” Their inherent technological

complexity and especially their artistic beauty

bewitch us and have led to their art historical study.

As shown above, however, an aesthetic approach to

ancient luxury silks without a corresponding analy-

sis of their technical development and use cannot

bring out a foil appreciation of their meaning.

Yet bronze artifacts and luxury silks also differ in

one important respect. As many ancient bronze ves-

sels feature inscriptions that commemorate impor-

tant ritual or historical events, this literary aspect has

provided scholars with an added incentive to study

bronze as material evidence ofhistorical change. Fur-

thermore, because bronze inscriptions in themselves

give clues to their provenance, it has not posed a seri-

ous problem that their study in the West can be

based on collections without archaeological data.

Thus, a mature field in the Chinese Bronze Age has

developed over the past decades.90

In sharp contrast, rarely do luxury silks also

bear inscriptions beyond the exceptional names of

donors (as in “Yamantaka Mandala with Imperial

Portraits,” cat. no. 25) or names of silk tapestry arti-

sans, such as the few known ones of the Song

dynasty: Wu Xu ^ #1 ,
Shen Zifan 'Tfc’f’li- ,

and Zhu

Kerou ^ .

91 The lack ofprovenance for most

luxury silks outside China has also denied scholars

any conclusive evidence for their identification. Dif-

ficult access to archaeological data only compounds

this problem. Although excavated materials in

China provide secure provenance, they are not eas-

ily available for study abroad. No wonder ancient

Chinese textiles have yet to be studied in as rigorous

and comprehensive a manner as Chinese bronzes.

But, with China’s increasing publication ofarchaeo-

logical finds and its more open attitude toward inter-

national cooperation, comparative analysis of arti-

facts of dubious provenance with securely dated

objects can overcome this hurdle. For example, the

“Imperial Boots” (cat. no. 23, Liao dynasty) have

been usefully compared with bronze and silver-gilt

boots excavated from the tomb of a Liao princess

and her husband in Inner Mongolia in 1984-85 (pp.

88-89).

Ancient textiles are not without their unique

advantages. Inasmuch as bronze vessels were

reserved for the aristocracy in ancient China, every-

one including the peasant majority wore clothing

made of textiles. Extending the study of luxury silks

to that of textiles made ofother natural fibers such as

cotton, wool, ramie, and creeper vine that common-

ers made and wore, including their chief method of

ornamentation—dyeing—expands the field dramati-

cally. Furthermore, ifwe begin to analyze their use

from an anthropological perspective, 92 we gain

insight into their dynamic symbolism for political,

economic, social, and religious purposes.

Since the relaxation of social and economic con-

trols in China, beginning in 1978, which has unfor-

tunately been accompanied by rampant smuggling,

large quantities of ancient silks have flooded the

antique markets in London, Hong Kong, and New
York. Their prices today are indeed golden. Given

that other decorative media in the history of Chinese

art are being saturated by increasingly specialized

treatment and given that the discipline of the history

of Chinese art is actually broadening in scope,

approaches, and methodologies, the study of

ancient luxury silks will prove a gold mine for pro-

ductive, interdisciplinary studies.
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Folk Art Potters ofJapan: Beyond an Anthropology

ofAesthetics. By Brian Moeran. 272 + xiv pp., il-

lustrations, maps. Honolulu: University of Hawaii

Press, 1997. $45.00 hardcover.

I
N FOLK ART POTTERS OF JAPAN anthropologist

Brian Moeran has revisited his own 1984 study of

a Japanese pottery community to produce an of-

ten stimulating and provocative discussion ofjapanese

mingei (“folk craft”), the contemporary Japanese art

world, and more generally the problem ofdefining and

evaluating art in any society. By focusing on the

well-known pottery community of Sarayama, or Onta,

in rural Kyushu, as well as its relations to the “outside”

world ofcritics, dealers, and consumers, Moeran seeks

to develop what he calls an “anthropology of values”

that improves upon more conventional approaches to

art and aesthetics. These, he suggests, have tended—at

least in the case of anthropology—to define art incon-

sistently, in ways that are “an expression of western

cultural bias, or personal predilection, or a strategy to

enhance the value ofcertain individuals’ private collec-

tions” (p. 5). Instead, Moeran proposes a “less

value-laden” (p. 216) approach that, by studying the

interaction of“aesthetic” or “appreciative” values with

“extra-aesthetic” values—namely, “use, technical, so-

cial, commodity exchange, and symbolic exchange val-

ues”—shows how art is defined as such in different so-

cieties (p. 12). Moeran claims, further, that his approach

“avoids the definitional problems ofboth ‘art’ and ‘aes-

thetics’ and reachs out to all those other aspects of cul-

ture which we have come to link with notions ofbeauty

or taste” (p. 217).

Folk A rt Potters retains all the virtues of the earlier

study, Lost Innocence: Folk Craft Potters of Onta, Ja-

pan (Stanford University Press, 1984), which is repro-

duced almost in its entirety, and with little substantive

revision, as chapters 1 through 9. In this portion of the

book, Moeran draws upon several years of fieldwork

conducted in Sarayama during the late 1970s to de-

scribe and analyze the hamlet’s social organization, to

develop an ecological argument about the impact of

environmental changes on social structure, and to offer

a rather poignant portrait of rural artisans caught be-

tween an increasingly profitable “tradition,” as formu-

lated largely by urban critics linked to the so-called

mingei movement, and the pressures and blandish-

ments of a modernizing society and economy. In the

process we learn much about pottery production in

general, and in Onta (the name by which the pottery,

and therefore Sarayama, are more generally known) in

particular, and we also gain a striking, mostly unflatter-

ing perspective on the mingei movement from the view-

point of the rural producer. Moeran is at his best as he

deftly teases out the ironies and contradictions at the

heart of a crafts movement seeking to impose urban,

middle-class, consumerist expectations and desires on

potters in the name of rural authenticity.

Moeran’s 1984 work represented a significant, pio-

neering contribution to the critical study of mingei
,

therefore, which has since developed into something

of a small academic industry. 1 Given the current inter-

est in the subject, as well as in the larger questions of

“invented traditions” and national identity with which

it intersects, Moeran and his publisher are perhapsjus-

tified in choosing to present his material once again,

with new emphasis on the mingei angle.
2
Unfortunately,

Folk Art Potters reproduces the flaws ofLost Innocence

as well as its strengths. As noted by reviewers of the

earlier book, Folk Art Potters is weakened as an anthro-

pological study by Moeran’s uncritical reliance on vari-

ous assumptions made by both mingei ideologues and

Sarayama potters. These include, for example, the

rather mechanistic notion that social organization has

been largely determined by environmental constraints

on the technology ofwater-powered clay crushers used

by the potters to produce clay (p. 88). Moeran fails to

consider the possibility that this (and other) technol-

ogy chosen by potters may have been pardy determined,

in turn, by social organization, and so he misses an op-

portunity to consider more deeply such questions as

why, for example, the prestigious role of potter is re-

served for a small number ofmen. 3

Another, related problem concerns Moeran’s treat-

ment of the past and the question of historical change.

Much ofthe argument ofFolk Art Potters (and Lost Inno-

cence) turns on the idea that changes since the 1950s have

destroyed a once authentically communal and egalitar-

ian harmony, which has become riven by self-interested

households and even individuals stratified by various

kinds ofinequity. Emotionally satisfying though this the-

sis may be, Moeran’s evidence for it is unpersuasive and

even contradictory. His only source appears to be the

testimony of his informants, who he tells us have ideal- 169

ized their past (p. 99). Claiming, further, that “there is,

Ars Orientahs, volume XXIX (1999)
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of course, no way of showing that the people’s model

[of the past] reflects the true state of affairs in Sarayama

more than 40 years ago now” (a statement that can only

startle an historian), Moeran concludes, nevertheless,

that “it is by and large a fair reflection of community

life” in 1954 (p. 123). Moreover, at points Moeran

seems to reverse himselfby suggesting on one hand that

Sarayama remains a hamlet upholding and even prac-

ticing communal ideals and, on the other, that real in-

equity existed before 1950 (pp. 175-76, 170).

In Folk Art Potters
,
this difficulty is compounded

by a vagueness about the thirteen years that have elapsed

since the publication of Lost Innocence. Occasionally

Moeran refers to unspecified subsequent visits to

Sarayama and information presumably gained thereby

that upholds the continuing validity of his earlier de-

scriptions and analysis (pp. 62, 248, 249). And yet with-

out a more thorough and specific accounting ofhis evi-

dence, it is difficult fully to credit Moeran’s statement

that in Sarayama “no structural change has taken place

since the early 80s, even though elsewhere in Japan

events have led to the virtual demise of the kinds of ru-

ral social institutions described in this book” (p. 62).

This raises another question: IfSarayama stands alone

in its preservation of an older form of social organiza-

tion, how can the story of its pottery be “the story of

mingei folk art pottery all overJapan” (p. 2), or the lives

of its potters be “typical” of “many other folk art pot-

ters inJapan” (p. 45)?

But in its introduction, and again in the final chap-

ter and afterword, Folk Art Potters is presented less as a

rural community study than as an ambitious effort to

rethink the sociology ofaesthetics by consideringjapa-

nese mingei ideal and practice. While Moeran’s con-

clusion, that “the relationship between society and aes-

thetics is very much a two-way process” (p. 242), adds

little either to his earlier work or to that of the sociolo-

gists (Howard Becker, Pierre Bourdieu, Arnold

Hauser) quoted liberally throughout the new text, his

discussion of mingei does offer intriguing insights into

the specific mechanisms of that two-way process. Per-

haps most suggestive is Moeran’s exploration of the

interaction between European and Japanese aesthetic

ideologies. Proposing first that the mingei aesthetic was

heavily influenced by the ideas of William Morris,

Moeran argues that the British Arts and Crafts Move-

ment and the European “orientalist” passion for

Japonisme were “two sides of the same artistic coin”

(p. 221). In response to the ensuing questions
—“Are

Japanese mingei ideals ultimately little more than a form

of western ‘aesthetic imperialism,’ or do they derive

from an independent aesthetic tradition?”—Moeran

rightly points out that, in a world where “no cultural

tradition can ever be pristine,” the answer to both is a

qualified “yes” (pp. 225-26). Further, by noting the

influence mingei thought and practice have had, in turn,

on the “West,” Moeran contributes to the now well-

established critique of Edward Said’s original exposi-

tion of orientalism as a monolithic form of Western

oppression (p. 225).
4

One wishes, however, that Moeran had taken the

opportunity of another book-length publication on

mingei to pursue such lines ofenquiry further. His new

thinking on mingei
,
presented in approximately twenty

pages divided between the first and tenth chapters, is

interesting but sketchy. Moreover, it—like the whole

ofhis treatment ofthe mingei movement, and especially

the thought ofYanagi Söetsu (1889-1961), its founder

and leader—is marred by numerous errors ofboth fact

and interpretation. One problem is that Moeran uses

several postwar publications to characterize Yanagi’s

thought in its entirety and over a period spanning halfa

century. Although postwar redactions ofYanagi’s ideas

are certainly relevant to Moeran’s central story of de-

velopments in Sarayama after 1950, they are less reli-

able as guides to the history of the mingei movement

and Yanagi’s thinking before 1945—topics Moeran also

ventures to treat. Consequently, he exaggerates the

“spirituality” ofYanagi’s aesthetic ideas, as well as their

focus on the individual producer rather than social con-

ditions; this leads Moeran astray, into dubious argu-

ments about the wartime relevance of what he calls

Yanagi’s “Confucianism” (pp. 41-42). It also repre-

sents another lost opportunity: a more historically sen-

sitive reading ofYanagi actually would have strength-

ened Moeran’s argument about the influence of Will-

iam Morris on mingei
,
even as it might have opened up

more nuanced ways of exploring the differences be-

tween craft movements in Japan and England. For ex-

ample, Moeran’s “orientalist” insight only gains depth

and complexity when the 1920s and ’30s aspirations of

mingei activists to develop an explicidyJapanese-Asian,

non-Westem aesthetic are taken into account, along with

their efforts to impose that aesthetic on artisans in those

parts ofAsia subject toJapanese imperialism.

Despite its flaws, there is no question that Folk Art

Potters
,
like Lost Innocence before it, will interest many

readers. In addition to its contribution to the study of
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mingei in particular, and Japanese studies in general, it

joins a growing body of recent anthropological litera-

ture on the production as well as marketing and con-

sumption of“folk” or “ethnic” or “tourist” arts through-

out the world. 5 Like many of these works, Folk Art Pot-

ters is effective as a case study supporting the general

claim that art and aesthetics can never be understood

apart from multiple and changing social contexts.

NOTES
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versity, 1996), Alan Christy (University ofChicago, 1996), and

Seung-mi Han (Harvard University, 1995).

2. Moeran has also just republished his 1985 book, Okubo Di-

ary: Portrait ofa Japanese Valley (Stanford University Press), a

quasi-fictionalized memoir of his fieldwork in Sarayama, as A

Far Valley: Four Years in a Japanese Village (New York:

Kodansha International, 1999).

3. See reviews by Daniel Miller, inMan 21 .2 (June 1986): 374-

75, and Louise Allison Cort and H. Leedom Lefferts,Jr., inJour-

nal ofJapanese Studies 12.2 (Summer 1986): 387-95.

4. As Homi Bhabha, Partha Chatteijee, and others have shown,

Said did not adequately account for the various, often resistant,

uses to which orientalist stereotypes can be and have been put.

5. See, for example, Christopher Steiner, African Art in Tran-

sit (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1994), Shelly

Errington, The Death ofAuthentic PrimitiveArtand Other Tales

ofProgress (Berkeley: University ofCalifornia Press, 1 998), Ruth

Phillips and Christopher Steiner, eds., Unpacking Culture: Art

and Commodity in Colonial and Postcolonial Worlds (Berkeley:

University of California Press, 1999).

KIM BRANDT

The Lyric Journey: Poetic Painting in China and

Japan. By James Cahill. 251 pp., 8 color plates,

153 b/w illustrations. Cambridge, MA: Harvard

University Press, 1996. $45.00 hardcover.

r'HE LYRIC JOURNEY evolved from the

author’s presentation of the Reischauer Lec-

tures at Harvard in 1 993. This is a familiar and

advantageous format for Cahill, whose The Compelling

Image (1982), Three Alternative Histories of Chinese

Painting (1988), and The Painter’s Practice (1994) all

originated as prestigious lecture series. The writing pre-

serves the relative casualness of the spoken lectures, al-

lowing for Cahill’s insights to be communicated with clar-

ity and ease. The skillful use of illustrations, which

complement the text like well-chosen slides, also reminds

the reader of Cahill’s formidable abilities as a lecturer.

Committed to print, however, and the lecturer’s ideas

must bear the weight of what might be called the sus-

tained audience. That weight is considerable in The Lyric

Journey because Cahill’s chosen subject is ofoverwhelm-

ing importance to the painting traditions of China and

Japan. Where does one even begin when talking about

poetry and painting in China? Carrying the discussion

across the East China Sea toJapan would seem to make

this Herculean undertaking all the more difficult.

As the author recounts in his preface, the original

plan of this project was far more limited than the book’s

title and subtitle suggest. The initial project was to focus

solely on the renownedJapanese Nanga painter and haiku

poet Yosa Buson (171 6-84), who is the main subject of

the third and last chapter, “In Edo Periodjapan.” Chap-

ters 1 and 2, “In Southern Sung Hangchou” and “In Late

Ming Suchou,” were originally conceived as back-

grounds to Buson. The fact that the structure of the

book does not make this clear creates problems. The

author has a particular idea of what “poetic painting”

is, determined in part by what is seen and admired in

the eighteenth-century Japanese poet-painter’s work.

He tracks the roots of this vision to earlier periods in

China, but because this poetic painting is but one mani-

festation of the broader poetry-painting relationship,

and a very particular one as well, the author’s defini-

tion at first seems peculiarly restricted.

Perhaps defiant is a better word, for what the au-

thor defines as poetic painting excludes the work of the

dominant literati tradition in China—those most com-

monly associated with the poetry-painting symbiosis

through history. Cahill’s definition for the type of po-

etic painting with which he is concerned unfolds gradu-

ally. It is, first, landscape painting, or representations

of figures in landscape describing an idealized narra-

tive of eremitism (pp. 3-4, 55). It is emotional and af-

fecting, reporting personal and poetic experience but

in muted or self-effacing fashion—concerned with cre-

ating external worlds rather than asserting personal

presence (pp. 17, 52-53). As represented in Southern

Song paintings, it is occupied with qualities of the
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momentary. Stylistically, it fuses natural images into un-

broken visual fields, utilizing devices for drawing the

viewer’s gaze deep into the pictorial space (p. 149).

Painterly means render subtle and ephemeral effects of

space, atmosphere, light, and surface (p. 64). It is, in

other words, the work ofprofessional painters, such as

the Southern Song academy artists Ma Yuan and Xia

Gui, or late Ming masters of painterly effects, such as

Li Shida (ca. 1540-after 1620), Zhang Hong (1580-

after 1650), and Sheng Maoye (active ca. 1595-ca.

1640). Clearly, the author felt it imperative to defend

his choices. These were, after all, the kinds of painters

who in another time were likely to be dismissed as arti-

sans lacking deep culture (as presented in the imagined

voice ofWen Zhengming on p. 53). Cahill polarizes the

issue in chapter 1 ,
setting the scholar-amateurs ofthe late

Northern Song, with Su Shi (1037-1 101) as the central

figure, against the professional artists that The LyricJour-

ney champions. He openly challenges the notion that the

Northern Song literati painted poetic painting, at least as

the author defines it, arguing that they scarcely did it at

all and certainly not best (pp. 13-14).

Cahill’s position is understandable, but in righting

one historical bias, he begins to forge a new one. The

achievements ofthe individual painters associated with

Su Shi are too diverse to allow the kind of grouping

they are subjected to here. Wen Tong (1019-79), Li

Gonglin (ca. 1049-1106), Wang Shen (ca. 1048-after

1 104), and Mi Fu (1052-1 107/8),judging from extant

works and copies, were remarkably unalike in their vari-

ous approaches. Moreover, to the degree that it can be

judged today, much of their work was distinctly

unamateurish. Cahill’s view is strongly colored by the

later developments in Chinese painting that eventually

fetishized brushwork for what it could suggest about au-

thorial presence, sometimes at the expense of pictorial

integrity, but is it right to project these developments back

onto the Northern Song literati painters? IronicallyJudg-

ing from associations of poetry with painting that pre-

date Su Shi’s time (and were influential on him), the pic-

torial expression of convincingly naturalistic, evocative

landscapes suggestive ofpersonal experience that forms

the core of Cahill’s definition of poetic painting also

served as the foundation for poetic painting in the elev-

enth century.
1 The use ofearly literati painting and theory

as a foil for the Southern Song professional paintings that

are the focus ofchapter 1 is the kind of rhetorical device

that can make a lecture effective, but in published form it

distorts the historical truth.

This objection aside, Cahill’s assertion of poetic

value in Southern Song academy painting is well taken.

He forcefully states what has long been recognized but

rarely voiced: one must master the art of painting to

produce evocative paintings, and such mastery has little

to do with literary training. Moreover, Cahill’s sugges-

tion that lyrical expression is intimately tied to the pro-

fessional painters’ ability to approximate the optical

experience ofreal scenery deserves close attention. We
tend to associate this ability with earlier painters of the

Northern Song. The reductive quality ofSouthern Song

landscape painting makes it appear stylized and abbre-

viated in contrast, yet the astounding realism ofmuch

of the bird and flower painting of Southern Song date

is testimony to the keen powers of observation acad-

emy masters brought to their art. A painting such as

Xia Gui’s Pure and Remote Views ofStreams andMoun-

tains is less an abbreviation than a distillation; what-

ever poetic quality Xia Gui perceived in the landscape

of West Lake and the Hangzhou area became greatly

enhanced when he set brush to paper.

As others have written, this visual distillation of

imagery appears to have been designed to match the

verbal concentration ofimagery that characterizes Chi-

nese poetry, especially couplets. A good portion of

Cahill’s discussion in chapter 1 utilizes the pairing of

poems with paintings that characterizes much ofSouth-

ern Song painting; typically with instructive insights

into the painter’s interpretation. There are, however,

missteps here. One character of an imperial seal im-

pressed on a fan with the transcription ofa Bojuyi (772-

846) quatrain on the subject ofcrape myrtle is misread

as Shaoxi (the reign era 1190-94 of Emperor Guang-

zong) (fig. 1.20). The seal reads “Writing of the Jixi

Palace” and belongs to Emperor Lizong (r. 1224-64),

as does the calligraphy. This would place into doubt

the attribution of the accompanying painting to Ma
Yuan (fig. 1 .2 1 ); it is more likely to come from the hand

of a close follower (this has no bearing on Cahill’s spe-

cific discussion of the painting). Another misreading,

though less definitive, is the penultimate character of

the Lizong couplet accompanying Ma Lin’s Willows in

Rain (figs. 1.24, 1.25). I suspect that this character,

which Cahill reads as shei
,
“who” or “whom,” is Hang.

“cool,” which creates a more perfect parallel construc-

tion (though an admittedly less interesting reading):

“An evening wind blows away the heat,
/
The fresh rain

ushers in the cool.”

More problematic is Cahill’s relative dismissal of
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the importance of these texts: “The identification of

pre-existing poetic texts—which were often, in any case,

mere springboards from which the painters took flight

—

becomes superfluous, since the paintings in effect gener-

ate their own poetic texts” (p. 47). Cahill’s champion-

ing of the painters’ accomplishments is laudable, but it

need not come at the expense ofwhat can only be con-

sidered a major component of these collaborative ef-

forts. My complaint registers with the final section of

chapter 1, in which the author freely weaves a number

of “textless” paintings into an invented thematic pro-

gram ofreclusion,journey, contemplation, and return.

Since the time ofCahill’s preparation ofthis manuscript,

the textual coordinate to one of the paintings utilized,

the anonymous Drunken Traveler Arriving at Inn (fig.

1.50, mistakenly placed with the Beijing Palace Mu-

seum; it is in the Shanghai Museum), has been identi-

fied as a Huang Tingjian (1045-1 105) poem. The sub-

ject is the Tang poet Du Fu’s drunken return to Flower-

washing Stream in Sichuan Province. 2 Without this in-

formation we can still appreciate the painting, and we

may offer an intelligent guess about the general theme,

but certainly the information that comes with a specific

identification is vital to a full understanding of what is

going on. Song paintings continue to present many

questions regarding iconography and, by consequence,

function and meaning. Our present inability to answer

them is no reason to diminish their importance.

Cahill offers a number of refreshing ideas in chap-

ter 1 related to the practice ofpainting during the South-

ern Song, including the suggestion that the wide range

in quality noticeable in attributions might reflect a broad

base of painting activity that extended outside of the

imperial academy. This meshes nicely with the author’s

attempt to link the popularity of the poetry-painting

phenomenon with the growing affluence and culture of

Hangzhou society. The expansion of printing, which

allowed a wide dissemination of earlier poetry collec-

tions, the proliferation ofpoetry clubs, and the high sta-

tus of poetry-making all must have contributed to po-

etic painting as Cahill defines it. Chapter 2 builds upon

these ideas, leading to one of the book’s main theses

—

that similar socioeconomic factors create similar prac-

tices in painting. Flourishing economic conditions of

the late Ming, in a manner analogous to thirteenth-cen-

tury Hangzhou, allowed the spread ofcultural practices

to a larger community of affluent people, and, among

these, appreciating and composing poetry were primary

in establishing upper-class status. Popularity of the

High Tang style in particular naturally led to the prac-

tice ofcreating paintings based on poems, typically with

evocative Tang couplets added to the scroll. In the best

of cases, Ming artists naturalized the poetic imagery so

the paintings read as firsthand sensory experience.

Zhang Hong, Li Shida, and Sheng Maoye are singled

out for their success in employing highly refined repre-

sentational techniques to make the poetic imagery real.

As in chapter 1, Cahill highlights these artists’ paint-

erly achievements by contrasting them with the “brush-

and-ink” tradition of literati painting. Here, however,

the author stands on firmer ground, and his points are

well taken. Cahill’s demonstration ofhow certain prin-

ciples of the Gongan school of poetry are better real-

ized by Zhang Hong and other Suzhou masters than

by the opposite camp of Dong Qichang and his circle

is food for thought.

Extension of the issues in these first two chapters

to Yosa Buson in chapter 3 is assisted by tangible his-

torical connections between painting in late Ming China

and the development of the Nanga school in Japan.

Again, Cahill works to establish a fundamental differ-

ence between “brush-and-ink” oriented painting, with

its emphasis on specific brush modes of earlier artists’

styles, and a more naturalistic painting capable ofarous-

ing poetic sensations. Here, the latter is almost exclu-

sively limited to a single artist’s late work. The author

skillfully sketches a concise backdrop for his subject by

introducing the rise of Nanga painting—with its con-

cerns for adopting various aspects of Chinese literati

painting—as well as the painters Sakaki Hyakusen

(1697-1752) and Ikeno Taiga (1723-76). The former,

linked to late Ming professionals like Sheng Maoye, is

presented as a forerunner to Buson’s more fully real-

ized poetic painting. The latter is employed primarily

as a subtle contrast—one who utilized Chinese poetry

extensively but whose brilliant images are derived pri-

marily from brush schema and surface effects (as op-

posed to empathy with human experience).

In his lengthy treatment of Buson, Cahill at first

focuses almost entirely on the artist’s allegiance to the

Chinese tradition, to the point where the reader has little

sense of Buson as a Japanese artist. Gradually, poetry

is integrated into the discussion, including some of

Buson’s ideas about haiku, and we begin to gain a sense

of aJapanese artist whose present is largely defined by

interaction with the Chinese past. The greatness of

Buson’s late work is seen as the successful realization

of a cultural shift from a sinophile’s orientation to “a
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naturalization of the Chinese-derived forms into flex-

ible vehicles for conveying the poetry ofeverydayJapa-

nese existence” (p. 166). Utilizing the painterly tech-

niques learned from the late Ming professionals, Buson

created evocative scenes of solitary travelers every bit

as lyrical as those of the Southern Song painters, yet

they seem to be rooted in the immediacy of the haiku

poet’s present. Cahill’s study of Buson provides a sat-

isfying conclusion to The Lyric Journey. If the begin-

ning of the book is stymied by too many unknowns,

too many knotty issues surrounding the emergence of

Cahill’s “poetic painting,” the end delivers the kind of

specific detail needed to validate the author’s argument.

The LyricJourney ultimately proves to be a strangely

compelling trek across time and cultures. The poetic

subject that forms the center ofjames Cahill’s attention

remains stubbornly vague and difficult to define, despite

the author’s many good attempts, but the paintings that

he singles out for giving it visual expression constitute a

discreefly related body of art. Identifying this group of

paintings, analyzing its shared characteristics, and not-

ing the repeated socioeconomic conditions that allowed

it to reappear in different times and milieus all add up to

an impressive achievement, and one upon which further

researches will be able to develop. Hopefully, however,

those who follow up on the insights and research pre-

sented here will perceive the strongly polemical charac-

ter ofthe book as something that need not be carried fur-

ther. Recognizing the achievements ofthose skilled pro-

fessional painters who understood the art ofmaking vi-

sually compelling scenes is one thing. Elevating them by

simultaneously pulling down the brush-and-ink oriented

literati—pompous and unskilled as they may occasion-

ally have been—is another.

NOTES

1 . This is an involved issue too complex to detail here, but I

discuss it at length in “The Donkey Rider as Icon: Li Cheng

and Early Chinese Landscape Painting,” Artibus Asiae 55.1/2

(1995): 43-97.

2. Huang Tingjian, “Lao Du Wanhuaxi tu yin” (A Song of the

Portrait ofOld Du at Flower-washing Stream), Shanguji
,
waiji

,

Siku quanshu ed. (rpt. Shanghai, 1987),jwaw 4, 23b-24a. The

poem is translated by Ronald Egan in “Poems on Paintings: Su

Shih and Huang T’ing-chien,” The HarvardJournal ofAsiatic

Studies 43 (December 1983): 447-48. See my “Donkey Rider

as Icon,” 47-48, for the identification of this fan.

PETER C. STURMAN

Arts ofKorea. Edited byJudith G. Smith, with es-

says by Chung Yang-mo, Ahn Hwi-joon, Yi Song-

mi, Kim Lena, Kim Hongnam, Pak Youngsook,

andJonathan W. Best. 512 pages, 350 illustrations,

1 48 in color. New York: Metropolitan Museum of

Art, 1998. $50.00 hardcover.

W hen i agreed to undertake this review, I

assumed I could simply assess the utility of

this catalogue as a textbook for a survey

course in Korean art history. It contains numerous beau-

tiful color plates of objects included in the exhibition,

supplemented by monochrome illustrations that offer

quite comprehensive coverage ofseveral major areas of

Korean art. So far, so good. But when I read the seven

essays, I quickly realized that they ranged from basic

historical surveys to highly technical art-historical schol-

arship. Consequently this review will necessarily oscil-

late between wide extremes on the spectrum of schol-

arly discourse.

Jonathan W. Best’s “Profile of the Korean Past”

brilliantly summarizes key issues in Korea’s cultural and

political development from the Neolithic through the

early twentieth century in twenty-three pages. Yet many

ofhis sentences are so packed with information that stu-

dents will have a hard time appreciating their full sig-

nificance. Since Best is especially known for his detailed

analyses ofdiplomatic missions between China and the

courts of Three Kingdoms Korea, it is not surprising

that his discussion of these exchanges is particularly

interesting. Regrettably, however, Best’s essay lacks

footnotes, and the catalogue’s skimpy bibliography

omits even his major study of Six Dynasties/Three

Kingdoms diplomacy.

A lengthy chapter on ceramic art by Chung Yang-

mo reflects the preeminent status ofpottery within Ko-

rean visual culture. This chapter not only explains Ko-

rean pottery production from the Neolithic through the

Choson dynasty; it also provides a historical survey that

complements and, for the earlier periods, enlarges upon

Best’s. In his survey ofThree Kingdoms pottery, Chung

dwells on the fascinating pottery tradition ofKaya, sug-

gesting that human representations on Kaya pieces may

have influenced the Japanese haniwa tradition. For

Paekche he emphasizes the remarkable architectural

tiles with landscape representations. Surprisingly, how-

ever, he has little to say about Silla pottery. Rather than

drawing tenuous connections betweeen Kaya pottery

and haniwa
,
he might better have discussed the
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overwhelming impact of Silla pottery on the Sue ware

of Kofun-period Japan.

For the Koryo period Chung concentrates on the

magnificent celadon wares. After pointing to their ori-

gin in Chinese Yue wares, he examines various decora-

tive techniques, emphasizing inlaid decoration under

the glaze
(
sanggam ), a unique achievement of Korean

potters. Chung also proposes that underglaze copper-

red decoration was a Korean invention. Discussing the

yellow or brown celadons with iron-oxide painting, he

insists that these wares, produced at the same time as

the green-blue celadons, should be regarded not as evi-

dence of decline but as wares fashioned for a different

category of consumer. I would have liked more ex-

amples of such “ceramic sociology,” clarifying the so-

cial class ofconsumers and functions of the pottery.

Chung’s section on the Choson period regrettably

repeats historical material already lucidly treated by Best

and thus allocates only six pages to ceramics. He de-

votes more of these few pages to porcelain (paekcha
)

than to Punch’ong, which I consider one of the glories

ofthe Korean ceramic tradition. Perhaps Chung is striv-

ing to shift the balance from the popular Punch’ong

ware to porcelains, which have often been placed in the

shadow of the Chinese porcelain tradition.

Kim Lena’s essay on Buddhist sculpture is so rich

in data and insight that it is difficult to summarize briefly.

Her long discussion of the Three Kingdoms period

begins with a well-known early gilt-bronze Buddha (her

fig. 1), which she thinks “might be a copy of a Chinese

figure of the late fourth or early fifth century,” despite

the usual—and more likely—hypothesis that it was im-

ported from China. Her decision not to subdivide her

Three Kingdoms account into specific kingdoms was

probably wise but creates some confusion. For example,

the small soapstone seated Buddha (fig. 3) from Paekche

appears before the earlier standing Buddha (fig. 5) from

Koguryo.

Kim’s detailed treatment of the Unified Silla is gen-

erally far easier to follow than the Three Kingdoms sec-

tion, no doubt in part because ofthe better understood

stylistic evolution of the later period. Her dating of the

Buddha Triad plaque (pi. 66) to ca. 680, however,

seems to me a little early. As her discussion moves into

the eighth century, there are a number ofdatable monu-

ments, and the interrelationship between Tang ele-

ments and indigenous Silla traits becomes clearer, cul-

minating in the magnificent Sokkuram complex. Fi-

nally, Kim’s thorough discussion ofBuddhist sculpture

during the Koryo and Choson periods is especially

welcome since most surveys of Koryo and Choson art

focus on painting, ceramics, and metalwork.

Ahn Hwi-joon, a senior specialist in Korean paint-

ing studies, limits his discussion ofpainting to the land-

scape genre, certainly a defensible focus given the im-

portance of the landscape tradition in Korea. Particu-

larly interesting is his decision to devote nearly halfhis

essay to the evidence for landscape painting during the

pre-Choson periods since we tend to think of Korean

landscape painting as primarily a Choson dynasty phe-

nomenon.

Alin opens his discussion of the early Choson dy-

nasty with his own specialty, the preeminent painter

An Kyon. Unfortunately, this section is somewhat trun-

cated, presumably because ofKim Hongnam’s chapter

on An Kyon. Interestingly, Ahn cites Eight Views ofthe

Four Seaso?is as a work “by the master himself or an

immediate follower” (p. 311), whereas Kim (pp. 391-

92) seems skeptical about this attribution. Similarly, he

considers the set ofalbum leaves Eight Views oftheXiao

a?id Xiang Rivers
,
captioned “attributed to An Kyon”

(pi. 83), as a “continuation” ofAn Kyon’s style in the

sixteenth century, while Kim remains silent about the

set. As a result, students will experience some difficulty

in formulating a clear image ofAn Kyon’s art. Ahn also

discusses other important early artists, including Yang

P’aeng-son, Kang Hui-an, and Yi Sang-jwa, and makes

insightful comments about Choson-Muromachi rela-

tions. He goes on to consider the continued impact of

the An Kyon style from 1550 to 1700, as well as the

significant effects ofthe Zhe school ofthe Ming dynasty

and of Southern school ideology on Korean painting

during that time. His section on the late Choson dy-

nasty gives short shrift to its most important artist,

Chong Son, probably because of Yi Song-mi’s contri-

bution. Ahn concludes by tracing some important de-

velopments in nineteenth-century landscape painting,

focusing on such artists as Cho Hui-ryong, Chon Ki,

and Chang Sung-op.

Inevitably overlapping with Ahn’s discussion are

two highly technical essays on important issues in

Choson dynasty painting: Yi Song-mi’s analysis of the

“true-view” tradition and Kim Hongnam’s attribution

oftwo landscape paintings in the Metropolitan Museum
ofArt to An Kyon. Yi’s essay, treating a much-discussed

theme in Korean art history, is bound to have a strong

impact on the field. She analyzes both the artistic

background of the “true-view” tradition—that is, the
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representation ofactual scenes in Korea—and its intel-

lectual foundations in Chinese philosophy and art

theory, as well as later intellectual developments in

Korea, especially the School of Practical Learning

(sirhak). Yi dwells on Chong Son’s depiction of the

Diamond Mountains but also takes up such other eigh-

teenth-century artists as Kang Se-hwang and Kim Hong-

do, as well as relevant nineteenth-century painters.

Kim Hongnam’s attribution oftwo landscapes in the

Met to An Kyon is more problematic. Although readers

can glean a basic image ofAn Kyon’s art from this dis-

cussion, the emphasis here is on a very specific problem

of attribution and connoisseurship. (I must state that I

find the An Kyon attribution for these paintings highly

unlikely, although a review does not allow adequate

space for detailed argumentation.) This essay—and, to

an extent, Yi’s as well—belongs more in the scholarly

journals aimed at specialists than in a museum catalogue.

Neither essay can be read adequately without a strong

background in East Asian painting.

In some respects the most challenging and useful

essay in the volume is Pak Youngsook’s “The Korean

Art Collection in the Metropolitan Museum of Art,”

which lays out a number of important developments

from Three Kingdoms to Choson. These include a

more extensive discussion of Silla pottery than

Chung’s and an excellent analysis of Silla earrings.

The core of Pak’s essay, however, is a detailed survey

of the arts of the Koryo period, based on the Met col-

lection. She makes the stimulating suggestion that a

lacquer three-lobed box with mother-of-pearl and tor-

toise shell decor may have contained incense rather

than cosmetics. She provides a good discussion of

Koryo celadons. And she convincingly dates a fine

Maebyong with inlaid design ofcranes and clouds (pi.

18) to the second halfofthe twelfth century, although

the caption for the illustration (“late 13th-early 14th

century”) follows Chung’s dating. Students will ben-

efit greatly from Pak’s mini-monograph (pp. 423-39)

on Koryo Buddhist paintings, including her exposi-

tion ofBuddhist doctrine and painting techniques and

painstaking analyses of the iconography and style of

various examples.

Pak’s final section, on the Choson dynasty, takes

up Buddhist painting, ceramics, and landscape paint-

ing, dating Wild Geese Descending to Sandbar (pi. 85)

to the late fifteenth century while noting that Kim

Hongnam has dated it to the sixteenth century. Gener-

ally speaking, Pak seems more judicious about dating

and attribution than Kim, but these issues beg for fur-

ther discussion in a scholarly context.

In sum, despite its superb color illustrations and

much interesting material in the essays, this volume is

not entirely appropriate as an undergraduate textbook.

Many chapters, for example, cite sources mainly in Ko-

rean even when English sources, such as articles in Ko-

rean Culture
,
are readily available. Nevertheless, the cata-

logue will serve well as a reference for important monu-

ments, while individual essays should interest a wide

range of scholars concerned with Korean art history.

DONALD F. MCCALLUM

Indian Block-Printed Textiles in Egypt: The

Newberry Collection in the Ashmolean Museum,

Oxford. By Ruth Barnes. Volume 1 (Text): 138pp.,

43 color plates, 32 b/w illustrations, maps, figures,

tables, glossary, bibliography. Volume 2 (Cata-

logue): 379 pp., 1,226 b/w illustrations, index.

Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1997. £290.

I
N 1992 ruth Barnes began to study more than

1,200 textile fragments donated in 1946 by the

Egyptologist Percy Newberry to the Ashmolean

Museum, Oxford. Although many other museums pos-

sess similar block-printed Indian textiles, all their col-

lections are small, whereas the Newberry collection’s

enormous range provided Barnes with a unique oppor-

tunity for comparative analysis and a reappraisal ofsuch

material, first seriously discussed by R. Pfister in the

1930s. As Indian textiles have not survived the climate

of India, those found in Egypt provide vital material

evidence of the pre-European Indian fabric trade to

back up historical and art-historical knowledge.

After explaining her approach to categorizing and

conserving the collection, Barnes sets out, in readable

style, the background to the Newberry collection and

previous research into Indian printed textiles; she in-

cludes such problems of terminology as the overuse of

the blanket term “Fustat textiles.” She then tackles the

question ofdating the textiles. Fifteen carefully selected

examples were subjected to carbon 14 analysis; most

confirmed the author’s hypotheses and will provide mate-

rial useful for comparison with similar textiles, but some

threw up results that will surprise textile historians.
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Two fragments turned out to date from the eleventh

century (and another is even older), earlier than the

dates generally assumed for such fabrics, and a similar

result appeared when an Indian textile traded to South-

east Asia was examined. These findings will no doubt

stimulate more carbon 14 analyses of historical textiles

in the future, perhaps leading to new appraisals and

further surprises.

The two chapters concerning textile technology

and related terminology are central to the subject and

provide the pivot ofBarnes’s cataloguing sequence. The

first of these chapters examines the distribution of cul-

tivated cotton, followed by a definition ofthe structural

characteristics—that is, the spin and weave—common
to all the Indian textiles in the Newberry collection. The

second chapter tackles the contentious issue of defin-

ing “block-printed” textiles, which have been referred

to variously by specialists as “resist-dyed,” “mordant-

dyed,” “resist-printed,” and so on. Because of the fun-

damental chemical difference between indigo blue and

red dyestuffs, Barnes in her catalogue legitimately dif-

ferentiates the Indian textiles by color and, by exten-

sion therefore, by patterning technique. Those that are

blue were produced by the “resist” process, in which

parts not intended to be dyed are reserved by mechani-

cal means before the cloth is dyed. (This is commonly

known as “batik,” although this term too is confusing

as it implies Javanese-type hot wax-resist methods

rather than, say, block-printing with a mud-based

paste.) Patterns on the red textiles relied on the chemi-

cal reaction between an applied mordant and the red

dyestuff, whose source is madder or morinda. Whether

the thickened mordant is printed or applied to a cloth

already printed with a mechanical resist, the red dye

can only bond with the fibers that have been treated

with a mordant. Since “resist-dyeing” is such an um-

brella term, Barnes uses such clear descriptions as

“block-printed resist, mordant applied, dyed red” in

the catalogue. Many of the Newberry fragments com-

bine red and blue, making the unraveling of their dye-

ing sequence even more complicated. In this chapter it

is apparent that Barnes benefited enormously from vis-

its to block printers of Rajasthan and Gujarat (which I

happily shared with her in 1994). One family in Kutch

provided an exceptionally strong sense of continuity

with a centuries-old tradition. This journey also gave

Barnes further insights into the repertory of designs

found on the Indian textiles, which are examined in the

next two chapters. The influence ofHindu, Buddhist,

Jain, and Islamic iconography all played their part in

the cultural melting pot.

On the question ofprovenance, Barnes looks first

at the small group of non-Indian textiles in the

Newberry collection. A reader unfamiliar with Islamic

textile history might infer from this section that Middle

Eastern textile technology lagged behind that of India

in the medieval period and beyond, when in fact its tex-

tile industry was based on a highly sophisticated tech-

nical knowledge of fibers, dyes, and weaving. But

Barnes’s prime concern (hence the title of the book) is

with the bulk of the collection, clearly manufactured in

northwest India and traded to Egypt via the ports of

Gujarat.

The final chapters examine the function ofthe tex-

tiles and Indian Ocean textile trade. Remains of stitch-

ing and tabs, the quality of cotton, and the overall de-

signs provide clear evidence that export block-printed

textiles were used both as utilitarian dress material and

for domestic furnishing. Their role in an international

trading network that stretched from the Mediterranan

to the Far East is fascinating. In present-day Yemen,

also visited by Barnes during the course ofher research,

one can still see the strong influences ofboth India and

the Far East, in textiles and in architecture. Trade spe-

cifically between India and Southeast Asia is discussed

separately by Barnes, whose expertise on Indonesian

textiles is particularly strong.

The second volume consists ofthe exhaustive cata-

logue, each block-printed textile being illustrated in

black and white although classified according to color.

To appreciate the colors the reader has to turn to the

plates at the end ofvolume 1 . Considering the prohibi-

tive price of the two volumes, placing them out ofrange

of most individual purchasers, it is surprising that the

quality of the illustrations in volume 2 is mediocre and

that the number of color plates allowed in volume 1 is

rather meager. The overall enterprise, however, has al-

ready become a standard work of reference for textile

historians, providing as it does such a rich body of

material now so substantially reexamined, as well as

further illuminating the exciting subject ofIndian Ocean

textile trade, especially in the pre-European period.

JENNY BALFOUR-PAUL
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The Religions Imagery ofKhajuraho. By Bevangana

Desai. 270 pp., 224 illustrations, maps, 18 draw-

ings, appendices, bibliography, glossary, index.

Mumbai: Franco-Indian Research Pvt. Ltd., 1996.

Out of print.

I
T IS DIFFICULT to capture how King Bhanga

(950-99) felt on the day that the Laksmana temple

was consecrated at Khajuraho. Had he embraced

a division ofVisnu worship associated with an imported

icon from the Kashmir region that was installed in the

sanctum? Is this branch ofVaisnavism then the key to

unlocking the iconography of one of India’s most cel-

ebrated monuments? Bevangana Besai probes such

profound questions and others in a book that is a “must-

read” for students of medieval north India.

Besai’s overarching aim is to illuminate the distinc-

tive religious environment that molded the Candella

patrons and guided the conceptions of three major

temples at Khajuraho. Readers will recognize many of

her arguments from no fewer than fifteen articles that

have appeared since 1982. Nonetheless, this mono-

graph unites diverse topics under a single cover and is

therefore indispensable.

Since Kliajuraho’s discovery by Europeans in the

nineteenth century, the list of authors touching upon

the site reads like a Who’s Who in Indian Art History
,

from Alexander Cunningham to Stella Kramrisch. The

most recent work on Khajuraho is Shobita Punja’s The

Divine Ecstacy— The Story ofKhajuraho (
1 992), which

claims that the mythical marriage of Siva and Pärvati

inspired much of its imagery. In rebutting this thesis,

Besai points out that only six of the thousands ofsculp-

tures at Khajuraho depict this union.

A chapter on religion sets the stage for Besai’s

analysis of the three monuments. Motivating the

Candella kings was not only Puränic Hinduism but also

two other traditions, Pancarätra and the Saiva Sid-

dhänta, both labeled Tantric. For the former, key evi-

dence is the Laksmana temple inscription of A.D. 954

describing a Vaikuntha image, perhaps in metal, origi-

nally obtained from the Kashmir region but replaced

by a locally produced sandstone Vaikuntha more than

a hundred years later. Inasmuch as Vaikunfhas in Kash-

mir are associated with a special branch of the

Pancarätras (Kashmirägama), Besai seeks in this tradi-

tion the religious underpinnings ofthe monument. She

explains facets of the temple by citing both Pahcarätra

texts and sources that are thought to reveal Pahcarätra

influence, from the standard Puränas to the Mahä-

bhärata. Her most persuasive argument is the choice

ofthe three deities assigned to the sanctum’s outer wall

facing the enclosed circumambulatory path: Hayagriva

(north), Varäha (south), and Nrsimha (west). This trio

is a key to Pahcarätra doctrine since Hayagriva can be

identified with the Supreme Näräyana and Varäha and

Nrsimha are two of the emanations
(
vyühas

)
of Para

Väsudeva, deriving from Näräyana. Curiously, the dis-

position of the lion and boar faces of the enshrined

Vaikuntha does not conform to the location ofNrsimha

and Varäha on the sanctum’s outer wall; Hayagriva

could have been placed on the west wall and the posi-

tions of the two avatäras reversed, but such concep-

tual integration was eschewed for unexplained reasons.

Above the three images are small reliefs featuring

Vi§nu expounding to celestial sages; two panels show

Visnu seated above his fish (north) and tortoise (south)

manifestations, a reference to the two avatäras teach-

ing the sages, which Besai brilliantly relates to texts.

But the fish and tortoise by themselves play no central

role in Pancarätra doctrine, leaving their selection for

this pivotal position unexplained. Perhaps this choice

echoes certain north Indian Visvarüpa images featur-

ing four principal animal heads (fish, tortoise, boar, and

lion). Significantly, the sole Visvarüpa image at

Khajuraho, placed at the very terminus of the inner

circumambulatory path, displays these same four heads

(although fish and tortoise are not visible in the photo-

graph). Besai overlooks the connection between the fish

and the tortoise on the Visvarüpa sculpture and their

appearance again on the sanctum’s outer wall, but I sus-

pect that these two avatäras have been highlighted be-

cause they generally head the list of avatäras and thus

visually express the logical progression from the vyühas

to the avatäras. Besai offers reasons for the inclusion of

twelve panels on the sanctum wall depicting scenes of

Krsna’s childhood, but their presence perhaps reflects

the fact that Krsna is one part ofNäräyana’s fourfold form.

While the imagery of the Laksmana temple does

not perfectly reflect Pancarätra precepts, enough cor-

respondences exist to suggest that these broad Vaiçnava

beliefs underlie its conception. To the degree that

Pancarätra doctrine influenced Puränic Vaiçnavism, it is

difficult to claim that the temple’s patron or builders had

received formal initiation into a Pancarätra sect, either

based in north India or specifically tied to the Kashmir-

ägama. For example, the type of close correspondence

between Pancarätra doctrine and the well-known Bevasar
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metal image-frame from Kashmir is nowhere evident at

Khaijuraho (see D. M. Srinivasan, with Lore Sander,

East and West, n.s. 47.1-4 [1997]: 105-70).

Desai attributes the inspiration for the eleventh-

century Kandariya Mahadeva temple to the Saiva

Siddhäntins. This Saiva lineage arose outside the

Candella realm in central Madhya Pradesh and by the

tenth century was patronized largely by the Kalacuris,

a dynasty bordering the Candellas to the south. Since

the Kandariya temple is without its donative inscrip-

tion, its Siddhänta affiliation rests heavily on two unique

sculptures at Khajuraho of a seated, four-legged Siva

with six heads. One is placed in a niche surrounding

the sanctum; the findspot of the other is unknown, but

an inscription on it names the image as Sadäsiva. The

occurrence ofthe same term in a south Indian Siddhänta

text and at least one Pnräna makes it difficult to claim

an exclusive connection with the Siddhäntins. More-

over, this form ofSiva occurs in no iconographie manu-

als. The inscribed Sadäsiva reveals the donor as Urdva-

Siva, whose name alone suggests possible connections

with the Siddhändn ascetics known from epigraphs

outside the Candella kingdom. In the basement niches

framing the temple are the Seven Mothers. The order

in which the sculptures appear conforms to a Siddhänta

text but also agrees with Puränic sources. Indeed, in-

sofar as this sequence is rather standard throughout

north India, its value as a predictive tool is limited.

Desai rightly associates the Chausath Yogini temple

with “mainstream Puränic tradition” and not the Saiva

Siddhänta. She accepts the traditional date for the

temple, ca. 900, but this could be reevaluated in view

of the figurai style of the three extant yoginis. The

unpretendous dimensions ofthis open-air temple, its sim-

plicity, and its granite construction have probably mis-

led researchers to ascribe it to a phase preceding the larger

sandstone temples beginning in the mid-tenth century.

It must also be asked why so few images of

Vaikunffia (five) and Sadäsiva (two) are present at

Khajuraho if these deities were so central? (The pau-

city of “marriage” scenes rightly prompted Desai to

challenge Punja’s thesis.) Also, are the many medieval

Vaikunfha images found outside the Candella realm in

north India inspired by a formal Pancarätra system?Why
are there no similar images of Sadäsiva at established

Kalacuri Siddhänta sites, such as Gurgi, Chandrehe, and

Bilhari? Moreover, five deides central to this Saiva group

are specifically noted in a tenth-century Kalacuri

Siddhänta epigraph (Siva, Sakti, Kärttikeya, Sarasvati,

and Ganesa) but are not stressed as a group at the

Kandariya temple or elsewhere at Khajuraho.

More critically, however, if Siddhänta and Parica-

rätra ascetics or royal priests
(
räjagurus

)
had been in-

fluential at Khajuraho, there was ample room in the

dynasty’s epigraphic record to acknowledge their pres-

ence. But the lengthy inscriptions at Khajuraho and

other Candella sites contain not even indirect references

to these two Hindu divisions or other groups. This situ-

ation contrasts with the Kalacuri inscriptions listing

donations ofSiddhändn stone monasteries and temples.

Other Kalacuri inscriptions demonstrate support ofthe

Päsupatas. In western India certain families, such as the

Guhilas, made grants to the Päsupatas. In general, how-

ever, medieval dynasties, including the Candellas, did

not patronize specific Hindu groups. Desai acknowl-

edges that “no records are available of donations to

temple or religious gurus as in the case ofneighbouring

dynasties” (p. 51).

One Candella inscripdon recording the construc-

don ofa temple porch by a king’sguru orders, en passant
,

the temple officers and Päsupatas to honor the grant. Had

the guru himself been allied to a specific sect, it is un-

likely that he would have forgone the opportunity to ex-

press it. Moreover, the temple was located at Kalinjar, a

sacred center that probably attracted diverse ascetic

groups, as it does today. Desai’s admission that this is

the only Candella inscripdon referring to Hindu sects

makes it hard to believe that Pancarätra and Saiva

Siddhänta religious groups played a significant role at

Khajuraho. The majority of dynastic families remained

alooffrom these sects, perhaps shrewdly realizing that if

they subsidized one, daey would soon be pushed to sup-

port others. In fact, the Candellas may have eschewed

the Siddhäntins, probably knowing that this sect was

patronized by the Kalacuris, a dynasty that the Khajuraho

kings boasted to have vanquished in the Laksmana in-

scription. I believe that an inclusive “Puränic” Hindu-

ism was adopted by medieval dynasties, including the

Candellas and even the Kalacuris, who were unquestion-

ably influenced by the Siddhäntins. The author’s abun-

dant references to the Puränas and the Mahäbhärata to

explain Khajuraho confirm this suspicion.

Despite these minor observations, Desai’s book has

loosened many of the most tighdy ried Gordian knots

enveloping the Khajuraho temples. Her analytical acu-

men makes this study a lasting contribution.

DONALD M. STADTNER
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Islamic Inscriptions. By Sheila S. Blair. 241 + xii

pp., b/w and color illustrations. New York: New
York University Press, 1998. $59.95 hardcover.

Writing Signs: The Fatimid Public Text. By Irene

A. Bierman. 214 + xvi pp., b/w illustrations. Ber-

keley: University ofCalifornia Press, 1998. $50.00

hardcover; $20.00 paper.

Islamic Ornament. By Eva Baer. 160 + xvpp., b/w

and color illustrations. New York: New York Uni-

versity Press, 1998. $49.95 hardcover.

M ost recent books on Islamic art have

been either broad surveys of the entire field

intended for undergraduates or exhibition

catalogues intended for the educated public. The publi-

cation of three fairly specialized books in Islamic art in

the same year is therefore a happy event that demonstrates

continued vigor in the field. The books represent a re-

cent trend in which scholars of Islamic art increasingly

focus on its calligraphic and ornamental aspects as op-

posed to their earlier preoccupation with documentation,

patronage, and iconography. Building on the huge

corpuses of Islamic inscriptions and on the somewhat

sketchier compilations ofornamental features, these writ-

ers attempt in varying degrees to move beyond documen-

tation and taxonomies into the realm of interpretation.

Since middle-ranging books such as these are still

relatively uncommon in Islamic art, audience must have

been an important consideration for writers and pub-

lishers alike. Specialists in Islamic art are a relatively

small group, so one must ask about the nature of the

target audience for these books and also the possibility

that others outside this group might benefit from them.

The books by Blair and Baer began as Kevorkian Lec-

tures, a yearly series at New York University by senior

scholars ofIslamic art and architecture. They therefore

share a similar physical format and intellectual perspec-

tive, largely determined by the sequence ofthe lectures,

although Blair’s has clearly benefited from further edit-

ing and reformulation. Likewise, their scope is broad

but not comprehensive, apparently aiming at special-

ists and nonspecialists alike. Although Bierman’s book

is more specialized and more demanding of the reader,

it also seems to have been edited with a broader audi-

ence in mind. Such a concern might in itself explain

why a book on the Fatimid inscriptions of Cairo bears

a sixth-century Greek inscription on its cover.

But casting a wide net is not as unproblematic as it

might seem. It does not suffice to throw in some basic

introductory observations—“Arabic is an alphabetical

language” “written from right to left”—then move on

to extremely specialized points. Some sense of consis-

tent scale and appropriate tone is required in order to

mitigate the inevitable struggle between clarity and com-

plexity, general and specific. Unfortunately, neither Baer

nor Blair succeeds in dfis sense: their books are not manu-

als for the uninitiated but rather series of detailed and

nearly independent essays that showcase the enormous

erudition ofthe two scholars. Bierman, who has an easier

task to begin with, only sporadically achieves an appro-

priate level of discourse; more often, her discussion is

marred by opacity and unnecessary repetition.

The books are quite divergent in method. Baer is

entirely oblivious to methodological questions, artlessly

listing totally irreconcilable views with no comment

about their relative interpretive merit or connection to

her own approach. Thus, Dimand’s taxonomies,

Kiihnel’s positivism, Ardalan’s occultic essentialism,

and Nasr’s fundamentalism (pp. 4-5, 89) are placed side

by side despite their radically opposed views about the

development and especially the meaning of Islamic or-

nament. Furthermore, Baer’s bibliography seems to

stop around 1985, dismissing Grabar’s, Necipoglu’s

and my own recent work. Blair’s generally positivist

approach is enlivened by occasional iconographie in-

terpretations, rigorously based on specific case studies

she had already published. Bierman’s tack is the most

original; she shuns the positivist and essentialist ap-

proaches previously applied to the study ofArabic writ-

ing and dwells exclusively on its semiotic dimension,

or more simply on the question of meaning in written

forms. Although such a critical stance is indeed refresh-

ing, the author’s insistence on a new language for de-

scribing written forms and her tendency to overinflate

the importance of quite mundane calligraphic features

do little to further her argument. As every inscription

becomes a “writing sign” and all “concentric rings”

acquire eschatological dimensions, the book takes on a

cubic quality that could alienate many casual readers.

The main strength of Blair’s Islamic Inscriptions

is her discussion of medieval Iranian inscriptions on

buildings, textiles, and minor arts. Detailed analyses of

the Shroud of St. Josse (pp. 4-5), the graffiti on some

ancient Persian monuments (pp. 46-48), and even the

controversial Buyid silks (pp. 1 7 1 -74) all underline her

vast knowledge of medieval Iranian dynastic history,

titulature, and epigraphy. These sections are crammed

with references to little-known events and obscure
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dynasts

—

Abu Mançür Bakhtekin, for example—about

whom even specialists remain ignorant. It is not entirely

clear how these specialized case studies contribute to

an overall understanding ofthe fonction or significance

ofpublic inscriptions in the medieval Islamic world.

Blair focuses primarily on the informative and

iconographie content ofinscriptions but largely ignores

the significance oftheir form. Reacting to my work (pub-

lished in Ars Orientalis 21 [1991], 24 [1994], and 29

[1999]) and possibly also Bierman’s, she rejects any

significance or intendonality in the quite dramatic

changes of calligraphic forms or public texts. Accord-

ing to her, Arabic public writing changed continuously

and seamlessly through internal processes whose course

can be described and classified but not explained. Thus,

floriated Kufic, the pride of Fatimid epigraphy, may

have begun in Ikhshidid inscriptions (pp. 58-59), and

cursive public inscriptions can be traced to earlier east

Iranian coinage (p. 16).

Quite emphatically, she writes (p. 57) that “at-

tempts to impute political motivations to stylistic

changes, however enticing, are wrong, for they are not

grounded in an accurate knowledge of the epigraphic

material. They overlook significant specimens, omit

material that does not fit with preconceived hypotheses,

and disregard events that occurred elsewhere.” What

is at stake here is not so much overlooked materials but

my choice to define the problem in terms of the trans-

formation ofpublic and official inscriptions while plac-

ing most tomb inscriptions, which clearly belong to a

lower and less public type of patronage, outside my
main field of investigation. Within these parameters, it

seems abundantly clear that despite the earlier exist-

ence ofscattered tomb inscriptions written in an incon-

sistent floriated Kufic style (Tabbaa, 1994, fig. 1), it

was the Fatimids who systematized this script and re-

cast it as the official and public script of the dynasty.

Similarly, cursive writing was minimally used in

some tenth-century east Iranian coins (Tabbaa, 1994,

fig. 8a-b), but the actual transformation of public in-

scriptions from floriated Kufic to cursive was not ef-

fected until the middle of the twelfth century. Coins, in

fact, present a variety of palaeographic problems that

make them poor indicators for parallel changes in pub-

lic inscriptions. Thus, even in Syria, where Nur al-Din

may have mandated the use of cursive public inscrip-

tions around 1 150, the earliest coins with folly cursive

legends do not begin until thirty years later.

Blair (p. 57) mistakenly suggests that my interpre-

tation of the switch from angular to cursive public in-

scriptions is based on Bierman andJumc
ah. Bierman’s

interpretation ofFatimid public writing, as I note in this

review, relies far more than mine on Fatimid esoteric

texts and numerological symbolism. Likewise, my work
is only tangentially related tojum'ah, an obscure Egyp-

tian scholar whose studies of Kufic epigraphy deserve

more credit than they have received. Rather, my work,

like Blair’s, is ultimately founded on van Berchem and

Herzfeld, both of whom posited an intimate connec-

tion between the switch from angular to cursive public

scripts and the Sunni revival. If anything, I have at-

tempted to historicize their sweeping conclusions by

pointing out differential change in various regions and

by more intimately linking the process to contempo-

rary historical sources and treatises. In other words,

Blair and I have the same heroes, but we have chosen

to develop different aspects or conclusions in their

works. Blair goes straight to their positivist groundings,

while I develop some oftheir vague conclusions regard-

ing the reasons for changes in medieval Islamic calli-

graphic and ornamental forms.

None of the three books contains any Arabic tran-

scriptions of inscriptions or pious formulas, a curious

omission in view of the accessibility ofArabic word pro-

cessing. Among other things, using the original Arabic

text might have avoided transliteration errors in Arabic

inscriptions, which especially plague Blair’s book. For

example, there are three mistakes in the transliteration

of a single line from an eleventh-century ceramic bowl

(p. 8): “Yäqälu [yuqälu] qad kha^ara man istaghâniya

[istaghnä] birä’yah [bira’yili]” (correct form in square

brackets). At least seven other errors could be cited.

Baer’s much shorter book (about sixty pages oftext)

is divided into four ambiguously tided chapters— “The

Motifs and Their Transformation,” “The Formation of

Order: Creating Overall Patterns,” “The Meaning ofOr-

nament,” and “Principles and Concepts”— that serve as

receptacles for various quite unrelated discussions. For

example, “The Meaning ofOrnament” mainly discusses

medieval figurai iconography, one of Baer’s specialties

but not one that direedy pertains to the question ofmean-

ing in ornamental forms. Overall, Baer shows a distinct

bias toward the figurai over the nonfigural; in fact, even

her discussion of vegetal and geometric ornament em-

phasizes their function as framing devices for figurai ele-

ments, such as continuous arcades or whirls and stars.

On the other hand, she is strangely silent about the ques-

tion ofmeaning in the most common and original forms
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of Islamic ornament—arabesque, geometric patterns,

and the muqarnas—aspects that Grabar, Necipoglu,

and I have recently discussed.

Baer’s positivist, developmental approach is largely

indifferent to differential developments in ornament and

its sudden transformations (e.g., the muqarnas dome).

For example, she notes (p. 17) that in late tenth-cen-

tury Fatimid Cairo, “floral elements form separate

units,” whereas slightly later marble slabs from Ghazna

“are merged by half-palmettes and create a new design

termed by Scerrato ‘arabesque candelabras’,” without

stopping to ask why that should be the case.

Bierman discusses meaning in the Fatimid public

inscriptions of Cairo. Arguing at length that the

Fatimids were the first Islamic dynasty to make “writ-

ing a significant public art,” she dedicates much of the

rest of her book to a detailed, multilayered discussion

of the semiotic dimension ofFatimid public texts, their

connection with Fatimid political ideology, and their

resonance within a diverse urban population. “Mean-

ing,” she writes (p. 15), “is not completely contained

in the writing itselfbut, rather, grows in the web ofcon-

textual relationships woven between the official writ-

ing, the patrons, the range of the beholders, and the

established contexts in which writing was placed.”

Public writing, Bierman elaborates, has multiple

dimensions: a territorial function, intended to delimit

the seigniorial domain of the dynasty; a referential or

informational dimension that pertains to specific his-

torical figures or events; and an aesthetic or symbolic

dimension that is largely based on the actual form and

placement of public inscriptions. The first two func-

tions are quite straightforward and can be applied to

the public texts of other dynasties. But the symbolic

dimension, which is more inherently Fatimid, requires

further scrutiny. Were these elaborate floriated Kufic

inscriptions, as Bierman writes, intended to “com-

municatfe] meaning to the beholder,” or were they in-

stead intended only to suggest the existence of mean-

ing shrouded within the ambiguity ofthe script? Coun-

tering the view that floriated Kufic was “inherently dif-

ficult to decipher” (p. 110), Bierman argues that the

content of the script was legible to the educated public

through context and certain recognizable phrases. But

such hair-splitting misses the point, for floriated Kufic

was notjust difficult to decipher; it embodied the very

idea ofambiguity. What was special about Fatimid prac-

tice, therefore, was not simply “the systematic display”

ofpublic texts but also that these texts were written in a

deliberately ambiguous script that was effectively created

by the Fatimids for that purpose. Thus, the image of the

message is made tantalizingly accessible, but its secrets

are encoded within a nearly indecipherable script. This

simultaneity ofvisibility and incomprehension, ofinclu-

siveness and exclusiveness, underlines the intentions of

a dynasty that always seems divided between its messi-

anic purposes and its encrypted messages.

Chapter 3, “The Sign of Ismac
ilism,” represents

perhaps the most original part of the book. Here

Bierman proposes (p. 62) that the concentric circle,

which was used in most Fatimid coins and in a few pub-

lic inscriptions, most notably the mosque al-Aqmar of

1125, was a “sign of Ismac
ili rule and law” and of

“Ismac
ili ideology.” She convincingly interprets the

powerful symbol of a circle with a well-defined center

and a number ofconcentric rings in terms ofzähir and

bätin or imän (i.e., Ismac
ilism) and Islam, pivotal con-

cerns for the Isma'ili creed. Yet Bierman’s attempt to

juxtapose this simple epigraphic form with the vastly

more complex Fatimid cosmological diagrams is much

less convincing, for with the exception of their concen-

tric form, the two diagrams are otherwise unrelated.

Bierman’s afterword purports to demonstrate the

legacy of Fatimid inscriptional practices under the

Ayyubid and Mamluk dynasties. Thus, four centuries

and hundreds ofmonuments are superficially summa-

rized in a few pages. More seriously, Bierman’s attempt

to seek continuity in the use of public inscriptions

misses a crucial point, for the later Sunni dynasties

shunned the ambiguous script of the Fatimids for the

much more easily legible thuluth script, which reached

its fullest development in the late thirteenth century.

Furthermore, these later public inscriptions were liter-

ally brought down from their elevated position to the

level of the passing public, directly presenting an exo-

teric text intended to be read by all literate people.

Perhaps one common tenet shared by the three

books under review is a persisting sense of continuity

in Islamic art, an outmoded essentialist assumption that

has been repeatedly questioned but not entirely aban-

doned. I have noted above several instances in which

rejecting this facile assumption and embracing the dis-

junctions of artistic change might produce a more his-

torically nuanced picture of medieval Islamic art. It is

perhaps time fearlessly to explore these disjunctions and

differences across the breadth of Islamic art.

YASSER TABBAA
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